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Vineyard Town has a wonderful heritage, and as we continue to enjoy
the comforts oflife in this quiet community, the age-old thought comes
to mind that "We all drink .from wells we did not drill, and we all
cross bridges we did not build. "May we cherish the sacrifices; the
hard work; and the blood, sweat, and tears ofthose hard-working
families that have helped to provide what we enjoy here today.

-J Rulon Gammon
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Preface
Over the years, many people have wanted a written history of the Vineyard community. Some have even
put words on paper. This volume builds on these earlier efforts in recording the history, culture, and character of Vineyard. The year 2000 is a millennial year; the Vineyard Ward was organized just one hundred years
ago. It is an opportune time to prepare a history of this remarkable little community.
Thus it was that Mayor J Rulon Gammon appointed the Vineyard Historical Committee, whom he
commissioned to oversee the writing of a history during Vineyard's centennial year. Members of the committee were:
Barbara T. Davies, town clerk and committee chair
Rex B. Blake, in charge of religious history
Norman and Connie Holdaway, in charge of education, recreation, and maps
Nadine Allen Gillman, in charge of personal and family histories
Grant Holdaway, in charge of agriculture, industry, and scouting
Ray and Sylvia Holdaway, special committee members
The committee met monthly for nearly two years and more frequently during the last stages of the project, working tirelessly in gathering information, contacting residents and former residents, and poring over
vast amounts of information that were contributed to this effort.
Professor Don Norton, a member of the English Department at Brigham Young University, was invited
to write the history. His work with personal and family histories in the area is well known, and he has also
written columns for local newspapers. As a farm boy himself, Professor Norton found it natural to put his
heart into the project. He in turn solicited the help of seven student writers, Alysa Phillips, Anna English,
and Elizabeth Celaya, who volunteered to draft the chapters on education, the Relief Society, and religion.
Sarah Jean Carter, Rebecca Sederberg, Aimee Hill, and Liza Lorimer were hired to sort through the mass of
personal and family histories and "growing-up" materials and distill them into the concise summaries that
appear in this volume.
Karl F. Batdorff is to be commended for his professionalism in laying out photographs, graphics, and text
and guiding the volume through printing and binding. He hired Alisa Baxter, David Allred, Amber Fawson,
Scott Cameron, and Karen Esplin to assist with proofing and formatting.
Of particular note is the contribution of Rex B. Blake. Without his memory and records, this history
would have been very incomplete. Several pages of the religious history and the Vineyard setting are taken
directly from his manuscript; his remarkably accurate memory provided many other stories and details. Helen
Bunnell Weeks has also shared many of her vivid recollections of life in Vineyard.
Others have also contributed to this volume. In 1957, Blanche Miner collected memories and photographs of school teachers and principals. The chapter on Vineyard schools is much the richer for her efforts.

Mayor J Rulon Gammon and his wife Venice provided valuable information on Vineyard's families and the
town's incorporation. Further, Vineyard residents and former residents willingly shared histories and treasured
photographs. This book is not only for them, but by them. They are, in a very real sense, co-authors.
The long, time-consuming, and complex task of producing this history could not have been done without the efforts of Barbara Davies, chair of the Vineyard Historical Committee and also the town clerk. Her
organizational skills, her wise counsel, and her enthusiasm for the project assured steady progress toward
completion. Special thanks are also extended to her children, especially Casey (who helped with the index),
for giving up their mom many afternoons and evenings while she gathered information and attended committee meetings.
All involved have tried their best to collect and verify the information that has gone into this volume.
Serious effort has been made to be accurate and comprehensive. Many readers may, nevertheless, find mistakes; for these we apologize, hoping that this history will still represent the warm, caring spirit for which
Vineyard residents have long been known.
History writing is a process of selection, which means that valuable information was available that could
not possibly be put in this single volume. We hope this book reflects the essence of what has happened in the
community and town of Vineyard over nearly 150 years, but if readers wish to know more, they may come
to the town offices and peruse the more complete personal and family records and the extensive file of some
nine hundred photographs.
The following written sources were used: Richard Neitzel Holzapfel, A History of Utah County (Salt Lake
City: Utah State Historical Society, 1999); Clyde E. Weeks Jr., Sagebrush to Steel: An Orem Centennial History,
1861-1961 (Orem, Utah: Orem Community Press, 196I);TheDailyHerald; TheDeseretNews; Orem Geneva
Times (formerly the Voice ofSharon); The Daily Universe (BYU); and numerous family and personal histories.
Information was also received from the Redd Center for Western Studies at Brigham Young University.
Permission to use some photographs was granted by the L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library at Brigham
Young University, the Utah State Historical Society Archives, and several private studios (all rights reserved).
-The Vineyard Historical Committee

TIMELINE
1776
The first Europeans, Father Escalante
and Spanish Explorers, enter Utah Valley

1847
Latter-day Saints, the first permanent settlers, explore Utah Valley

1849
Thirty families, lead by John S. Higbee,
enter the valley to establish a settlement

1870s
Homesteaders begin to build
cabins in the lake bottoms

1873
The Union Pacific Railroad comes to Utah Valley

1919
Electricity comes to Vineyard

1946
The Deer Creek Dam is completed

VINEYARD: THE SETTING

N

othing quite so defines Vineyard as
its proximity to Utah Lake. Its fertile
soil is a remnant of a larger Utah
Lake, whose waters once were part of
old Lake Bonneville. The community lies about a
hundred feet below the brow of the west Orem hill
(so-called Vineyard at one time extended as far as
800 West in Orem) and from ten to fifty feet
above the lake itself. It was the sand hills themselves, ideal for the cultivation of grapes, as well
as other fruits and berries, from which Vineyard
took its name.
The water table beneath Vineyard is high and
unstable. The area was once dotted with swampland, impregnated with alkali, and covered with
sand hills, salt grass, sagebrush, greasewood, and
squawberry bushes. To recover it for farming,
settlers built open drains, later laid wooden
pipes, and eventually buried clay tiles, which
now drain nearly every acre of land under cultivation. The presence of an artesian well at the
north end of the town gave birth to the once
lively recreation area called Geneva Resort; ironladen water still flows from a well at that site
(about a fifth of the water that feeds Utah Lake
comes from such springs underneath the lake).
About eighty acres on the southwestern part of
Vineyard remain swampland.
Utah Lake itself, though shallow (it averages
only nine feet deep), has over the centuries been

The Madsen house was located in a small area near the
eastern border of Utah Lake, more than a piece of land:
a tablet that tells of people-of native Ute Indians, to
Mormon settlers, of Madsen descendants-a region
where people toiled the soil, battled the Indians, cursed
the locusts (grasshoppers) and blessed the fish, and
moved from tears to laughter and tripped from frustration
to exultation. I wish they could tell me about this place
and the people who gave it history and meaning to me.
-Peter Madsen

◄

Utah Lake looking north towards Geneva resort, ca. 1930s.
Picture courtesy of Utah State Historical Society.

a source of food, first for Native Americans, who
well into the twentieth century continued to harvest fish, and to the present time for current residents, though the waters now yield only white
bass, bass, walleye, sunfish, pike, catfish, chubs,
suckers, and carp. Fishing was the first major
business enterprise in the area. The Peter Loy
family still harvest fish by seining to supply a
West Coast market.
The presence of an ample supply of fresh water
from wells, streams, and the Provo River was a
major factor in the United States government's
choice of Vineyard, in 1942, as the site for a major
steel manufacturing plant, Geneva Steel, which
occupies roughly half of the town's area.
Native American Indians of the Western
Shoshoni, Northern Ute, and Southern Paiute occupied the area of Utah County when the Spanish
explorers, led by Father Escalante, first entered the
valley in 1776. The principal group of Indians in
the valley at that time were the Timpanogots.
Other early explorers and trappers who travelled the area include the Frenchman Etienne
Provost (after whom the City of Provo is named),
who set up a camp near the Provo River; Jedediah
Smith, another trapper, who explored the valley
twice; and the explorer John C. Fremont, who in
1843-44 made extensive notes on the valley setting, including the several streams that fed the
freshwater lake. The Mormons, the first permanent

Eugene and Harry Gammon walking toward the lake on field road, ca. 1940s.
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white settlers in the valley, had studied carefully
Fremont's notes before they emigrated from the
Midwest to the Salt Lake Valley.
The Latter-day Saints explored Utah Valley
soon after their arrival in the West in 1847, and
within two short years sent colonizers to the area.
On 12 March 1849, a company of thirty families
(130 souls) entered the valley to establish a settlement. Headed by John S. Higbee, the group had
been called by Brigham Young to settle Utah
Valley, in part to deflect Indian hostilities. The
Higbee company was in fact once attacked by
hostile Ute Indians, angry over an earlier skirmish
at Battle Creek (above present Pleasant Grove), in
which several Indians had been killed. Dimick
Huntington, an interpreter, persuaded the Indians
that the settlers meant no harm, and the
Mormons were allowed to camp near the Provo
River. There they built a fort near present Reams
Park, by the river and the freeway. A historical
monument has been erected there.
Occasional confrontations with the Indians
soon arose and continued for several decades.
Although peace was finally established, the presence
of temporary Indian encampments was common
well into the 1920s. Many early residents of
Vineyard mention the Indian custom of an annual
visit to the lake to stock up on dried fish for use
during the winter months. Some Indians were not
above pilfering fish that locals had left by the shore
to dry.
The first permanent settlers in the vicinity of
Vineyard appear to have located in the area they
called Lake Bottom, later renamed Lake View, near
the mouth of Provo River, in 1855. When George
C. Scott wanted to move across the river from
Provo, his father, Andrew Hunter Scott, said to
him, "George, you're a fool; there's nobody north
of the river but Gadianton robbers" (an outlaw
band of Book of Mormon times). The names of
well-known Vineyard families appear at this time:
Stephen I. Bunnell, Thomas Gammon, Mads
Jorgensen, Peter Johnson, and others. They built
homes of logs and adobe bricks.

I had been accustomed to fishing in Denmark as a boy,
so I felt prepared to help the people obtain fish from the
lake. This became my duty and one of my greatest
opportunities for doing good. Our family spun a twine
called hemp from the flax we brought with us, and I knitted a seine (a fishing net having floats on one side and
sinkers along the other). I joined this to two other short
pieces of seine that I found among the group and constructed a good net.
I will always remember the scene along the river's
bank after the first day's catch had been distributed.
The campers were in little groups, around campfires,
where they were boiling fish on the hot coals and eating them with relish, which only those who have passed
through experiences of this kind can appreciate. This
inspiring activity was repeated day after day for weeks
till every family received their share. The families came
and waited their turn to receive fish for their daily needs
and enough fish, which they cleaned and salted for the
coming winter, then left for their homes. For weeks the
work went on, nobody ever asked who did the work or
who received the fish; we were comparatively equal in
those days, and all we asked was enough to eat until we
could raise crops to supply us with food. We fished day
and night, twenty-four hours, till all the families
received their supply.
-Peter Madsen Family History

The potential of the lake bottoms as good
farmland became apparent, and homesteaders
moved there as early as the 1870s to build cabins
and stake their claims on quarter sections of
ground (160 acres), paying the U.S. government
but $1.25 an acre. The earliest settlers in the
Vineyard area were Shadrick Holdaway, Conrad
Maag, Frank Scott, George Stagg, John Stevenson,
A. P. Fillerup Sr., John Gillies, Martin Boulton,
Niels Larsen, and John Madsen. Their homes were
bare pioneer dwellings, but the land was generally
fertile, even before improvement with drains.
As settlers continued to arrive, they built little
log cabins or dugouts with dirt floors and dirt
roofs. Some families even lived in wagons; others
built temporary two-room houses, which they
occupied till better homes could be built. Sheds
and outbuildings began to dot the lake-bottom
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Dwellings used by early settlers near Utah Lake, ca. 1900s.
Historical Society.

landscape. Drinking water came from the many
springs under the bench, though wells were eventually dug and drilled. Conrad Maag drilled many
of the wells in the area.
Early settlers often commented on the primitive quality of "Vineyard Road," now Geneva
Road (Utah Highway 114), which for many
decades was merely a two-wheel wagon trail with
sagebrush on each side and between the wheel
tracks. It meandered along the ridge of high
ground before dropping off into swampland
toward the west. Although the main artery of

Dad sort of pioneered artesian wells for irrigation for
large tracts of ground. About all the wells around were
just little two-inch pipes for watering stock and for
household purposes. About 79 74 or 7915, Dad bought
some five-inch casing pipe and had an old well driver
named Les Larsen drive two of these pipes down by the
old reservoir on the south-central side of the farm on
high ground. They were drilled by a steam-power outfit, and they were good wells at that time. Dad was
especially proud of the south well, which produced
some nine hundred gallons a minute, flowing fortyeight inches above the pipe. Dad had several wells
driven on the farm, and we had the best water rights in
the county at the time.
-Harry Gammon
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travel in the area, it was
dusty in the summer;
muddy in the winter;
and sometimes in wet
weather, impassable. In
wet years before the
Deer Creek Dam was
completed in 1946, the
Provo River often ran
wild in the June runoff, flowing over its
banks and onto nearby
farmland; however,
there was often insuffiPicture courtesy of Utah State
cient water through the
dry summers.
Canals and ditches had to be dug. Wet springs
all over the area had to be drained, and fields had
to be leveled with teams of horses and scrapers so
they could be irrigated. Poles were hauled from the
canyons to make lumber for barns and houses.
While it was the agricultural potential of the
area that first drew settlers to the Vineyard area,
and agriculture has remained the main enterprise
(except for Geneva Steel), a number of forces,
described below, have shaped the community and
altered even the way agriculture is carried out.
Field drains now underlie cultivated land in
Vineyard. Early canals and ditches assured a more
reliable and extended source of irrigation water.
The construction of the Deer Creek Dam, with
the resulting reservoir, also made water availability
more stable throughout the year. Improved roads

Raymond Harding leaving on one week trip to get a load of
lumber, 1924.

As time passed, the settlers began to be more prosperous and better homes were built. A mark of status was
the fine teams of horses a farmer drove or the sleek
buggy horses he had. There were buggies and surreys
with fringe on the top; some had fenders over the
wheels, and headlights that required lard (pig fat) for the
wick to burn.
-Rex Blake
Salt Lake and Utah Railroad, ca. 1920s

facilitated transportation. The Union Pacific Railroad intercepted the area in 1873, followed by the
Denver and Rio Grande in 1881-82, which was a
narrow-gauge, then later a standard rail. For many
decades, the railroads served to transport milk and
agricultural produce to processing plants and
urban markets. The rails also brought visitors to
the popular Geneva Resort.
In 1914 the Salt Lake and Utah Railroad (also
called the "Interurban" or "Orem Line"), though
its tracks ran through what is now Orem
Boulevard, provided passenger connections from
Payson to Salt Lake City.
The first U.S. Post Office in Vineyard was in
the home of Charlie Craig, the first postmaster.
For years the mail was carried to the railroad cross-

The Utah Power and Light Company has made a proposition to the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company about bringing
a power line out to their beet dump. The sugar company asked the ward to advance some money so that the
meeting house and amusement hall could have electricity provided. The matter was discussed at length by the
priesthood. A motion was made and seconded that private homes also use the electricity. Homes along the
power line would raise $ 7000 for immediate hookup;
other homes would be assessed $250, then pay for
hookup later when lateral lines were installed.
As a result, the first indoor plumbing became available because people could then pump water into pressure tanks using electricity. Prior to this time, everyone
had outside toilets.
- Rex Blake, quoting Bishop Varley

ing, where the mail bag was picked up by a hook
on a moving train. Until that time, Vineyard was
just a rural route out of Provo.
The first electricity came to Vineyard in 1919
in connection with the need to power the sugar
beet dump.
Vineyard's first school was the "Little Blue
Schoolhouse," built in 1883 and later purchased,
in 1890, by the LDS Church for meetings.
Additional meeting houses were dedicated in
1906, 1939, and 1949. The first school building
was replaced in 1894, and again in 1912. After a
number of renovations and additions, the elementary school closed in 1965. Since then students have attended classes in Alpine District
schools in Orem.
Commercial ventures in Vineyard were largely
extensions of an agricultural economy: processing
and shipping plants for fruits, berries, and vegetables; a sugar beet dump and slicer (it employed
many Vineyard residents even though the latter
was located in adjacent Lake View); a depot to
process the milk from the many dairy farms; two
turkey ranches, a feed mill, and two country stores.
The most significant single event in the history of Vineyard was the construction of the
Geneva Steel plant, beginning in 1942. The plant
displaced forty farmers, among them seventeen
dairy farmers, and disrupted the traditionally pastoral setting. More important, it occupied half of
the area that later was incorporated into the town
of Vineyard.
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For several decades, development has reformed the east half of the community, as several
parcels of property, piece by piece, have been
assimilated into Orem City. At the time of this
writing, seventy-five acres west of Geneva Road
have been annexed by Orem. Ninety-two homes
have been built on twenty-five of those acres; a
sports complex has been proposed on the other
fifty. In an effort to define its own future, and preserve its rural atmosphere as much as possible,
Vineyard residents petitioned for incorporation in
January 1989; approval was granted on 11 May
1989. This incorporation has stopped further
annexation into adjoining communities and set the
permanent boundaries of this little community.
Where will Vineyard go from here? Only the passage of time can dictate the answer to this question; but if history has a way of repeating itself,
and as assuredly as genes pass on the hereditary
traits of a family, the true grit and tenacity of the
settlers of the community will ensure that
Vineyard's citizens will decide what is best. The
residents of Vineyard consider it a blessing to be
able to set their own course.

Mt. Timpanogos, ca. 1997
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Hayfields, 1998

Harold Holdaway farm looking north towards Geneva Steel Plant, ca. 1940s

Map 1 - The Settlement of
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TIMELINE
1883
Residents build "Little Blue Schoolhouse,"
which was used as a meetinghouse
for Church members in Vineyard

1877
Lake View Ward is formed
with Peter Madsen as bishop

1899
Vineyard Ward is formed from the old North Ward

1906
The White Chapel, the first LDS ward building in
Vineyard, is dedicated by Elder Reed Smoot

1928
Cabinet is presented to the ward by the
missionary committee. The photos of all the missionaries serving from the ward are to be displayed

1936
The White Chapel is torn down
in preparation for a new building

1939
The new chapel is dedicated
by President Heber J. Grant

1942
Geneva Steel buys the chapel to use as office space

1949
Time capsule sealed to be opened in fifty years

1950
New chapel is dedicated by Elder Ezra Taft Benson

1999
Time capsule opened

RELIGION

T

he religious history of Vineyard is essentially a history of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints in
that area. From the community's
beginnings, the population of Vineyard has been
almost entirely Mormon. Religious activities in
Vineyard began when Latter-day Saints settled the
area, and over time most of the town's residents
have been and continue to be members of the
Mormon faith. An accurate religious history also
requires distinguishing between Vineyard as a
community, a branch, a ward, and eventually an
incorporated town (and at various times Vineyard
was an extension of Provo and Orem). Vineyard
has also been closely related to Lake View, the
community south of Vineyard, part of which
remains in Provo City and part in Utah County.
During the early years of the settlement of
Utah Valley, residents were widely scattered, and
Latter-day Saints who lived in the area extending
from Provo to Point of the Mountain attended
religious services in Provo. The stake was originally
named the Provo Stake (1851), but the name was
changed a year later to Utah Stake, to reflect the
name of the county.
For many years, the Lake View community of
thirty families was an extension of the Provo Fifth
◄

Utah Stake building, 1972

Ward (Utah Stake); the area was known as the "lake
bottom" or "homestead territory." The name Lake
View emerged when homes were flooded along the
Provo River during the unusually wet years of
1861-62; residents were forced to move to higher
ground. There they had a dear view of Utah Lake.
Church members first met in the "Little Blue
Schoolhouse," built in 1883 by Niels Larsen and
purchased in 1890 by the Church. It was dedicated by Stephen L. Chipman for church use. It was
located on 200 North Geneva Road, where the
Vineyard Amusement Company later built an
amusement hall in 1915. The boundaries of this

Vineyard Ward, 1936. Front row:_ Williams, LaWana Burningham, Bill Rawlings, Glen Lystrup, Wilson Madsen, Keith Hebertson,
William Wells, Eldon Harding, Leland Wells, Wildon Clegg, Darrel Clegg, Lynn Holdaway, Robert L. Johnson, Marion Gillies, Alvin
Harding, Boyd Harding, Delbert Mills, Wayne Hebertson, _ , Donald Stone, _Wells, Jay Lee Johnson, Jesse Bunnell, Helen
Bunnell, Ruth Blake,_, Lois Stewart, Jenna Vee Schroder, Jean Clegg, Vaughn Clegg,_, Janet Clegg, Wayne Gammon, Mary Lou
Harding, Grace Gammon, Wilda Wells, Cleo Harding, Kenneth Williams, Beth Madsen, Betty Jo Beveridge, Gloria Stone, Dora Ferre,
Leisle Ash. Second row: Nellie Schroder, Donna Spaulding, Arva Williams, Dorothy Williams, Larene Maag, Margaret Gammon,
Reon Maag, _ , _ , _, _ , _,_, _, Wayne Hebertson, _, JoAnn Hebertson, Beth Harding, LeRoy Williams, Grant
Holdaway, LeGrande Bunker, Leo Holdaway, Myrle Stone, Carma Thacker, Lois Young, Dale Harding,_,_,_, Dal Stone, Leon
Hebertson, _, _, _ , _, Kay Madsen, Don Allen, _, Lynn Holdaway, Barbara Andersen. Third row: (first girl) Lucy Ferre,
(seated, middle of picture) Leah Harding, Harriet Varley, Gene Gammon, Olena Gammon, Andrew Fillerup, Mrs. Fillerup, Annie
Blake, Carrie Gillies,_, Lydia Allen, Ann Larsen, Sarah Shumway, Edna Holdaway,_,_, Alice Harding, Ellen Holdaway, May
Schroder, Fred Lystrup, Vida Lystrup, Bina Clegg, Druzella Madsen, Ella Hebertson holding baby Val Hebertson, Velda Bunker holding baby Velyle Bunker, Rozella Schroder, Merlene Wells, Lyle Holdaway, Zella Harding. Fourth row (standing): Maurine Boulton,
Reva Shumway, Verna Harding, Leah Harding, Ruby Maag, Ray Gammon, Pauline Gammon, Baby-Harry Gammon, Leah Gammon,
Cinderella Johnson, Vi late Shumway, Emma Blake, Della Stone, Louella Olsen, _, __, (behind) Roland Harding, John K. Allen,
__, Ruth Clegg, Jim Blake, LeRoy Gammon, Lowell Varley, Malicent Wells, Authnell Larsen, Vera Larsen, Ariel Larsen, Persus
Young, LaVone Olson, Wilbur Harding, Ario Shumway, Bert Madsen. Fifth row: Leora Harding, Edith Stewart, LaRue Boulton, June
Gregory, Laura Stewart, Joan Murdoch, Mary Blake, Fern Rawlings, Norma Andersen, Rozella Schroder, Lela Miner, Lucinda Taylor,
Mabel Bunker, Joseph A. Murdoch, Taylor Allen, Jay Gillies, Samuel H. Blake, Clyde Holdaway, Delphia Holdaway, Ray Harding,
Thelma Blake, Elroy Murdoch, Elwood Allen, Dean Miner, Carl Andreasen, Glen Lystrup, _, Joseph Blake, Lewis Wells, George
Blake. Back Row: Clouide Stone, Bernard Andersen, Elvis Terry, Howard Andersen, Vida Murdoch, _, Carlyle Bunker, Thorit
Hebertson, Elmer Holdaway, Harold Holdaway, Juel Andreasen, _, Clarence Gammon, Helen Allen holding baby Nadine Allen,
_, Wesley Harding, _ , _ , _, Arvil Stone, Howard Holdaway, Grant Blake.
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congregation then comprised all the area west of
800 West in Orem, from Provo to Pleasant Grove.
A Lake View Ward was formed in the fall of
1877, with Peter Madsen, a Danish immigrant, as
its first bishop. The ward consisted of two congregations, the Lake View Ward and the North Lake
View Ward, which shared one bishop, John Johnson, who was called in 1892. Bishop Johnson
recorded in his journal how he managed to serve
two wards simultaneously: "I would go to the
North Ward for Sunday School at 10:00 A.M. and
to the South Ward for sacrament meeting in the
afternoon, then alternate the following week."
Travel was by horse and buggy, and of course the
convenience of the telephone did not yet exist.
On 24 December 1899, the North Ward
became the Vineyard Ward. The new ward consisted of thirty families and was led by Bishop William
D. Lewis and counselors George M. Smoot and
Niels Larsen. By this time, ward boundaries were
from 800 South to 1600 North, and from 800
West in Orem to the shores of Utah Lake. John

Gillies named the community of Vineyard after the
many grapevines cultivated along the sand hills that
formed the west slope of the Provo Bench (Orem).
At this time, residents of Vineyard were a cosmopolitan bunch, many of them immigrants from
such European countries as Switzerland, Norway,
Denmark, Scotland, and England.
At this period of time, each ward was also a
school district. The Vineyard, Lake View, Grandview, and Pleasant View Wards, along with other
school districts later became the Lincoln School
District. The Alpine School district was not created until 1915. In March 1902, the boundary
between Lake View and Vineyard was moved from
800 South to 1200 South, to coincide with the
school district boundary. This change drew three
families into the ward: Stephen I. Bunnell,
William Blake, and William Clegg.
On 15 September 1929, the Vineyard Ward
became part of the first stake created in Orem, the
Sharon Stake, with Arthur Watkins (later a U.S.
senator) as president, Samuel H. Blake as first
counselor, and Adelbert Bigler as second counselor.
When President Bigler died in an automobile accident, Sidney Cluff replaced him as a counselor in
the stake presidency. As growth in Orem continued, the Sharon Stake was divided (13 April 1947),
creating the Orem Stake, with a Vineyard resident,
Walter Holdaway, as president, E. Carlyle Bunker
as first counselor, and M. Dover Hunt as second

Niels and Sine Larsen and Jens and Anna Andreasen, Danish
immigrants, ca. 1920s.

Orem Stake Presidency, 1947. Front row: Walter Holdaway, E.
Carlyle Bunker. Back row: Andrew Johnson, M. Dover Hunt.

Dad always paid his tithing with produce from the farm.
I don't think he ever got a receipt for it; he didn't want
one, he just wanted to help other people. When we
slaughtered a pig, beef, turkey or ducks he would always
share with our neighbors, and they shared with us.
- Clarence Ferre
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I remember as a small child having Leora Harding and
Lyle Holdaway as my Sunday School teachers. Leora
Harding was "Aunt Leora" to us, and I guess to all the
small children in the ward before and after us. I thought
they were the nicest ladies that ever could be and
always looked forward to going to Sunday School class.
- Barbara Andersen Jackson

Vineyard Ward members in front of
Vineyard Ward chapel, 1906

counselor. On 3 November 1957, the Orem Stake
was further divided to create the Orem West
Stake, again with a Vineyard resident as president, E. Carlyle Bunker.
As postwar population growth accelerated over
the next three decades, further stakes emerged. In
1971, while R. Phil Shumway was president of the
Orem West Stake, a division created the Orem
South Stake, over which President Shumway continued to preside. He was succeeded by President
Leland Howell in 1977, who in turn was succeeded by Bruce Olsen. In the late 1980s, the name of
the stake was changed to the Orem Sunset Heights
Stake, of which the Vineyard First and Second
Wards are now a part. Ronald K. Hawkins now
presides over that stake.
The first LDS chapel in Vineyard, constructed
of a newly introduced white "pressed" brick (hence
the name "the White Chapel") was dedicated by
Reed Smoot, of the Quorum of the Twelve, on 30
September 1906. It featured a large chapel that
seated perhaps two hundred people. It also had
plus two classrooms on the ground floor and three
upstairs. Two more class spaces could be created by
drawing a curtain across the chapel. "If you didn't
like one lesson, you could concentrate on what was
being said on the other side of the curtain," Ella
Hebertson reported. The chapel was heated by two
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After the walkway was completed, the chorister, John K.
Allen, would, at the end of a meeting, stomp his foot
(one leg was shorter than the other) and have the Saints
step to the music and march out of the chapel row by
row and line up like soldiers on the new walkway. The
grown-ups exited the building first and formed lines on
either side of the walkway, then the children came out
of the chapel last, marching between the lines of adults.
When everyone was out of the chapel they were
released-the kids to play, the adults to visit.
-Vineyard Ward Minutes, 7914
A day was set for the hauling of the rock for the faun·
dation of the new church building. The rock was to be
hauled from an old building near Pleasant Grove. As the
men drove past the farm of William Rawlings, they found
him plowing in the field. Brother Smoot stopped his
team and said, "Come, Bill, we're all hauling rock
today." Brother Rawlings, not an active church-goer,
unhitched from the plow, hitched his horses to the
wagon, and joined the rest, letting his own work wait.
-Ella Hebertson Vignette: from the
County Fare Section/ Sunday Daily Herald
Buildings were not air-conditioned in those days and
there were no screens on the windows. I remember
one summer evening during sacrament meeting, the
lights attracted the bugs which collected and died in
the lamp bowls. As they became hot they stunk so bad
the meeting had to be dismissed early. But the Spirit
was there!
-Vineyard Ward Minutes, 7978

coal stoves, lit early Sunday mornings by custodians Axel Andreasen, and later Kirby Allen. People
seated closest to the stoves "cooked," and those farther away "froze." Lighting was by coal-oil lamps.

Ward minutes ofJuly 1910 record that the bishopric considered gas lights, which were installed
later in October. The cost of construction was
$4,149.55, with much of the work being done by
ward members. The building stood for thirty years,
accommodating meetings, dances, dramas, parties,
and other amusements.
In 1916 the Vineyard Ward constructed an
amusement hall across the street from the meetinghouse. It was forty by sixty feet, with a stage and one
basement room; dances, funerals, and other assemblies were held there. For assemblies in the amusement hall, priesthood bearers carried the benches,
parade style, along the road from the chapel to the
hall-and then back again for the next regular
church meeting.
On 29 June 1936, the White Brick meetinghouse was torn down to make room for a new
structure, but not without an outpouring of memories and emotion. Malicent Wells wrote of that
occasion, remembering "The wonderful sermons
that have been preached, the hundreds of babies
that have been blessed, the countless priesthood
ordinances that have been performed, the socials,
parties, dinners, dances, conferences, missionary
farewells, not forgetting the dairy meetings, political
primaries, marriages, and one hundred funeral services that have been held there for our loved ones"it indeed represented the story of many lives.
It was a bold decision to undertake a new
building during the years of the Great Depression,

Axel and I served on the Missionary Committee for
twenty years, along with Elmer Holdaway and his wife,
Ellen. That was a wonderful work. We had a nice big
supper, $ 1-$2 a plate. A dance, 50 cents a ticket or if
they had supper it came off of that. We used to worry
every time, but we never failed. We always got plenty to
send the missionary on his way. One time we had Roy
Allen for England and Juel Andreasen for Denmark, but
we still got enough. Vineyard was sure a missionaryminded people.
-Anna Lena Andreasen

The Vineyard Ward in the 1920s and 1930s had from
two to six missionaries in the various mission fields. The
missionary committee prepared and conducted the programs for the testimonial meetings that were given for
the missionaries both before the new missionary left for
his mission, and upon his return home. The missionary
committee raised funds to send all the missionaries to
their respective mission fields, and they sponsored a
ward dance with a program and farewell party for each
missionary. They also kept in touch with the missionary
and his family during the time of the mission to see that
no financial or other hardship came to the missionary
family. The Vineyard Ward was a small farming community in those days, but it conducted a very successful
missionary program.
- Elmer T. Holdaway

when many men had little if any work, and cash
was scarce. Nevertheless, after study and prayer
and an assessment of the inadequacy of the present
building, priesthood leaders decided to demolish
the old building and build a new meetinghouse
on the same site. The personal history of Elmer
Thomas Holdaway (written by his son, E. Harold)
describes how construction was possible:
The first project was to contract for the demolishing of a large brick building in the mouth of
Provo Canyon owned by the Utah Power and
Light Company [a school building at the
Olmstead Power Plant]. The building was torn
down and the bricks cleaned by hand and
transported to the building site. Fifty-nine
thousand bricks were salvaged and hauled on
wagons and trucks to the new chapel site at a
cost of $3.00 per thousand. The new Vineyard
church was to use used brick because so many
people were unemployed and were willing to
work out their ward building assessments, at a
rate of three dollars a day.

Ralph Handley and Bert Murdoch wired the
building; Clarence Ferre painted. Many members
donated "in kind"-hay, flower bulbs, a quilt, a
steer, even mining stock. Dances, dinners, and
concerts were held to generate money. The 4-H
boys did the landscaping under the leadership of
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Vineyard Ward building. Purchased by the Defense Plant Corp. Geneva Works U.S. Steel plant, 1942

Joseph Clegg. Even nonmembers in the area-for
example, Mr. Singh, a Hindu, and some Japanese
and Chinese sharecroppers-supported the project.
Dedicated on 24 December 1939, the new
chapel cost nearly forty thousand "depression dollars." Heber J. Grant, president of the LDS
Church, offered the dedicatory prayer on the
ward's fortieth birthday. At the time, the ward consisted of 125 families and 575 members.
On 18 March 1942, the U.S. government purchased the two-year-old building for $55,000 (a
price considered proper to allow replacement of
the building) as part of the land on which the
Geneva Steel plant was to be constructed. Because
of the amount of land appropriated for the steel
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plant (sixteen hundred acres), forty percent of the
population (thirty-five families) of the Vineyard
community were obliged to move from the area.
A farewell party for families displaced by the steel
plant was "well attended," according to reports in a
local newspaper (probably March 1942). By 1950
the ward population again matched earlier figures.
It is natural to ask why residents were willing
to give up homes and a beautiful new church
building when it meant bearing what Malicent
Wells described as "the loss of our heritage and of
our homes that we love, and the disrupting of our
peaceful community." Because of wartime shortages, the chances of finding equal employment
elsewhere, or replacing the building, was slim. But

It has been a long time since I bore my testimony and
this will be my last time here in Vineyard, but I would
like to say, I'm thankful for the gospel and the wonderful
things it brings into our lives. I want to say goodbye and
give thanks for all our blessings we have had here. We
have learned to love Vineyard and her people. "It takes
a heap a living to make a house a home," and it takes a
heap of associating to call a ward our own, and so it has
been with us. For every friendly handclasp and every
pleasant smile and kind word, we thank you. If we have
hurt or wronged any of you, we ask forgiveness. May we
who have to move find good friends, good as those we
leave. I wonder if we all feel alike. Life is but a dream,
but we wake each day to find it is a stern reality. I pray
all may go well with us all. Amen.
-Anna Lena Andreasen, in the last testimony
meeting before the steel plant came

this location of the proposed steel plant was ideal.
The site was inland from U.S. coastlines vulnerable
to Axis powers, an abundant source of water was
available, Vineyard was an open land area, labor
was plentiful, and two key rail lines crossed Utah
Valley through this community. The government's

urgent plea was persuasive. Bishop Walter
Holdaway recorded, ''A special meeting of priesthood was called on an hour's notice. A unanimous
vote was given to sustain me in selling the chapel."
At the last church meeting held in the building,
President Arthur V. Watkins of the Sharon Stake
congratulated residents for their willingness to
"adjust themselves" to the national need for this particular kind of industry in their midst. Yet, relinquishing the building was not without deep feelings:
"One of the most outstanding and memory provoking services ever held there [in the Vineyard chapel]
came to a close last Sunday evening, marking the
end of that building's use as a gathering place for
ward activities" (undated newspaper report, probably
mid to late March 1942). Bishop Walter Holdaway
presided over the meeting, and speakers included
two former bishops, Major T C. Hebertson (who,
having been recruited into the military, traveled from
California), and Victor M. Andersen, who was bishop when building plans were formulated. The meeting also featured several musical numbers.

Vineyard Ward, ca. 1940
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Construction work on the steel plant was
scheduled to begin on 1 April, and there was no
time for Utah Construction Company to build
auxiliary offices. On the following Monday, 4 April
1942, the construction company occupied the
recreation hall of the chapel, the Relief Society
room, and the bishop's office; the remainder of
building was to be evacuated by Wednesday.
Engineers, stenographers, and clerks occupied other
areas of the building. The structure was later used
as offices for the Geneva Recreation Association
and the Geneva Federal Credit Union. When it was
torn down in 1969, its bricks were salvaged for use
in the Pleasant Grove Sportsman Club.
Without a building, and aware of wartime
restrictions on new construction, ward members
declined an invitation to meet in the Lake View
Ward building, preferring to meet in the old
amusement hall and hold classes in the adjacent
school building for seven years until a new building
could be constructed on Geneva Road. About 1947
the government's ration board granted priority to
construct the meetinghouse, one of two church
buildings in the valley to obtain scarce postwar
construction materials (the Vermont Ward in Orem
being the other). It was located on a four-acre plot
at the intersection of Eighth South (also called
"Lincoln Road," because it led to the Lincoln
School; it is now intercepted by the freeway).
At this time, 50 percent of the funding for
building projects came from the Church and 50
percent from local members. There was some question at first whether a full four-acre site was needed-cost of land was very expensive; but a lovely
park now complements the building.

Over the years, the Vineyard Ward has been active in
building many floats for parades. And it has always supported other community projects. It has had the reputation for the largest funerals and wedding receptions,
because of the people's closeness to one another.
-Rex Blake
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Bishop J. Taylor Allen, Raymond Harding (kneeling), Richard
& Karl Blake, Hal Allen, and Robert Stone at groundbreaking
for new Vineyard Chapel, 2 April 1949.

Under the direction of Malicent Wells, chairman of the "Copper Box Committee," personal
letters and other documents were placed in the
cornerstone of the new building. Names of all who
contributed to the building fund (including children who contributed at least fifty cents) were also
inscribed on papers and enclosed in the box
behind the copper name plate. The plate was
removed from the previous chapel and placed on
the cornerstone of the new building. To save the
cost of a new plaque (Bishop Taylor Allen was very
thrifty), the "3" on the "1939" dedication plaque
was simply changed to a "4," to read "1949."
The "time capsule" was opened on 3 May
1999, the year a history of the town of Vineyard
was proposed. Present at the removal of the box
were Rex Blake, LaDell Gillman, Vic Carlisle,

Jim Pipkin, and a building maintenance man.
Pauline Gammon, Lorayne Stoddard, Grace Holdaway, and Rex Blake later opened the box and
recorded its contents. Unfortunately, moisture had
seeped into the box. Some documents had been
destroyed, others damaged (Reproductions of some
of the documents from the box are included at the
end of this chapter). The letters were distributed to
their respective family members and read at the
Vineyard reunion on 14 August 1999.
The amusement hall which served Vineyard
Ward members during the war was later purchased
by the Alpine School District and used as a lunchroom. It remains standing in the year 2000, now
housing the Prestwich Lumber Company, which
manufactures wood pallets.
Dedicated on 20 August 1950 by Elder Ezra
Taft Benson, the new building continues, after
two major renovations, to house a Vineyard
Ward. Ward population at the time of dedica-

When I was ordained a deacon, we used to take a flour
sack and called at the homes. Each family would donate
as many sifters of flour as they felt they would like too. It
wasn't nearly as hard to donate as it seems for people
nowadays. We used to ride our horses in order to be
able to carry our load.
- Kenneth Williams

tion was 578 members. The cost of the building
was $110,000.
The first renovation of the Vineyard Ward
meetinghouse in 1963 was part of the Church's
missionary construction program, in which members did the work under the direction of a hired
supervisor, Bill Moore, on a seventy/thirty financial basis with the Church. The project also
involved many inactive members, who were
brought into activity while laboring on the construction. Elder Alvin R. Dyer dedicated the

Vineyard Ward chapel, 20 August 1950
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remodeled building on 21 August 1966. A second
remodeling in 1981 resulted in the present building.
Elder Paul H. Dunn, of the First Quorum of the
Seventy, dedicated the refurbished building on 18
October of that year.
The Vineyard Ward underwent four divisions
because of dramatic increases in population: two
under Bishop LaDell Gillman (1967-73), and two
under Bishop J Rulon Gammon (1973-79). The
boundaries at this time were from 1600 North to
1200 South in Orem, and from Interstate 15 west
to Utah Lake (undated newspaper article, "Brief
History of J Rulon Gammon Period As Bishop of
Vineyard Ward").
A notable achievement of the Vineyard Ward is
the "missionary board"-a photographic display of
nearly all missionaries who have served since the
ward's founding in 1891 (it became known as the
Vineyard Ward only in 1899). According to ward

minutes of 1 April 1928, a cabinet containing the
photographs was presented to the ward by the missionary committee. The first missionary was Conrad
Maag Sr., who served in Switzerland from 1891 to
1893. Begun by Malicent Clegg Wells, the board now
features photographs of 200 missionaries, in some instances encompassing as many as four generations of
some longtime residents-the Blakes, Holdaways,
Allens, Cleggs, and Gammons. It's a "missionary
motivator," says Rex Blake (who served in the British
Isles from 1934 to 1936). "People look at it, and
when they see grandfathers and fathers, they decide
they want to be on the board too."
The board also reflects the history of missionary
work churchwide: missions have varied in length from
eighteen months to three years. During war years,
quotas reduced the numbers of young men who could
be called ("Board Lists Missionaries," Daily Herald,
11 Dec. 1983).

Conrad Maag Sr.
Switzerland, 1891-93

Andrew N. Holdaway
Southern States, 1893-94

Andrew Fillerup Sr.
Denmark, 1894-96

E.K. Fillerup
Southern States, 1 89 7-98

Conrad Maag Jr.
Southern States, 1898

George M. Smoot
Norway, 1897-99

S.A. Fillerup
Northern States, 1898-99

Axel F. Andreasen
Denmark, 1900-1903

Stephen I. Bunnell
California, 1901-3

John P. Madsen
Southern States, 1901-2

Niels Larsen
Denmark, 1902-4

William Varley
Northern States, 1903-4

Benjamin Larsen
Southern States, 1904-6

David Gillies
Southern States, 1904-6

Stephen S. Bunnell
California, 1904-6

Samuel H. Blake
British Isles, 1906-8

Raymond Harding
Northern States, 1910-12

Niels Andersen
Northern States, 1907-9

Joel T. Bunnell
Central States, 1908-1 0

James T. Blake
Samoan, 1909-12

W. Kirby Allen
Hawaii, 1909-12

J. Wallace Clegg
British Isles, 1912-14

William Blake
British Isles, 1912-14

Thomas Allen
Eastern States, 191 3-1 5

Leonard Madsen
Eastern States, 1913-1 5

Joseph 0. Stone
British Isles, 1914-16

Ethel Varley
Southern States, 1916-18

Joy 0. Clegg
Eastern States, 1921-23

Leland Gammon
California, 1921-23

Lydia Allen Ekins
California, 1922-24

J. Taylor Allen

Lowell P. Varley
Central States, 1923-25

Lucille Holdaway
California, 1923-26

Antoine L. Bunker
Eastern States, 1923-25

Burton Scott
Southern States, 1923-25

Northwestern States, 1924-26

George S. Bunker
California, 1924-26

Ellis D. Holdaway
California, 1926-28

H. LeRoy Gammon
New Zealand, 1926-28

Jenna V. Clegg
Hawaii, 1926-27

Howard M. Andersen
Germany, 1926-29

Roy Allen
British Isles, 1927-29

Gordon Larsen
Southern States, 1927-29

E. Carlyle Bunker
Mexican, 1928-30

Juel L. Andreasen
Denmark, 1928-30

Norma, Harold, and Lynn
Holdaway (baby)
Tonga, 1929-32

Harold Maag
Germany, 1930-32

Elroy Murdoch
Western States, 1931-33

(served 2 missions)

Bernard 0. Andersen
Denmark, 1929-32

Ray Gammon
Hawaii, 1930-32

Thelma Blake
Northern States, 1930-32

Clyde A. Holdaway
Holland, 1932-34

Carl R. Andreasen
Denmark, 1932-35

William M. Davis
East Central States, 1932-34

Max J. Blake
Central States, 1934-36

Rex B. Blake
British Isles, 1934-36

Wilbur Harding
Northern States, 1936-38

Ario Shumway
Western States, 1937-39

George R. Blake
West Germany, 1937-39

Joseph T. Blake
East Central States, 1938-40

Lewis F. Wells
California, 1940-42

E. Carlyle Bunker
Mexico, 1940-41

Grant E. Blake
Spanish American, 1942-43

Arva Williams
Canada, 1946-48

Robert A. Pearson
Australia, 1946-48

Joseph H. Clegg
Central States, 1946-48

Kenneth Williams
New England, 1947

Robert E. Walker
New England, 1947-49

Floyd W. Clegg
Canada, 1947-49

Richard Hebertson
Netherlands, 1949-52

Leo Holdaway
North Central States, 1950-52

Darrel Clegg
Canada, 1950-52

LeRoy Williams
Canada, 1950-52

Udell Clegg
Western States, 1950-52

Vaughn T. Clegg
New England, 1950-52

Grant Holdaway
New England, 1951-53

William A. Green
North Central States, 1951-53

Morris G. Clegg
Northern California, 1954-56

Ivan A. Bunker
Northern States, 1954-56

R. Eugene Gammon
West Germany, 1954-56

LeRoy T. Holdaway
Canada, 1955-5 7

Harry K. Gammon
East Central States, 1956-58

Wesley D. Sorenson
Denmark, 1956-58

M. Kay Holdaway
Canada, 1956-58

Evan P. Harding
Central States, 1957-59

William G. Clegg
West Central States, 1957-59

Russell Wilkinson
Northern States, 1958-60

Boyd F. Holdaway
Great Lakes, 1958-60

Richard C. Pearson
Northern States, 1958-60

Trevor Andersen
Canada, 1959-61

Philip K. Holdaway
Western States, 1960-62

Karl B. Blake

Richard H . Blake
Central Atlantic, 1960-62

J Rulon Gammon
Central States, 1960-62

Carla Bunker
California, 1961-62

Gary L. Shumway
British Isles, 1961-63

East Central States, 1961-63

Hal J. Allen
Florida, 1962-64

Don J. Brown
North British, 1962-64

Dale and Joyce Harding
Chile, 1963-65

Emily Ann Clegg
Hawaii, 1963-64

David Hebertson
Australia, 1963-65

Myrna Gammon
Ireland, 1963-65

S. Dwight Bunnell
California, 1963-65

David Holdaway
Texas, 1964-66

Sharron B. Lea
California, 1964-66

Edward C. Bunker
British Isles, 1966-68

Robert 0. Harding
California, 1966-68

Gail H. Roper
British Isles, 1966-68

David Wilding
Australia, 1967-69

Dale R. Blake
West Central States, 1967-69

Glen Robins
Texas, 1968-70

Randy Bunker
Gulf States, 1968-70

Ronald Stoddard
West Germany, 1968-70

Philip Wilding
Canada, 1967-70

Paul Roper
Netherlands, 1968-70

Ivan Holdaway
Italy, 1969-71

Larry Cragun
Ohio, 1969-71

Dean Miner Jr.
Finland, 1970-72

Dan Vaselerous
West Germany, 1970-72

Kathleen Stoddard
Bo! ivia Medical, 1971-73

Randall Stoddard
England, 1971-73

Dennis Shumway
Mexico, 1971-73

Nile J. Miner
Maryland, 1972-74

Wesley Horlacher
Peru, 1972-7 4

Tom Horlacher
Georgia, 1973-75

Ray and Sylvia Holdaway
Arizona, Hopi, 1974-76

Gary Morrill
California, 1974-76

Kerry Clegg
North Carolina, 1974-76

Kim Roper
West Germany, 1975-77

Keith Holdaway
Ohio, 1975-77

Lorin Pat Brady
Arkansas, 1976-78

David Robins
Taiwan, 1976-78

Keith Stewart
South Africa, 1976-78

Randy Wilkinson
Louisiana, 1977-79

Clint Bunker
Japan, 1977-79

Taylor Brady
Florida, 1977-79

Kevin Gillman
West Germany, 1977-79

Jeff Holdaway
South Korea, 1978-80

Danielle Holdaway
Mexico, 1978-79

Alan N. Holdaway
Florida, 1978-80

Boyd Brady
England, 1978-80

Craig Wilkinson
California, 1978-80

Evan Roper
New Zealand, 1978-80

David Cluff
Arizona, 1978-80

Karl Clegg
Australia, 1979-81

Gerald Stoddard
Japan, 1979-81

Cleo Roper
Ohio, 1979-80

Ned Miner
New Zealand, 1979-81

Alton and Alta Morrill
Kentucky, 1979-81

Bill and Verda Jenkins
North Dakota, 1980-81

Mark Rawlings
Finland, 1980-82

James Gillman
England, 1980-82

Jonathan Holdaway
Italy, 1980-82

Ross and Erna Holdaway
Mesa Temple, 1981-82

Virginia Parada
San Diego, 1981-82

Lyle Wesley Swaney
Brazil, 1983-84

Rex and Ruth Blake
West Indies, 1984-86

Shelby and Cleo Berry
Atlanta Temple, 1985

Rosalee Madsen
Atlanta Temple, 1985

Jeffery R. Gammon
Arkansas, 1986-88

David Anderson
Virginia, 1986-88

Jim Franson
Louisiana, 1987-89

Michael Pyne
Ohio, 1988-90

Chad Morris
Peru, 1988-90

Daniel Gammon
Tennessee, 1989-91

Jonathan Allen
Peru, 1989-91

Laurence Ballard
Canada, 1989-91

Daren J. Holdaway
Texas, 1989-90

Douglas Anderson
Argentina, 1989-91

Michael E. Stewart
Texas, 1989-91

Mark E. Stewart
Virginia, 1989-91

Aaron and Lorayn Stoddard
Canada, 1990-91

Julie Ann Holdaway
Italy, 1990-92

Ryan Franson
Illinois, 1991-93

Robert L. Brown
Canada, 1993-95

Robert & Cumorah Holdaway
England, 1993-95

Victor Alan Kent
Brazil, 1994-96

Tyler Lysager
Kentuck¼ 1995-97

Dennis J. Gammon
Russia, 1995-97

Jonathan M. Clegg
Italy, 1996-98

Clifton Samuel Swain Ill
Mexico, 1996-98

Daniel M. Holdaway
Florida, 1996-98

Melanie Randall
Tennessee, 1996-98

Rhonda Swain
Chile, 1997-98

Justin T. Allen
Guatemala, 1997-99

Lane R. Roper
Alabama, 1997-99

Daniel C. Holdaway
Nebraska, 1997-99

Matthew J. Brown
Philippines, 1998-00

Ryan K. Holdaway
Florida, 1998-00

Emily Kent
California, 1999-01

Jeremy Gillespie
Guatemala, 2000-02

Peter Madsen-Lake View Ward's First Bishop
Peter Madsen, originally from Denmark, came
to Salt Lake in 1852 with his wife, Mary Ann. In
1854 he settled at the mouth of the Provo River,
where he lived as a fisherman. He and a few other
farmers in the area gave Lake View its name. Madsen was called as bishop in 1877 when Lake View
was divided from the Provo Fifth Ward. fu if the
calling of bishop didn't keep him busy enough,
that same year he was also called as Sunday School
superintendent. fu bishop, Madsen chose Mads
Jorgensen and Franklin Scott to be his counselors.
In 1881, however, Brother Scott was called on a
mission, and Myron C. Newell was called to
replace him. Newell moved in 1890, so Madsen
called John Johnson as his third second counselor.
Johnson later became bishop after Bishop Madsen
was released in 1892.
Peter Madsen was a charitable man. In 1855
and 1856, when grasshoppers destroyed the crops,
it was he who fed the starving hundreds with his
fish. Not only did he give fish to the neighbors
who knew him and came to him, he also sent barrels of fish to neighboring communities so everyone could be fed.

William D. LewisVineyard Ward's First Bishop (1899-1904)
William D. Lewis was born 7 September 1858
in Provo, where he grew up and worked on his
father's farm. He married Sarah Ann Harding in
1882. On 24 December 1899, the Lake View
Ward was divided, and Lewis became the first
bishop of the Vineyard Ward. George M. Smoot
and Niels Larsen were his counselors, with Joseph
Oliver Stone as his ward clerk.
Lewis, a farmer, bought and homesteaded 160
acres (his property has since changed hands three
times and is now owned by Geneva Steel). He was
a friendly man, quoted as saying, "I do not want
to know anything bad about anyone. If they have
faults I do not want to hear them; of their virtues
I'll be happy to learn."
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Bishop Peter Madsen

While driving home from Provo one day,
Lewis was in a serious accident. He was thrown
from his wagon when the front wheel rolled into
a rut in the
road. The back
wheel rolled
over his head
and fractured
his skull. His
eyes were
crossed for
months and he
could not see.
He eventually
recovered, and
he attributed
the restoration
of his sight to
Bishop William D. Lewis
the Lord.

George Morris SmootVineyard Ward's Second Bishop (1904-8)
George Morris Smoot was released as first counselor to Bishop Lewis and called as bishop in 1904.
His counselors were William Varley and Stephen
Ithamer Bunnell, his ward clerk Harry Gammon.
Smoot's major contribution to the Vineyard
Ward was a new meetinghouse. He felt that the
old building was inadequate, and for four thousand dollars he had another chapel built, the
"White Chapel," dedicated by his brother, Reed
Smoot, of the Quorum of the Twelve, on 30 September 1906.
Smoot was a fairly well-off farmer and financier, a good organizer, and a very friendly man. It
is said that he greeted everyone as they entered the
meetinghouse. He and Andrew N. Holdaway
established a milk skimming and cooling station
on Brother Smoot's farm.

Joseph Oliver StoneVineyard Ward's Third Bishop (1908-13)
Joseph Oliver Stone was called to serve (without prior notification) as Vineyard's third bishop.
Since he obviously hadn't chosen counselors, the
ward choir sang a few songs to give him time.
When they finished singing, Bishop Stone called
William Varley and Benjamin Larsen as counselors
and James Blake as ward clerk.
Stone's calling disturbed many ward members,
who refused to sustain him (even though his name
had been cleared by the Quorum of the Twelve).
He had just bought the former bishop's farm, and
many felt that he had thus "bought" the position
of bishop. Most felt that one of Smoot's former
counselors should have received the calling. People
felt strongly enough that they began to petition. As
a result, the ward held a special priesthood meeting
with two members of the Quorum of the Twelve,
Francis N. Lyman and George A. Smith, in attendance. Everyone was given a chance to share their
feelings. Elder Lyman and Elder Smith then spoke.
When another vote was taken, there were still

Bishop George M. Smoot

Bishop Joseph Oliver Stone
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three opposing votes. Elder Lyman spoke again
about the way bishops are chosen. The Spirit testified to the men in attendance that Joseph Stone
was called of God, and at a later ward meeting the
vote to sustain him was unanimous.
Stone was one of four men who established the
Union Dairy building in 1901 and one of five men
to establish a modern dairy building in 1911. He
was also involved in the community. In 1912 he
started a petition to build a bigger school for Vineyard. The "Vineyard" school, with two stories and
six rooms, replaced the former one-room school.
From February 1914 to February 1915, Stone
served a mission in England. His son Arvil owned
the family farm in 1941. In 1943, like many
others, he sold his property to the U.S. government for the building of a steel plant.

William VarleyVineyard Ward's Fourth Bishop (1913-19)
Born in Bountiful, Utah, William Varley
worked in a rock quarry before coming to Vineyard to farm. He had served as first counselor in
two bishoprics (under Bishops Smoot and Stone)
before he was called as the Vineyard Ward's fourth
bishop. He called John Joseph Madsen and James
T. Blake as counselors and Allen Duke as ward
clerk. The ward numbered 337 members when
Varley was called as bishop.
While serving as bishop, Varley raised the janitor's salary from $100 to $125 per year. In 1914,
Varley told the members that the ward treasury
was empty, emphasizing that the brethren needed
to pay their tithing. On 7 June 1917, Varley had
"all children over eight years of age taken to Provo
to be baptized."
The ward made many financial decisions while
Varley was bishop. For example, in January 1915,
the ward gave $8.20 to "war sufferers in Europe."
On 27 March of the same year, the ward voted to
purchase glass cups to replace the single silver cup
that was passed around for the sacrament (and
whose rim was wiped clean by a deacon after each
person took a sip). In July 1914, the ward bought
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a new pump
organ (which is
now in the possession of Verl
Dixon of Provo).
In September
1918, the great
international flu
epidemic swept
through Vineyard.
As a result, all
ward meetings
were canceled until
Bishop William Varley Jr.
1919. Many ward
members died.
William Varley died suddenly at 7:30 P.M. on Friday, 27 October 1919, from what was believed to
be heart failure, having served the ward faithfully.

Samuel H. BlakeVineyard Ward's Fifth Bishop (1920-29)
Samuel H. Blake, born in Center Creek, Utah,
was called as bishop on 6 January 1920, when he
was only thirty-four years old. His counselors were
Raymond Harding and Victor M. Andersen; Axel
F. Andreasen served as clerk.
In December 1922, Bishop Blake decided to
levy a "small ward tax." In May 1923, the ward
sent its fast offerings to the Church's Presiding
Bishop for starving Saints in Europe. Scouting was
introduced to the Vineyard Ward in 1924, and by
1927 there was an active Scout troop with three
patrols. On 1 April 1928, the missionary committee presented the ward with a cabinet displaying
photographs of every Vineyard missionary since
the ward was organized in 1899.
While Blake was bishop, there were problems
with church attendance. On 15 June 1923, no
sacrament meeting was held, but rather a small
outdoor meeting by the road, to attract workers on
the railroad who were at the time living in railroad
cars on a siding by the beet dump close to the
ward building. The 3 August 1924 sacrament

meeting was canceled because only
three or four
members came. In
February 1928,
Victor Andersen,
second counselor
in the bishopric,
commented on
the poor attendance and encouraged people to
Bishop Samuel Henry Blake
come to sacrament meeting.
Bishop Blake was especially known for his
sociability and public relations skills. Thus while
he was bishop, there were many exciting Pioneer
Day celebrations. Ward members (mostly farmers)
would rise earlier than usual on 24 July to do the
milking so there would be plenty of time for celebration. Blake was later called to be a counselor
to Stake President Arthur Watkins.

Victor M. AndersenVineyard Ward's Sixth Bishop (1929-35)
Victor M. Andersen was called as the Vineyard
Ward's sixth bishop when the Sharon Stake was
divided in 1929. He had previously served as second counselor to Samuel H. Blake. He called James
T. Blake (who
had served in
one prev10us
bishopric) as first
counselor, and
Joseph A. Murdoch as second
counselor. Axel F.
Andreasen was
retained as clerk,
although he was
later replaced
by Bernard
Andersen.
Bishop Victor M. Andersen

In 1930 there were 540 people in the Vineyard
ward, and a total of 467 members of the church
(including children). In 1934, Andersen decided
that the ward needed a more suitable chapel and
set to work planning for one. The building committee was chosen that year, but work on the
building did not commence until 1936, after
Andersen had been released.
Andersen was bishop during the Great Depression. People were very poor, and the Church
welfare program had not been established. To
make matters worse, there were several years of
extreme drought (this was before the Deer Creek
Dam was built). As a result, Bishop Andersen
spent much time on welfare work.

Thorit C. HebertsonVineyard Ward's Seventh Bishop (1935-41)
Thorit C. Hebertson was ordained bishop on 6
January 1935, calling Elmer T. Holdaway as first
counselor and E. Carlyle Bunker as second counselor. Bernard Andersen served as his ward clerk.
On 20 August 1936, Elmer Holdaway died of

Front: Elmer Holdaway, first counselor; Bishop Thorit C.
Hebertson. Back: Bernard Andersen, clerk; E. Carlyle Bunker,
second counselor.
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blood poisoning. Hebertson called Raymond
Harding to replace him.
Thorit C. Hebertson, a school teacher, principal, and colonel in the army, had been called to
active duty for World War II while he was bishop,
but he contracted peritonitis after surgery and had
to remain in the hospital for twenty-three months.
Because of the bishop's many commitments, he
was away for a period of time, as was also Carlyle
Bunker, who was called on a six-month mission to
Mexico. Thus the full bishopric responsibilities fell
for a time on Raymond Harding.
Hebertson and his
counselors were put in
charge of building the
new chapel. Hebertson
had headed the building
committee until he was
called as bishop, when
Clouide M. Stone took
over. The whole ward
worked together to
complete the chapel,
which was dedicated
Raymond Harding,
by President Heber J.
first counselor
Grant on 24 December
1939, the ward's fortieth birthday.
While Hebertson was bishop, the Church
made two important advancements: in 1935,
General Conference was broadcast over the radio
for the first time; and in 1936, the Church welfare
system was initiated.

Walter HoldawayVineyard Ward's Eighth Bishop (1941-4 7)
Walter R. Holdaway, the Young Men's MIA president in 1924, was called as bishop 19 January 1941,
with counselors Carlos D. Miller and Lowell Varley.
Bernard O. Andersen served as the ward clerk
Holdaway was rather surprised when he was
asked to be bishop. When the stake presidency
came to extend his calling, he was smoking a cigar,
and he very nearly turned down the call. The story
circulates that when asked to serve, he removed the
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Ve/ Tort [Thorit] Hebertsen, he vent and got himself all
resigned up Sunday night at church, and dat is too bad
for dose Vineyard folk. But he varent only a svelish biscup, but was vun good scout master, fer all dem boys in
da Vard. And dot beent all he is 'beene, vun goode guy
always. Ven he varent teaching kids in school he beene
teachin kids at home, and ven he varent trainin fellers at
de armory he ver teachin men in church, and if he has
lost de biscup yob he still have plenty of jobs.
I say to his wife, Ella, Vat you tink of dat Captain man
of your, Oh yoh, she say and she vent and told me vun big
earful, but I don't tell you folks. But he's friends mostly,
and his relatives lastly, say he beene vun good self made
man, if his future work turns out as goode as his biscup
beesness and scouting and carpenter, and all his udder
beesnesses, Ve/ Tort [Thorit] viii be vun big fat Yeneral man
some day. All us Svedes, ve vish him vell but we vish we
had yist vun of his yobs as ve valk true Sharon.
- Bishop Thor it Hebertson
("As I Pass Thru Sharon District," a newspaper article,
as quoted from Niels Larsen on hearing of
Thorit Hebertson's release as bishop.)

cigar from his mouth and queried, "With this?"
The stake president replied, "No, without it."
When the stake presidency assured him that he
was the man for the job, he accepted the calling.
In 1941 the government wanted to build a
steel plant on property that included the brandnew Vineyard chapel. Holdaway tried to convince
the government to build farther north, but the
Church ultimately sold the chapel for $50,000, to
be used as Geneva
Steel offices. Thorit
C. Hebertson, who
had been bishop
when the chapel was
built, spoke at the
last official meeting
in the chapel. With
the building of
Geneva Steel, workers from other areas
of the country and
of other faiths
moved to the area.
Bishop Walter Holdaway

A dime fund was collected annually by the Mutual
Improvement Association. It was later changed to 35
cents, and life memberships were issued to each missionary when he left for his mission. The Sunday School
also collected an annual due of ten cents from each
member, which was collected in little white envelopes
(2x3 inches).
-Rex Blake

Taylor AllenVineyard Ward's Ninth Bishop (1944-52)
When Taylor Allen was called as bishop, he
chose as counselors Ray Gammon and Rex B.
Blake. Alton Morrill served as clerk. Allen's first
priority as bishop was to see that Vineyard's postwar meetinghouse was completed. The fact that he
himself was the building's contractor saved the
ward a great deal of money. When the church's
steeple was placed, Allen was lifted by crane sixty
feet in the air to maneuver it into place. He was
also able to obtain from Geneva Steel some vacant
land along Lake Shore Road. The road was used to
raise grain for the ward welfare assessment.
As Geneva Steel drew in more people, there
was concern about possible social tension
between Latter-day Saints and members of other

Ray Gammon, first counselor; Bishop J. Taylor Allen; Alton
Morrill, clerk; and Rex B. Blake, second counselor.

faiths, but all religious communities experienced
cordial relations.
Allen owned a farm on the shores of Utah
Lake. His wife, Helen, an excellent pianist and
organist, accompanied Joseph Fielding Smith's
wife, Jesse Evans Smith, to a number of quarterly
stake conferences. Aside from farming, Bishop
Allen was involved in the community and in public affairs.
Allen was a hard worker, but he also knew
how to have a good time. There were many ward
socials while he was bishop. Allen's favorite ward
treat was half a cantaloupe filled with vanilla ice
cream, a traditional dessert still served at annual
Vineyard reunions.

Regarding Bishop Taylor Allen, 2 July 1950

A swanky car with five occupants stopped at the
farm of Bishop Taylor Allen in Vineyard recently, and
inquired if the bishop were home. Mrs. Allen informed the gentleman who made the inquiry that her
husband was just driving the cows in the barn and
would be to the house in about fifteen minutes. The
man said he would wait.
Bishop Allen, apologizing for being in his milking
togs, inquired what the party wanted. "My girl friend
and I," the man answered, "would like you to marry us."
The bishop suggested they go to the new Vineyard
chapel and he would gladly perform the ceremony, but
the bride-to-be said, "Oh, please marry us right now,
under these beautiful trees on the lawn." So Bishop Allen
called to his wife and son to act as witnesses, and the
principals in the wedding entered the house to sign their
names. Then the woman asked, "Couldn't you just
marry us in this attractive room?" So they were married,
and a lovely ring was placed on the finger of the newlywed amid the usual tears.
Before leaving for their wedding feast in Salt Lake
City, the couple explained that they had secured their
marriage license, and invited the bride-to-be's young
daughter and the groom's two teenage sons to join
them. They decided they would just ride until they found
a lovely place and then would be married. Before leaving with expressions of gratitude, they told Bishop Allen:
"We found that place right here in Vineyard."
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Ray GammonVineyard Ward's Tenth Bishop (1952-58)

Ray Gammon called Alton Morrill and George
Wilson Jenkins as his counselors and Aaron
Stoddard as his ward clerk.
Bishop Gammon served during a time of
growth in the ward and also a period of national
turbulence-the Korean War. Because of the need
for men in the armed forces, a quota was placed
on the number of missionaries who could be
called, only two per ward. This became a predicament to the bishop, who had two sons of missionary age. His family, in counsel, determined that all
young men in the ward should have the opportunity to accept calls before the bishop called his
sons-a decision he honored.
When he thought it necessary, his meetings
sometimes went well into the night, a source of
concern to his wife. He would nevertheless be up
before five o'clock the next morning to do his farm
chores and put in a full day's work.
Bishop Gammon was also very active in community affairs, especially scouting, for which he
received the Silver Beaver Award. He was a humble
and personable man who loved visiting with
people. He often brought ward families to his
home when he found them in tough straits.

Front: Alton Morrill, first counselor; Bishop Ray Gammon. Back:
Aaron Stoddard, clerk; George W. Jenkins, second counselor.

George William JenkinsVineyard Ward's Eleventh Bishop (1958-67)

When called as bishop, G. W "Bill" Jenkins in
turn asked for Aaron Stoddard and Leland Wells as
counselors and Earl Farnworth as ward clerk. Elder
Spencer W Kimball, who ordained Jenkins, gave
him a special blessing that he would have talents
beyond his natural capacities. This blessing proved,
not only to be true, but very important to his
work as bishop. After serving five years as bishop,
Bishop Jenkins released his counselors and called
Rex B. Blake and Grant Holdaway. Arch Brady
served as ward clerk.
The new bishopric decided to remodel the
Vineyard chapel for more classroom space. Ward
members, under the missionary building program,
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Front: Bishop George W. Jenkins; Rex Blake, first counselor.
Back: Grant Holdaway, second counselor; Kenneth Johnson,
clerk; Arch Brady, clerk.

I had the most pleasant surprise of my life on Friday the
19th of January. Milton Holdaway asked me to bring J. 0 .
Stone and come down to his place as he had a matter to
take up with us confidentially. Milton had set aside 1000
shares of Eureka Lilly mining stock which was worth
forty cents a share at the time he set it aside, but it was
now worth $1.50 a share. This money was to be used for
the completion of the ward chapel and the matter to be
kept secret until that time. /. 0. Stone matched the
amount given by Milt, which was $1000.
- Bishop Thorit C. Hebertson, 3 February 193 7

supplied 30 percent of the money; and assessments
were worked out, in lieu of cash, for almost all the
labor. The project was good for the community
and the ward. Even inactive members participated
in the work. The building was dedicated 21 August
1966 by Elder Alvin R. Dyer.
While Jenkins was bishop, the ward took
monthly temple trips to the Salt Lake Temple ("quite
an effort in hours," according to Rex Blake), often
with close to one hundred members in attendance.
To provide entertainment, the bishopric began
a series of "overnighters." During these occasions,
ward members went out to a canyon campground,
where a program, games, and other activities were
held. In the morning, they all shared a breakfast of
trout caught by men in the ward.
Jenkins was a very busy and involved man. He
went on several activities with the youth; spoke on
many occasions, including weddings and funerals;
and encouraged young people to stay active, go on
missions, and prepare for the temple.
As if he wasn't busy enough, Jenkins also saw to
it that the December home teaching reports read
100 percent every year. Sometimes he and his counselors gave the home teachers a break and went to
see all the ward members themselves.

LaDell GillmanVineyard Ward's Twelfth Bishop (1967-73)
LaDell Gillman, raised in the Windsor Ward
in Orem (always an arch rival of Vineyard in

sports activities), had
served a mission in
California and had
served in the army in
Korea for sixteen
months. Called as bishop on 10 September
1967, Bishop Gillman
called Morris Clegg
and J Rulon Gammon
as his counselors.
Because the ward
Bishop LaDell Gillman
boundaries changed
multiple times during
his calling as bishop, Gillman wisely called four
ward clerks-Kenneth Johnson, Don Brown,
Glade Wilkinson, and Arch Brady-to assist with
record keeping and other clerking assignments.
The Provo Temple was under construction at
the time, and the ward was given the assignment
to raise $26,000 toward the building. The
Vineyard Ward was one of the first wards to raise
its allotted sum, thanks to the contributions of
many faithful members. They were also asked to
contribute to the construction of the Mountain
View High School seminary building. During the
period of Gillman's service as bishop, a new subdivision, The Dunes, was built, which added many
new members to the ward.
Gillman recalls an experience when he was
asked to conduct a funeral for a young Chinese
girl who had died en route to the United States.
After the funeral, according to Chinese custom,
the father of the family, who were not members,
gave a small gift to everyone in attendance, an
individually wrapped nickel.
Bishop Gillman also had the opportunity to
attend a solemn assembly at the Salt Lake Temple,
at which the Quorum of the Twelve administered
the sacrament. The brethren in attendance received
counsel and instructions.
At this time, the Church experienced several difficulties because of its policy concerning Blacks and the
priesthood and because of the influence of the hippie
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movement. Some young men in the ward became
inactive and rebellious. However, Gillman feels that
his service was both humbling and rewarding.

J Rulon GammonVineyard Ward's Thirteenth Bishop (1973-79)

J Rulon Gammon was called as bishop on 26
February 1973, with counselors Vaughn T. Clegg
and David Allred and Neil Hadlock as clerk.
When David Allred moved to Genola, Utah, two
and a half years later, Grant Holdaway was called
as the second counselor.
The Vineyard area continued to grow during
this period, and the ward was divided twice. In
one division, nine families were placed in the
Orem Park Stake; the Orem 5 5'h Ward was created
when the Shumway and Rawlings properties were
divided off because of the many homes being built.
It was during Bishop Gammon's tenure that
seventeen young men accepted the challenge to
become Eagle Scouts, all earning that award in a
single year. The bishop also challenged the youth
to develop a habit of bringing their scriptures to
church meetings, hoping to better prepare them
for missionary service. Yearly temple activity goals
were also set and surpassed. The ward experienced
much spiritual growth because of Gammon's special emphasis in these areas.

Front: Vaughn Clegg, first counselor; Bishop J Rulon Gammon;
David Allred, second counselor. Back: Hal Allen, clerk; Ferrell
Thomas, executive secretary.
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Vaughn L. ThomasVineyard Ward's Fourteenth Bishop (1979-82)

Bishop Thomas, raised on a farm in Wales,
Sanpete County, Utah, was, at the time of his call,
the principal of the
Mountain View High
School Seminary. He
called as his counselors
William (Billy) B.
Clegg and Glade D.
Wilkinson; ward clerks
who served with him
were Dean Miner, Jr.,
John Billings, and
Robert Mock.
Bishop Thomas is
best remembered for
overseeing the renovaBishop Vaughn L. Thomas
tion project that made
the Vineyard Ward
building a three-ward structure. A new chapel
and cultural hall were added as a south wing,
allowing the former chapel to become converted
into bishops' offices and classrooms. The cultural
hall was converted into two classrooms and a
Primary-multipurpose area. In another ward division, a portion of the Vineyard Ward was made
part of a new Orem 83 rd Ward.
When Bishop Thomas, a very knowledgeable
and spiritual leader, suffered health problems, his
first counselor, Hal J. Allen, served faithfully as
acting bishop, as directed by the stake presidency
and assisted by second counselor Gail Roper.

One experience had a powerful effect on the lives of all
ward members. On Sunday, 4 November 7979, someone burst into a meeting to say that the Winns' home
was on fire. We rushed to the home, but all was lost.
There was nothing to be done. The family lost everything. Yet before the fire was put out, the family had a
place to stay, food, clothing, and other necessities-a
true Zion response to those in need.
- Bishop Vaughn L. Thomas

My call as bishop of the Vineyard War was one of the
most significant opportunities of my life. I learned to rely
on the Lord as in no other time in my experience. I saw
the power of pure testimony in the lives of many ward
members, who showed that they would give their al/even their lives-for the gospel, if called on. I witnessed
pure love of the truth, and of others. I saw gospel teachings change lives. I also witnessed the destruction of
lives and loss of blessings through wrong choices. I felt
the great joy of recovery as changes were made and
efforts to do right resulted. My call had its low moments,
but none of those can compare with the spiritual heights
I felt personally while serving the wonderful sons and
daughters of God in the Vineyard Ward.
- Bishop Vaughn L. Thomas

Bishop Allen got along well with the youth,
going on campouts and hikes with the scouts on
more than one occasion. He accompanied the
young women many times to Timp Lodge. Allen is
remembered by ward members for his many other
acts of selfless service.

Gary L. MorrillVineyard Ward's Sixteenth Bishop (1987-92)
Gary L. Morrill, called as bishop on 23 August
1987, invited Keith R. Holdaway and Gary E. Maag
to be his counselors and Don Jay Brown his ward
clerk. Later, Don Jay Brown became second counselor, David Robins financial clerk, and Norman
Holdaway membership clerk.

Hal AllenVineyard Ward's Fifteenth Bishop (1982-87)
Hal Allen, a native of Vineyard, had served a
mission in Florida. When he was called as the
ward's bishop, his counselors were Evan Stewart,
Gail Roper. H. B. Arnett, with Dean Miner Jr.
served as ward clerk.
While bishop he conducted sixteen funerals,
the first being that of his father, J. Taylor Allen. He
also conducted a graveside service at East Lawn
Memorial for LeAnne Holdaway Virchow (daughter of Ross and Erna Holdaway), her husband
Carl, and their four sons, all killed in a tragic automobile accident in Colorado.

Gail Roper, counselor; Evan Stewart, counselor; Bishop Hal
Allen; H.B. Arnett, counselor; Dean Miner Jr.; clerk.

Keith Holdaway, counselor; Jared Sorensen, clerk; Bishop
Gary Morrill; Gary Maag, counselor.

In July 1989, the ward Boy Scout troop (Troop
31) sent eighteen scouts and one leader to a scout
jamboree at Fort A. P. Hill, Virginia. On 26 August
1990, the Vineyard Ward was divided, creating
the Springwater Ward, consisting largely of the
Springwater Park subdivision. Three members of
the Vineyard Ward served in the Persian Gulf war:
Gail Roper, John Billings, and Barbara Harper; all
returned in April 1991.
In November 1989, the Church announced
the consolidated budget program, to be implemented worldwide on 1 January 1990. It was during this period that President Ezra Taft Benson
stressed the reading of the Book of Mormon. The
overall impact of the bishopric's challenge to follow
that counsel resulted in significant blessings among
ward members, especially the youth.
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Don Jay BrownVineyard Ward's Seventeenth Bishop (1992-98)
Don Jay Brown, called as bishop on 24 May
1992, called John Billings and David Robins as
his counselors. Marlon Kent, Kirk Haderlie, and
Norman Holdaway served as ward clerk, finance
clerk, and membership clerk, respectively. Five
months later, Billings moved to east Orem, and
Bishop Brown replaced him with Harold B.
Arnett. Two ward clerks were later released, and
Brad Saunders and Kay Holdaway were called.
Jim Pipkin also replaced Kirk Haderlie as financial clerk.
The ward grew during Brown's service until it
became difficult to find callings for all the members. Two new housing developments increased the
number of homes by about two hundred members,
mostly younger families. The Primary and youth
programs also grew considerably, both numerically
and spiritually.
This bishopric served during the tenure of
three prophets. President Benson stressed the
importance of reading the Book of Mormon and
keeping free of pride; President Hunter emphasized temple work and kindness; and President
Hinckley stressed retaining new members, temple
building, and bringing the Church out of obscurity. The bishopric tried very hard to carry forward
these principles in the ward. They reached out to
care for widows and the aged. Bishop Brown also
took charge of improving ward physical facilities,
such as walkways, the pavilion, the parking lot,
and the ball field.

Keith R. HoldawayVineyard Ward's Eighteenth Bishop (1998- )
Keith R. Holdaway, the Vineyard Ward's current bishop, was called on 22 February 1998; he
called Shane Littlefield and Afa Palu as counselors,
Kim Struthers as clerk, and Gerald Davies as executive secretary. In 1998 the Vineyard Ward was
officially split, to create the Vineyard First Ward
and the Vineyard Second Ward. Bishop Holdaway
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Howard Lysager, clerk; H.B. Arnett, first counselor; Bishop
Don Brown; David Robins, second counselor.

Vineyard Ward was blessed with many fine singers. Joy
0. Clegg and others organized what was known as the
Vineyard Ward Glee Club. It consisted of sixteen to
twenty members. I was invited to sing high tenor in this
glee club. The Allen brothers had a very fine quartet, and
several quartets could be formed from this group.
Leland, LeRoy, Welby and I sang as a quartet on several
occasions. Many of us were not too familiar with reading music. This was where Kirby Allen gave us much
help in learning our parts. This Glee Club became very
popular. We sang for many county and city entertainments, church socials, and sacrament meetings. We also
sang in the Pantages Theater in Salt Lake City and twice
over KSL radio.
-Ray Gammon

Now it so happened that Harry Gammon purchased a
car, and he decided to take his five boys to Sunday
School and then return home. Now as he was making a
turn to the east just north of his place, the car slipped off
the road. Therefore all five boys got out and pushed him
upon the road again. He continued to drive to Sunday
School, only to find, on his arrival, that his five boys were
back somewhere along the road.
-as told by Juel Andreasen

remained bishop of the
First Ward, which met
in a chapel located in
Orem. His counselors
were Randy Farnworth
and William Bernardi.
Shane Littlefield became
bishop of the Second
Ward, which remained
in the Vineyard building on Geneva Road.
His counselors were Afa
Palu and Mark Eddy;
Scott Johnson was
called as clerk, and
Patrick Trent as executive secretary.

Vineyard 1st and 2nd Ward Bishoprics. Gerald Davies, Executive Secretary; Afa Palu, counselor;
Shane Littlefield, 2nd Ward Bishop; Keith Holdaway, 1st Ward Bishop; Randy Farnworth, counselor; Bill Bernardi, counselor.

Vineyard has been blessed with great leaders throughout its history. During my time there we were blessed to have Thorit C.
Hebertson, then Taylor Allen, and Ray Gammon as our bishops. Each one had a significant impact on my life and what I
became. Bishop Hebertson helped me to set some goals and oriented me toward a college education and a profession.
Bishop Allen is remembered for his loving care and interest in each of the youth in the ward. It was he and his dear wife,
Helen, who got me involved in vocal music when they taught me to sing bass in a young men's quartet. By the time of Bishop
Allen's administration, I was mature enough to sense the tremendous amount of time the bishop devoted to the training and
development of the youth. Bishop Gammon was simply a great guy and a special friend of the youth. His humor was special
and catching. He had a unique ability to relate to and be a companion of the young men. His love for eating good food was
certainly a blessing for us.
There were others who as leaders influenced my life. Eldon Harding was scoutmaster for my first ever camping trip
to Mirror Lake in the High Uinta Mountains. Brother Harding was a good scoutmaster. I remember Joy Clegg as the one
who greeted us at church every meeting. He set the standard for church greeters for the rest of my life. Sister Wells was
the great historian in my life. I became involved in family history in my later years and came to wish I had listened more
carefully and followed her counsel more fully. Other leaders I remember who influenced me significantly were C.M.
Stone as Young Men's president; Harold and Norma Holdaway as Sunday School teachers; Alton and Alta Morrill for
their service in the bishopric and many other things; Brother and Sister Bill Jenkins for their years in the bishopric and
their interest in sports; Raymond Harding as the "ward scriptorian"; Lowell Varley as Sunday School superintendent; Jay
C. Wilkinson, Ted Clegg, and Bill Shumway as avid softball fans who almost never missed a game we played; Helen Allen

as the ward musician who gave so many hours making music a part of our lives; President Walter Holdaway as an administrator and stake president; Carlyle Bunker as his able assistant who helped prepare me for my mission; Antoine Bunker
as the person who was responsible for the career I pursued; Dan Bilbao for teaching me that nonmembers were also
good people; Dick Holdaway as a guitar player who composed and sang his own music; Glen and Ray Holdaway, whom
I worked for as a youth, and also for Ray and Sylvia's dancing; Erna Holdaway as a fun person with whom I spiked hamburgers with garlic at a Young Men/Young Women's party. To these and others, my thanks for memories and values. They
helped build me into the person I became.
- Kenneth Williams
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Sunday School officers and teachers, ca. 1920s. First row: John Madsen, Jay Gillies, Kirby Allen,
Jenna Vee Clegg, Loie Miner, Verona Clegg, Murray Murdoch, Ruth Scorup, Leora Harding, Roy
Allen, Albert Holdaway. Second row: Joe Murdoch, Leland Gammon, George Wells, James
Blake, Emma Blake, John K. Allen, Joseph Clegg, Leona Andreasen, Victor Andersen, Samuel H.
Blake, Raymond Harding.

Sunday School choir, 1910. Conductor: John K. Allen. First row: Wes Maag, Ila Madsen, Onetah Madsen, Lena Babcock, Stanford
Babcock, Priscilla Allen, Vanza Varley, Florence Lloyd, Ora Miner, Mary Dubois. Second row: Nora Larsen,___, Alta Miner, Bertha
Lystrup, Irene Lloyd, Zipporah Varley, Nora Clegg, Arvilla Zabriskie, Edna Allen, Rhoda Harding, Lydia Allen, Tennie Maxfield. Third
row: Bina Clegg, Ethel Handley, Esther Lystrup, Ethel Varley, ___, Luella Lloyd, Malicent Clegg, Ruth Blake, Mary Allen, _ _ .
Fourth row: Claude Zabriskie, Clarence Lloyd,___, Victor Andersen, J.J. Madsen, Jr.,___, Fifth row:___,___,___, John
Zabriskie, Jr., Kirby Allen, Tom Allen, Roland Harding, Leland Madsen, Elton Maxfield. Back row: John Madsen, John Zabriskie.

l

Five bishops, ca. 1946. Front: Victor Andersen, Walter
Holdaway, Thorit C. Hebertson. Back: Samuel H. Blake, J.
Taylor Allen.

Mutual outing at Vivian Park in Provo Canyon, ca. 1920

Vineyard Ward, 1926. First row: (middle of picture, sitting with feet extended): Grant Blake,_, Wilbur Harding, Abel Ekins,_,
_,_,_,_,Norma Maag,_, Leo Harding. Second row:_, Phyllis Murdoch,_,_,_,_,_,_,_, George
Blake, Lyle Holdaway,_,_, Ruby Maag, Zella Harding, Mary Blake, Fern Rawlings,_, Erma Orvin,_,_, Joan Murdoch,
_,_,_,_,Leah Harding,_, Eva Allen, Wesley "Bud" Fillerup (behind),_. Third row: Lena Andersen, Inez Holdaway,
_ , Vera Lystrup, _ , Rex Blake, Max Blake, Randall Holdaway, Mitchell Stewart, Dean Miner, Alma Stewart, Ted Maag, _ ,
Clyde Holdaway, Lester Andersen, Jess Bunnell, Bert Murdoch, Elroy Murdoch, _ , _ , LaVar Holdaway, Welby Gammon, Joan
Murdoch, Gladys Murdoch,_, Fay Holdaway, Morris Stewart, Linford Holman,_,_, Carl Andreasen, Wilson Madsen,_,
Murray Murdoch, Ruth Stone holding Dal Stone. Fourth row: Malicent Wells holding William Wells, J.J. Madsen, Sr., Delphia
Fillerup, Thelma Blake, Thelma Larsen, Henrietta Larsen, Iris Andersen, LeRoy Gammon, Jenna Vee Clegg, Kirby Allen, _ , Loie
Miner, _ , Roy Allen, Vanza Varley Ash, _ , Perry Jepperson, Howard Andersen, _ , Ida Hebertson, Melvin Miner, Gladys
Holdaway, Ada Hebertson, Ella Hebertson, Sylvia Madsen, Hannah Madsen, _ , Juel Andreasen, Alta Madsen, _ , Florence
Andreasen, Thorit Hebertson, Jessie Miner, Druzella Madsen Stout,_, Ray Gammon, George Bunker, Susie Madsen, Emma Stone,
_ , Harold Murdoch, Annie Larsen, Verna Bunker, Jay Gillies, Leora Holdaway, Rikka Harding holding baby Cleo Harding. Fifth
row: Niels Larsen, Harriet Varley, Zelda Bunnell, Olena Gammon, Annie Blake, Samuel Blake, Lena Andreasen, Victor Andersen,
Axel Andreasen, John Madsen, Emma Blake, John K. Allen, Jacobina Clegg, Arvil Stone, George S. Bunker, Afton Stout,_, Rosella
Schroder. Back row: Joy Clegg, Raymond Harding, Joseph A. Murdoch, Leland Gammon, George Wells, James Blake, Joseph Clegg,
Verona Clegg, Albert Holdaway.

Young Women's outing, ca. 1920s. Front: Vanza Varley, Marie Wilkinson, Mary Scott, Ella
Madsen, Druzella Madsen, Vivian Fillerup, Verda Snyder. Middle: Vida Murdoch, _, _, Iris
Andersen, and Annie Blake. Back: Jessie Miner, Harriet Varley, Beulah Varley, Mabel Andersen,
Priscilla Miner, Lydia Ekins (holding baby), Mrs. Spalding.

Vineyard Ward Bishopric, ca. 1930. Jim Blake, second counselor; Bishop Victor Andersen;
Joseph Murdoch, first counselor; Axel Andreasen, clerk.

Kenneth Williams and Jewel Frampton Williams. First reception held in the
newly dedicated Vineyard Ward meetinghouse, 27 September 1950.

Sharon Stake Gleaner Girls in Hotel Roberts banquet room, (Vineyard Ward girls top left corner), 1938
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Chapel in winter, 1979
Chapel after first remodeling, ca. 1960s

Young Women's Program, Thank Heavens for Little Girls, 1987.
Brenda Anderson, Cassie Allen, Becky Kent, Gina Gillman,
Angie Allen, Sheri Stewart, Besilyne Holdaway, Carol Brown,
Kim Opfar, Lacy Roper, Lorena Gammon, Kristen Anderson,
Daphne Holdaway, Rochelle Anderson.

Priesthood outing at Provo airport, 1946. First row: Clive Jolley,
Dale Harding, Leo Holdaway, Eugene Gammon, Grant
Holdaway, Ramon Bilbao, Gerald Muzzell, LeGrande Bunker,
Bobby Sato. Second row: Counselor Ray Gammon, Bishop J.
Taylor Allen, Robert Holdaway, Rex Blake, Garth Wilkinson,
Don Allen, Richard Hebertson, _ _, Joseph Clegg. Third row:
Kay Madsen, LeRoy Williams.

Aaronic Priesthood, 1946. First row: J. C. Wilkinson, Richard Kirk, Roy Williams, Vaughn Clegg, Roy Gene Bilbao, Grant Holdaway,
Clive Jolley, Gerald Muzzell, Udell Clegg. Second row: Lawrence Ferre, Robert Holdaway, Kay Madsen, Ramon Bilbao, Dale Harding,
Garth Wilkinson, Dean Larsen, LeGrande Bunker, Billy Watanobe, Darrel Clegg, Bobby Sato. Third row: Taylor Allen, Don Allen, Lynn
Holdaway, Wayne Gammon, Willie Wells, Ken Williams, Harry Orvin, Bruce Miller, Floyd Clegg, Kay Davis, Leo Holdaway. Fourth row:
Howard Andersen, Lyman Monson, Rex Blake, Carlyle Bunker, Walter Holdaway, Elroy Murdoch, Bernard Andersen.
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Vineyard Ward, 1953. First row: (middle) __, __, Kenyon Bunker, __, Wildon Clegg, Dale Blake, Richard Blake, Robert Stone,
Hal Allen, _, _Paul Roper, __, _ . First row: (far left)Dennis Holdaway, Neil Murdoch, David Harding, J Rulon Gammon,
Gerald Muzzell, Sherman Holdaway,__,_, Richard Holdaway,__,__,__,__, Franklin Young, Holdaway, Deon Holdaway,
Roland Blake, Anetta Gammon,__,_, Monte Rawlings,__,__,__,_,__,__,__,__,__, Kim Roper,_. Second row:
Dawn Spalding, __, __, Sharon Morrill, Joslyn Jenkins,__, __, __, __, _, _, Glade Holdaway, David Hebertson, Don
Brown,__,__, Myrna Gammon,__,_,_, Linda Murdoch, Nora Sue Andersen, Carla Blake,__,_,__, Monte Rawlings,
__, __, _, __, _, David Hebertson, __, __, _, __, _,__, __, __, _, __, __, __, _ , Gay Gammon. Third row:
Bonnie Holdaway, Valene Holdaway, Marie Harding, Norma Blake, Ella MacSmith, Pat Brown, __, __, __, Joan Stewart, Ann
Stewart, __, Victor Andersen, Barbara Andersen, __, __, __, Harry Orvin, __, Hulda Orvin, Donna Holdaway, _, Lucille
Young, __, Olena Gammon, Susie Madsen, __, __, __, __, May Schroder, Evan Harding, August Schroder, __, Bill Clegg,
Rosella Schroder, Boyd Holdaway, __, Lucille Young, Olva Bilbao, Roy Gene Bilbao, Leah Gammon, Trevor Andersen, Pauline
Gammon,__, Karen Stewart, Irene Shumway, Louella Olsen, Ella Hebertson, Norma Holdaway, Edmund Spalding, Grace Spalding,
__, Ray Gammon. Fourth row: Harry Gammon, Kay Davis, Lamond Sorenson, Helen Allen, Verda Jenkins, Zella Blake, Lyle
Williams, Rikka Harding, MalicentWells, Sarah Ellen Muzzell, Ida Holdaway, Sylvia Holdaway, Della Stone, Jim Blake, Emma Blake,
Vetta Madsen, Raymond Harding, Oreil Clegg, __, Cleo Roper, Lena Clegg, Areta Blake, __, Marilyn Blake, Barbara Day, Newell
Day, Edna Gillman, Delphia Holdaway, John Rawlings, Phyllis Andersen, Howard Andersen, Carlyle Bunker, Clarence Gammon,
Elise Bunker, Cumorah Holdaway, Robert Holdaway, Alta Morrill, Alton Morrill, Don Allen, Carol Allen, Richard Allen, Alice
Harding, Grace Holdaway, Lynn Holdaway, Nina Clegg, Floyd Clegg, Delbert Mills. Sixth row: Leland Wells, Joy Clegg, Taylor Allen,
Rex Blake, Ralph Handley, Marie Ferre, Mrs. Handley, Ruth Andersen, Melba Stewart, Arla Clegg, Pat Holdaway, Merlene Wells,
Renee Orvin, Anna Bunker, Larae Holdaway, Joseph Clegg, Nadine Harding, Norma Clegg, Bernard Andersen, Lavon Morrill, Velma
Jolley, Thelma Jolley,_, Back row: Lorayn Stoddard, Rex Davis, Clive Jolley, Val Hebertson, David Atkinson,__, Ray Gene Bilbao,
Wanda Shumway, Dorothy Green, Rita Holdaway, Velyle Bunker, Nadine Allen, Carol Allen, Kathryn Blake, Eugene Gammon,
George Blake, Marjorie Harding, LaRae Allen, Infant, Nora Morrill, Luana Clegg, Marilyn Zabriskie, Infant, Lena Clegg, Jolene Clegg,
Joann Hebertson, baby, Marcel Young, Antoine Bunker, Kirby Allen . Sixth row: (middle right)__, __, Kay Holdaway, Lloyd Orvin,
Vaughn Clegg, Udell Clegg, Earl Holdaway, Rodney Zabriskie, Glade Wilkinson, LeRoy Holdaway, Beth Harding, __, Kay Davis,
__, Tracy Andersen,_. Back row: Clouide Stone, Lois Davis, Sam Blake, Lavon Morrill,__, Paul Roper (baby) Ornal Roper, (back
row, middle-right)__,__,_, Bill Green, Jay C. Wilkinson.
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Te whom it may concern:-

We the undersigned me~bers of the Bishopric ef
the Vineyard Ward _d0 h~reby· make ·the following
r ecomm.enda ti on to . any . ::per~ on · or · pe:r.J~.ons·. who. may at
some future ~~te ,ga.in, ~o~s-E!~s~~li:l;( ~f· ,thi·s b~x n0w being
sealed SJ?-cl. _d!eJ}~ ~ed in ~1le : v
"~t~~e -~~ . this building.
•

. 1• ,. .

, ,
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. .. ~~-./, ·· "' . " .

~ .

.• . .

We desir~ -~d reco~~:hd ·.that;'J:;}la ·:centints 0f
this box be placed in :lfhe' p.ands 'of th,e pre~fiding
authori tie's of ·this w~rd -that they: .~~y· d°!Stribute or
dispose . ot:. ijait\. c<:>nt-e n~s :to the· be:Hr<~.t: t~1.r ability • .
.
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R.espectfullj'• Sup~itted,
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Sealed box instructions in the fifty-year time capsule, 1999
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.At 1:i~. i1,,·Ap:t;f.i·l , - ,19j}j. ·a:bewu~ •'~hree hundred ward
member·s .c.omb~ine~d with . vi.sf tors - from the entire Stake
gathered to witness the ground breaking for the new
Vineyard Ward Chapel to be constructed during the wear.
Two members of the Stake Presidency, the Ward Bishopric,
six members of the Building Com.'l].1 ttee, fift.een members
of the f inance C~~ itte~ were .in cttendance~
·
.

(

The pro gram was under the · supervision ·or S. H. Blake,
labor ,co.o rdinator. Community sing ing was directed by Joy
0. Clegg~; ,a:Eter which the following speakers made remarlts
regar_ds °½~ •the plans., c@st, and future intentions of
the bi::ildipg·, by Bi.~ ho] ·11 J • .- Ta:y_lor . Allen, President ef the
Stake _,WaJ. tert' R. -Hqia.-a~, Ar.cl'l!tect- ~\,f Chapel Eric
Sl;l.n~str~na,. and ~le'tl Christensen, ' f6rema.n. of ccmstruction..
Ward ;H,istory V(a~ · given by Tho-r+t c. Hebertson former Bisho:p.
Dedics,~01:ial, ·.Prayer ,was offered by,· J, Ca[lyle Bunker, first ..
counse.'io'fi!:'•of Stake ·pr-es,idency, · fo.1+.Q.w-ed, b.;y Bishop Allen
removing.. 'vh.~ f ,:t,.rst sho.:ve]; .. ~f s~'lhl /r()m '\;,t\S ,Bputh West corner
@f the ·bu:i~ing plot. ., i ·
.'-·f ,.. ·. · · ' -:"': .:
. ,,"'i:r /' < ',.,,,
' , ' •. , ·,I
;
The Relief• S.9 q ety w·a s in cha:;r·g~ . ·of .··0: · pie and cake
sale, and th~J!!1,1tua~·. serv;:e ai1 luu·~ n·: ,:,l:1 9,/ 0the,~ , Tefreshments •
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. . Du,ri,ng the :4ay ..' ~ mop.e.y raising~\C'~n(pe.ign was conducted
by the 'Finance ··c0mm;ittee\ ;whfch wi-t:1:t ' the : dinner sale
comhi,ned ,v1d th money 'd.qna ted by ward ,,members as well as
citizen~ of. surrounding territory net $975.00.
After dinner Clarenc~
steam shovel and began the
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Chapel ground-breaking in the fifty-year time capsule, 1999

Laying of Corner Stone for Vineyard Ward Chapel
M!lY 28.19.49
Song- High On the Mountain Top
Prayer- Victor M. Andersen
Remarks- s. H. Blake, paid tribute to Glen Christensen and
Eric Sandstrom, contractor ~nd archetect.
Remarks- Eric Sandstrom- Tribute to s. H. Blake labor supervisor
description of building} chapel to seat 250 with an overflow
an additional of 300. Building · progressing as aoheduled and
workmanship of good quality.
Remarks- Glen Christensen~ Very pleased with quality of workers
and every one working in harmony.
'
Remarks- Carlyle Bunker- Finance Chairman. Reported on financial
oondi tion.
•
· -~- ;; ·.. ·
......
Remarks.::. '·Mali cent · Wells:, Ward -Hi-s-tor•ian. Read _~ :p.aper.
Document read b:v B i s h ~ P.•__. .·· .:..~ ,
-·-

_ -- ~
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Corner Stone ceremony in the fifty-year time capsule, 1999
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Contributors of $10. 00
of Vineyard Y~ard Chapel.
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Families o·f .Vineyard·' Ward Apr. 28',1949.
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Mr and: Mrs Rex Blake
Mr and Mrs Victor Ander'Sdh . · . · ·· • .,..
Mr and Mrs Raymond Harding
Mr and Mrs Bernardo. Andersoi::i .
Mrs J. J. Madsen Sr.
Mr and Mrs Howard M. Anderson
Grant
Zabriskie
Mr and Mrs J.J. Madsen Jr.
Mr and Mrs
Mr and Mrs Joyo. Clegg
Mr and Mrs Lester Stewart
Mr and Mrs Clement Daley
Mr and Mrs Harry Orvin
Mr and Mrs Joseph Clegg
Mr and Mrs George F. Wells
William
Wells
Mr and Mrs Eldon Harding
Mrs
and
Mr
Mr and Mrs Ornal Roper
Mr and Mrs Gunner Christensen
Mr and Mrs Lewis Clegg
Mr and Mrs Alton Morrill
John
Alma
Olsen
Mr and Mrs Thorit C. Hebertson
Mr and Mrs
Mr ahd Mrs Keith Hebertson
Mr and Mrs Andrew Sorensen
Mr and Mrs Aaron Stoddard
Mr and Mrs Thomas Wells
Mr and Mrs Harold Murdock
-Mr and Mrs Clyde Mc. Clellan_
Wm.
K.
Allen
Mr and Mrs S. H. Blake
Mrs
and
Mr
Mr and Mrs Wesley R. Harding
Mr and Mrs John Sorensen ..
. · >'
Mr and Mrs· Roland Harding
Mr and Mrs Brent E.'rickson. · .
Frank
Sorens'e:ii
.
·
·
.:
·
:
•
,:
Mr and; Mr-s 'Owen Harding
Mr and Mrs
F.M.
Young
.
.
~,.,
Mr and .Mrs -Alvin Harding
Mrs
and
Mr
): '
Mr ' :and ¥r's .Dan Bilbao
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Atkinson .
~ and · Mr,s Olive Jolley
Mr and Mrs Debs Farrell .
George
Jenkins·
·.·
',
·
Mr
-· and Mrs. _Hyrum Smith
Mr and Mrs
John
Goode
•
•
Ml1
anq. ·Mrs .'T t C. Wilkins Em
Mrs
and
Mr
Mr and Mrs Vern Williams
Mr and Mrs Dave Jenkins.,. ·.,> ~(~ .· , ··
,Mn ·an~ Mrs Se.th Rawlings
Mr and Mrs Doyle Pulsiph:e:e, ·. ' :..;... · .
William
Green
\
·;;
-.~'
:
'.
·
·:
Mr and. Mrs ~
It. ;· Carlyle Bunker
and
Mrs
Mr
· ·' -'. ·: • :· ~-, 'Mr and Mrs An·toine L. Bunker
Mr and Mrs Rex Davis
· · ·Mr arid Mrs Earl H. · Farnworth
Mr and Mrs Frank Burningham ' ·,
Leland
J.
Wells
Mr and Mrs George w. JenJins
Mrs
and
Mr
Mr and Mrs Monk Jones
Mr and Mrs Harold Holdaway
Mr and Mrs Le Grande Bunker
Mr and Mrs Henry Williamson
Clouide
Stone
Mr and Mrs Vern Gillman
Mrs
Mr and
Mr and Mrs Leonard Madsen
Mr and Mrs J. Taylor Allen
:Mr..s Mary E. Miner
Mr and Mrs Oscar Jameson , '
· Mr ·'.a nd Mrs Ellis Holdaway
Mr and Mrs D~rrell Cu~ti~- , ,
, -Mi' ·.' Albert Help.away .
Mr and Mrs Gerald Muzzell.. . ,.. ' i ,
Mr and Mrs William M-µzt~iff ,.:t ,··( · -Y' ·.• , , ~- Mr: and. · .Mrs Ra:rj.a.all· Holdaway
-;·, ", i •. ·· · ·,
,·
Mr a.'nc.f Mrs LaVa..r Holdaway
Mr and Mrs Roy Olsen ·•.:,•~~.
..
. .
·. ~
.
' r d.
. M d
01
Roan
sen
.•;
.
:
·
•,\,.
·
.
,,
,
:
·\
,:',
,;
_
.
M~
!il;
. Mrs .Kay,
a sen
Mrs
and
Mr
.· ..... •~. . ; · Mr., ud · Mrs D.a le• -H~rding
Mr and Mrs Arlo Tha:Iman:•- ~,-,
.
.. Mi:, @-n,dn,trs, ,Don ·T • . Allen
Mr and Mrs Sam Olsen ..
,,.:· ,' \,· ~,
Mr.' · att&·.Mrs ·Ross Holdaway
Mr and Mrs Ralph Handley ·
..·. c ,. · • ·
. MR ·~);i:¢;·: ~s.:,,"J•ll·t on Holdaway
Mr and Mrs Joseph T. <Blake
Mr and Mrs
Bi;k!;I.ake ....,_.;•:vl~t/ .. .... '·· ' Mr ·:.a,nC,. ·Mrs;·. Cl_'yde H0ldaway
Mr and Mrs
; • .\·. .. · _:: Mt .~l1'd ~ .f .w~-~-~ er Holdaway

~:! •

Vineyard Ward families, page 1, fifty-year time capsule, 1999
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and Mrs Ray Holdaway •
Mr and Mrs Glen Holdaway •-· ,
Mr and Mrs Wayne Gamm.oh
Mrs Olena Gammon
Mr and Mrs C. N. Gammon _
Mr and Mrs Ray Gammon
Mr and Mrs Noel Ferre
Mr and Mrs Clarence Ferre
Mr ' and Mrs Ted Clegg
Mr and Mrs Bradford Shumway
Mr and •.Mrs W:t:lli·am S)1.umway
Mr and Mrs ·stephen L. ·Bunnell
Mr and Mrs Warren; ·11errill
Mr and Mrs· James Bunnell
Mr and Mrs, ve·r:i Shumway .
Mr and Mrs . M~rlyn ,Hal"l
Mr ' and Mrs Arlo_ Shumway
Mr and Mrs Stephen S. Bunnell.·
Mr and Mrs Max Brown .
. ..
·. .':;t •..
Mr and Mrs Paul Rawlin'g s .. _.
Mr and Mrs John Rawlin:gs,. · · ·
Mr ~nd Mrs -Arnold Rawlings ·
Mr and Miqs Wayne Beeman\
.
Mrand Mrs Mi tche_l l Stew~r}i; ·,: . ., ..
Mr and Mrs Keith Grames . ·;-. . , .· : '·
·.
Mr and Mrs Glen J0hansen> ·· :.· ,: l... .
Mr and Mrs LeRoy Schrod:e't. ·/ :·~.-->-· ·.· ·
Mr and Mrs August Sehr.oder.' · · -.· .-·, :,
Mr and Mrs Edmund Spalding, ·
Mr and Mrs Alma. Stewart · ··
Mr and Mrs Wesley Rawlings
Mr and Mrs LeVon Morrill
Mr and Mrs Bean Hansen
Mr and Mrs Mark Smith
Mr and Mrs George Rawling~
Mr and Mrs Loyd Mills
Mr and Mr s 1,;ayne B
Mr
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Tl MELINE
1892
Vineyard Relief Society is organized
as part of the North Lake View Ward

1899
Vineyard Ward is organized

1908
Relief Society sisters begin to collect
cash donations insead of goods "in kind"
and establish the "work meeting"

1908-14
Relief Society presidency establishes
a temple contribution fund and
appoints a committee to visit the sick

1914-18
Vineyard Relief Society sews and knits
for the Red Cross to aid in World War I

1930
The first Relief Society history is written

1970
Family home evening is established on
Monday nights, and Relief Society
meetings move to Wednesday evenings

1970s
Relief Society meetings move to Sunday

1978
Relief Society produces first
Vineyard cookbook, Vineyard Victuals

1981
Helen Allen, Leah Gammon, Ella Hebertson,
Afton Burningham, and Anna Bunker are
honored for thirty years of visiting teaching

1998
Vineyard Ward splits to form
the Vineyard First and Second Wards

T

he history of the Vineyard Ward Relief
Society is a microcosm of the history
of the Relief Society organization as a
whole-a history of inspiring stories
and practical lessons that have shaped their posterity and the future of Vineyard.
These are the women who responded to the
call to help bear the burdens of the women and
families in their community. They supported the
community in times of war and epidemic. They
were there when sickness or death struck a family.
They responded when individual families had
urgent needs, such as in times of tragedy, when
new mothers needed help, when families had
to move, or when there were sudden spurts of
growth. There was also the work of the regular
program: visiting teaching, lessons in homemaking
skills, cultural refinement, the family and home,
and spiritual living; and comforting and cheering
up one another in their daily lives.
Relief Society sisters have been a productive
group, making such necessities as quilts and other
bedding, clothing, and other practical items. In
recent years, sisters have been called on to produce
and assemble items needed in areas throughout
the world where disaster has struck. For many
decades, Relief Societies engaged in major fundraising projects for new buildings, for charity purposes, and for special ward needs. Relief Society
bazaars were among the most anticipated events
on the ward calendar. Sisters worked for months
to sew items, bake and bottle, and make other
saleable goods.
What we have of the history comes mainly
from a handful of accounts written by the appointed secretaries of Relief Society presidencies. Rikka
Harding wrote a history of the organization from
the date it was organized until 1930, at which time
the manuscript was deposited in a vault, The
Jubilee Box, sealed up in the Lincoln Seminary
building in Orem and reopened in 1979. Another

First row: Malicent Wells, _ _, Hannah Madsen, _ _,
Annie Blake. Second row: Mrs. Andreasen, Vera Larsen,
Harriet Varley. Back row: Susie Madsen, Mrs. Larsen, Mrs.
Stone, Vira Holdaway, 1940s.

history had been written by Lena Andreasen in
1921. In 1952, Sister Malicent Clegg Wells recorded a tribute to the presidents of the Vineyard
Relief Society. Remarkably, she had known personally all fourteen of the presidents who had served
to that point. Sister Olva Bilbao continued the
tribute in 1960, adding two more presidents.
Sister Wells concluded the tribute in 1966.
The Vineyard Relief Society was organized on
20 December 1892 when the ward was still the
North Lakeview Ward. It became the Vineyard
Ward on 24 December 1899, one century ago.
At the time of organization, a president was chosen, as well as two vice presidents (counselors), a
secretary, a treasurer, and sometimes an assistant
secretary. Many changes in the programs have
occurred through time. These changes are significant and can teach us about the progress of this
Church auxiliary. In the beginning, visiting teachers were called to make monthly collections, the

◄ Vineyard Ward Relief Society Sisters, ca. 1943. Photo taken in front of the Vineyard school when the classrooms were also being

used by the LOS Church .
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fast offering. They first collected "in kind," such
items as eggs or wheat; later, money was needed.
Eventually the responsibility was eliminated altogether as a Relief Society responsibility.
Meetings also experienced a remarkable
change. They were first held once a month, then
twice, then weekly, and then a "second session"
was added. Part of the responsibility of the Relief
Society was to raise set amounts of money for distribution to the poor and to missionaries. The first
amount called for was $125. The money was raised
through bazaars. These were discontinued in 1969
at the suggestion of the Relief Society General
Board. Nursing was a common service among the
sisters. A most interesting change is that early lessons to the sisters were taught by priesthood holders. The Relief Society eventually moved into an
era of more focus on self-improvement, and finally
to projects felt worldwide.
The history of the Relief Society can be told
faithfully only by recounting the service rendered
by its leaders. Following is a list of the presidencies
and a summary of the events during their service.
21 December 1892 to 1 February 1896
President: Caroline Fillerup
Counselors: Sena Larsen, Agnes Jensen
Secretary: Sarah Lewis
Treasurer: Charlotte Nordstrom

The first presidency of the North Lakeview
Ward Relief Society was organized on either 20 or
21 December 1892 at the home of Brother A. P.
and Sister Caroline Fillerup. Sister Fillerup was
called as president. The inspired leadership of this
early period of the organization built a strong
foundation. The trials they endured seem formidable today, but the leaders were full of faith,
charity, and strength. Most of the Relief Society
service was rendered by foot or by horse and buggy
as sisters visited, collected funds, and bore testimony to one another. Although they attended meetings only once a month, collections made by the
visiting teachers provided a sizable contribution to
the ward from the Relief Society organization.

Caroline Fillerup, 1892-96

Rather than coins, the collections consisted largely
of goods such as eggs, bacon, wheat, and soap. The
visiting teachers were appointed as "missionaries"
as they went from house to house, assessing the
needs of the poor.
1 February 1896 to 6 February 1904
President: Agnes Jensen
Counselors: Sarah Lewis, Lydia Holdaway
Secretary: Olivia Nuttall
Treasurer: Hannah Madsen

In 1896 Sister Agnes Jensen, "a frail woman but
full of faith and courage," was released as second
vice president and called to be president. It was
during the tenure of this presidency that the name
of the North Lakeview Ward was changed to the
Vineyard Ward (when Brother William Lewis was
appointed bishop, on 24 December 1899). The
Relief Society continued monthly collections and
also raised money to send to missionaries. It was
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also during the time these sisters presided that the
first lessons were taught during the meetings. The
two lessons given each month were on the Book of
Mormon and child culture.

6 February 1904 to 4 Marchl 908
President: Mary Bunnell
Counselors: Anna B. Maag, Harriet Varley
Secretary: Jacobina Clegg
Treasurer: Lydia Holdaway

"in kind" goods were not sufficient for needs; cash
was needed. The sisters started by collecting small
sums-10, 20, 25, sometimes 50 cents. The "work
meeting" was established during this presidency,
and a nursing course offered. One sister from each
ward took the course in order to help the ward
better care for the sick. The presidency were released with a vote of thanks when Bishop J. 0.
Stone read Sister Mary Bunnell's resignation.

4 March 1908 to 4 June 1914

After eight years of service, the presidency
were released, and Sister Mary Bunnell was called
as president. She was "a young woman, with rosy
cheeks and pretty wavy hair" and also a talented
organist. Lydia Holdaway was released as second
vice president but called back to the presidency as
the treasurer. Sister Nora Andersen was called as
assistant secretary. At this time, the collections of

Sister Jacobina Clegg, called as the next president, was a determined and strong woman, the
mother of fifteen children. She served tirelessly.

Mary Elizabeth Gammon Bunnell, 1904-8

Jacobi na Clegg, 1908-14
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President: Jacobina Clegg
Counselors: Anna B. Maag, Harriet Varley
Secretary: Nora Anderson
Treasurer: Mary Blake

Her daughter, Malicent Clegg Wells, said of her in
tribute, "No night was too dark or roads too bad
for her. When she was called to help some little
mother in confinement, she was always there ....
She always had a deep understanding of the needs
of the unfortunate and was ever ready and willing
to serve." It is also recorded that she said thirty
prayers in meetings in one year. This presidency
served faithfully, establishing a temple contribution fund and appointing a committee to visit the
sick. Visiting teachers continued their monthly
visits. At the time of Sister Clegg's release on
4 June 1914, the members of the Relief Society
presented her with a gold pin, the first time such
a presentation had been practiced by the Vineyard
Ward Relief Society.
4 June 1914 to 20 July 1920
President: Anna B. Maag
Counselors: Harriet Varley, Olena Cammon
Secretary: Annie Williamson Maag
Treasurer: Annie B. Blake

After serving as first counselor for over ten
years, Sister Anna Maag was called as president.
Harriet Varley was released as second counselor
and called as first counselor. Annie W Maag
(Sister Maag's sister-in-law), who had been acting as secretary for two years, was retained. Sister
Susan Madsen was called to "take care of amusements." During this presidency, the ReliefSociety
Magazine commenced publication. It contained
a lesson for each week's meeting: Theology, Genealogy, Literature, and Home Economics. Also during this time, a call came from the Red Cross for
sewing and knitting to aid in the war. World War I
caused much poverty in the country, and the mode
of collections in the Relief Society changed as a
result. Community welfare funds were established
whereby each stake raised a certain amount of
money to be paid semi-annually and distributed by
Church headquarters. Sister Maag was released on
20 July 1920 in accordance with her desire to do
temple work. She received from the organization a
beautiful picture.

Relief Society presidency, ca. 1920s

20 July 1920 to 4 November 1922
President: Lena Andreasen
Counselors: Olena Cammon, Annie Blake,
Hannah Madsen
Secretaries: Annie W. Maag, Nora Andersen,
Aretta Maag

At the time Lena Andreasen served as president, visiting teachers were no longer required to
collect donations. Rather, they went out to teach

Lena Andreasen, 1920-22
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as "missionaries." The Relief Society began to collect donations in other ways. It again met its allotted collection of$ 125, as it had for the first time
under Sister Maag. The flu spread as an epidemic
during these years, and the Relief Society gave
much assistance and love to the afflicted. President Lena Andreasen also made a great contribution to the Relief Society in writing one of the few
comprehensive histories of the organization, from
which was drawn much of the historical information rehearsed to this point.

4 November 1922 to 29 May 1927
President: Hannah Madsen
Counselors: Susie Madsen, Edna Holdaway
Secretaries: Annie W. Maag, Nora Andersen

4th week-Social Service. Quilting was popular
at this time, as a service to the needy. During the
winter of 1925-26, the Relief Society meetings
were held at 7:30 P.M. on Monday nights (after the
cows were milked), in conjunction with the priesthood meetings. As a result, attendance greatly
increased. On 11 January 1926, Sister Annie W.
Maag was released from her calling of fourteen
years and called to the position of chairman of
visiting teaching. She was successful in having 100
percent districts visited.

29 May 1927 to 27 January 1929
President: Annie W. Maag
Counselors: Edna Holdaway, Nora Andersen
Secretary: Mary Stewart

In 1922, Hannah Madsen became the next
president. At this time, the positions of secretary
and treasurer were combined into one calling,
which Sister Annie W. Maag continued to fill.
However, an assistant, Nora Andersen, was called
to help Sister Maag. The classes changed a little
during this presidency: 1st week-Theology; 2nd
week-Work and Business; 3rd week-Literature;

After serving as secretary for not even a full
year, Sister Annie W. Maag was released and called
to be the president. She had already served in the
Relief Society for twenty-two years, since her service as a visiting teacher in 1907. She served in the
presidency with the same efficiency and faithfulness as she had her previous callings.

Hannah Madsen, 1922-27

Annie W. Maag, 1927-29
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27 January 1929 to October 1934
President: Mary Stewart
Counselors: Annie Blake, Susie Madsen, Nora Andersen
Secretaries: Nora Harding, Ellen Holdaway

In 1929, Mary Stewart was released as secretary/treasurer and called to be president. Sister
Maag was then called as a social welfare worker.
The Great Depression presented an opportunity
for much service
from the organization, and the presidency fulfilled their
calling well in this.
On 15 September
1929, the Utah
Stake divided, and
the Sharon stake
was created, Vineyard Ward being
one of the seven
wards in the new
stake. The first
Mary Stewart, 1929-34
union meeting of
the stake was held
on 13 October 1929 at which many of the sisters
from the Vineyard Ward received stake callings.
Sister Eva Gillespie was called as the stake Relief
Society president. Rikka Harding was sustained as
the new Relief Society secretary/treasurer of the
Vineyard Ward, though she was not set apart until
a year later, on 11 November 1930.

With the onset of the depression, things became very
tough. There was no social security, no unemployment
compensation, and no church welfare.
The banks closed and people lost their savings.
Many people mortgaged their farms to live on, and
some lost their farms. The government made some
efforts to at least feed people, and they organized soup
lines where hungry people could get a bowl of soup.
Unemployment was high, people were desperate,
and the freight trains were loaded with men "traveling
the rails" trying to find a little work. The Church and
state gave some assistance, and it became the bishop's
responsibility along with the Relief Society president to
administer to the needs of the people in his ward.
Mary B. Stewart, the Relief Society president, and
Bishop Andersen spent many long hours and days caring for the needy of the ward. Charlie Stewart was very
patient as he drove his wife around and waited while
she carried out this work of charity.
-Rex Blake

During these Depression years, bishops and
Relief Society presidents administered Utah State
Welfare. The LDS Church welfare program was
just being organized.

October 1934 to 25 October 1936
President: Annie Blake
Counselors: Lizzabell Davis, Geneive Peterson,
Nora Andersen, Vilate Shumway
Secretary: Rikka Harding

Annie Blake, who had served in the Relief
Society as secretary and treasurer in Birmingham,
England, and then as visiting teacher, treasurer,
and counselor in the Vineyard Ward, became the
next president. She was admired for her wise counsel and keen sense of humor.

Annie Blake, 1934-36
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25 October 1936 to 1939

1939 to August 1941

President: Vera Larsen
Counselors: Vilate Shumway, Ellen Holdaway
Secretaries: Rikka Harding, Annie Blake

President: Alice Thacker
Counselors: Ruth Stone, Ella Hebertson
Secretary: Annie Blake

Sister Vera Larsen was the youngest president
(age thirty-five) called to the Vineyard Ward Relief
Society presidency.
Her presidency
served during the
"reconstruction
period," between
the time when the
1906 ward building was razed and
the 1939 structure
built. Meetings
were held in the
"old amusement
hall" and in the
schoolhouse.
Eventually, in
Vera Austin Larsen, 1936-39
19 3 9, the sisters
were blessed with a Relief Society room in a new
ward building.

The Relief Society gave a party in the amusement hall
where $24.95 was cleared, and the society gave this to
pay the debt on the amusement hall.
Each ward was asked to give the interest on wheat
money to the General Board for the purpose of building
maternity homes in the different parts of the state, "that
motherhood might be encouraged; that the mothering
of little spirits direct from heaven might be the desire of
every Latter-day Saint woman."
We were happy to meet at the home of some dear
sister on a nice green lawn, shaded by nature's green leafy
bower, where we could hear the sweet heavenly songsters
and breathe the perfume of fragrant flowers. It was glorious, this one meeting each month in July and August.
Sister Ada Boulton, a faithful Relief Society worker,
was called by death. She was a wonderful little woman to
help and care for the sick. When the influenza was in our
ward she visited the sick each day, bringing them food
and helping them in many ways. She was missed by all.
-Minutes of the Vineyard Ward and
the Relief Society, 73 Dec 792 7
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Sister Alice Thacker was a newcomer to the
ward when called as president. She was said to
have "a gracious and unassuming manner and a
desire to carry on."

Alice Thacker, 1939-41

August 1941 to 18 August 1946
President: Mabel Bunker
Counselors: Ella Williams, Anita Varley, Norma
Holdaway, Vilate Shumway, Alice Harding,
Lyle Williams
Secretaries: Annie Blake, Edna Holdaway

Sister Mabel Bunker became president in what
was termed the "invasion period"-when the steel
plant invaded the area and caused over forty families to move from their homes. The new church
building was also taken away, and the sisters met
in each other's homes for a while. Though an inconvenience, it created a sense of unity and love

among members
of the Relief Society. The stresses
of World War II
disturbed the
tranquility that
had reigned in
the lives of
the sisters.

Mabel Bunker, 1941-46

21 September 1952 to 19 September 1954
President: Oriel Griffin Clegg
Counselors: Nora Harding, Mildred Zabriskie
Secretary: Olva Bilbao

Sister Oriel Clegg, a school teacher at the
time of her calling, served as the fifteenth president of the Vineyard Ward Relief Society. Known
as "an ardent church worker," she had a natural
ability to inspire women to be their best; as an
example, she was the first in the Orem Stake
to receive the "Golden Gleaner Award." She resigned from her calling on 19 September 1954 in
order to care for her daughter Janet who was terminally ill with cancer.

18 August 1946 to 21 September 1952
President: Della Stone
Counselors: Lyle Williams, Pauline Gammon
Secretaries: Edna Holdaway, Olva Bilbao

Sister Della Stone, a very organized and
methodical leader, was called to preside during
the second construction period. The third Vineyard chapel was being built at this time, and the
Relief Society
did much to
contribute
funds. Bazaars
and banquets
were held to
raise money.
The Orem
Stake was organized during
this presidency,
consisting of
eight wards.
The steel mill
served as a
builder, bringmg many new
sisters into
the ward.
Del la R. Stone, 1946-52

Oriel G. Clegg, 1952-54
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19 September 1954 to 12 July 1959
President: Areta Blake
Counselors: Mildred Zabriskie, Clista Holdaway,
Leora Harding
Secretary: Olva Bilbao

Areta Blake, 1954-59

Sister Areta
Blake, the mother of six small
children when
she accepted the
call as president,
was a very talented woman,
whom many
called an "angel
of mercy." During the time of
this presidency's
service, the Orem
West Stake was
organized.

12 July 1959 to 7 August 1966

resigning for health reasons. Sister Norma Ferre
was called to follow Sister Harding. Sister Olva
Bilbao served for two years as secretary of the Orem
West Stake Relief Society presidency, but returned
as the Vineyard Ward Relief Society secretary when
Lucinda Andersen resigned. Sister Bilbao served as
secretary to the ward for thirteen years.
7 August 1966 to 24 August 1969
President: Erna R. Holdaway
Counselors: Betty Glen, Donna S. Bunnell,
Miriam Mecham, Janis Y. Kelly
Secretary: Lois J. Wilkinson

Sister Erna Holdaway, eighteenth president,
called Betty Glen and Miriam Mecham, and later
Donna Bunnell and Janis Kelly as her counselors.
Sister Holdaway was cheerful and had a beautiful
singing voice. She traveled to Europe with the
"Singing Mothers," spreading comfort and happiness. The presidency started a well-equipped and
active nursery. Three beautiful bazaars were also
organized, one with a Mother Goose theme, another with a western theme, and the third with a
garden theme. Classes changed during this tenure.

President: Zella Blake
Counselors: Sylvia Holdaway, Leora Harding,
Norma Ferre
Secretaries: Lucinda Andersen, Olva Bilbao

Sister Zella Blake, who succeeded Sister Areta
Blake, was also blessed with many talents. She was
especially renown for
her spiritual meetings
and her artistic decorations and flower
arrangements. Her
example encouraged
self-improvement in
the sisters. Sister Leora
Harding, after serving
under Sister Areta
Blake, was called back
as a counselor to Sister
Zella Blake and served
for five years before
Zella Blake, 1959-66
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Erna Holdaway, 1966-69

Theology was changed to Spiritual Living, Work
Day to Homemaking Day, Social Science to Social
Relations, and Literature to Cultural Refinement.
24 August 1969 to August 1972
President: Verda W. Jenkins
Counselors: Donna S. Bunnell, Janis Y. Kelly,
Bernice C. Rawlings, Melba M. Stewart
Secretary: Margaret G. Robins

When Sister Verda Jenkins was called as president, Sister Erna Holdaway and Lois Wilkinson
were released, but Sisters Donna Bunnell and Janis
Kelly retained their callings as counselors. Later
Sister Bernice Rawlings was called as second counselor, but in 1971, she was called to the stake
Relief Society presidency. Sister Melba Stewart
replaced her. Near the end of the year 1970, a
block of homes in the Vineyard ward was reassigned to the Orem 28th Ward, taking twenty-one
sisters from the Vineyard Relief Society. In 1971
five more families were transferred. Bazaars were
discontinued in the first year of this presidency's
service, at the suggestion of the Relief Society
General Board. Family home evening was estab-

Verda Jenkins, 1969-72

lished on Monday nights, requiring that Relief
Society meetings be changed to Wednesday evenings. This presidency were especially successful in
visiting teaching: sixty teachers achieved one hundred percent visits in 1971.
August 1972 to 15 June 1975
President: Margaret Robins
Counselors: Marlene Peterson, Lorayn Stoddard,
Shelly Simpkins
Secretary: Bessie Rawlings

Margaret Robins served with dignity, perseverance, diligence, and charity. She responded personally to the needs of many young families who
moved into the new subdivision built on 1200
West in Orem.
During the time that Margaret Robins served as
president, tragedy struck the Vineyard Ward when
two young fathers, Leroy and Ivan Holdaway, were

Margaret Robins, 1972-75
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killed in a silo accident. Another father was hit
by a train on his way to priesthood meeting. The
widows and their families were taken care of by
the Relief Society. In an adjustment of ward
boundaries, about the time of President Robins's
release in June 1975, a small part of the Vineyard
Ward area was taken away to become part of
another ward.

15 June 1975 to 16 April 1978
President: Lorayn Stoddard
Counselors: Joyce Clegg, Connie Valdez, Verda Jenkins
Secretary: Lois Colton

Lorayn Stoddard served as the next president.
Many successful events and parties were held during the next three years. At a pioneer birthday
party, Ella Hebertson gave a talk about the history of the Vineyard Ward Relief Society. A second
session of Relief Society meetings was established
in the evenings for working mothers. This was
later changed to Sundays, and attendance increased. In October 1976, one hundred percent
visiting teaching was achieved in response to a
challenge given by the bishop. The ward boundary line was again altered in 1977, taking eleven
families from the ward.

Lorayn Stoddard, 1975-78
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16 April 1978 to 15 November 1981
President: Barbara Brown
Counselors: Connie Allen, Verda Jenkins,
Donna Pipkin, Connie Thomas
Secretaries: Lois Colton, Donna Pipkin

Sister Barbara Brown, a strong president for
the Vineyard Ward, gave birth to a son during her
presidency. The Relief Society was very productive
during these years, making many quilts and articles
of clothing. The first Vineyard Ward cookbook
appeared in 1978, Vineyard Victuals. The ward
boundary was adjusted again in 1980, giving fifty
sisters to the Eighty-Third and Fifty-Fifth Wards.
When the Sunday three-hour block schedule began
on 2 March 1980, attendance again increased.
Sister Verda Jenkins was called to serve a mission
with her husband, Bill Jenkins, in South Dakota
and Nebraska. On 31 January 1981, a stake Women's convention was held, at which five Vineyard
Ward sisters were honored for serving as visiting
teachers for over thirty years: Helen Allen, Leah
Gammon, Ella Hebertson, Afton Burningham,
and Anna Bunker.

Barbara Brown, 1978-81

15 November 1981 to 22 October 1985
President: Cumorah Holdaway
Counselors: Connie Thomas, Debbie Slothower,
Carolyn Swaney, Linda Roper
Secretaries: Lois Wilkinson, Ann Gregory, Ruth
Blake

This Relief Society presidency became known
as the "funeral presidency." Several funerals occurred in the ward
the first year of
their presidency:
Leah Gammon,
Malicent Wells,
Afton Stout, J.
Taylor Allen, Zella
Blake, J .J. Madsen,
Glen Holdaway,
Ella Hebertson,
Meggie Roper (the
stillborn baby of
. Kim and Rhonda
Roper), Joyce
Burningham's baby,
Medora Schneider,
Clarence Gammon,
Dannielle Smoot,
Dick Holdaway,
Cumorah Holdaway, 1981-85
and Leora Harding.
The presidency made a decision to serve the families the same meal after the funeral services: chicken casserole over rice, tossed salad, Jell-0, and a
roll and butter. The casserole is still to this day
known as the "funeral casserole," and the dessert,
a fruit cocktail cake, as the "funeral dessert."
Sister Cumorah was especially concerned for
the individual sister. The presidency delivered
birthday cards, made phone calls, greeted each sister with a morning singing of "Happy Birthday,"
then left a carnation in a bud vase. They also
stressed visiting teaching, making visits themselves
rather than permitting a sister to go unvisited.
Thus visiting teaching was consistently ninety
percent, and many months one hundred percent.
Visiting teacher interviews were held at least twice

yearly, and visiting teacher conferences annually.
One of the most effective conferences was called
"The Three Faces of Visiting Teachers."
For the 147th birthday of the Relief Society, a
birthday program tided "Let's Pretend We Were
There" was presented. It reviewed the organization of the Relief Society, including portrayals of
Joseph and Emma Smith by Gary and Debbie
Johnson. Following the program, all former ward
Relief Society presidents were honored by word
and pictures.

22 October 1985 to 24 January 1988
President: Rose Marie Morris
Counselors: Lisa Gillman, Karen Opfar
Secretary: Vivian Miner

Rose Marie Morris was a cheerful and loving
president. A serious tragedy occurred during this
presidency: a ward member's daughter and sonin-law, LeAnn Holdaway and Carl Virchow, and
their four children were killed in an automobile
accident on the way from their home in New
Mexico to the Denver Temple. The Relief Society
presidency and sisters did much to help aid and
comfort the family.

Rose Marie Morris, 1985-88
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24 January 1988 to January 1989
President: Connie Thomas
Counselors: Valene Stewart, Betty Jo Bailey
Secretary: Robyn Maag

Connie Thomas, 1988-89

In August 1988,
visiting teaching
stats reached ninetyseven percent. The
sisters worked hard
to fulfill their duties
in their callings. At
one of the activities,
words of wisdom of
Dr. Seuss were
offered to the sisters
as encouragement:

Today you are you! That is true-er than true!
There is no one alive that is you-er than you!
Shout aloud, "I am glad to be what I am!"
Thank goodness I'm not a clam or a ham
Or a dusty old jar of gooseberry jam!
I am what I am! What a great thing to be!
If I say so myself, "Happy every day to me!"

January 1989 to 30 August 1992

War was in progress during the
service of this presidency. The sisters
sent posters and
letters of encouragement to the soldiers. A varied
interest miniclass
was begun to
encourage the sisters to expand
their knowledge
and talents.

Valene Stewart, 1989-92

30 August 1992 to 17 July 1994
President: LaNae Morrill
Counselors: Diane Edwards, Miriam Stilson,
Xanthe Farnworth
Secretary: Dorinda Haderlie

During Sister Morrill's tenure, a main concern
was to reach out to less-active sisters in the ward.
Her kind spirit and love for everyone were evident
in her timely visits to every sister in the ward, accompanied by equally devoted counselors. At the
end of 1992, each sister was encouraged to write a

President: Valene Stewart
Counselors: Grace Holdaway,
Venice Gammon
Secretary: Beth Randall

In 1989 a further adjustment was made to the Vineyard Ward boundary, and
many of the oldest families
to the ward became members
of another ward. The Relief
Society, feeling a particular
loss, combined several homemaking activities with the new
ward in order to keep friendships alive. Midweek activities
were created in order for the
sisters to get together during
the day and visit. The Gulf
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Relief Society Presidency, 1992-94. Dorinda Haderlie, Secretary; Miriam Stilson,
Counselor; Diane Edwards, Counselor; LaNae Morrill, President.

one-page personal history to be included in the
Vineyard Ward Relief Society history book, along
with their testimony of the gospel.

17 July 1994 to 15 March 1997
President: Donna Vee Pipkin
Counselors: Xanthe Farnworth, Miriam Stilson
Secretaries: Dorinda Haderlie, Joni Holdaway

During this time, the Relief Society provided
aid and meals for eight families who had funerals
for loved ones in
the ward. One of
the sisters who
passed away was
Sister Erna Holdaway, a former
Relief Society president. A homemak.
.
mg evenmg was
spent finishing two
quilts that Sister
Holdaway had been
working on. Donna
Vee Pipkin's short
historical account
Donna Vee Pipkin, 1994-97
of her service as
president reveals an intimate knowledge of each
of the sisters in her ward. She served selflessly and
loved compassionately.

ward jumped from about one hundred to nearly
two hundred; and by the time of the ward division, they numbered about 230. In some weeks,
as many as seven new sisters moved into the ward,
creating the "difficult opportunity" of visiting new
families. Most weeks, the presidency met, paired
themselves off, and visited the new sisters; other
weeks, they had to spread their visits over several
days to make sure all the new sisters were contacted. Although this was a challenge, the presidency
also found joy in enlarging their circle of sisterhood and welcoming newcomers to the ward.
Because most of the new families in the ward
were young and often recently married, the ward
was also blessed with many new babies in a short
period of time-another challenge. Not wanting
to overwhelm the compassionate service leader, the
presidency called a "New-Baby Meal Coordinator,"
whose responsibility it was to arrange meals for
families with new additions.
In June 1998, the Vineyard Ward was divided into two wards, the Vineyard First and Second Wards. Mary Gritton was called to serve as
president of the Vineyard First Ward, with counselors Anita Rawlings and Lou Shaw, and Pat
Clegg as secretary. In December, Connie Allen
became president of the Vineyard Second Ward,

15 March 1997 to 29 November 1998
President: Nadine Gillman
Counselors: Linda Roper, Kalisi Palu, Denise Austin
Secretary: Meggen Trent

The Vineyard Ward underwent many changes
during the tenure of this presidency. It was a time
of tremendous growth; in a span of about a year
and a half, the Taylor Homes subdivision and the
Salisbury Homes subdivision were incorporated
into the ward area.
Thus the biggest challenge of this presidency
was simply to try to keep up with the growth. In
about a year's time, the number of sisters in the

Relief Society Presidency, 1997-98. Meggen Trent, Secretary;
Nadine Gillman, President; Kalisi Palu, Counselor; Linda
Roper, Counselor.
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with counselors Kim Ashcraft and Suzanne
Maxwell; Meggan Trent was retained
as secretary.
The best telling of the history of the
Vineyard Ward Relief Society is a talk given by
Ella Hebertson in 1977 at the Relief Society
birthday celebration. Sister Hebertson, having
served as second counselor from 1939 to 1941,
was familiar with most of the presidencies that
had served in the ward. She gave a personal
account of the early days of the organization as
she remembered them. This talk is included as a
faithful firsthand history.

A favorite dish served by many of the Vineyard Women
Lumpy dick: Bring one quart of milk to boiling point
in a skillet, and sprinkle white flour, a little at a time,
slowly, not stirring but gradually "poking" and mixing so
it will not get slick and smooth, but ever so slightly
lumpy. Keep at high heat, but do not boil hard, for about
fifteen minutes. It should take enough flour to be a fairly thick (like cereal) consistency and be served warm
with very thick cream. Used as a pudding, you add butter, sugar, and cinnamon or nutmeg. Used as a morning
breakfast, serve it with butter and salt.
-From Old West Heritage Recipes,
Extension Service, Utah State University

ReliefSociety in the Early Days ofVineyard Ward
by Ella Hebertson, 9 March 1977
When I was growing up, I didn't know there was anything else-it was Relief
Society. The R.S. sister was a cook, a seamstress, a nurse, a doctor and a mortician,
a friend in need and an angel of mercy. Her life was a life of helpfulness. It was a
way of life. Families were dependent on one another. The sisters brought comfort
to the lonely, the sick, the sorrowing and also news and just plain cheer.
Relief Society was always held on Tuesday at 2:00 P.M. Getting there was a
major problem. First you had to catch the horse. If he wasn't in the corral, he was
usually at the bottom of the pasture. Our buggy horse was a spry, sly, deceitful creature who followed you to the pasture gate if coaxed on by a pan of oats-only to
sniff at it, knock it in your face and retreat to the bottom of the pasture again. If
you did manage to outsmart her and get the rope on her neck, the next problem
was getting the bridle bit in her mouth and the croup strap under her tail without
being bit or kicked. The other alternative was to walk a mile and a hal£ It was either
hot or cold-deep snow, deep mud, deep dust.
Visiting teaching took most of the day. Vineyard covered a large area, from
what is now Twelfth South to Sixteenth North & Eighth West to the lake and a few
families beyond those borders, plus the "gentiles." The sisters always carried
a basket or box to hold the donations. That, I believe, was the fast offering. It could
be whatever one wanted to give-butter, eggs, lard, soap, fruit, potatoes, dry beans,
salt pork or a piece of calico. This was turned to the bishop's storehouse for distribution to the needy or trade for other commodities. They also gathered the Sunday
eggs. I guess they sold these for cash or cloth or quilts. They collected ten cents a
week to buy wheat, which was stored in large silos in Salt Lake against famine. It
was sold to the government in World War I for a nice profit. Funds established a
school for the retarded children in American Fork.
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In Provo, there was a small hospital in Dr. Aird's home. So the R.S. sisters did
the nursing at the patient's home. Medicine was what was called strenuous. The sisters sat with the dying and the dead. They prepared the body for burial, as Ole Berg
was the only mortician. He furnished the casket and usually was the main speaker.
The sisters made the burial clothes. Mother and Anna W Maag was in charge of
the church.
Rag bees were held regularly-made all the carpets for the 1906 church. Rags
were torn in strips of one inch, sewn together and then made into rugs and carpet
on a hand loom. The only weaver I knew was Marianne Sorenson. These carpets
had to be replaced often. The old ones could be had at bargain prices.
There was always a quilt on: quilts of all kinds were required and made of calico or gingham blocks, patchwork, crazy patch fancy designs. A popular one was the
star quilt, another, wedding ring. But quilts for real comfort, cold bedrooms and
general hard wear were usually patchwork of large and small wool pieces or only
flannel. Pa's old wool pants and coats ended up in winter quilts and canyon quilts.
Fancy designs were marked on satin quilts and taffeta quilts. Later, beautifully printed cotton satin was used. I remember there was a waiting list for Nell Holdaway's
wool batts, a dollar a pound, and wool would shrink when washed. During the
Depression, we had a good money-making project. We would sell tickets to a luncheon and have a drawing on a quilt for fifty cents. I was the lucky person three
times, but somebody decided it was gambling of sorts so we had to quit.
Our Relief Society was not all work. The birthday observance consisted of oneact plays or skits, usually written by Malicent Wells or Mrs. Ann Larsen, who also
made the costumes. My mother, Susie Scott Madsen, was librarian and literary
leader, so she put the book reviews on me. We studied Utah artists, sculptors,
authors, musicians, and Bible literature.
During World War I, under sponsorship of the Red Cross, we crocheted and
knitted sweaters, scarves vests, sox and gloves. A person once told me at one time
that six old Relief Society sisters could do more good with their bare hands than
the Red Cross could with a million dollars.
The Relief Society also held for many years a well-baby clinic. A set of temple
clothes were on hand. Sister Maag kept emergency supplies, which consisted of
sheets, pillow cases, pads, nightgowns, and a layette.
There was no charge for making a quilt. All one needed to do was furnish the
material and thread. One quilt was made of blocks with our names embroidered on
it. It was a gift to the outgoing president.
As time went on, some programs were replaced by others: The car replaced the
horse; The hospitals replaced the midwife; morticians replaced the do-it-yourself
funeral; blankets replaced quilts; pantsuits replaced dresses; the older order
changeth, giving way to new, and God reveals himself in many ways, but need for
love and concern does not change, and love cannot be bought. Jesus said:
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto the least of these my brethren, ye have done it
unto me. "
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1940

Relief Society membership card, 1940

Relief Society ladies and children, ca. 1920s

Mother's Day, 1950. First row: Maud Sorenson, May Schroder, Hulda Orvin, Vetta Madsen, Hazel Gillman, Ella Hebertson, Melinda
Olson, Olena Gammon, Susie Madsen, Gertrude Rawlings, Nora Andersen, Annie Blake, Malicent Wells. Second row: Verda Jenkins,
Julie Andreasen, Thelma Smith, Nettie Dalley, Ruth Handley, Rikka Harding, Vi late Shumway, Edna Holdaway, Druzella Madsen, Emma
Blake, Oriel Clegg, Lena Clegg, Alice Harding, Rhoda Allen, Nora Harding. Third row: Grace Spalding, Mrs. Olsen, Della Stone, Areta
Blake, Alta Morrill, Helen Allen, Lyle Williams, Bertha Sorenson, Rosalee Madsen, Norma Ferre, Bernice Rawlings, Ruby Thalman,
Darlene Thalman, Leora Harding, Maurine Madsen, Carol Allen. Fourth row: Lois Davis, Rosella Schroder, Mildred Morrill, Barbara
Andersen, Maude Holdaway, Erna Holdaway, Barbara Harding, Thelma Bunker, Velda Bunker, Ruth Clegg, Elvira Holdaway, Dorothy
Pulsipher, Cleo Roper, Zella Blake, Nellie Schroder, Cumorah Holdaway, Nina Clegg. Back row: Phyllis Andersen, Mildred Zabriskie,
Ruth Handley, Verda Jenkins, Ida Holdaway, Sylvia Holdaway, Delphia Holdaway, Pauline Gammon, Norma Holdaway, Janet Clegg,
Juanita Gammon, Grace Holdaway, Dorothy Farnworth, Vergie Shumway, Donna Bunnell, Jean Clegg, Mary Lou Harding Hawkins,
Lorraine Wells.
I
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Six Relief Society Presidents, 1989. Lorayn Stoddard, Cumorah
Holdaway, Rose Marie Morris, Verda Jenkins, Barbara Brown,
Margaret Robins.

"Let's Pretend We Were There" Relief Society program, 1989.
Front: Gary and Debra Johnson portraying Joseph and Emma
Smith. Back: Cheryl Holdaway, Cherrann Bailey, Barbara Franson,
Elaine Bigelow, Linda Smoot, Carolyn Wride, Sherilyn Kent.

Clista Holdaway, Sherry Teschner, and Karen Opfar at Relief
Society Birthday party, 1990s.

Venice Gammon with quilt, 1990s

Suzanne Maxwell, Meggan Trent, Connie Allen, Kim Ashcraft.
Vineyard 2nd Ward Relief Society presidency, 1999.

Penee Arnett at Relief Society conference, 1999

TIMELINE
1910
First Scout troop in Utah is organized

1911
YMMIA officially recognizes
Scouting as part of the association

1911
MIA Scouts are officially organized
by the General Board of YMMIA

1914
First Scout troop in Provo
(including Vineyard) is organized

1921
Utah County Council of Scouts is organized

1921
Vineyard Scout troop hikes
Timpanogos for the first time

1921
Vineyard Ward troop becomes
the first chartered troop with Boy
Scouts of America-Troop no. 1

1935
Vineyard Scout troop becomes part of the
Sharon District, Timpanogos Council

1923
First Council campsite, Camp Stewart,
is obtained in the North Fork of Provo Canyon

1931
Vineyard Scout troop receives
charter to sponsor Sea Scout Ship 37

1933
Sea Scout charter is dropped

1934
S.S.S. Niels Larsen, the Sea
Scout boat, is destroyed by fire

1973
Seventeen Scouts receive their Eagle
Scout Award in the "Year of the Eagle"

SCOUTING

T

he Boy Scout movement was adopted
in the United States from England in
1910. As early as the summer of 1911,
LDS Church leaders looked into the
program, and in the summer of 1911, the Young
Men's Mutual Improvement Association (YMMIA)
officially recognized Scouting as part of the association. Scouting, with its spiritual background and
ideals, appealed as an excellent activity program for
Latter-day Saint boys. Even earlier, some enterprising leaders of young men in various areas of the
Church had organized troops along lines recommended by the Boy Scouts of America. On 29
November 1911, the MIA Scouts were officially
organized by the General Board of the YMMIA.
From that time, Scouting in the Church moved
forward rapidly. The March issue of The Improvement Era printed the first statement of the purposes
and plans of the movement. In May 1913, at the
invitation of the National Council, the MIA Scouts
became officially affiliated with the Boy Scouts of
America. The National Charter was issued on 21
May 1913, the official date of entry. This arrangement continued until 1919, when councils were
organized in Utah. Oscar A. Kirkham became the
first Scout executive of the Salt Lake Council; it
was he who helped organize the Utah County
councils. The LDS Church remains the largest
sponsor of Scouting in the United States today.
The first Scout troop in Utah was organized in
Eureka on 18 December 1910. No troop number
was selected; the Scouts called themselves the
"Tin tic Titans." The ninth of February 1914 saw
the organization of the first troop in Provo, of
which Orem and Vineyard were then a part. A second troop was organized in April, in the Provo
Fifth Ward; and by 1919, a special committee was
formed to organize the several troops in Utah
County into a council. The twenty-second of
February 1921 marks the organization of the
Utah County Council; Andrew A. Anderson
was appointed the council executive.

I was about thirteen years of age, and when I looked
down at that glacier, it seemed straight down to me. I
was scared to death. I thought, "I'll just have to stay on
this mountain and die here." To ease my fright, Juel
Andreasen let me hold onto a rope and go part way
down the steepest part. At the end of the rope, I let go
of the rope, and away I went!
Fortunately, I found myself in a groove where others
had slid. I kept my balance and did pretty well in the
slide. When I slid down to where it was not so steep, it
really got to be fun. When we got to the bottom of the
glacier, our overall legs were packed tight with snow. We
shook the snow out and then lay on the grass at Emerald
Lake to rest and dry off. What an experience.
- Rex Blake, memories of an early Scout
hike up Mt. Timpanogos, ca. 1927

Utah County comprised three districts:
Northern, Provo, and Central. The Vineyard area
was in the Provo District. Because of membership growth and geographic expansion, the Utah
County Council's name was changed to the Timpanogos Council. When, in 1927 and 1934, two
Southern Utah councils petitioned to join the
Timpanogos Council, it became known as the
Utah National Parks Council, its present name.
In 1935, the Vineyard Scout troop became
part of the Sharon District, Timpanogos Council,
with Samuel H. Blake of Vineyard the first district
chairman. The name was later changed to the
Sharon-Orem District, and still later to the Squaw
Peak District, a name that stood for thirty years.
Rex Blake, of Vineyard, served as Squaw Peak
District Commissioner from 1957 to 1960 and
District Chairman from 1960 to 1963. On 1 June
1984, when the large district was divided, Vineyard became part of the Utah Lake District.
We learn from personal histories that Scouting
activity in the Vineyard area dates back at least to
1919 when boys and leaders met on a designated
Tuesday evening. Scouting materials and awards
were not easy to obtain in those early days. Orders

◄ Bernard Andersen, Howard Andersen, Thorit Hebertson, and Scouting friends "high on the mountain," ca. 1900s
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had to be sent to Church headquarters in Salt Lake
City, then on to the National Scout Headquarters,
then back through the Church and on to local
leaders. Boys might have left on their missions
before awards came back.
A popular early activity for Scouts was climbing Mount Timpanogos. In June 1921, Thorit
Hebertson and Dewey Sondberg led fifteen boys
up the west side of the mountain; ten boys made it
to the top, the first time the mountain had been
climbed by a Scout troop. The climb became a
popular troop event for years.
In 1923, the first Council campsite was
obtained up the North Fork of Provo Canyon,
near Stewart Falls; it was named Camp Stewart,
after the Stewart family, from whom the site was
obtained. (The camp name was later changed to
Camp Timpanogos to reflect a change in the name
of the council.) Later years found the troop camping at Maple Dell, in the High Uintas, for spring
and fall Camporees; and On Targets, on the tops
of many mountains surrounding Utah Valley. (On
Targets is an activity in which Scouts hiked to the
top of several area peaks and used mirrors to reflect

sunlight, to send signals to one another.)
A later popular event was the 50-20 hike, from
This is the Place Monument at the mouth of
Emigration Canyon, in Salt Lake City, to Provofifty miles in less than twenty hours. Ward members often joined the Scouts on this outing.
With the organization of the Utah County
Council, on 22 February 1921, Vineyard Ward
troop became the first chartered troop with Boy
Scouts of America, Troop no. 1, with Thorit C.
Hebertson as Scoutmaster and Juel Andreasen as
assistant Scoutmaster. Samuel H. Blake was bishop
at the time, Walter Holdaway president of the

The 50-20s Scout activity, usually sponsored at the district level, consisted of traveling a distance of fifty miles
in twenty hours or less. The most common route was
to start at the This is the Place Monument in Salt Lake
City, near Hogle Zoo, and end in Provo, usually at
Pioneer Park, on 500 West and Center Street. Troop 3 7
completed this course at least four times. Dan
Gammon set a record of completion in nine hours and
twenty-three minutes.
-Grant Holdaway
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MIA. In 1928, the troop number became 18, having lost its number one designation because of
failure to meet a registration deadline. At times it
was also designated Troop 18 and 37. In a council
realignment in 1931, Vineyard became Troop no.
31, a designation that continues to the present day.
In the early years, there was some public opinion against Scouting, parents feeling that their
boys were being too regimented, as if being trained
for war, Scoutmaster Hebertson being a member
of the Utah Army National Guard. Despite such
opinions, Vineyard has always enjoyed an active
Boy Scout program.
On 23 July 1923, Juel Andreasen was awarded
a merit badge in "Pioneering." Andreasen will be
best remembered for his role in founding Sea
Scouting in the state of Utah. In February 1927,
the first Sea Scout Ship was organized; Andreasen
and Ted Sorensen were the first to pass the Cabin
Boy examination.
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My main event this year was in company with Willis
Madsen, Ted Sorenson, and Morris Evans. And again, it
was up the west side of Timpanogos, over cliffs, etc.,
there being no trail, then down the east side, where we
camped with Thorit and Ella Hebertson at Aspen Grove.
We planned to stay about one week, and it was therefore necessary to roll our food up in our quilts and blankets and place them over one shoulder. We would make
a sort of sleeping bag by pinning the quilts and blankets
together with extra, extra large safety pins called "blanket pins." I well remember how we would pack our eggs
in whole wheat, then when the eggs were eaten, we
would cook and eat the wheat. Our cooking utensils
consisted for the most part of cans used for packing, or
forked sticks, or hot rocks.
-Juel Andreasen

Interest in Sea Scouts began when two boys,
Ray Gammon and Ira Christensen, found an old
row boat buried in the sand of Utah Lake and set
to digging it out. No owner found, they set to
reconditioning it in the Gammon cow barn. The
cow barn on the Gammon farm served as a storage
place for the boat while it was being restored.
About this time, a forty-nine-foot boat owned
by a Mr. Carpenter (who operated a fishing concession on Utah Lake) became available to the
boys for $150, though Sea Scout activity came to
a halt until Juel Andreasen returned from his mission to Denmark. In 1930, Andreasen organized
a Sea Scout Ship, and later that year, Mr.
Boshbesheel, a National Sea Scout Leader, spent
the afternoon with the Vineyard Scouts, traveling
around Utah County and Utah Lake. Finding the
area an ideal place for the program, he encouraged organization.
On 16 October 1931, the Vineyard Ward
received a charter to sponsor Sea Scout Ship 37, as
part of the Utah National Parks Council. Committee members were Juel Andreasen, Walter
Holdaway, and Roy Allen. Clark Boulton and Ted
Sorensen were ship mates, Bert Murdoch, coxswain.
Willis Madsen was the ship skipper. Sea Scouts

Sea Scouts, 1930. First row: Kenneth Allen, Ted Sorensen; mate, Roy Allen, Juel Andreasen; Scout Commissioner, Clark (Doc)
Boulton; mate, Billie Davis. Second row: Bert Murdoch; coxswain, Alma Hansen, Carl Andreasen, Rex Blake, Max Blake. Third
row: Lester Andersen, Lavell (Kelly) Duke, Harold Madsen, Wesley Fillerup. Back row: Walter Holdaway, Arvil 0. Stone.

were Kenneth Allen, Ted Andersen, Carl Andreasen,
Max Blake, Rex Blake, Billie Davis, LaYell Duke,
and Alma Hansen. All unit members received
white sailor uniforms.
The standards for qualifying to become a Sea
Scout were high. A boy must be fifteen years old, a
First Class Scout, and "well trained to take care of
himself as a Sea Scout" (undated newspaper dipping). The training program involved "swimming,
sailing, rowing, seamanship, navigation, piloting and
cruising" (undated article: "Lure of High Seas Felt in
Mountains"). The program was so well supervised
that no serious accident had occurred in the United
States to the date of the Vineyard program.
Although caulked and repaired, the Scouts'
craft was never really seaworthy; it was said to
"leak like a sieve." It had to be pumped and bailed

out every two or three days to keep it from going
to the bottom of the lake. The motor proved no
more reliable than the shell, despite an overhaul.
Nor was the lake ideal for sailing. In low-water
years, the ship often had to be pushed off sandbars. As reported below, several cruises were

We stayed five days, hiking all over the mountains surrounding an official Scout Camp called A/pin. While
upon Sleigh Runner Peak, one boy passed out for want
of water, and two Scouts had to make a trip of miles to
secure some help for him. Our old Indian guide, seventyeight years old, would let out a war cry every once in a
while when high in the mountains, and dance around
what he called Indian plant.
- Juel Andreasen
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Salt Lake City, Utah.
September 19, 1932

Mr. Juel Andreasen,
c/o Timp,moga s Council, :B.S.A.
Provo, Utah.
My dear Mr . Andreasen:
I received your letter today in relation
to the Sea Scouts and vanguards. I am very
pleased t o tell you tha t it is the policy of
the Latter-day Saint _Church to encourage Sea
Scouting wherever leader ship and conditions
are such that the program can be developed properly.
we underst and that the Timpanogas Council
have been pleased with tne work ~ich you have
been doing and we are delighted to hear from you.

CHAS. E, RHINEHART
HAROLD B. ROSENBERG
GUY H. RUGGLES
L. N, SLATER
GEORGE ALBERT SMITH
CHARLES A , STAUFFER
H. R. SUMPF
E. A. TEST

I hope that you will be successful in
maintaining the high standards of scouting and
of the L. D. s. Church and trust the Lord wi ll
bless you in this important work.

C . J. CARLSON
Rl:0I0HAL. EXCCUTIVC
E . L. CURTIS
0K!>UTT

Rl:0I0HAL.

£XKCUTIV■

O. A. KIRKHAM
O,;rUTT

Rl:GI0NA.L.

E:ucutlV ■

GAS :LW

" 00 A 0000 TUl'IN O AH..Y"

"8£ PFI EPA.RCD "

George Albert Smith letter endorsing Sea Scouts, 1932

nevertheless taken on Utah Lake-to Bird Island,
Lincoln Beach, and Pelican Point.
Their boat was first christened the S.S.S. Ritual
then later the S.S.S. Niels Larsen, after a ninety-one
year old Danish sailor (and Ray Gammon's grandfather) who had joined the Church and immigrated
to Utah, settling on the shores of Utah Lake. The
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Sea Scout ship existed until about 1933, when the
charter was dropped. The boat itself came to a
rather ignominious end in 1934. Winter weather
broke it from its moorings, and it became caught
up in the ice. Juel and another Sea Scout swam out
in the freezing water to recover it and tie it up
again. Later that year, Labor Day 1934, someone

Niels Larsen with boat fashioned
after "Jared's Barge," 1904.

Niels Larsen, after whom the first ship was named, is perhaps best remembered for the publicity he received for
constructing a large model of the Jaredite sailing vessels
described in the Book of Mormon. The model featured
a removable deck that revealed extensive details of a
speculated interior, including wooden animals, beehives, and a spinning wheel. The model was widely displayed at local Scouting and other celebrations and
received acknowledgment from LOS Church authority
John A. Widtsoe.
A local newspaper reported: "[Niels Larsen is] a
descendant of a Viking, now ninety-one years old. When
but a small boy, he sailed the Scandinavian main eleven
years after making many trips from Copenhagen to
Greenland and other northern points. After joining the
LOS Church, he came to Utah and settled on the shores
of Utah Lake. Later he returned to Denmark on a mission. His return trip to America was his nineteenth journey across the Atlantic Ocean."

According to the personal records of Juel L. Andreasen,
he played the central role in founding the Sea Scout unit.
In 1931 he wrote, "The Chief Sea Scout came from New
York and asked if I would start a 'Sea Scout Ship,' as I
was Utah's first Sea Scout. It was not long before Sea
Scout Ship Niels Larsen was organized. Clark Boulton
and I bought a 49-foot boat from Mr. Carpenter for
$ 150. 00. It cost another hundred to fix it up with a
cabin, etc."
Andreasen recounted in his diary visits to the boat
in April 1932: "Wednesday: Dock [Clark Boulton]
pumped the boat out and nearly fainted when he saw
the water rush in . ... Thursday: Pumped the water out
and found that it leaked a stream. Tried to cork it but
could not." A month later: "Took some of the Scout leaders down to see the boat. It leans to the port side. The
glass in the door got broken." The 5.5.5. Larsen took only
two long cruises on the lake, one to Lincoln Beach on
the west side of the lake, the other with a group of BYU
students who had taken a Scouting class from Carl F.
Eyring. A local newspaper reported the latter cruise:
"Thirty-four 'sea-faring' Scouts returned Saturday noon
from a cruise around Utah Lake. According to a local
newspaper, members of the Boy Scout Leadership class
at the 8. Y. U. with five Vineyard sea Scouts as the crew
made the trip embarking Friday at 5 P.M." ("Scouts
Return from Cruise"). The route began at the mouth of
the Provo River, thence to Rock Island, and on to Heron
Point, where the Scouts waded ashore with their bedding. The next morning the group cruised around
Pelican Point, returning to Geneva about noon on
Saturday. Juel Andreasen was captain of the three patrols
that made the voyage. Andreasen, while later a member
of the Springville Fourth Ward, received the highest
award given in Scouting, the Silver Palms.

set the boat afire, though fortunately Andreasen
had just days before taken the wheel home, and it
became a family memento.
"No man stands so tall as when he stoops to
help a boy." In this brief history of Scouting in
Vineyard, there is not space to list all the men
and women who served the boys in Vineyard,
Sea Scouts on the S.S.S. Niels Larsen, 1930

offering countless hours and dollars of service.
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The list of those who served as Scoutmasters in
Vineyard may not be complete:
Thorit C. Hebertson
(the first Scoutmaster)

Howard Andersen
Juel Andreasen
Willis Madsen
Earl Toone
LaVell Duke
Ray Gammon
Keith Olsen
Clyde Holdaway
C. M. Stone
Joseph H. Clegg
Max Blake
Eldon Harding
F. W Sorensen
David J. Jenkins
Monte Tipton
Paul F. Haderlie
Farrell Rawlings
Clarence Ferre

Grant Holdaway
Gerald Carter
Leon McNeil
Rex B. Blake
Richard Peterson
Alton Morrill
George Kelly
Paul T. Wilding
Malan Wilding
Gail H. Roper
John Billings
Steve Smoot
Arthur Physey
Gary Morrill
Benjamin Patterson
Keith Holdaway
Nathan Riley
Troy Smith
Paul Rawlings

The Utah National Parks Council has given
the Silver Beaver, Scouting's high award for service,
to the following Scouters from Vineyard: Ray
Gammon, Rex B. Blake, Grant Holdaway, Alton
Morrill, and Gail H. Roper.
Vineyard Ward has been distinguished by the
Scouts who have earned the highest rank in the
Boy Scouts of America, the Eagle Scout Award:
Thorit Hebertson (1925)
Juel Andreasen (1926)
Carl Andreasen (1932)
Eldon Harding (1939)
Hal Allen (1958)
Karl Blake (1961)
Gail Roper (1963)
Paul Roper (1963)
Kenneth Baxter (I 963)
Richard Allen (1963)
Paul Wilding (1963)
Ronald Stoddard (1963)
David Weaver (1965)
Earl Clegg (I 965)
Rowe Weaver (1965)
David Baxter (1965)
Michael Baxter (I 966)
Gary Morrill (1966)
Randall Stoddard (1967)
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Kerry Clegg (1968)
Kenneth Stoddard (1971)
Jeffery Holdaway (1971)
Kevin Gillman (1973)
Kim Roper (1973)
Mark Gillman (1973)
Keith Holdaway (1973)
Kyle Holdaway (I 973)
David Robins (1973)
Paul Horlacher (1973)
Karl Clegg (1973)
Kim Rawlings (1973)
Kevin Holdaway (1973)
Loren Brady (1973)
Taylor Brady (1973)
Boyd Brady (1973)
Gerald Stoddard (1973)
David Cluff (1973)
Evan Roper (I 973)

Keith Stewart (I 973)
Jonathan Holdaway (1974)
James Gillman (1975)
Kyle Clegg (1976)
Shawn Holdaway (1978)
Jeffery Gammon (1981)
Paul Wilkinson (1981)
Michael Pyne (1982)
Jonathan Allen (1982)
Daniel Gammon (1984)
Leonard Isaacson (I 984)
Shaun Holdaway (1984)
Jeffery Holdaway (1986)
Stephen Stoddard (1986)
Wade Opfar (1986)
Cole Morris (1987)
Douglas Anderson (1988)
Robert Brown (1988)
Cole Pheysey (1988)
Corbin Roper (1989)

Dennis Gammon (I 989)
Justin Smith (1989)
Alan Kent (1989)
Kevin Lee (1989)
Clint Wride (1989)
Chad Garner (1989)
Johnathan Clegg (1990)
Daniel Holdaway (1991)
Cory Opfar (1991)
Jefferson Lysager (1991)
Lane Roper (1992)
Justin Allen (1992)
Jonathan Randall (1992)
Brian Zabriskie (1993)
Eric Gammon (1994)
Ryan Morrill (I 994)
Greg Roper (I 996)
Paul Op far (I 996)
Ryan Holdaway (1997)
Matthew Brown (1997)

Vineyard has been well represented by
Vineyard Scouts at World and National Scout
Jamborees and other international Scouting events.
National Jamboree Participants:
1973-Farragut State Park, Kerry Clegg
1973, 1977-Farragut State Park, Idaho, and Moraine
State, Pennsylvania: Jeffrey Holdaway
1989-Fort A. P. Hill, Virginia: Nathan Anderson,
Jonathan Clegg, Dennis Gammon, Alan Kent,
Kevin Lee, Robert Lee, Tyler Lysager, Cole Morris,
Cory Opfar, Troy Opfar, Corbin Roper, Gail Roper,
Justin Smith, Bradley Smoot, Gregory Thornock,
Clint Wride
1993-Fort A. P. Hill, Virginia: Justin Allen, Matthew
Brown, Eric Gammon, Jeremy Gillespie, Michael
Holdaway, Ryan Holdaway, Ryan Morrill, Paul Opfar,
Jon Randall, Gail Roper, Greg Roper, Lane Roper
1997-Fort A. P. Hill, Virginia: Scott Brown, Travis
Gillespie, Ben Holdaway, Jacob Holdaway, Keith
Holdaway, Ben Kent, Kade Opfar, Gail Roper, Greg
Roper, Josiah Teschner

World Jamboree:
1975-Lillehammer, Norway: Jonathan Holdaway
1983-Calgary, Alberta, Canada: Jeffery Gammon
1995-Mondial, Netherlands: Greg Roper

International Jamborees:
1993-Russian Scout Encampment, Perm Russia:
Dennis Gammon, Corbin Roper
1999-Tahiti Scout Encampment, Mooari, Tahiti: JD
Farnworth, Baden Morrill, Gary Morrill, Nathan
Riley, Brett Roper, Gail Roper, Josiah Teschner

"The Year of the Eagle"-1973
Early in 1973, in a Scout leadership meeting,
leaders noted the large number of boys in the
Scouting programs. Many held the rank of Life or
were nearing that rank. A decision was made to
designate 1973 as "The Year of the Eagle." Scout
leaders Jim Clegg, Bill Clegg, and Grant Holdaway
enlisted the help of a former Scout leader, Alton
Morrill, to help achieve the goal of qualifying as
many boys as possible for the rank of Eagle. Every
boy was interviewed, and goals and completion
dates were set for rank advancement, merit badges,
and Eagle projects. It turned out to be a great year
for Scouting in Vineyard. Alton Morrill especially
deserves thanks for the help he rendered in the
project "The Year of the Eagle."

"Return of the Eagle"-Year 2000
In the spirit of "The Year of the Eagle" in 1973,
the Scout committee has deemed the year 2000 as
the year for the "Return of the Eagle." Currently,
eleven Scouts in Vineyard Troop 31 hold the rank of
Life Scout and should receive the rank of Eagle by
the end of the year. They are Casey Adams, Robert

In the ensuing year, 1974, I was concerned about these
young men gaining a strong habit of living close to the
gospel and having the scriptures become a part of their
lives. These boys were rapidly coming of age for missions,
being seventeen and eighteen years of age, and it was my
desire to see them into the mission field. I issued a challenge to them and to their advisor in the priests quorum
that a record be kept for a full year that would show
attendance, bringing scriptures to all church meetings,
and using the scriptures in every priests quorum lesson.
All young men and advisors who brought their scriptures
over 80 percent of the time would be treated to a dinner
of their choice at a restaurant of their choice. All seventeen of these young men who had earned their Eagle
Scout award the previous year met the goal in 1974.
They chose to go to the Plank House restaurant in Orem
(a pretty swanky place, specializing in expensive steaks!).
Of the seventeen young men, fourteen filled full-time missions, and sixteen were married in the temple.
- Bishop }. Rulon Cammon

Adams, Craig Carter, JD Farnworth, Travis Gillespie, Jacob Holdaway, Ben Holdaway, Ben Kent,
Cameron Parkin, Todd Robins, and Josiah Teschner.

"17 Eagle Scouts," article placed in Provo Daily Herald, March 3, 1974. Back row: Jim Clegg, Loren
Brady, Taylor Brady, Keith Holdaway, David Robins, Keith Stewart, Paul Horlacher, Mark Gillman,
Kevin Gillman, Kim Roper, Bill Clegg. Front row: Grant Holdaway, Gerald Stoddard, David Cluff, Evan
Roper, Karl Clegg, Kim Rawlings, Kevin Holdaway, Boyd Brady.
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Trial Lake, 1940. First row: Russell Gammon, Ken Williams, Bruce Miller, Leon Hebertson, Ellis Bilbao, Darrel Clegg, Harry Orvin.
Second row: Lee Rogers and George Blake; Scoutmasters. Third row: Wayne Gammon, Wayne Hebertson, Marion Gillies, Paul
Larsen, Floyd Clegg, Jay Lee Johnson, William Wells, Delbert Mills, Alvin Harding, Bobby Sato.

Sea Scouts on the S.S.S. Niels Larsen, 1930. Kenneth Allen, Reed Holdaway, Carl Andreasen, Rex Blake, Bert Murdoch, Clark "Doc"
Boulton, Ted Sorensen, and friends.

Sundance, up Provo Canyon, 1950s

Playing in the snow, 1950s

Timpanogos Trail. First row: Robert Stone, Rulon Gammon.
Second row: Paul Rawlings, Karl Blake, Gary Shumway, Ralph
Rawlings. Third row: Richard Blake, Farrell Rawlings, John
Zabriskie, Barry Ben Ohai.

Robert Stone, Richard Blake, Ralph Rawlings, Rulon Gammon,
and Scouts at San Rafeal Swell, 1950s.

David Blake, Mike Holdaway, Karl Blake, Richard Holdaway,
David Hebertson, John Young. Leader: Clarence Ferre, 1956.

Joseph Blake, Lewis Wells, Howard Holdaway, Ario Shumway,
"The Gang", 1920s.

Greg Roper, Justin Clegg, Dan Swain, Ben Kent, Ben Holdaway
(kneeling), Ben Patterson, Robert Adams, Jeremy Gillespie,
Gerald Davies, Jake Holdaway, Travis Gillespie, in the Uintah
Mountains, 1997.

Maple Dell Scout Camp. Scout leader: Louis Ringger; Bugler: J
Rulon Gammon.

Troop 31. First row: Scott Brown, Travis Gillespie, Jake Holdaway. Second row: Eric Gammon, Mike Holdaway, Greg
Roper. Back: Ryan Morrill, Jeremy Gillespie, Lane Roper, 1988.

Ben Holdaway, Travis Gillespie, Scott Brown, Scoutmaster
Grant Holdaway, Cade Opfar, Jake Holdaway, Josiah Teschner,
Daniel Swain, Matthew Holdaway, Ben Kent, 1996.

Karl Blake, Dennis Day, John Young, Reed Rawlings, 1950s

Eric Gammon, Ryan Morrill, and Steve Chindgren with live
Eagle. Eagle Court of Honor, 1994.

Kyle Wilkinson, JD Farnworth, Todd Robins, Brett Roper, Tyler
Burgess, Casey Adams, Assistant Scoutmaster Adam Junior, Ben
Holdaway, Assistant Scoutmaster Robert Stephenson, Tanner
Chatfield, Scoutmaster Nathan Riley, 1997.

In the Narrows, 1992

Scoutmaster Nathan Riley, Tahiti Jamboree, 1999

Kyle Wilkinson and JD Farnworth, 1997

Tl MELINE
1883
The Provo Bench School
District No. 18, the first district
in the Vineyard area, is organized

1883
Niels Larson builds the first Vineyard
school-the Little Blue Schoolhouse

1894
The red-brick Vineyard District School
replaces the Little Blue Schoolhouse

1900
The Vineyard School becomes part of the
newly formed Lincoln School District

1912
A new, two-story, six-room school is built

1920
Mr. Joi ley, the school board, and the
parents purchase a piano for the school

1920s
The school performs the
play The Pixies and raises enough
money to build a school playground

1921
Lincoln High School, across the street
from the Spencer School, is built

1939
The Vineyard school is renamed
Union School to accommodate
Vineyard and Lake View students

.
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:c:::s/ district in the
area, Provo
Bench School District
No. 18, was organized in
1883 with a budget of
$780. Teachers' salaries
were paid in potatoes,
flour, lumber, or other
goods. Teacher examinations were oral, consisting of practical questions such as shoeing
horses or planting crops.
In 1900, Vineyard
School was put into the
newly formed Lincoln
School District, which
also included Lincoln,
Spencer, Lake View, Sharon, Page, and Mountain
Schools. In 1915 the Alpine School District was
formed to consolidate school districts; it extended
to the north end of the county.
The first building called Vineyard School was
built by Neils Larsen in 1883, a one-room lumber
building called the Little Blue Schoolhouse. It was
also dedicated for church use by Stephen L.
Chipman in 1890. So many children crowded
into the school that the largest room was partitioned off to make two smaller rooms, each heated with coal stoves and lighted with kerosene
lamps. Thus a potbellied stove with a coal bucket
and a big pile of wood sat in each room. There
were four teachers, each teaching two grades.
Students first sat on plain wooden benches, but
these were later replaced with double desks, where
two people sat. The teacher had a chair and a
teacher's desk. The principal used a big bell with a
handle to call the school to order. The teacher's
three-foot ruler, painted and tapered from one
end to the other, and made of hickory or oak, was
◄

Vineyard School, built in 1912
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Little Blue Schoolhouse, ca. 1890s

wielded freely on the head or the hand of the
offender for any misconduct.
The toilet facilities consisted of two buildings
located east of the school, which looked alike and
smelled alike, identified only by signs on the doors
which said "Girls only'' and "Boys." The restrooms
were used by teachers and students alike. A Sears or
Montgomery Ward catalog, hung on a nail in the
corner and served as toilet "tissue." The drinking

When there were outdoor toilets at the Vineyard grade
school, the young boys would cut a green willow, and
when the young ladies went in and sat down, they
would pull the tip of the willow back and strike them on
the rear end, causing a lot of commotion! One time,
though, it backfired when someone entered and the
process started. The boys pulled the willow down and
struck the individual's rear end. Out came a female
school teacher and promptly stomped them a new attitude, ending the green willow experience.
-Murdoch family history

Students in front of the Vineyard District School, ca. 1900s

fountain was an old brass bucket filled with water
from the neighbor's well. It was an enviable privilege to fetch water from the well.
Each student had an old rock slate for a writing tablet, and when it was filled, the student used
a little sputum to wet the slate and rub the writing
out. Books were few and far between, used only by
the teacher or when one could be borrowed from
the more fortunate owners. Spelling bees and lots
of memorizing were a big part of the program.
In 1894 the Little Blue Schoolhouse was
replaced by a red-brick, two-room building,
referred to as the Vineyard District School. As the
number of students increased, an additional room
was placed on the north end of this building. Mary
Bartholomew Stewart, who taught from 1906 to
1907, recorded having sixty-three students her first
year of teaching and seventy-two, her second year.

Ruth Blake Lorentzen, who attended the eight
grades at Vineyard Elementary from 1900 to 1908,
wrote: "In those days we walked one and a half
miles, often through deep snow in bitter cold
weather. I remember many of us who had come a
long way standing around the big old red-hot stove
and shedding tears as our hands and toes tingled
with the cold. In the spring, when the road was
almost impassable with mud, we would cut
through the field, climb through barbed wire
fences and walk along the railroad track, gathering
up the gang as we went along. We had happy, joyous times walking to and from school."
In 1912 the school was replaced with a twostory, six-room building with a furnace, hot water
radiators, and indoor toilets. At this time, students enjoyed individual desks. Axel Andreasen
was the custodian.
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1901 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Mr. Stewart. Students: First row: Mae Sorensen, Malicent Clegg, Zella Smoot, Edith Madsen,
Sarah Varley, Florence Varley, Henry Maag. Second row: Seth Rawlings, Clara Williams, Fern Lewis, Rhoda Holdaway, Zelda
Holdaway, Irene Varley, Muri Holdaway, Lavina Selmon, Vera Holdaway, Charles Maag, Ernest Madsen, Jennie Holdaway. Third
row: Mr. Stewart, Annie Boulton, Lettie Redman, Nettie Clegg, Sam Blake, Annie Maag, Bina Clegg, Minnie Lewis, Arthur Redman,
Annie Blake. Fourth row: Wilford Holdaway, Mattie Bates.

When Rex Blake attended the school from
1920 to 1928, only four rooms had been finished-three rooms on the lower floor and the
south room upstairs. Each of the rooms accommodated two grades, and the rooms were not partitioned. The teacher would teach one grade at a
time while the other grade studied. Some students
found it difficult to study while the other class was
being taught in the same room.
Mrs. Erma Pace Peterson, who taught first and
second grade from 1917 to 1919, remembered,
"The students were especially outstanding. I have
often likened them to rosebuds. Each day offered
new beauty and interest as the year progressed.
There was never a dull or uninteresting moment."
The first health program was put into effect
during the school year 1919-20 by a Mrs.
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Ingersol from American Fork, the school nurse.
Every child had to be weighed and measured with
his shoes of£
Although the school put on such programs as
the operetta The Browning Band in 1908, for many
years there were no musical instruments in the
school. In 1920, Mr. Jolley thought the school
should have a piano, so he contacted the school
board, which promised to cover half the cost. The
parents then got together a big Thanksgiving party,
at which they served a noonday meal, hosted a
dance, and held an auction to raise money to pay
the school's share. Farm machinery, chickens, pigs,
and all kinds of farm produce were auctioned off.
Passersby along the road were stopped and solicited to buy a meal or bid on the items. At 11 :00
P.M., Harry Gammon, a school board member,

turned freezers of ice
cream and treated the
~children. Mrs. Belva
Hills Wentz remembers May Day 1926:
"On the day of the
party, there were real
California poppies in a
basket on top of the
pole. When the pole
was about half braided,
it tipped and poppies
came showering down
on the children, but
School children playing on "giant stride" swings, ca. 1920s
they finished with a
man standing in the
center holding up the pole." Vineyard School
interrupted the dance to report that nearly $400
didn't win the prize that year for the best braid.
had been raised.
At recess, boys and girls played games together,
After the purchase of the piano, the first music
ball games like one old cat and Danish ball. The
teachers were hired: Irwin Jensen, C. E. Watson,
boys would ask their mothers to sew a bunch of
Mr. Vance, William Vernon, and Elna Clark.
rags together to make a ball, and the boy who
Many cantatas and Christmas programs were put
brought the ball to school would be the boss for
on by the school, and the music teachers are well
the game. Other popular games were stink base,
remembered for their talent. When Earl A. Beck
steal stick, pomp-pomp pull-away, marbles, hopwas the principal, he taught the school children
scotch, and the usual broad jumping, high jumphow to square dance.
ing, standing jump, and foot races.
In the early 1920s, a spring play called The
Pixies was put on by the school, and enough
money was raised to build the school's first playground equipment: a giant stride, slippery slide,
and horizontal bars. In the spring of 1924 the
opera Snow White was presented, Inez Holdaway
and Harold Olsen taking the leading parts.
Cinderella in Flowerland was also performed. Two
groups of girls were sunbeams, Eva Bunnell was
the Daisy (Cinderella), and Grant Blake the
prince. Susie Madsen and Ruby Maag were the
two sisters, and the other little girls were bees
and butterflies.
Vineyard combined with Spencer School for
May Day celebrations. Boys and girls put in
many hours learning how to braid the pole.
Each school took a turn braiding the May Pole
in the dusty, weed-filled yard. The teachers
On the playground, ca. 1940s
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Interschool track meets were held with Lake
View, Spencer, and Lindon schools. Verlin Clegg
won two races in the spring of 1924. One of the
outstanding ball players was Howard Anderson.
Field day was also held each spring. Mothers
helped by making goodies to sell.
Teachers shared the after-school hours with the
students. Roller-skating, ice-skating, and other
outdoor activities were common. Groups of teachers often took over the custodian responsibilities
for a few weeks, with the help of students.
Three school trustees would come in to help
settle matters of petty strife. They used to sing
this song:
We are the school trustees.
Most vigilant souls are we.
With a heart of size and a brain that's wise,
We belong to the school trustees.
Oh, I am proud to be a school trustee
And to get no thanks or pay,
But to stand so high in the public's eye
I'd labor night and day.

r i-

;)~~~~-:-~-~ ~:~:~::r.1~~~:·~~:_&
Vineyard School trustees: John K. Allen, James Andersen,
Samuel Bunnell, Henry Aird: Supervisor, ca. 1920s.

When B. M. Jolley was acting as principal,
Ellis Holdaway rode his horse up the north steps
of the school, through the main hall, and down
the south steps. Mr. Jolley was afraid the school
board would take action, but nothing came of it.
One year, graduates of the eighth grade and
their teachers rode the train to Payson and spent
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We were a mischievous group: Elmo Wilkinson (nick-

name Serne), Roy Wilkinson (Chris), Harry Stone (Fat),
Leroy Gammon (Cam), Edmund Spalding (Ed), Ellis
(Dick) Holdaway, Roy Allen, and Arden Miner
(Dobbie) . What one didn't think of, another would. We
had lots of fun but weren't destructive. One April Fool's
Day we took the school bell and hid it in under the
school house. It was a hand bell that was used to ring at
morning, noon, and closing of school. Sometimes the
teacher's pet had the honor of going out on the steps
and ringing to call the students. We always had to form
two straight lines and at a given signal, march. When
inside, before we marched out, the bell meant "get
ready-put everything neatly on a shelf in our desks.
"Turn": face the aisle. "Stand": keep time with the organ
music, usually played by a teacher. Not until we were
outside could we break loose and run.
Several of our gang rode horses to school. Everyone
else walked. Dick had a small riding horse. One day
while Mr. Jolley was over to the store, I rode "Old Nell"
up the south steps, through the hall, and down the north
steps. When Dick tried it, Mr. Jolley saw him. He was
expelled, and that really was a disgrace in those days. He
just looked at Dick and said, "Ellis, be gone." For several
days Dick came to school each morning, but stood outside. He had been ashamed to tell his folks. Finally Mr.
Jolley went out one morning and told him if he was
going to come to school, he might just as well come in
where he could learn something. For any misdemeanor,
even being tardy, talking in class, etc., we always had to
stay after school and march in the "Awkward Squad." It
was what I would call military discipline.
-Owen Scott Harding

the day celebrating the occasion with all the graduates in the school district. Diplomas were received
at exercises held in the evening. Girls wore new
dresses and boys new trousers for graduation day.
They returned late at night, knowing they had
reached a milestone in their lives. About graduation, Ruth Blake Lorentzen added, "Our teachers
wisely and diplomatically made us feel like we were
really grown up."
Vineyard School held grades through eighth
only. Until 1912 graduates had to travel to Provo to
get further education, and many were denied

1918 Vineyard School class eighth grade graduation. Teacher: Junius West. Students: First row: Burton Scott, Janette Clegg, Doyle
Jeppson. Second row: Joie Williams, Jay Gillies, Mable Hull, Ray Olson, Third row: Lowell Varley, Druzella Madsen, Delta Duffin,
Junius West, Albert Duffin, Iris Andersen.

schooling because family finances wouldn't allow
for the added expense. In 1913 citizens wrote a letter to the Alpine High School board requesting a
new school. Three years later, ninth and tenth
grade were officially taught in the two rear rooms
of the Spencer School (located at 811 South State
Street). In the fall of 1921, Lincoln High School
was completed across the street from the Spencer
School. The first graduating class consisted of eight
students (1922), under principal Ora Cunningham.
Karl Banks took over as principal in 1923, A. P.
Warnick in 1937, and Leeman B. Bennett in 1954.
In 1924 an east wing was added to the school,
making the school the largest and best equipped
in the district. A music room was added in 1937.

A third addition, an activity and physical education room, was constructed in 1947.

During the Depression, opportunities were made available through the government for people to help themselves, such as school lunch programs. Farmers could
donate produce, like milk or potatoes, in exchange for
hot lunches for their children. Papa gave sacks of potatoes and milk to the program. One morning, I dropped
a gallon of milk on the steps of the bus as I was climbing aboard. The bus driver laughed, saying: "Don't cry
over spilled milk," but I was devastated. The spilled milk
didn't matter to him, but to me and my parents, it meant
the loss of a whole week of lunches at school.
- Helen Bunnell Weeks
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Vineyard School class, ca. 1920s

In 1939, Lake View School was torn down,
and the school board wanted to consolidate with
Vineyard. A meeting was held, at which time the
name was changed to Union School. Because of
The Vineyard School had just appointed Earl A. Beck as
principal and teacher for the fifth and sixth gradeabout thirty-five students. He, being a trombonist, also
started a band. Mother and dad bought me a trombone,
and Russell, a trumpet. The band soon had about thirty
musicians. We traveled by open-air truck to play in all
the parades in Utah County, and Nephi to the south, and
even to the Days of '47 parade in Salt Lake City. We
wore white pants and shirt a bright blue and gold cape,
and hat. Our main marching tune was "Our Director," in
which we did a dance routine while marching. College
bands later copied and expanded it into the half-time
shows at football games.
The Vineyard School was one mile from home
and we walked to it until Dad got us a horse, which
Russell and I rode bare back while carrying our musi·
cal instruments. We were required to practice one
hour each evening.
-Wayne Gammon
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animosity between the Lake View and Vineyard
Wards, parents in Lake View would not let their
children attend a "Vineyard school," so the name
was changed to Union School.
Teachers lived with families in Vineyard, and
many returned to their homes for the weekends.
Roads were terrible, especially muddy in wet seasons. Teachers drove to school with horse and buggy
or a Model T or walked. Deane Marrott Poulson,
who taught third and fourth grades from 1920 to
1921 and traveled from Pleasant Grove in a Model
T, wrote, "Sometimes we couldn't get up the hill to
the Provo Bench, so were forced to take the lower
The elementary school we attended was first called
"Vineyard School." Lake View students, who also attend·
ed Vineyard Elementary, weren't too happy with that
name, as there was a strong rivalry between the two
communities. Custodian Joy Clegg, being tired of the
conflict over the name, solved the problem one day by
declaring to the kids that the school would be called
Union School henceforth!
-Valene Young Stewart

The Vineyard Band, ca. 1938. Band Teacher: Earl Beck. First row: Dale Harding, Bobby Sato, Russell Gammon, LeRoy Williams,
Leon Hebertson, Max Williams, Beth Madsen, LaWana Burningham, Floyd Clegg, Vaughn Clegg. Second row: Kenneth Williams,
Floyd Thacker, Paul Larsen, William Wells, Delbert Mills, Darrel Clegg, Wayne Gammon, Shirley Allen, Boyd Harding, Barbara
Harding, Beth Harding, Pearl Beck, Colleen Varley. Third row: Richard Hebertson, Jean Clegg, June Allen, Udell Clegg, Fern
Gammon, Leah Burningham, Dora Whiteley, Eva J. Handley, Donald Stone, Leisle Ash. Fourth row: Janet Clegg, Cleo Harding,
Donna Whiteley, Barbara Andersen, Shirley Williams, Lois Stewart, Jenna Vee Schroder, Carma Thacker, Wilda Wells, Elaine
Shumway, Mary Lou Harding, Ruth Beck, Dorothy Goode.

road, past the old beet slicer. No one could believe
how deep the mud could get there. I remember getting stalled in the mud on our way home from
school one night. No one came along, so we were
forced to wade knee deep through the mud, facing a
blizzard until we reached our home in Pleasant
Grove. I will never forget how cold I was."
"I recall the foggy mornings of winter. One
time in particular, in the winter of 1932, when I
was walking toward school with a group of children, we heard the train whistle but couldn't see a
train. We stopped, and in just moments a train
whizzed by. I'm glad I heeded the caution to
stop-sound in fog, I found, was deceiving."
B. M. Jolley was given the job of transporting
the teachers from the old Snow Station in Orem to
the school. He began driving an old black mare
with a surrey. But the mare had a colt, and she
would often run into a field. The group would

have to stop and retrieve the colt before they could
continue on the way to school. Finally Mr. Jolley
bought a 1915 Maxwell automobile, which used to
get stuck almost every night going up the Orem
Bench (Orem) hill.
Principals in the 1912 school:
Joseph Jenkins, 1913-15
Junius West, 1917-18
George A. Fox, 1918-19
B. M. Jolley, 1919-20
Leo Walker, 1920-21
B. M. Jolley, 1921-24
Thorit C. Herbertson, 1923-28
Loie Miner, 1928-29
Thorit C. Herbertson, 1930-37
Earl A. Beck, 1937-57
Gareth W. Seastrand, 1957-58
John M. Nicol, 1958-59
Richard W. Robbins, 1959-61
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Ethel Shoell, 1925-27
Edith Goates, 1926-27
Jennie Andersen, 1938-39
Ruth Jorgensen, 1943-44
Helen Livingston, 1943-45
Leah Holdaway, 1944-45
Kenneth Williams, 1948-49
Lois Jensen, 1950-51
Miss Christensen, 1954-55
Mrs. Fotheringham, 1957-58
Mrs. Kirk, 1957-58
Hortense Kirk (frequent substitute for the other Mrs.

Teachers:
Note: In 1957, Blanche Miner wrote to many of
the former teachers in Vineyard, requesting photographs and brief memories of their teaching. Many
of the photographs displayed in this history owe to
her efforts.
The following is a list of teachers for whom photographs were not available.
Mr. Warner, 1902-3
John Reid, 1907-8
Mae Langstaff, 1908-9
Fern Schofield, 1913-14
A. D. Allen, 1915-16
Mary Catmull, 1915-17
Edna Allen, 1917-18
Cora Olpin, 1917-18
Adele Peters, 1917-18
Clifford Wright, 191 7-18
Erma Pace, 1917-19
Thelma Hunter, 1920-21
Fae McDaniel, 1923-24

Kirk, 1957-58)

William Vernon, 1957-58
Myrna Peterson, 1960s
Ms. McNaughton, 1960s
Virginia Gurney, 1960-61
Lorraine Pierce, 1960-61

Hans Sorenson was the first custodian. Later custodians were Axel Andreasen, Charles Lystrup, Fred
Sorenson, William Kirby Allen, Joy 0. Clegg, and
Russell Hansen.

Lewis Stewart
1890s

Kate Varley
1900

William Stewart
1900-2

Kady Colvin
1902-3

Chloe Palmer
1902

Nellie Oliver
1903-4

Vera Smith
1903-4

Fred Buss
1903-several years

Annie Nuttall
1904-6

Mary Bartholomew
1906-8

Ava Rilla Hiatt
1906-8

Edith Mckean
1908-9

Emeline Dubois
1908-several years

George Dubois
1908-several years

George Zabriskie
1909

Ina Leigh
1909-11

Ida Parker
1910-11

Ava Brown
1911-12

Mabel Carpenter
1911-14

Helen Dailey
1912-13

Flora Davis
1912-13

Ruby Fields
1912-13

Mae Noall
1912-13

Charlie Wentz
1912-13

Tom Allen
1913

William Murdoch
1913-14

Lorena Rankin
1913-14

Violet Aird
1913-15

Joseph Jenkins
1913-several years

Brice McBride
1914-16

Ruth Blake
1915-16

Eloise Day
1915-16

Margaret Lee
1915-16

Myrle Lewis
1915-1 7

Belle Olpin
1916-18

Cora West
1919-20

B. M. Jolley
1919-24

Ruth Stone
1920-21

Deane Marrott
1920-22

Leo Walker
1920-22

Zola Walker
1920-22

Loie Miner
1920-29

Emma Bush
1921-23

Lela Miner
1922-23

Jenna V. Clegg
1922-24

Marjorie Holdaway
1924-25

Sylvia Peterson
1924-25

Theresa Taylor
1924-25

T.C. Hebertson
1924-several years

Belva Hills
1925-26
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Eva Knudsen

Ruby West & Amber Strong

Melba Fugal

Helen Gammette

Sarah Smith

1928-29

1928-30

1929-30

1930-31

1930-31

Anna Jensen

Helen Weeks

Dorothy Adamson

Melba Pulsipher

Selma Seastrand

1931-32

1931-33

1932-33

1933-34

1933-41

Thelma Walker

Bernice Cullimore

Jennie Walker

Eileen Ferguson

Marian Hill

1934-35

1935-37

1936-39

1937-39

1939-42

Evelyn Hogge

Calvin Frandsen

Dorothy Buckley

Winona Monsen

Evelyn Scott

1939-42

1941-43

1942-43

1942-43

1942-43

Lasca King
1942-44

Lois Johnson
1943-44

Beth Shoe!
1943-49

Donna Olpin
1944-45

Lola Durfee
1944-45

Willard Luce
1944-45

Myrtle Rowley
1944-45

Nelda Rasmussen
1945-57

Merl Christiansen
1946-47

Rose Radmall
1946-47

Jane Storrs
1946-47

Earl A. Beck
1946-several years

Shirley Ann Gleabe
1947-48

Helen Wentz
1948-49

Pearl 0. Whitehead
1949-50

John Nicol
1950-54

Marie Bennett
1950-several years

Phil Buchanan
1950s

Penrod Glazier
1950s

Paul Hansen
1950s

Eugene Maag
1950s

Leon Bowden
1951-52

Allen Houston
1952-54

Lucille Nuttall
1953-54

Celia Luce
1954-56

Jennie Rowley
1954-58

Oriel Clegg
1955-61

LaRee Adams
1956-57

George Thatcher
1956-58

Mr. Jensen
1956-several years

Gareth Seastrand
1956-several years

Richard Robins
1959-61

Joan Gallagher
1960s

Roger Olsen
1960s

Ms. Webster
1960s

,
Nedra Denys
1960-61

LaVar Madsen
1960-61

Ms. Jensen
1961-62

Jean Duran
1962-63

Eulene Hicken
1963-64

It was sometime in October 7900 when I got a phone call from my cousin, J. T. Kingsbury, president of the U. of U., telling
me that they needed a teacher in Vineyard, as the one who opened the school was leaving for what reason I do not know.
As I had not taken a job yet, I was asked to check on it. In the meantime, my name had been sent to Brother John D. Lewis,
a member of the school board and bishop of the ward. He called me over the phone and asked if I could come, as they needed a teacher for the primary grades. He told me where Vineyard was and how I could get there, as I had never heard of the
place. I was naturally rather curious, and promised I would try it.
They seemed in such a hurry, and I got ready as soon as possible. I boarded the train at Midvale and as instructed got
off at Geneva, which at that time was a pleasure resort at which the train made regular stops. When I got off there, I remembered coming there with my aunt from S. L. when I was ten years old, so that much of the country looked familiar.
Here I was met by a young man with a horse and buggy, whom ! learned was Willie, the oldest son of Bro. Lewis, who
had called me. I was taken to their home, where I was to stay while teaching.
I still have a very soft spot in my heart for Brother and Sister Lewis, who made me one of the family. The children were
also very kind and considerate. When Brother and Sister Lewis went, I still feel that! lost a part of my own family. There were
six in the family: Minnie, Willie, Fern, Stirling (who died quite young), Ezma, and Edna . ...
I remember it was about the middle of the week that I got there, so I didn't waste any time getting in the job.
I remember feeling quite homesick for a while; the houses were much farther apart than in the old hometown of Murray,
but I was always taken with the family to church and other gatherings, so soon was quite at home.
The Lewis family were very sincere in their church work as well as other things.
I had been there quite a while and had kneeled with them in family prayer, helped with little chores in the house, and
was feeling fine, not knowing Brother Lewis had a problem, as he had hired me without knowing anything about me. The
other board members had been after him because he hadn't found out whether I was a member of the LOS Church or not.
He did not want to come right out and ask me, so he considered it for quite a while. Finally he called me to lead in family
prayer. He told me afterwards it sure took a load off his mind when he could tell the board that it was O.K. I was much surprised at that, because I had never been hired with that thought in mind, and of course as state and as a church, we don't
hold with that.
When the wet weather came, it was some job getting to the schoolhouse, as the ground was so boggy it seemed there
no bottom, so we had to drive over the sand hill, as it was called then, that took us over back of where Rawlings now live,
over to just north of where Antoine Bunker now lives.
My first school consisted of just four grades.
I must have seemed a most ungainly person, because when John Madsen, Edith's father, first saw me, he said to someone, "Goodness, is that the telephone pole that has come to teach our kids?"
As I think back now on those days in the schoolroom, I wonder if I taught them anything, or just herded them a few
hours each day. There were so many classes, so many subjects, and as many children; but ! look back now with a great deal
of pleasure on it all. ...
I was glad that I had the cooperation of the parents, in handling the children; that alone makes for a more orderly school.
I did not have to resort to harsh punishment, but of course it was necessary at times to show them who was the teacher.
When I think of the lack of discipline and lack of cooperation of the parents [nowadays}, I am glad I am not teaching, because
I don't think I would stand for it.
There were only three minor incidents that come to mind that happened in the higher grades, that I taught from Sept
790 7 to May 7902; one was when a number of the larger boys got the habit of getting on the freight cars and riding to the
crossings. I was obliged to send notes to parents and deprive the boys of their recess period for a time. It never happened
again. Sam Blake can tell you about that.
Another time when one of the boys did something I didn't like, I made a pass at his finger, hit the desk in front of him,
and broke the point of the ruler. One of the girls went home and told her mother I broke the pointer over the boy's head,
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1901 Vineyard School class. Teacher, Henrietta McCloy. Students: Denzel Wride, Lewis Clegg, Leonard Hebertson, Leonard
Brittian, Lizzie Sorenson, Alva Brittian, Nora Shumway, Sylvia Selman, Olive Peck, Lettie Redman, Annie Sorenson, Andrew
Sorenson, Albert Rawlings, Kent Knudsen, Joy Clegg, Isaac Selman, Leonard Madsen, Lee Rawlings, Joe Gillies, Nellie Sorenson,
__ Brewer, __ Knudsen, Richard Bates, Neil Clark, Clarence Johnson, Edith Graham, Jesse Gillies, Evelyn Nordstrom, Mabel
Shumway, Reva Wride, Ben Blake, Joe Peck, Ethel Varley, Emma Lewis, Dottie Clark, Pearl Williams, Cyrus Holdaway.

and told me her mother said if I ever did that to one of them, I would be sorry. I said, "You tell your mother if any of you do
what he did, you'll get it worse than he got." I heard no more from that family.
Another time, that could have been the worst one, was when the whole class decided it was time to start something. It
was in the early spring when they were tired and wanted to get out. So they got their heads together and decided that this
afternoon, none of them would recite the lesson that they had prepared. I kept the bunch in all afternoon. They just sat and
looked daggers at me. I went on with my work, and as the day wore on, it was getting near time they should be home to do
chores, as they all had to milk cows and do other jobs. They also knew what they would get if they were not home at chore
time. So one after another they began to get uneasy and came up to my desk, recited the lesson, and were thanked and dismissed, but one of them held out until all the others had gone home. I went over to his desk and told him I was ready to go
home. He just sat there, so I got up and sat down on the desk in front of him. I said, "I can stay here just as long as you can,
till dark, if need be." He began to cry. I said, "It won't do you any good to cry." He sat a few more minutes, dried his ears,
and said his lesson as well as any of them that had gone home. I had no more rebellions. When I met that boy some years
ago, I never met any of them that I was so glad to see.
So all my work with all them was a real pleasure, and it is a thrill to me when I have the pleasure of meeting any of
them. It grieves me, though, to think so many of them have died, when they would have done so much good had they been
allowed to live.
- Henrietta McC!oy Larsen
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1904 Vineyard School class. Fred Buss (teacher), Daisy Harding, Mrs. Bates, Vera Smith (teacher), Richard Bates, Zipporah Varley,
Rhoda Harding, Violet Harding, Nellie Oliver (teacher), Vera Holdaway, George Rawlings, Irene Varley, Ethelene Varley, Nellie
Bates, Alfred Holdaway.

School teachers in front of the Vineyard District School, ca. 1900s

1909 Vineyard School class eighth grade graduates. First row: Clarence Johnson, Ruth Blake, Roland Harding, Eleanor Lystrup,
Joseph J. Madsen Jr. Second row: John Zabriskie, Florence Varley, Leonard Madsen, Thomas Allen. Back row: George A. Zabriskie,
Trustee; George H. Dubois, Teacher; James N. Anderson, Trustee; Henry Aird, Supervisor.

Vineyard District School, 1894-1912

Vineyard School class, ca. 1914. Teacher: Joseph Jenkins. Students: First row: Bliss Jepperson, Joseph Clegg, Taylor Allen, Edna
Johnson, Lois Larsen, Mabel Andersen, Wilford Allen. Second row: Tyring Anderson, Vincent Slater, George Lystrup, Verda Slater,
Vera Olsen. Third row: Eva Teeples, Lela Miner, Onetah Madsen, Lilly Sorensen, Marelda Boulton, Ruby Larsen, Ora Miner, Lena
Babcock. Fourth row: Mishy Shumway, Lila Hull, Verona Clegg, Stanford Babcock, Vern Williams. Fifth row: Leo Sundberg,_,
N.S. Hatch, Harold Spalding, Earl Sorenson, Glenn Jepperson, Ariel Larsen. Sixth row: Ray Larsen, Priscilla Allen, Jane Stewart.

Ca. 1915 Vineyard School class. Students: First row: Ora Miner, Onetta Madsen, Bliss Jepperson, Taylor Allen, Eva Teeples, Mabel
Andersen, Loie Miner. Second row: Clouide Stone, Wilford Allen, Harold Spalding, Joseph Clegg, Lynn Babcock, Vern Williams, Leo
Sundberg, George Lystrup, Verina Andersen. Third row: Tyring Anderson, Marie Wilkinson, Vera Olsen, Olive Zabriskie, Mads Sorenson.
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1923 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Miss Jenna V. Clegg. Students: First row: _ , _ , Edith Goode, Eva Wilkinson, Doris
Gadd, Berneice Williams. Second row: Bert Madsen,_, Wilbur Harding, Lyle Holdaway, Fern Clegg,__, Ford Jepperson.

1925 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Mr. Thorit Hebertson. Students: Annie Cutler, Dean Miner,
Linford Holman, Lena Andersen, David Spalding, Ruby Jepperson, Inez Holdaway, Thelma
Blake, Randal Holdaway, Vera Clemens, Delphia Fillerup.

1921-22 school class

1929 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Miss Loie Miner. Students: First row: Margie Williams, Virginia Orvin, Leah Harding, Lillith
Holman, Merlene Wells, Mary Blake, Fern Rawlings, Elva Turner, Edith Pettit. Second row: Elva Wilkinson, Blanche Olsen, Vergie
Olsen, Marcella Clemmons, Norma Andersen, Vaughn Petersen, Lynn Peck, Jesse Allen . Back Row: Clyde Olsen, Fen Maag,
Winston Gillies, David Pettit, Reed Holdaway, Paul Rawlings, George Blake, Neal Bunnell, Don Larsen.

Vineyard School, ca. 1920s

School class, ca. 1920s

1935 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Miss Ruby West. Students: First row: Glen Lystrup, James Bunnell, Joseph Blake, Harold
Peterson, Howard Holdaway, Arthur Olsen, Gordon Cragun, Leland Dickey, Arvil Stone. Second row: John Gillies, Eddie Robinette,
Eldon Rawlings, Ralph Handley, Clarence Ferre, Ross Peterson, Grant Blake, Lewis Wells, Errol Pettit. Third row: Eva Bunnell,
Gladys Madsen, Della Olsen, Ina Vikland, Helen Gillies, Elaine Holdaway, Susie Madsen, Lucille Goode, Vera Orvin, Ruby Maag.

1938 Vineyard School class. Teacher: Miss Jennie Walker. Students: First row: Edith Stewart, LaWana Burningham, Jean Clegg,
Barbara Harding, Ruth Beck, Barbara Andersen,_, Shirley Williams. Second row: Gloria Stone, Eva Jean Handley, May Louise
Muzzell, Ruby Peterson, Ruth Barney, June Allen, Velma Jackson, Zella Sundquist. Third row: Kay Davis, Dale Harding, Udell
Clegg, Raymond Bilbao, Carlyle Sorenson, Max Sorenson, R.B. Barker Larsen. Fourth row: Robert Holdaway, George Dailey, Junior
Barbakos, Kenneth Williams, Leon Hebertson, Max Williams, Kay Madsen, Lynn Holdaway.

Schoolkids, ca. 1930s
Vineyard School teachers: Thorit Hebertson, Sylvia Peterson,
Marjorie Holdaway, Theresa Taylor.

Gareth Seastrand and students in Vineyard School Lunchroom,
ca. 1950s.

Vineyard School classroom, ca. 1950s

Union School class, ca. 1950s. Teachers: Mrs. Clegg, Mrs. Rasmussen. Students: First row: A. J. Adams, Grant Shumway, Roger Ivie,
Gordon Birrell, Warren Roundy, Nolan Johnston, Don Housekeeper, Dwayne Sorenson, Newell Maxfield. Second row: Ned
Holdaway, Manuel Martinez, Eric Blackburn, Rondo Rawlings, Nan Holdaway, Linda Harding, Rosemary Madsen, Annabel Holdaway.
Third row: Gail Roper, Ross Hunt, David Boulton, Keith Blake, Mary Jacob, Patsy Walsh, Carol Rawlings, Marie Bird, Saundra
Stoddard. Fourth row: Anetta Gammon, Vickie Holdaway, Nancy Johnson, Rebecca Carr, Sandra Clegg, Patricia Mills, Sandra Startin.

School class, ca. 1930s

Vineyard School class, ca. 1937. Teacher: Mr. Beck. Students: First row: Rulon Wilkinson, Floyd Thacker, Udell Clegg, Max
Williams, Junior Barbakos, Harry Orvin, Lynn Holdaway. Second row: Shirley Allen, Leon Hebertson, Paul Larsen, Carlyle
Sorenson, Marian Gillies, Jay Johnson, Darrell Clegg, Kenneth Williams, William Wells. Third row: Barbara Andersen, Lois Boulter,
Dora Whiteley, Leisle Ash, Shirley Williams, May Louise Muzzell. Fourth row: Lois Stewart, Fay Sorensen, Wilda Wells, Dorothy
Goode, Donna Whiteley, Mary Lou Harding, Barbara Harding, Ruth Beck, Elaine Shumway.
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Principal Richard Robins, Margaret E. Johnson, LaVar Madsen,
with sixth grade students Stephanie Harding, and Ronald
Stoddard looking over some books won by Union School in a
contest to name a fictional colt. The name which won the
books was "April Mist."

Richard and Norma Blake, 1946

Union school teachers, staff, and PTA officers, ca. 1950s. Front
row: Marian Adams, Joyce Clegg, Cumorah Holdaway and
Dorothy Reese. Back row: Evelyn Nimer, Carol Fisher, Blanche
Taylor, Grace Holdaway, Margaret Camp, Maurine Madsen, Gloria
Williamson, Mae Rhoades, LaVar Madsen, and Paul Hansen.

Vineyard schoolbus, ca. 1940s

Union school teachers and PTA officers, ca. 1950s

Union school class, ca. 1950s

Diana, Eric, and Dennis Gammon heading for school, 1987

Jason Fackrell, Mike Holdaway, Jake Holdaway, Ryan Holdaway, Mindy Fackrell, Jan Holdaway, Travis Clegg, Jeremy
Gillespie, and JulieAnn Clegg. First day of school, 1989.
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TIMELINE
1914-18
World War I-six Vineyard
residents serve in the conflict

1939-45
World War II-many from Vineyard
serve their country in the war

1944
The Vineyard Ward honors the servicemen and -women from the ward

1942-43
Zella Blake organizes a young women's
chorus to involve the girls at home

1944
Olena Larsen Gammon is awarded a citation of
gratitude from President Franklin D. Roosevelt

1950-53
Korean War-following the Second
World War, Vineyard residents again
serve in war by fighting in Korea

1964-73
Vietnam War-eight Vineyard residents
serve in the military in Vietnam

MILITARY SERVICE

0

n 4 April 1944, while the Second
World War still raged, the Vineyard
Ward held special services to honor
its "boys and girls" who were serving
their country in the armed forces. These services
followed immediately the regular sacrament services, with Bishop Walter Holdaway presiding and
conducting. The Patriotic Committee consisted of
Malicent Wells, Rikka Harding, Maud Holdaway,
and Oriel G. Clegg. Noteworthy in the service (in
addition to patriotic songs by the girls' chorus and
others and a flag service by the Boy Scouts) was
the unveiling of a compilation of photographs
of all men and one woman serving at that time,
which was to be displayed in the ward building in
a special cabinet. Patriotic remarks by members of
the committee followed; Lewis F. Wells, a career
U.S. Army man (first lieutenant) and a resident of
Vineyard, also expressed pride in the contribution
of local men and women in the service. He especially urged families and others to write to their
servicemen and -women regularly, including news
of what was happening in the community. Bishop
Holdaway offered concluding remarks, exhorting
ward members to "hope and pray and work."
With so many of the young men gone to war,
the young women at home wished to be involved
in something. Zella Blake responded by organizing
a girls' chorus that sang in church meetings and at
socials throughout Utah Valley, including the special service to honor Vineyard's soldiers. The chorus
sang their theme song, "Beautiful Ohio," at the
beginning of each performance. Members of the
chorus were Erna Holdaway, Elaine Shumway,
Verna Harding, Mae Louise Muzzell, Cleo Harding, Barbara Harding, LaWana Burningham, Jean
Clegg, Beth Madsen, Janet Clegg, Wilda Wells,
June Allen, Dorothy Goode, Barbara Andersen,

When I got home from my mission, all kinds of jobs were
available, because so many people had joined the service. All my friends were gone. People told me, "As soon
as you get home, do such and such, and you won't have
to go in the service." But I never felt that way. I didn't
have any qualms about going into the service. I had
developed some likes and dislikes: everything I saw
about air corps I liked; and I didn't want to die in a foxhole or drown in the ocean. I felt I'd like to determine my
own destiny; I didn't want somebody to tell me what to
do. So at age twenty-two, I went to Salt Lake City and
enlisted in the U.S. Army Air Corps.
As a small-town boy, I'd never traveled to a foreign
country. My mother strongly opposed it; my father took
the position that if you have to go, you might as well do
something you want to do. And all eligible males were
resigned to the fact that they'd have to go.
-Lewis F. Wells (8-17 pilot, 35 missions, 95 th Bomb
Group, 334 Squadron, flying out of Horham, England; awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross)

Girls' Chorus, 1942. First row: Barbara Harding, Dorothy
Goode, Elaine Shumway, Mae Louise Muzzell, Mary Lou
Harding, Verna Harding, Cleo Harding, Ruth Blake. Second
row: Zella Blake, Barbara Andersen, Beth Madsen, Erna
Holdaway, Janet Clegg, Wilda Wells, June Allen, Jean Clegg,
LaWana Burningham, Helen Allen.

Ruth Blake, and Mary Lou Harding. The accompanist was Helen Allen.
Featured on the special display of photographs
of World War II servicemen and servicewomen
were the following:

◄ This picture of Keith Hebertson was taken in August 1945, toward the end of WW-II. It hangs on one of the walls of Dorothy

Hebertson's home, along with a folded framed flag, war helmet, and a box of metals, one of which is a medal for bravery, received
by Keith when he was a part of Patten's third Army, and helped rescue holocaust victims on their way to death camps in Steyer
Austria. The airplane is a J-3 Piper Cub used for aerial observation during WW-II. Keith's friend, Norman Hurst, flew the plane from
Italy over the Alps just to visit his friend Keith in Baveria. The framed flag was given to Keith by his father in December 1944, with
the request that it be flown in Europe the day the war ended. The f lag was flown on V-E day, 8 May 1945, as one of the US flags
to be flown farthest east in Europe. Keith treasured the flag, and flew it many times during his lifetime.
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Major Thorit C. Hebertson
145 th F.A., 1942

Lt. Keith Hebertson
Nat. Gaurd, 1940

Sgt. Wilson Madsen
Army, 1940

Col. Dwaine T. Williams
Nat. Guard 1939; Fed Serv. 1940

Cpl. Earl G. Sorensen
Army, 1941

Sgt. Jack Shumway
Army, 1940

Sgt. Benton W. Snyder
Army, 1940

Pvt. Hiram Kissel
Army, 1940

Pfc. William Kissel
Army, 1940

Ensign Thomas K. Anderson
Navy, 1932

Eldon Rawlings
Navy, 1941

Harold Fox
Army Radio School, 1943

Bert W. Fox
Navy, 1942

Cpl. Harold Sorenson
Army Med. Corp, 1942

Cpl. Roy S. Rawlings
1942

Sgt. Max C. Rawlings
Army Air Force Marines, 1943

Capt. Reed N. Colvin
Fed. Service, 1940
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Jesse Allen
Navy, 1940
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Gale Larsen
Navy, 1941

Pvt. Douglas McMullin
Army Air Force, 1942

Pvt. Clark Boulton
1942

Pfc. Orvil Hebertson
Army Air Force, 1942

Pvt. Charles Heber Thacker
1942

Keith Wilkinson
Sea Bees, 1942

Wayne Wilkinson
Navy, 1942

Sgt. Drencle Sorenson
1941

Myron Sorensen
Navy, 1943

Cpl. Reed Stone
Army Air Force, 1942

Pvt. George Watkins
1942

Sgt. Artemus E. Holman
1942

Pvt. Wesley Fillerup
Army Air Force, 1942

Pvt. Howard Holdaway
Army Air Force, 1942

Bernal Ray Anderson
Army Air Force, 1943

Pfc. Robert L. Johnson
1943

Pvt. Marion Schroder
Army, 1942

Lt. Lewis F. Wells
Com. 2 nd Lt., 1944

Oral Jim Thacker
Navy, 1943

Dean L. Olsen
Navy, 1943

Pvt. Geo. Wm. Rawlings
Army, 1943

Frank E. Bunnell
Navy, 1943

Pvt. Austin Larsen
1942

Sgt. Beth Spalding
W.A.C. Army Air Force, 1943

Pvt. Lehi Rogers
1944

Cpl. Flake L. Rogers
Army Air Corps, 1944

Capt. Juel Andreasen
Com. Captain, 1942

Cadet Eldon R. Harding
Army Air Force, 1944

Cadet William G. Sumsion
Army Air Force, 1944

Pvt. Wayne W. Gammon
Army Air Corp, 1944

LeRoy Schroder
1944

Clyde J. Wilkinson
Army, 1944

Pvt. Ellis Bilbao
A.S.T.P., 1944

Dean Shumway
Marines, 1944

Boyd W. Harding
Navy, 1944

George M. Olsen
Navy, 1944

Pvt. Delbert Mills
A.A.F., 1944

Joseph Blake
Navy, 1944

Dean Hansen
Navy, 1944

Richard Madsen
Army, 1945

Ario Shumway
1944

Ver! Shumway
Army, 1945

Major Thorit C. Hebertson chose as his second
career the U.S. Army
(before active duty,
he was for eighteen
years an educator) and
showed great promise
as a leader. From 193 1
to World War II, he
served as a captain in
the National Guard
in Provo. However, not
long after the beginning
of active duty in World
War II, he suffered a ruptured appendix. Peritonitis and gangrene set in, and Major Hebertson was
hospitalized many times over the next four years, undergoing at one time several major operations (he called them
"knifings") over a period of twenty months.
Health failure is tragic for an active military officer,
as one of Thorit's diary entries, written before one of the
operations, clearly indicates: "This is the day that might
end my life. I wrote notes to all of the kids. I hope they
are never delivered. They need me in the flesh, and I
need them. I hope I make it. ... May I, in my hours of
strength, never forget my humility in this hour of weakness. May I always appreciate life if God grants that I
live, and he will."
After recovering his health, he added, "I am happy
to be assigned and officially functioning after more than
two years of inactivity. My whole hope and desires are
that I can fulfill my assignments with honor and satisfaction to higher authority as well as myself."
On 17 March 1945, Major Hebertson was set apart
as the coordinator of LOS serviceman at Fort Ord. Yet
the failure of his health was a great disappointment. On
having to leave the army, he commented, "I have been
left to suck a hind teat."
His service as a bishop in Vineyard ( 1939-41)
affected deeply the tone of his military service. While
serving at Fort Ord, he recounts, "One touching experience I had was with an LOS serviceman ... who had
gone AWOL to see his wife, who lived in Texas. In an official capacity I reprimanded him, but my heart was
aching for him because I knew how lonesome he was,
and testimony caused me to feel that he had not been
properly treated."
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Other WW-II servicemen (including those who
joined the merchant marines) not included on the
portrait are:
Allen, Shirley
Bilbao, Ellis D.
Clegg, Keith
Farnworth, Earl
Bunnell, Neal E.
Gammon, Russell
Gillies, Don
Gillies, Winston
Jenkins, George "Bill"
Johnson, Jay (Merchant Marines)
Larsen, Paul
Larsen, Dean (occupation of Germany)
Madsen, Richard "Dick"
Walker, Garth
Walker, Robert E.
Wells, William
Williamson, Jack
Wilkinson, Clyde

Veterans of the Korean Period
Allen, Hal
Andersen, Trevor
Bilbao, Ramon D.
Bilbao, Roy Gene
Blake, Karl
Blake, Richard
Clegg, Darrel
Clegg, Morris G.
Davis, Kay
Gammon, Harry
Gammon, Gene
Gammon, J Rulon
Harding, Evan
Holdaway, Grant

After the death of her husband Harry, Olena Larsen
Gammon filled her lonely home by knitting, sewing,
and cooking for her family. When World War II broke
out, she filled many hours knitting warm woolen socks,
scarves, and stocking caps, which she donated to the
Red Cross so that they could be distributed to servicemen. She knitted diligently through the war years,
donating so many clothing articles that, to her surprise,
she was awarded a citation of gratitude from President
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
- Recalled by Rulon Gammon

Holdaway, Phil
Holdaway, LeRoy
Johnson, Dean
Rawlings, Farrell
Wilkinson, J.C., Jr.
Wilkinson, LaVar
Wilkinson, Russell
Williams, LeRoy

Veterans of the Vietnam Era:
Brown, Daniel
Ferre, Nolan
Ferre, Shirl
Ferre, Paul
Harding, Robert
Holdaway, Norman
Rawlings, Rondo
Stone, Donald

Veterans of the Desert Storm Period
Billings, John*
Harper, Barbara*
Roper, Gail*
(*activated reservists)

Six residents of Vineyard served in World
War I: George Bunker, Ralph Handley, Charles
Handley, Joy 0. Clegg, Leland John Gammon,
and Grover Sorensen.
Abel Ekins enlisted in the army in 1918, but
fell victim to the flu epidemic two months later,
leaving his new bride of three months, Lydia Allen
Ekins, a widow.
Don Wesley Holdaway served in the military
in the 1930s. Clarence Ferre served in the National
Guard from 1937 to 1940.
Other Vineyard Residents who served in the
armed forces are the following: Lyle Thacker
(1952-twenty years in the National Guard),
Gilbert Rawlings (1968), and Larry Cragun (killed
while on active duty, ca. 1980).
(Note: The historical committee made an
earnest effort to identify all Vineyard residents who
have served in the armed forces of the United
States. The committee regrets any omissions and
welcomes corrections and additions.)

My draft number was
coming up, so I joined
the Air Force. After
training, I was sent to
Vietnam as part of the
79 th Tactical Air Support
Squadron. My job was
repair and maintenance
of air conditioning, hydraulics, refrigeration,
generators, etc.
I felt like I was in a daze most of the year I was in
Vietnam-except when we were running from rocket
fire. Our camp would get hit once or twice a night by
enemy fire, and sometimes I would be halfway out of
my barracks, on my way to a bunker, before I would
be wide awake. I brought my toolbox home with
me-what was left of it. It got hit by a rocket. Once
while waiting in line for chow, a sniper killed one of
my good friends who was in line about ten men
ahead of me.
The South Vietnamese had a repair facility right next
to ours. Every few months, they would give us a puppy
dog, which we would raise as a mascot. But, once grown,
it would disappear, and we never knew what happened
to it. Then one night we finally caught the Vietnamese
stealing our dog. When we asked what they were going
to do with it, they replied, "We're going to eat it." And we
had thought they were just being generous.
- Norman Holdaway

Eldon Rawlings, who served on a the navy destroyer
USS Smalley in World War II, survived the war but
paid a dear price for his country through his sacrifices
in major battles in the South Pacific. He, along with
many other sailors, were casualties of the stresses of
combat, suffering from what we now call "posttraumatic stress syndrome." After many hospitalizations, he retired to a rest home in Orem, where he
died in 19 71, just four days before his fifty-first birthday. He was buried in Pleasant Grove Cemetery with
full military honors.
- Peay family history
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Lewis and Joy 0. Clegg. Joy joined the military, while
Lewis stayed home to tend the farm, 1918.

Joy Clegg and buddies, WW-I Army Training, 1918

Lawrence Ferre,
National Guard, 1937

Nolan Dell Ferre, USAF, 1960

Shirl D. Ferre, USAF, 1963

Paul Ferre, USN, 1967

Keith Hebertson, J.J. Madsen, Sr., Wilson Madsen, WW-II

T. C. Hebertson, Keith, Wayne, and Leon Hebertson, ca. 1943

Leland Gammon, WW-I, ca. 1918

Neal E. Bunnell, WW-II

Darrel Clegg, Korean War
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Leland Gammon (right) and buddy, ca. 1918

Leland Gammon (middle) and military buddies, ca. 1918

Cpl. Wayne Gammon and buddies, 1944

Hebertson and Andreasens,
stationed at Fort Ord, California, 1940s

WW-II ration coupons, 1940s
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Girls Chorus, 1942. First row: Erna Holdaway, Mary Lou
Harding, Cleo Harding, Barbara Harding, May Louise Muzzell .
Second row: Verna Harding, Jean Clegg, Dorothy Goode, Beth
Madsen, Elaine Shumway, Barbara Andersen. Third row: June
Allen, Helen Allen, Janet Ruth Clegg. Fourth row: Zella Blake,
Ruth Blake, Lawana Burningham, Wilda Wells.
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WW-II ration book cover, 1940s
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Front row: Erna Holdaway, Elaine Shumway, Verna Harding, Mae Louise Muzzell, Cleo Harding, LaWana
Burningham, Zella H. Blake. Back row: Jean Clegg, Beth Madsen, Barbara Harding, Janet Clegg, Wilda Wells, June
Allen, Helen Allen, Dorothy Goode, Barbara Andersen, 1942.

TIMELINE
1850s
First settlers in Vineyard cultivate the land
1855
Grasshoppers infest the pioneers'
fields and destroy most of the year's crop
late 1800s
Sugar beets introduced into Utah valley
early 1900s
Vineyard's dairy herds become larger,
and a milk industry develops in the town
1920s-1950s
Vineyard farmers grow tomatoes,
string beans, onions, celery, and
potatoes to sell on contract to Del Monte
1929
The Great Depression hits, creating
the need for a milk union in Vineyard
1929
Leading cattlemen in Utah, Salt Lake,
Davis, and Wasatch counties organize
the Salt Lake Milk Producer's Association
1941
Deer Creek Dam is completed
and the resulting reservoir supplies
water for farmers in the late summer
1950s
The arrival of the freeway stimulates the movement
of property and the establishment of business
1980s
Local canneries and food processing
industries close as Vineyard farmers
concentrate on milk production
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t was the agricultural potential of the sandyloam soil of the Vineyard area that attracted
the first settlers, who cultivated arable land
in the 1850s, before homesteaders began to
reclaim parts of the swampy land by laying wooden field drains. While some areas could be cultivated at the time of early settlement, much of the
Vineyard area below the sand hills was alkaline,
and the water table high and often unstable. In
time, artesian wells became a reliable source of
water for the home, livestock, and even some
crop irrigation.
Little is recorded about nineteenth-century
farm activity in the Vineyard area. By today's standards, farms were small because of the restrictions
of time and machinery and because farms were
divided among sons. Cultivatable land had to circumvent sand hills, sloughs, and ponds; on the
benches, rocks had to be piled or hauled away.
The concern of most early Utah pioneer farmers
was survival: a simple dwelling, plain food, and
adequate clothing. Settlers faced common pioneer
challenges. Peter Madsen, writing in the Improvement Era in 1910, recalled some of the difficulties
of farming on the lake bottom:

Raymond Harding soaking wagon wheels in canal. Wooden
wagon wheels had to be routinely soaked to keep from splintering, ca. 1900s.

they came with wagons and barrels, and salt,
prepared to take fish home with them for food
during the winter. Their crops were destroyed,
and they brought with them two short pieces
of seine (fishing net having sinkers on one side
and floats on the other) which I secured from
them and joined to the end of a short seine I
had knit during my first winter in Utah and
thereby made a good net. They all camped
along the river near where it emptied into the
lake, and we made preparations to supply them
with mullet and trout, which were quite plentiful at that time.

It was in the year 1855, as I remember, when
the grasshoppers first made their descent upon
the small fields of the pioneers. The crops had
been planted in rich soil, along the Provo
River, and gave promise to fair harvest, equal
to the demands of the small population and
the incoming immigrants, who would be too
late to plant crops during that summer. We felt
that all would be well with us. So thick did the
grasshoppers descend that they fairly darkened
the sun. They destroyed most of the crops as
they made their way toward the shores of the
lake, which they attempted to cross, and were
drowned by wagon loads, many being eaten by
the fish, and great walls of them floated up on
the shores of the lake. It was a little later than
this that the people came to the lake, from
Sevier on the south, to Salt Lake on the north,

Even as late as the 1920s and 30s, Helen
Bunnell Weeks could report,

◄ Harry Gammon preparing the field near the Gammon farm, ca. 1889.
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We were almost entirely self-sufficient on the
farm. If we had a good year, that meant that
Papa had enough money to buy seed. If not,
he had to borrow money from Walker Bank.
A killing frost in late spring or an early frost in
the fall meant the difference between success or
failure on the farm.
We raised our own chickens, pigs, cows,
calves, and sometimes sheep. We always had at
least two work-horses which faithfully pulled
the wagons, cultivators, plows, and mowingmachines; the drags to level the ground, and
the rakes to gather the hay.

Till then, the little cash needed appears to
have come from the sale of surplus produce. Early
tithes and other offerings were generally in the
form of "kind": eggs, butter, flour, grain, and various other farm products.

Draining the Swamplands
An early priority was the development of
drains and water systems. Ella Hebertson remembered the early drains:

Clarence Gammon watering horses, ca. 1903

The Bunnells honored a well established tradition of families producing their own meat as well
as other food staples. Local stores provided for
families the other few essentials, such as sugar, salt,
spices, coal, notions for sewing, sundry household
items, as well as snaps, buckles, and shoe leather.
As land was cleared for cultivation, cash crops
became common: grapes, berries and other fruit
on the sandy hill sides, a variety of vegetables, and
sugar beets. Early residents often peddled produce
in nearby communities. In time, a growing dairy
industry developed, calling for the cultivation of
large acreages of alfalfa, grains, and silage. Wider
commercial markets were found for the fruits,
berries, and vegetables. The first major "cash" crop
appears to have been sugar beets. In the decades
when Del Monte had canneries in Pleasant Grove,
Provo, and Spanish Fork (the 1920s through the
1950s), Vineyard farmers grew tomatoes, string
beans, onions, celery, and potatoes to sell on contract. Some farmers and their families took seasonal work at the canneries.

The first thing we did was drain. We had to
drain the land, chop the sagebrush, and level
the land. We did have to dig the artesian wells,
and we did have to dig the drains because the
black alkali came to the surface. It wasn't
white, but was black, so the drains were not
too deep and they were open. Of course they
were dangerous to children. They also carried
typhoid germs, and people drank from those
drains. We didn't, but many people used drain
water and open spring water that came out
along the base of the sand hill in Vineyard.
[Note: Lena Andersen died of "walking
typhoid," from drinking spring water.]

Elmer Thomas Holdaway has left a more full
description:
In these early days, the land usually lay with
ridges and swales all over. A great deal of soil
had to be moved and the land graded with a
very gradual slope to the lowest side of the
field so that irrigation water could be run from
one end of the field to the other. A lot of the
soil in its native state contained alkali and
other mineral salts that were harmful to growing plants and made the tilling of this soil
impossible until underground drains were put
into the soil and the harmful alkali properties
in the soil were leached out by applying irrigation water to the soil and draining away all of
the excess water that contained the dissolved
mineral salts.
These underground drains were constructed by digging a trench with a shovel, beginning
at the ground level on the lowest elevation of
the land to be drained and continuing in a
straight line and on a very gradual upgrade to
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the end of the field with the highest elevation.
These drainage lines were sometimes sixty to
one hundred rods in length and reached a
depth of five to eight feet. Six- or eight-inch
clay drain tiles were carefully laid in the bottom of the trenches. The joints were spaced at
one-half to three-fourths inch, with openings
to allow the water in. The soil was then
replaced, leaving the surface of the soil level.
These drainage lines were put into the soil parallel to each other and provided a network of
underground channels to carry away the excess
water. Thanks to the many underground
springs, much marshy soil was reclaimed for
farming purposes.
The land improvement program also
included the drilling of artesian wells for irrigation and culinary water. At this time there was
an abundance of underground water, and most
attempts to drill flowing wells were successful.
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Improving the land and developing the irrigation systems was difficult, hard, and tedious
work. It took years to change the natural
meadows into the productive fields that make
up the heavy-producing farms in that area
today. Having had some experience in this
kind of work, I am amazed at the ambition,
energy, and tenacity with which these early
farmers literally made their fields.

"Without these drains in place," writes J Rulon
Gammon, "Vineyard would be an alkali wasteland."
But the drains, while redeeming the land, have also
presented problems. Rulon Gammon continues:
The clay that was used to manufacture the tiles
was somewhat inferior to what is available
today. The joints were covered with clay soils
because sandy soil would filter into the tile. The
water seeps through the clay and drains through
the tile to the lake. Occasionally a gopher finds

its way down to the drain, or a tile will crack
and leave a large opening. When this occurs,
the irrigation water finds its way down the tile
and will create a large sinkhole. These are particularly dangerous in an alfalfa field because
very often they cannot be seen, and a tractor or
implement can fall into the hole.
On our farm, this has occurred several
times. Once a tractor was split in half, the front
wheels breaking off and dropping the tractor
into the hole. It is very dangerous for the operator. We have bent or broken several front axles
on tractors that hit the drain holes. Also, upon
digging up the drains to repair these spots, we
find that many of the tiles have squashed down
and are no longer round, but egg-shaped.

Bringing Water to Vineyard

"Water was the lifeblood of Provo Bench,"
writes Helen Bunnell Weeks:
Enterprising pioneers laid out an intricate system of irrigation ditches to bring water to
thirsty Provo Bench. Above my father's farm,
settlers built a metal "flume" to carry the water
from one hill to the next. The belly of the
flume (a two-foot-wide half pipe of steel, corrugated iron, or tin) was cradled above the valley
floor of the ravine by an intricate trellis of steel
girders, thirty or forty feet high. This flume carried water across the ravine into a ditch, which
ran along the top of the hill, then dropped
down a spillway into the Buttermilk Canal,
now partially buried beneath UVSC campus.
Each farmer had an opportunity to buy
shares of water from the canal system, which
included the Big Bench, Curtis, North Union,
Alta Ditch and Canal, the Lake Bottom Canal,
and the West Union Canal. The Bunnell property was watered from the Buttermilk Ditch, a
branch of the West Union Canal Company.
This land has been so drastically altered since
that time that one can scarcely recognize the
landscape anymore. However, one old Cottonwood tree still stands out as a landmark for me
alongside the road (running east and west) following the ravine, just north of the UVSC
Institute of Religion.

Wilbur Harding standing in canal, ca. 1900s

As irrigation water seeped off the bench
land, our farm, in some areas, became more
like swampland. That was particularly true of
the area north of the house. In an attempt to
drain this property and make it productive,
Papa hand dug a six-foot drain from the top of
the farm to the sand hills-a distance of about
one-half mile. He discovered that celery flourished in this rich, dark, clay soil. When it had
grown to maturity, we gently pushed the dark
soil up around the stalks to whiten them before
sending it to market.

Papa also dug a well on the hillside to the
north, on Uncle Steve's property, just about
where his son Jim Bunnell now lives [600
South and 800 West]. It was piped to the
southeast corner of the house. From there, we
pumped the water into containers for our
household use. A natural spring bubbled forth
within a clump of wild bushes, in the field
north of our home.
When contractors excavated this land for
the new buildings on campus, they discovered
six springs on the land. They found ample
water for their heating and cooling systemsenough to meet all the expected needs of the
campus heating and cooling system, since the
constant temperature of the water is more efficient than air. UVSC does use Orem City water
for culinary purposes. The Blakes once owned
this property, and the family drank from these
springs while they worked in the fields.
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Other enterprising farmers had wells drilled.
Today, the artesian pressure is almost gone, since
there is very little recharge from the Orem bench.
Very few orchards remain to be irrigated.
To prevent seepage of the life-giving water,
farmers began to line their ditches with concrete.
Cumorah Holdaway recalled:
Robert Holdaway, LeRoy and Ray Gammon
combined efforts to make a cement ditch boat.

Elmer Gammon standing by well, 1920

Robert patterned it after one that Jack Kirk
had. The cement boat was made to fit the
shape of Ray Gammon's ditcher. It was always
a big, exciting day when the cement was
poured into the "boat" and pulled along the
ditch and came out a beautiful, smooth ditch.

For nearly a century, farmers in Vineyard relied
on water from wells and canals for irrigation.
During the spring runoff, there was plenty of
water, often so much that it flooded many fields.
But as the summer wore on, often there were
shortages. The completion of the Deer Creek Dam
in November 1941, with its resulting reservoir,
solved this problem.
Because the soils of lower Vineyard did not
drain well enough for fruit culture, the larger fruit
and berry operations were mostly on the sand hills
below the Orem Bench, on 1200 West. There was
once a concentration of peach and apple orchards
on the Geneva Road between 1000 and 1200
South. Stephen Bunnell was particularly enterprising in the variety of crops he raised:
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Grapes,
pears, peaches, plums,
apricots, and
a variety of
currants.
Root and
vine vegetables grew to
full maturity
under this
skilled gardener's care:
tomatoes,
potatoes,
peppers,
Stephen Bunnell
peas, pumpon sandhill farm, ca. 1910s
kins, parsnips, turnips, carrots, beets, squash, watermelons, cantaloupe, squash, spinach, lettuce, and
celery; a variety of fruits (apples, pears, peaches, plums, grapes, and finally cherries); alfalfa
and wheat, corn, sugar beets and beans of
every variety. The Bunnell farm was entirely
self-sustaining, except for sugar and salt and a
few other staples the family bought once a
year.
Because of our long, hot summer days and
cool nights in the semi-desert in the tops of the
mountains, Utah Valley grows some of the most
succulent fruits and vegetables in the world

Wesley Phillip Rawlings also remembers the variety of produce the rich lands of Vineyard yielded:
As long as I can remember we had a peach
orchard along 1200 west in Orem. Later on we
planted apples, pears, prunes, grapes, dewberries, and raspberries north and east of our
house. As we grew older we learned to peddle
the fruit. Arnold did more of it than the rest of
us. It really kept us busy during the summer to
get everything picked, sorted, packed, and
ready for the market. I have always enjoyed the
life of a farmer.

The abundant harvests provided work not only
in the local canneries, but also in the Bunnells'
fruit-packing shed:

My father hired from twenty to thirty people.
Each apple and peach was wrapped separately,
thus assuring premium price. He was one of the
first to ship train-car loads of fruit to California.
He bought fruit from other fruit growers to sell
to his ever-increasing number of customers in
California. He hired a local broker to sell his
produce, but often went himself to maintain
quality control. About the time he sold his
home in Provo, he bought eighty more acresfrom 400 North in Orem to Center Streetthere he planted more apple orchards. He later
traded this piece of property for a peach orchard
in Grand Junction, Colorado. He peddled his
produce in mining towns like Park City, Heber,
Bingham, and Eureka. He also owned property
by the river in Southwest Provo near Fort Utah.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)

Geese and Chickens, Turkeys and Ducks
Jens Christian Andreasen, a Danish immigrant
who came to Vineyard about 1890, raised ducks
and geese. All families raised a few chickens for
eggs and for meat. Eggs could be traded for groceries and other items at the local stores; children
often exchanged an egg or two for candy. The children, who often were assigned egg dury, enjoyed
watching the fertilized eggs hatch.
Mama could always tell when her black- and
white-speckled hens were ready to "set." She
would place a porcelain doorknob in the nest to
trick the mother hen into "nesting." The mother
hen laid her fertilized eggs next to the doorknob, where she kept them warm until the biddies matured. After twenty-eight days of incubation, a dozen or so tiny yellow biddies courageously pecked their way to freedom and began
following their proud mother hen around the
gardens as she clucked instructions to her brood.
I loved to watch the flock of tiny yellow biddies.
Once in a while I watched a duck repeat the
same amazing process of birth. The miracle of
birth never ceases to amaze and enthrall me.
Sometimes, Papa put some chicken eggs
into an incubator, which was kept warm
around the clock with the help of soft, electric
light bulbs. Then there would be hundreds of
tiny biddies all at once, vying for attention.

Papa raised black and white Plymouth Rock
Hens and pure white chickens.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)

Lena Andreasen writes:
We had so many hens that wanted to set. I was
talking about it in the store. Chas Maag said
he knew a good cure for that. You take and tie
a long red rag on their tail and they get so
scared they dare not go back to set. I think
there were seven of them. You know, I trusted
everybody. I sure did not think anyone would
fool people. I tore seven long red rags, went
down and tied them on the chickens' tails. I
have never seen such a circus. They were all
out in the yard running themselves to death.
Every time they would stop there was the red
rag, and away they would go. I stood outside
the gate and laughed till I could hardly stand
up. I just wish Axel and the children had been
there. Even the big smart rooster was scaredno use of going to him for protection. He'd
run every time one would get near him. Well,
I couldn't stand there all afternoon, so I went
to the house. I went down later and all was
quiet on the chicken front, but when I went
into the coop there were seven long red rags
hanging out of seven nests tied on to the tails
of seven setting hens. They were still setting
and kept right on setting till I put them in
prison. Chas Maag would really have laughed
if he knew how I fell for his joke, but till this
day he doesn't know.

Clarence Gammon once had large flocks of
chickens, and flocks of turkeys were at one time
the livelihood of several residents: the Spaldings,
Morrills, Thompsons, Bilbaos, and Jeppersons.

Vineyardites had an opportunity to assist in the the
cause of World War I when the government began buying horses from farmers. "The war effort required horses
for the cavalry. Government buyers came who paid as
high as $125.00 for a horse regardless of its condition.
Some people sold the horses with the nastiest dispositions, horses that kicked, bucked, or bit. Horses were at
a premium."
- Church reports
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Dairies
Early Vineyard farmers counted milk cows
among their livestock, and milk products-raw
milk, cream, butter, clabbered milk, cottage cheese,

and buttermilk-were common food staples for
the family. In earlier days, the cream was often separated and churned into butter and the skim milk
perhaps fed to the pigs. Early in the 1900s, as
dairy herds became larger, a milk industry developed, and Vineyard became one of the larger concentrations of milk production in the state.
Many of the activities of the earlier residents of
Vineyard were scheduled to accommodate work
with the dairy herds-the kinds of field work they
did, the hours they worked, church meetings, outings, and even commerce, notably the milk depot.
Some of the most vivid memories relate to care of
the cows:
The first time I milked cows, I don't remember
how old I was but I wasn't very old. And I sat
down on a little stool, and I'd milk cows in a
little bucket and then pour it into a big bucket
and then take the big bucket and pour it into
the big cans. Everyone took their milk in tengallon cans up to the milk house of the Union
Dairy Company, with horse and wagon. The
milk house was by the railroad tracks by Elmer
Holdaway's house where the two welfare farm
houses are now (200 North Vineyard Road).
When I was a little older, I often took the ten-

Clarence and Margaret Gammon, ca. 1925

Clarence Cammon, Harry's eldest son, was appointed
administrator of his father's estate. Uncle Clarence had
a poultry business of 3000 laying hens with two long

chicken coops. In the summer of 1935 Uncle Ray was in
charge of the dairy and farming responsibilities. I was
sent to Vineyard to help milk and feed cows, to feed the
new barn calves, feed the pigs, drive a team of horses
working the ground, and to pull the hay wagons.
- Russell Cammon
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Cows feeding, ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy of George Blake.

gallon cans of milk in our buggy to the milk
house. A little later, I hauled it up in the
Model T. Eventually, I converted a Studebaker
into a milk-hauling machine to haul the milk,
and I could get six ten-gallon cans in it at one

time. In the winter, the lake froze and the
Vineyard Dairy dairymen cut huge blocks of
ice in Utah Lake when it was thick and hauled
the ice up to the ice house and stored it in sawdust to cool the milk in the summer until the
milk was loaded on the train and hauled to
Salt Lake City. Later on, we finally got milking
machines and we had to put in a big stainless
steel tank. And the big truck would come and
pick the milk up in a big stainless steel tank,
too. That was a lot of fun . I milked cows early
in the morning when the cows were still covered with snow. That was a lot of fun too. And
then when I got a little bit older, I still had to
milk cows and then walk a mile to go to
school, which was quite a challenge sometimes.
(Ray Holdaway)

Alf Nielson and Don Allen standing by a milkhouse while a
pump loads a truck with milk from the refrigerated holding
tank, ca. 1930s.

The memories of milking are not always
positive:
Now, looking back upon the cows we owned, I
do believe father bought every kicky cow within many miles radius. One cow who never
kicked was "Big Enough," as we called her. She
was a very old cow, but father bought her
because of her milk producing record. He
wanted one calf from her, which he got, but
she died giving birth to her first baby.
This cow, old as she was, gave so much
milk that I had to come home from school at
noon and milk her, as her large udder (which
almost touched the ground) had to be drained
three times a day.

We went to Powell Slough and we had a boat. We would
get in the boat and row down the channel to the lake. I
know my mother spent most of her time out from of the
house straining her eyes toward the lake to see if she
could see us, because we drove the cows to the lake.
They swam across the channel. It was wide and it was
deep. We would test the depth of the water and it would
be right to the top of the oar. We would take grain and
hay across the channel in the boat and we left the cows
down there. We would take the milk cans in the boat
and we would play while the men milked the cows. It
was fascinating. The flopping of the fist (carp) at night,
the bird calls, and the sound of the milk as the men
squirted it into the bucket. I can smell the warmth of that
water. I can smell the flowers and hear the wild bird
songs. I would not trade it for anything that you might
hear today and certainly not what you would smell.
- Ella Hebertson

Now, I do believe cows have caused me to
give forth more good clean American cussing
than anything I have ever encountered. Like
most kids, I always wanted to be barefooted
and father would warn me to never milk a cow
barefooted. But behold, I heeded not his counsel and therefore I had to take the consequences, that of having a big, ornery cow step
upon my toes.
You who know cows know that when she
has placed her foot upon yours that is where
she wants it. Never make the mistake of trying
to lift her foot as she will then take the weight
off her other three feet and place it all on that
one foot.
Many a time have I been tempted to grab
the cow's tail and bite it as hard as I could to
get even with this giver of lactic juices. But lo,
here is the solution. Push down on her foot
and she will immediately remove it from yours.
Guel Andreasen)

Work with the milk extended into the home:
Most of the time, we had three or four milk
cows. After Papa or the boys milked the cows,
they delivered the milk to Mama. It took
hours, each morning and evening, for her to
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care for the milk. She poured it into a round
separator, which, in some miraculous manner,
separated the milk from the cream. Next, she
placed the pans of cream and milk on shelves
inside the cooler, a wooden cabinet built with
screens placed on the doors and sides providing
cross-ventilation for air to circulate freely, safeguarding surplus milk and butter from flies,
while it cooled on the shelves. Finally, all the
equipment had to be thoroughly washed in
hot, soapy suds each morning and night,
necessitating heating up the coal stove everyday. There were always so many milk pans to
wash, yet Mama salvaged every ounce of nourishment for the hungry pigs, before plunging
the pans into the hot suds. During cold winter
months, she even boiled potato and other vegetable peelings, so they would be more palatable for the pigs.
When the milk was entirely cooled, any
remaining cream would rise to the top, where
it could be skimmed of£ From the cream, she
made butter. About once a week, Mama
churned the surplus cream, which she
skimmed off the top of the milk, into butter.
We had two different types of wooden churns:
one was round, with wooden paddles, which
slapped the cream as one hand turned the
crank, round and round. The other one was
tall and the process was executed with an up
and down slapping motion, which eventually
made the butter "come." The churning separated the milk into butter and buttermilk. (We
drank the buttermilk or fed it to the pigs.
Sometimes, Mama set a pan of milk on the

back of the warm stove to curdle, from which
she later made cottage cheese.)
Once the cream turned into butter, it had
to be washed under cold running water, to
firm up the fat and take out any remaining
buttermilk The butter was salted and placed
into a butter-mold to make one-pound oblong
bricks to harden. These pound-bricks of butter
were then wrapped in waxed paper or a cold,
wet cloth; then, further wrapped in a woolen
shawl and stored outside, in a little wooden
box, which Papa had built over a cool spring of
water, nestled in a grove of trees, north of the
house. This formed sort of a refrigerating system, which kept things cool throughout the
long, hot summer months.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)

This was strictly very rural country! A frontier! An occasional wagon rumbled along the dirt road. Cows were
herded along the right-of-way to eat the wild grass.
There were very few fences. Cows were milked by hand
as they stood tethered in the fields. The cream was
skimmed and made into butter, to be sold or traded for
groceries. The skimmed milk was fed to calves or pigs.
The milk to drink along with vegetables and bottled fruit
were kept in the cellar, which was the coolest place in
the summer and the warmest place in the winter. There
were none of the conveniences, as we know them today.
-Rex Blake

E. Harold Holdaway recorded how his family
went about enlarging and improving their dairy
herd at the turn of the century:
Sometime in about 1916, Elmer Holdaway
and his brothers Milton and Walter became
interested in improving the quality of our
milk-producing cattle. The three had used a
herd sire that was a purebred Holstein and
had come from Utah State Agricultural
College. The improved production of this
sire's offspring led to the importing of some
registered Holstein cattle from Wisconsin and
other dairy areas. Elmer and Milton went by
train into the Northern States and bought
many head of cattle. Boxcars were prepared
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by building stanchions and box stalls in
the cars. The cars were loaded, and Milton
Holdaway traveled with the train crew to
feed, water, clean, and care for the cattle.
He also had to milk them, because several
were in production. Elmer came on home
ahead of the cattle on a passenger train.
Freight trains were slow in those days and
required switching and remaking of trains.
This must have been a difficult and laborious
trip for Uncle Milton.
After bringing these valuable animals to
Utah, father and his brothers gave them good
care and kept records of their production and
many of the offspring of these cattle were
sold to other dairymen. This importing venture helped many farmers to improve their
dairy herds. One animal that was shipped in
was a bull named Skylark. He became a large
animal and was used as herd sire on both
Walter and Milton's ranch and on Elmer's
farm. This bull became very mean and hard
to handle. He attacked most anyone he was
around and broke a Mr. Victor Vikland's leg
so badly that the man was lame for life. After
a few years, Skylark became so dangerous
that it was necessary to slaughter him for
meat. He weighed over one ton at the time
he was butchered.

And what Vineyardite could forget the odor
of the sugar beet pulp brought from the factory to
the feeding areas?
To feed the cows in the winter, farmers hauled
beet pulp from the Lake View or the Lehi beet
slicer. It smelled so bad that people all along
the road could smell it when a load of beet
pulp went by, but the cows relished it.
Occasionally a pulp wagon would get in a mud
hole in the road and tip over, and the pulp had
to be loaded again by hand with a shovel, but
the smell remained on the road.
(Ella Hebertson)
Beet pulp was loaded and unloaded by hand
with a scoop shovel. This feed was well-liked
by the cattle. There wasn't a better feed for getting dairy cattle to produce large quantities of
milk. It seemed to be an appetizer. A cow

T. C. Hebertson on farm, ca. 1960

would eat a large portion (ten to twenty
pounds) and then proceed to eat up the other
feed in her feed manger that she had previously
refused. This is still a good source of cattle feed
today; only now it is dehydrated and is much
easier to work with.
This wet beet pulp had a terrible odor and
it, along with some other feeds such as green
alfalfa, had to be fed very carefully to prevent a
bad flavor in the dairy products. As manager of
the local dairy association, Elmer enforced a
rigid system of tasting each ten-gallon can of
milk before it was accepted to ship to market.
This method was not always too popular with
the farmers because some milk had to be
rejected. The value of good dairy products was
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a valuable lesson well learned by the early
farmers, and today, the Vineyard farmers continue to produce a quality product.
(E. Harold Holdaway)

The development of the milk union was central to the prosperity of Vineyard:
In these early days of dairying in Vineyard, the
Union Dairy was organized as a stock company. The purpose of the company was to build a
milk plant where the local dairymen could
bring their milk to be cooled and shipped to
market. The milk was first sold in Eureka,
Utah, and later in Salt Lake City.
Elmer Holdaway was chosen secretary and
manager. He sold the milk for the company,
and after deducting the cost of operating the
milk plant, the rest of the money was paid to
the producers according to the amount of milk
and butterfat each farmer produced. This
required a lot of bookkeeping and the testing
of each shipment of milk.
(E. Harold Holdaway)

Victor and Bernard Andersen at the barn, 1926

Our production of feed and dairy products as
well as the other farm products required lots of
labor and machine work. Income during the
1930s from this production was enough to pay
the operating expenses and taxes. I heard father
say that one of his problems was trying to operate a dairy farm without a few thousand dollars
of operating capital which he was accustomed
to having on hand before the Depression Era.
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At the time of the bad Depression, beginning in 1929, there was an over-production of
milk and the price paid to the producer was
below the cost of production. Up to this time,
Elmer Holdaway had used his leadership ability to produce quality products. He now saw
the need for farmers to organize for the successful merchandising of their product. Father
and other leading cattlemen in Utah, Salt Lake,
Davis, and Wasatch Counties campaigned
among the dairymen in local meetings and
with individual visits. They succeeded in
organizing the Salt Lake Milk Producer's
Association in 1928.
Getting farmers to organize has always been
a difficult task. The purpose of this organization
was to pool the dairymen's product for bargaining power. The ultimate goal was to improve the
price paid to the farmer or dump the milk in a
drainage ditch. This was a drastic measure but
was resorted to at times. Another practice was to
install cream separators in local cooling plants
and ship only the cream to the processing plants
and return the skim milk to the farms to feed
young farm animals. This organization helped to
increase the farmer's paycheck some; however, it
was at a time when the economy of the whole
country was in a very bad depression and it was
almost impossible to get the immediate price
increase that the producer needed. It was necessary to establish a base production for each producer. Each base was determined by the past history of the farmer's production. The available
cash sales value of the combined sales of dairy
products was prorated among the producers on
this basis. This system discouraged increasing
production and many farmers dropped out of
the organization and bootlegged their milk on
the market. Unpasteurized milk was sold and
other ways of bypassing the federal sanitation
laws were used to put cheap milk on the market
and spoil the purpose of the organization. So
many dairy producers fell out of the co-op that it
quit functioning as an organization in the early
1930s. When the nation as a whole started to
slowly recover from the Depression and prices in
general started to raise, the Utah dairy farmers
were as bad off as ever. One segment of the old
Salt Lake Milk Producers, namely the Hi-Land
Dairy of Wasatch County, organized their own
retail and processing company. This company,
through a program of advertising and education,

The milk house served other purposes as well:
Dad was a farmer and a dairyman, but when the depression came in the early '30s, he had to leave the farm
pretty much up to us boys: Floyd, Udell, and myself.
Dad bought cows and shipped them to CaliforniaCalifornia was growing because of the dust bowl in the
Midwest, and provided a market for milk.
Dad would buy the cows ready to calve, take them
down to south Provo to the yards, where they would be
shipped to California by train. He shipped fifteen carloads in 7933 alone, and never paid more than $35 a
head. His commission was $5 a head. This got us
through the depression.
Dad was generous and often furnished cows for
free to poor families, in order for them to have milk for
their kids. Dad was always a good provider, if we were
poor we never knew it, we always ate from a big garden.
- Darrel Clegg

has progressed to be one of the strongest farmer
organizations in the state.
Elmer Holdaway and other dairymen studied the records and methods of successful
farmer co-ops and companies of all kinds.
They especially studied the organizational bylaws and methods of education that held
farmer groups together. A competent and
interested lawyer, Mr. Lamoreaux, was retained
so that legalities would be properly written into
the new growing organization. After much
work and campaigning, the Salt Lake
Federated Milk Producers was officially selling
most of the dairy products to the Salt Lake
City Milk Processors. This was 1934 to 1935.
Even with all the extra work that came
father's way, he continued to be the managing
secretary of the local milk producers. Each
month he collected the money for the sale of
the combined dairy products of the farmers to
the milk processors. He totaled each man's
daily milk production, figured the butter-fat
content for the month, and wrote the payroll
checks. There was a lot of book work and figuring and many times my sisters helped in this
task so the payroll would be met on time. I
remember when an adding machine was purchased. It was a great help in that work and
often could be heard thumping away far into
the night just before payday.
(E. Harold Holdaway)

Our milk house had a large water tank for
keeping the milk cold. It was not unusual, in
the summertime, to come into the milk house
and see several melons or cantaloupes floating,
cooling in the water tank, ... and did they ever
taste good in between loads of hay. I remember
my father and mother loading these cans of
milk in the old Dodge pickup and, as I rode in
the back on these cans, taking these cans to the
main milk house over just to the south of Jack
Williamson's home. It was a great adventure.
(Boyd F. Holdaway)

Haying
The main winter feed of milk cattle is of
course alfalfa, and much of the summer work related to "putting up hay." Early haying was tedious
and time-consuming labor.
I tromped hay. I never had to pitch it because I
couldn't. It was never baled. We mowed it,
raked it, and piled it, then they came along
and threw it on the wagon and sometimes it
was a flatbed and you would fall off We were
coming up the lane with a flatbed wagon, the
wagon tipped a little, the load slid and I slid
with it. I didn't get hurt because I slid with the
load. You could do it if you knew how.
(Ella Hebertson)

After the hay was dry, Papa drove a rake over
the field, gathering the hay in bunches and
dropping piles all over the field. Next, those
who could manage a pitchfork would fold the
bunches, making them three times as high.
When the hay was dry, wagons were driven
into the fields and the older boys threw the
bunches onto the wagon, while the younger
children tromped it down. This was fun,
except when the hay was filled with sand burs.
When the wagon was filled to the brim, we
rode on top of the wagon, to the barn. From
here, a huge fork was lowered from the cable
which ran across the top of the barn. It would
scoop up a huge forkfull and pull it straight
up; then across the top of the barn, where it
would be released in just the right place to fill
the barn with new-mown hay for winter's use.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)
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would reach a height
of fifteen feet. It was
always a delight of
those throwing the
hay up to see if they
could bury the boy on
the wagon with hay.
Sometimes they
would succeed.

Ray Holdaway thrashing grain, 1948

In the summer of 1941 a ten-year-old boy sat
on the seat of a mowing machine pulled by a
team of horses. The machine had a sickle blade
five feet long. It took him all day to cut a fiveacre field of alfalfa. The next day the same lad
was sitting on the seat of a dump rake. This
machine was pulled by a single horse. It had
two big metal wheels and was ten feet wide.
Between the two big wheels was a series of
curved tines and these tines would gather two
five-foot wide swaths of alfalfa or hay. It was
the boy's job to drive the horse and to activate
a lever with his foot which caused the hay rake
to dump its load in a pile. These piles were
about twelve to fifteen feet apart. Because the
rake was moving, the one side of the pile had
one to two feet of unraked hay. Thus the field
was raked twice. It took about a day to do the
five-acre field that was cut the previous day.
After the hay was cut and raked then the
boy would, with other workers, take a pitch
fork and turn half of one dump of hay to the
left and half of another dump of hay to the
right thus creating a roadway in the field. Next
came the hay wagons to be loaded. Two older
workers would lift the hay piles onto the
wagon. The young boy's job was now to trample and stack the hay on the wagon. The load
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The wagons of
hay were pulled into the
big hay barn. Along the
underside of the roof
was a metal track along
which a carriage would
travel. By means of a
long rope attached to a
fork, the hay would be
picked up from the
wagon; a horse attached
to the rope outside of
the hay barn would pull
the jack fork up to the waiting carriage. The carriage would then move down the track until the
hay bin being filled was reached. Then a pull on
the small rope attached to the back end of the
fork would release the hay and it would fall into
the hay bin being filled. I was the boy described
in the hay-making process.
(Grant Holdaway)

Threshing:
Grain is the main supplement to alfalfa in the
cow's diet:
The grain had been planted in the early spring.

AB it matured in July, it had dried to a straw
color and the grain was ready for harvest.

Haystack at Blake barn, ca . 1920s.
Photo courtesy of George Blake.

A grain binder was used to cut the grain. This
machine was pulled by a team of four horses. It
had a cutting knife which worked in unison
with a paddle wheel. This wheel pushed the
grain plants on to a moving canvas which carried the grain to one side of the binder where
it was tied into bundles and deposited onto a
carrier. When five or six bundles had accumulated, they were then deposited onto the
ground in a pile. The power for this machine
was obtained from a large wheel, made of
metal, which supported the heaviest part of the
binder, and turned as the team of horses pulled
the binder through the field.
After the field was cut, a crew of men
would then take the small bundles of grain,
stand them upright with the grain heads in the
air to dry, and make what was called a shock of
grain. These shocks would be scattered over the
fields making a picturesque scene.
The threshing machine would be located
near the farm buildings. It would be set in
place. (Always level so as to do the best job of
threshing.) The big tractor would be positioned about fifty feet away with the front end
facing the thresher. On the tractor was a large
power wheel; to this wheel and to a large fly
wheel on the thresher was attached a long
leather belt; thus the power of the tractor was
transferred to the threshing machine. The
machine was now ready to separate the grain
from the straw.
Loads of grain on wagons pulled by teams
of horses would stop next to the front end of
the thresher. The bundles of grain were thrown
into the machine where they were chopped up
and the grain heads beaten with a roller to separate grain from the plants. Then fans created a
wind to blow away the chaff The grain sifted
through chafters down to an auger, where it
was lifted up to a bagger and dropped into
large gunny sacks to be hauled to the granary.
Meanwhile the straw and chaff continued on
another path through the machine and were
blown through a large discharge pipe and
deposited in a large pile. This straw was then
used throughout the year as bedding for the
farm animals.
(Grant Holdaway)

When they started threshing alfalfa seed they had to hire
help and they were threshing about a week. They would
pound the seed out with pitch forks then wait for the
wind to blow so they could clean the seed. This was
done by taking pans of seed and holding it high above
the head and pouring it out slowly, the wind blew the
chaff out and the seed dropped on the canvas, ready to
put in sacks for the market.
- Ella Hebertson

Bundles of grain were often put in large stacks
to await the arrival of the threshing machine,
to avoid rain damage if the shocks were left in
the fields. And it was an art to be able to stack
grain so that rainwater would run off the stack,
rather than into the heads. When the threshing
machine came, the bundles were thrown from
the high stack into the "separator," as the
thresher was often called.
(Rex Blake)

The threshing of the grain was an active occasion, and especially exciting for the children.
I was at Grandpa Andreasen's during threshing
time. Threshing machines are wonders to the
young mind. Yea, the large, puffing steam
engine appeared to be a runaway train off
its track.
The separator, being continually fed at one
end and coming out of the other end through
a long pipe blew straw with such force it could
be blown way up into a barn. Wheat, oats, etc.
came out in the middle of the separator.
Que! Andreasen)

Old threshing machine
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During the threshing, the women worked as
hard as the men.
When the threshers came mom went through
fifty pounds of flour in a week. They knew
the threshers would usually "break down" by
our house. It took a lot of men to run the
threshing operations in those days, and if they
broke down they stayed the night. So mom
had to make them breakfast, dinner and supper besides all us boys, so that's where the
flour went.
The Hansen brothers and Zobells owned
threshing machines. The threshing machines
came through the area pulled by steam powered tractors. Neighbors came with teams and
wagons to make up the working crew. The
wives and families of the farmers cooked huge
meals to feed the hungry men. Meals were
mostly made up of beef, potatoes and gravy,
corn on the cob, tomatoes, a salad, and cake.
The men and boys, dirty from being around
the thresher, washed up in large tin tubs filled
with cold water out on the lawn. This was the
most exciting part of the day.
(Harry and Olena Larsen Gammon history)

Silage
The same [the work of thrashing] was true
when neighbors gathered together to harvest
the corn silage in the fall. In contrast with
today's (1998) way of harvesting crops, the
corn in the field was all cut with short-handled
hoes, loaded by hand onto wagons and hauled
to the farm where it was being chopped with
the silage chopper at the base of the silo, then
blown into the silo. Alma Olsen, who was
totally deaf (having been hit by lightning),
bent his back along with the rest of us to cut
corn all day long. The days must have been
long for him, not being able to hear a word
that was said. While harvesting George Well's
corn, Leland Wells drove one of the teams to
haul the corn from the field to the barnyard.
He would drive the horses on the dead run,
often breaking off the fence posts because he
turned too short into the field.
(Rex Blake)
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Owen Harding harvesting corn on Blake farm, ca. 1930s

Sugar Beets
Sugar beets were introduced to the valley in
the late 1800s. (See the chapter tided "Business
and Industry" for details on the development and
role of this once-vital agricultural product.) Sugar
beet production was a labor-intensive process,
calling on the resources of even the children.
"Sugar beet planting ... gave children a little
income from thinning and weeding beets. This
kept the children out of mischief, for it gave
them something to do" (Albert Peay-Baker
Holdaway history).
Ella Hebertson wrote:
As soon as I was old enough, about five or six
years old, I thinned beets. You bet your darn
life we worked hard in the fields. That's the
reason I can't quit. You don't quit. We didn't
get any pay; we didn't know what pay was. We
got food and clothing when there was money.
If we got all the beets done by the Fourth of
July, we could go to the parade. We did not get
them in early like you do now; the ground was
not ready. We had horse power. We plowed
and plowed and plowed.

Ray Holdaway has rehearsed the complexity of
sugar beet production:
Back then the sugar beets were quite a process.
One of the first phases of sugar beets was after
they planted them and they started coming up,
they'd get up three or four inches high, then

Holdaway, and LaVar

we had to take a hoe and do what we called
"block" them about a foot apart; then we had
to get on our knees and crawl up the row and
thin them, just leave one beet in a place about
one foot apart. Oh, our knees got sore!
When they got big enough to harvest, we
had to take a machine, what they called a beet
puller, pulled by two horses, and run down
each row, lifting the beets up a little bit and
loosening them. Then we used a knife with a
hook on the end of it, picked them up and
topped them and threw them in rows or piles.
Later, we'd put nets on the wagons and load
the beets on top of the nets and haul them out
of the field up to our storage area and scale
house here where our new house is built now.
We'd weigh them on the wagons and then we'd
hook a team of horses to the nets and roll the
nets off the wagons and pile the beets up on
the ground.

I can remember Joy plowing when he had two horses
and a two-way plow, when Thorit was in Fort Sill in
1929. Joy did the fall plowing and he would come sit on
the south step while the horses rested. I remember one
time he said, "Well, I'm just about done; I've only got
180 more rounds, if I can just get it done before it
freezes up."
- Ella Hebertson

That was really something to see all of
those piles of beets, at least eight or ten feet
high and about a half acre of them. (This was
just north of where my new house is now at
325 South Holdaway Road.) All the farmers
came here to the scale house and beet dump.
Then later on, after all the beets were harvested and dumped on the pile, we'd take
beet forks and load them back on the wagons
and haul them up to the beet dump at the
upper train tracks on Center Street, east of
Geneva Road, to dump them into the railroad cars. We'd drive the horses and wagon
(or truck, later on) up a ramp about thirty
feet high. The wagon bed was built so that it
would fold down flat on one side and dump
the beets. (Later, a winch would lift the
opposite side of the wagon or truck up and
dump the beets.) They would dump the beets
down into a chute, which had rollers on it
and would turn to bounce the dirt off the
beets, and the dirt went into the bottom and
the beets went down into the train cars to go
to the sugar beet processing plants in Provo
and Spanish Fork. The wagon or truck would
then pull around under the chute and the
dirt would be released from the chute back
onto the wagon or truck and returned to the
beet field.
There was a pipeline that carried sugar
beet juice. It followed the railroad tracks that
came from the beet slicer in Provo and went to
the sugar factory in Lehi. Later on, that fourinch pipe was used for many wells in the area.
Later, we would go to the beet factory and
bring back the pulp to use it for livestock feed.
Everyone could smell us coming!

The heavy labor fell on the teenage boys and
the men:
As I grew older I hauled many loads of sugar
beets from Uncle George's farm by Utah Lake
up to the Lake View sugar beet dump. I would
haul two loads one day and three the next.
While I was hauling the loads of beets Dad
and my brothers would be topping and loading. It was a hard, tedious job. We had to stay
out of school both in the spring and fall to get
the planting and harvesting done.
(Wesley Phillip Rawlings)
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The Fields
Clover Leaf Dairy bottled milk and delivered it house to
house. The milk check sustained the [Gammon] family
until the crops were harvested in the fall, when hopefully the market price of the crops would reward the family with enough money to pay the mortgage payment
and taxes on the farm. There was no guarantee, as an
early frost, pests, or very low prices could cause the hard
work to be in vain. The market price for potatoes at harvest time was very low, which caused the farmers in
those days to store them until early spring, when they
would be culled, sorted, and bagged for market. The
potato pit was an eight-foot-wide trench four or five feet
deep and lined with straw. The potatoes were dumped
into the pit and covered with straw and soil to prevent
them from freezing.
-Harry Gammon

I want to tell you about the fields. When you
went out in the morning everybody was in the
fields-there were people. There were people
working, bent over working. There was always
someone in the fields .... The threshing was
so fascinating; we used to run from school to
get home so we would see it. I can remember
the horse-driven thresher, the horses going
round, and round, and round turning that
wheel that turned the machinery that threshed
the grain.
You don't see people in the fields now. The
harvest comes and the harvest goes, and you
are not aware that it is being done.
(Ella Hebertson)

Each season brought particular challenges. Late
winter meant "eyeing" potatoes, while sitting in
the cold, damp root cellar. Spring meant leveling
the ground for new planting, picking up rocks,
planting, cultivating and hoeing. Each day, after
school, we'd work until dark in the fields. Papa
would make the holes, then I would lean over,
placing each strawberry or tomato plant into the
hole. Before school was out, in May, we would
be awakened, just as the light began to dawn in
the eastern hills. Cold breezes raced down out of
Provo canyon, as we picked the first strawberries
of the season. We were often so sleepy, and our
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fingers so cold, it was hard to pick the strawberries, and later, the raspberries.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)

Mother (Prudence Eliza Peay), being the older
girl, had to help her father lots on the farm, for
they did not have machinery as they do now.
In planting grain, they used small cast-iron
plows made of four by four by ten feet wood
beams and handmade wood harrows, and teeth
hammered out on an anvil. The grain was scattered over the land by hand then harrowed
into the ground by harrowing lengthwise, then
across the opposite way.

~

Oriel Clegg, Janet Clegg, Jean Clegg, Annie Boulton, Clehon
Boulton, Martin Boulton, Reed Boulton, and Ford Jepperson
harvesting onions, ca. 1930s.
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We harvested the grain with a big scythe
that had two-foot wooden teeth which stuck
up from the blade to catch and hold the grain
until you dumped it.... If you think you
work hard now days you should swing one of
those things for ten or twelve hours. I used to
bind grain from one of those cradle swingers
when I was ten years old, for twenty-five cents
a day. Then the old reaper came into use,
McCormack's first grain cutter. It cut the
grain and pushed it off the table, as they
called it. I was twelve at that time and was
helping Grandfather Holdaway and Uncle
Warren Holdaway. Grandfather had the first
reaper in Vineyard. I bound bundles behind
the reaper for them, $8.00 a month, and
believe me a kid earned it. Then when I was

The upper fields seemed to grow rocks, like a garden.
Every spring, new ones had to be gathered and piled on
unproductive land. We had a cultivator, plow, a rake, a
mowing machine, wagons, and a sprayer. The smaller
tools were shovels, picks, rakes and hoes for garden purposes. Papa was inventive, and therefore able to keep all
the equipment in good repair.
The ground was so rocky above the house toward
the barn, Papa needed some weight on the cultivator to
make the diggers sink down into the rocky ground.
Guess who got to ride the cultivator? Have you ever
tried to hold your balance on top of a narrow cultivator
with nothing to hold on to, as the cultivator bounced
back and forth from rock to rock? It was all I could do
to hold on! A pillow was of little comfort in such a situation. Clouds of dust swirled round and round about my
face, choking me, nearly to death, as I bounced from
one rock to another, hour after hour, in sheer misery! For
a child, who has never learned patience and stick-to-itiveness, I recommend a the rite-of-passage of riding a
cultivator.
-Helen Bunnell Weeks

fifteen the first binder came into Vineyard,
and were the women folks happy, for many of
them had been binding bundles behind the
old reapers.
(Zelda Holdaway Bunnell)

To enrich the soil, Papa rotated the crops,
planting lucern every three or four years to
put nitrogen back into the soil. He was a
good farmer and worked hard to see that the
land was productive. He had to be creative
because certain portions of the land would
only grow certain crops. Papa fought a hard
battle to reclaim the land from native forest
and swamp.
Our horses weren't the most beautiful in the
world, but they were dependable. I have especially fond memories of Old Slim. During many
long, hot summer days I would view the world
from astride his bony, old back, where a pillow
was absolutely essential to keep from being cut
in two. "Guide him straight!" my brother
screamed from behind the plow or cultivator.
"Can't you guide a straight line?!" Of course, no
one ever bothered to tell me how you guide a

horse in a straight line if he pulls his head to the
left, while bobbing it up and down.
(Helen Bunnell Weeks)

Elmer Holdaway was one of the early users of
tractors to do the heavier draft work on the
farm. His first tractor was a Fordson. This tractor was small and seemed to be underpowered.
Much of the soil on our farm was of a heavy
clay nature. After trying out several tractors,
including one of the earliest track type, father
bought a larger tractor called a Twin City. This
machine was quite large and a little awkward
to drive, but it was powerful enough for the
heavy work and belt work in filling silos, etc.
This tractor and about six horses furnished the
power on the farm from 1919 to the early
1930s. During the Depression years, the tractor was about worn out and there was little
money for gasoline so we used only horsepower for a few years.
After father's untimely death, Ellis Orme
and myself continued to operate father's dairy
herd and part of the farm which we had leased
on a joint lease for the year 1936. We also harvested father's large onion and tomato crops.
Father had raised twelve acres of good onions
that year. Along with help from all the family
members and about all the outside help we
could get, we harvested and shipped twentyfive freight railroad carloads of onions to the

Clehon Boulton, Oriel, Janet, and Jean Clegg harvesting
onions, ca. 1930s.
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Andersen farm prior to the building of the steel plant, ca. 1930s. Courtesy of Lester Andersen.

market and there were also many small truck
loads sold. We topped, graded, sacked, and
sold nine thousand fifty-pound bags, or about
225 tons of ''A" Grade onions. This was a large
undertaking and the price was so low that we
about broke even on the cost of production
and harvesting.
(Elmer Harold Holdaway history)

Changes
Perhaps no part of American life has changed
more than that of the farm family. Whereas at the
turn of the twentieth century a majority of Americans lived and worked on farms, only a very small
percentage do so today. The shift from rural to
urban life and work is especially evident in Vineyard. Before World War II, farm life had changed
comparatively little over time, but as the country
mobilized for the war, changes came fast and hard
to Vineyard. Japanese Americans, under suspicion
because of their racial heritage, moved to more
rural localities to keep a low profile.
Before and during the Second World War,
Japanese families moved into the area to
obtain work on the farms. We had a Japanese
family working for us and we built them a
small house down in the field to live in while
they worked for us. After they left, we tore
the Japanese house down and used the lumber
to build the white garage over at the old
house. [Note: There were at one time four
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houses for the Japanese laborers, who worked
on several farms.]
(Ray Holdaway)

Chief among the forces of change was the arrival of the Geneva Steel plant.
First of all, it displaced forty farm families,
appropriating two and a half square miles of
prime farmland, half the area of the present-day
township of Vineyard. Second, the war stimulated
the manufacture of farm implements, at the same
time raising their cost. Especially in the dairy
industry, in order to pay off the high capitalization of equipment, dairy farmers increased the
size of their herds and turned to the cultivation

Maud Holdaway, Seko Watanobe, Kimmie Sato,
LeRoy Holdaway, and Connie Watanabe, 1939

of alfalfa, grain and silage, while giving up the traditional row crops.
The steel plant also provided new jobs, and
the number of small agricultural operations
declined as farmers ran their farms on the side,
selling their small herds to those dairymen who
chose to enlarge and modernize their operations.
J Rulon Gammon recalls his family purchasing
several smaller herds, including those of Brad
Shumway, Victor Anderson, Rex Blake, and John
Williamson. Postwar prosperity relieved farmers of
back-breaking crops like sugar beets, tomatoes,
onions, and other labor-intensive vegetables. This
also occurred at a time when improved transportation, especially refrigerated trucks and railcars,
introduced cheaper produce from areas outside
the state. Local canneries and food processing
industries closed as Vineyard farmers concentrated
on milk production.
Rex Blake was typical of farmers in the community:
I obtained employment at Geneva Steel when I
was forty-nine and retired fifteen years later. In
1967, I sold my cows to Ray Gammon when
my last son went on his mission. In about
1968, I sold twenty-six acres to Farrell Rawlings, and in 1980 ten more acres to DeLance
Squire. I think my farm was one of the first
farms to be broken up.

During his farming years, Blake also drove a
school bus for thirteen years to supplement his
farm income.
The arrival of the freeway in the late 1950s
stimulated the movement of property and the
establishment of businesses. Small portions of land
were sold to cafe owners, and other commercial
ventures began to appear on the properties below
the Orem Bench. Utah Valley State College, while
not within the boundaries of present-day Vineyard, purchased land from the J. J. Madsen estate
and from Morris Clegg. Robert Harding and his
sister Cherie sold ground west of Geneva Road
near the Vineyard Garden Center. LaDell Gillman

Karl, Richard, and Rex Blake, 1944

sold a couple of acres on the corner of 1200 South
to an oil company. Ground east of the Vineyard
chapel has been sold to investors, and Grant
Holdaway bought property from Ornal Roper to
build greenhouses.
The Springwater Park development was on
land formerly owned and farmed by Lewis and
Darrel Clegg.
Present-Day Vineyard

Very little ground lies fallow in Vineyard
today, most notably the large acreage on Fourth
South and Geneva Road, which is to be developed
by the Orem City Recreation Department as a
baseball complex and soccer fields. Those still
engaged in agriculture and milk production
include a Church welfare farm (formerly the Don
Allen and Leo Holdaway farms) operated by the
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Timpanogos Stake in Pleasant Grove, and four
other larger operations: those of Rulon Gammon,
Keith Holdaway, Grant Holdaway, and Lynn
Holdaway. Some properties are either rented or
leased to these farmers. Rulon Gammon rents the
Ray and Glen Holdaway farms and the Welby
Gammon place (now owned by Pat Clegg), and
he harvests feed from the John Williamson farm.
Grant Holdaway rents Vineyard land from his
brother Lynn, and also rents some land east of
Geneva Road. Verl Cook rents some property
belonging to Robert Harding. Bishop Keith
Holdaway has begun a new enterprise, the
Holdaways' pheasant hunting unit, catering to
local sportsmen; he also rents the Morris and Pat
Clegg farm, operating it along with his own.
Ironically, according to dairy farmer Rulon
Gammon, Vineyard dairy farmers now face much

the same challenge as does Geneva Steel: the
"cheap food" and import policies of the U.S.
government. The federal government supports free
and fair trade policies with producers of foreign
steel, and mandates an inexpensive and abundant
supply of fresh milk products, unfairly subsidized
steel and dairy products flow into the country,
while milk producers continue to receive 1978
prices for their products.
A more personal and painful trend in agriculture is the decline in upkeep of some properties.
Grant Holdaway observes the following:

Dennis Gammon working on farm, 1983

Jake, Mike, Ben, and Keith Holdaway at pheasant farm, 1998
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Buildings were once well kept and repairs were
done when needed. With the coming of second incomes, there seemed to be less attention
to buildings, vegetables gardens, and flower
beds. Perhaps it was a time factor-trying to
do justice to two full-time jobs. Perhaps television drew people indoors.

Mitchell and Spencer Riley, 1997

Devin Davies holding a beet knife, 2000.
Just how do you use this thing?

For over a hundred years, agriculture has
played the key role in the economy of Vineyard. It
has been the lifeblood of many families; until the
advent of the Geneva Steel plant, it sustained perhaps as many as a hundred families who lived in
the Vineyard community.
The growth and expansion of Orem City, with
its many annexations of Vineyard community
land, has also taken a heavy toll on the Vineyard
agricultural economy. Where Orem's municipal
baseball and soccer complex is to be built, the final
crop has been planted. But the complex will also
add a desirable dimension to the area as people
flock to enjoy it.
This development and others, along with similar trends in agricultural production, present to
the Vineyard Council the great challenge of preserving as rural a lifestyle like the town's mission
statement proclaims.

My grandmother, Ellen Holdaway, used
to ask me, when I was a small boy, if I listened
to the meadowlark's song. She would imitate it
by singing, "Vineyard is ... a pretty little
place." Every homestead had a garden place,
neatly cared for and very productive. You could
always find some small beds of flowers in close
proximity to the home. In my grandmother's
case, she not only had flower gardens around
her home, but also a nice bed of flowers next
to the dairy barn.

Milton and Maud Holdaway's Prize garden, ca. l 940s
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Marion and Prudence Holdaway, and Willard
and Lyle Chase (Lida's children) on mule, ca. 1900s
Clarence & Leah Gammon, ca. 1925

Clarence and Leland Gammon, 1903

Norma and Lester Andersen, ca. 1900s

The Rawlings boys, 1910

Charles Stewart hauling logs from canyon, 1939

Joy, Janet, and Jean Clegg, ca. 1930s
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Drilling grain with Kit and Babe, ca. 1940s

Artesian well, 1945

Ray Gammon driving in a load of alfalfa hay, 1945

Ray Gammon grinding grain, 1945

"Cherry Hill" milk truck, 1945

Hauling beets, 1948

Ray Gammon loading manure on spreader, ca. 1945

Jesse Sumsion operating Jackson Fork, 1945

Jesse Sumsion and Ray Gammon scalding pig before butchering, 1945.

Jesse Sumsion, Harold Holdaway, and Ray Gammon pitching
hay, 1943.

Susan Blake, ca. 1951

Daniel Gammon, 1983.
Photo courtesy of Mark Philbrick.
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Richard, Rex, Karl, and Samuel Blake, ca. 1940s
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Clarence Gammon in corn field. Clarence wrote on
back of picture the recipe for his tall corn: six spreader loads per acre of chicken manure, ca. 1920s.

Clarence Gammon shoveling snow, 1949

Paul and Miriam Bunker tromping hay, 1949

J. J. Jr., Alan, Stacy, Scott, John Joseph, and
Daniel J. Madsen harvesting potatoes, ca. 1940s

Glade Holdaway, 1941
Glen and Jack Holdaway, 1948

Travis Gillespie, Justin Clegg, and Jeremy Gillespie at "Pumpkin
Land" in Grant Holdaway's nursery center, ca. 1980s.

Rulon and Sheralyn Gammon, ca. 1970s

Maud Holdaway and wisteria tree, 1960

First concrete silo, Milton Holdaway farm, 1959
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Gammon chicken coops, ca. 1940s

Jeff and Mallary Gillespie on Milton Holdaway farm, 1988

Spencer and Mitchell Riley with Grandpa Robert Holdaway, 1997

TIMELINE
1855
Sugar beets are first raised in Utah

1890
George M. Smoot and Andrew Holdaway establish
the first milk receiving station in Vineyard

1901
A beet slicer operation
is established near Geneva Road

1903
Stephen Bunnell returns from a mission
and resumes his work as a fruit grower

1906
The Andreasens arrive in Vineyard
and open a "general merchandise store"

1920
The Bunkers settle in Vineyard and open a feed mill

1921
Hyrum Larsen builds and begins
running the Vineyard Mercantile Store

1929
Geneva Road is completed
through to Pleasant Grove

1942
Geneva Steel arrives in Vineyard

1945
Alton Turkey Ranch is established

1966
The Rawlings build a garage
and open Rawlings Auto

1999
Two dairy operations still remain in Vineyard

BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

U

tah Lake itself furnished perhaps the
first business opportunities in Vineyard-the catching and sale of fish.
Over time, commercial activity revolved largely around the community's agricultural
base: dairy herds, crop farming, an early sugar beet
dump, two grocery-general merchandise stores, an
onion warehouse, a milk depot, turkey ranches
and a turkey-processing plant, chicken farms, and
a feed mill (sugar beets were sent to nearby slicers
in Lakeview or Lehi). The building of roads and
canals became a necessity as agriculture expanded.
There were eventually two general stores in Vineyard-Axel Andreasen's and Hyrum Larsen's. An
early peddler, Mr. Gammett, the Watkins man,
made regular rounds in Vineyard to sell liniments,
salves, spices, and other condiments-and perhaps
a stick of Watkins gum for the children. In the days
before refrigeration, a Mr. Cheever brought his
horse-drawn meat wagon from Provo, signaling
with his bell that people
could buy his meat.

A granddaughter of Shadrack Holdaway, Clothield
Young Newren reported her grandfather's experience in
building the Lake Bottom canal: "About seven miles
north and west of Provo on the shores of Utah Lake,
Grandfather located a ranch about the year 7873. The
land needed water for irrigation, so, aided by his brother David, he laid out a canal along the brow of the West
Bench. The perfectness of this piece of engineering filled
my mother with awe. One day I heard her say, 'But
Father, how could you do it without any instruments?'
He replied, 'D-David walked ahead of me and/-/-/ laid it
out by the brim of my hat."'
-Clothield Young Newren

to Vineyard by Shadrack Holdaway, who used a
spirit level to grade the Lake Bottom canal. Two
canals-the West Union and the "Buttermilk" (so
named because the construction foreman, Smart
Nelson, brought buttermilk in his noon lunch)merged at Wildwood Hollow, in Lakeview. It ran

Agriculture

Successful agricultural industry requires three
ingredients: good land,
water for irrigation, and
adequate roads. The land
in upper Vineyard, being
sandy, was very well
adapted for the cultivation of grapes. Land
closer to the lake, however, was swampy and
alkaline. The challenge
of the high water table
and alkaline soil was
solved by the laying of
field drains. Irrigation
water was first brought
◄

Mary Etta, Emma, Hulda, Mary Elizabeth, Joel, and
Stephen Bunnell sitting on bank of Buttermilk Canal, 1901

J.O. Stone, John K. Allen, Elmer Holdaway, and William Varley in front of the first milkhouse in Vineyard, built in 1890.
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through the present Utah Valley State College
campus, through the farms of Ed Spaulding, the
Bunkers, and Vern Williams to the Varleys and
Tom Williams's at 1200 North in Orem. Buttermilk Canal originally was higher than the West
Union before the merger of the canals, running
through 400 North to Soren Merk's place.
Lower Vineyard land was first drained of alkali
by use of open drains, often filled with brush and
rocks to filter the water. Later, boards were nailed
to form wooden pipes and were buried about five
to six feet deep to drain the underground water.
Andrew Holdaway was the first to use clay tile,
which underlies nearly all cultivated land in
Vineyard. These drains are spread about five
hundred feet apart, and are about five to six feet
deep. Most of the trenches were dug by hand. In
places the property was so boggy that early settlers
built rafts for the drains, floated them, then buried
both the rafts and the drains. A mechanical drain
digger was also put to use by about 1920; Rex
Blake reports using it as late as 19 5 5.

Road Construction
Early roads in Vineyard were dirt or gravel and
therefore very dusty. The present Highway 114
(the main road through Vineyard) now known as
Geneva Road (earlier often referred to as the "Vineyard Road") was originally merely a two-wheel

wagon road with sagebrush growing on each side
and between the wheel tracks. It meandered along
the ridge of high ground before the terrain dropped
off into the swampland to the west. It was, of
course, dusty in summer and muddy in spring
and winter. A sprinkler wagon came along about
twice a week-refilling itself every quarter of a
mile from sprinkler holes filled with canal or drain
water-to help control dust in the summer. When
the road was too muddy for travel, people drove
their wagons up on the Provo Bench and down
the dugway to Provo or walked along the railroad
tracks. Early on, there was no bridge over Provo
River on Geneva Road and buggies and wagons,
drawn by horses, had to ford the river to reach
Provo. After a bridge was built, Ella Hebertson
remembers, "High water would come up and wash
the bridge out. Papa would drive through the river,
and the water would come up through the buggy.
We would hold our feet up to keep them from getting wet, and Mama cussed. Sometimes we went
up on the bench and down the dugway, over that
bridge and on into town."
A concrete road was later laid a mile at a
time, as the state could afford it. It first ended
at the Clingers, in the Lake View area, then came
to Lewis Clegg's home on 800 South. The next
section went to the store on Orem's Center
Street, thence to 1200 North, and was finally

El Grande machine used to dig drains from the 1920s to 1950s
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completed through to
Pleasant Grove in 1929.
Travelers disliked coming to the end of the
concrete road, then having to drive onto the
rough, dusty gravel
road. As the road deteriorated through normal use, concrete was
poured over concrete,
and eventually the
cement layers were
overlaid with asphalt.
Geneva road construction, 1914

Sugar Beets
The first sugar beets were raised in Utah in
1855, but early efforts to produce sugar failed;
dark molasses was the only product. Early attempts
to cultivate sugar beets in the Lakeview and
Vineyard area also failed-the ground was too
alkaline. The general problem with the soil was
solved by the installation of field drains and the
availability of irrigation water. Other problems
resulted in farmers' failure to understand crop production. For example, early on, beets were thinned
to three inches, in rows only eight inches apart.
Farmers were also cautioned not to irrigate more
than twice during the summer, for fear of the beets
growing too large; the factory at first would not
receive beets heavier than three and a half pounds.
After other failures to manufacture white sugar, the
plant at Lehi, Utah, was ready for the beet harvest
in the fall of 1891. On 15 October 1891, a large
and enthusiastic crowd in the pan room at the
Lehi factory witnessed the first samples of white
beet sugar. Sugar was in such high demand that
the 125,000 pounds produced that year sold within ten days of its appearance on the market.
In November 1900, John Johnson recorded in
his diary, "Went to a beet raisers meeting in the
courthouse to consider the advisability of asking
Utah-Idaho Sugar Company to put up a slicer in
a convenient place to accommodate Provo and
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Lakeview"-with a promise to plant about seven
hundred acres, and more later if a slicer could be
built. To reduce shipping costs by rail, a pipeline
would be laid from Provo, through Lakeview,
Vineyard, and Lindon, to the main Lehi factory,
through which beet syrup of the crushed beets
could flow.
By January 1901, the report was that 1,030
acres of sugar beets had been pledged, the result
of long and tedious persuasion by a committee
chaired by John Johnson. Other committee members were Andrew Knudsen and J.P. R. Johnson.
The Utah-Idaho Sugar Company purchased a site
on the Bunnell property for $65 an acre. In February, John Johnson, William Goodridge, and William D. Lewis purchased a load of sixty-two bags

Started watering the beets and weeding them. I had
trouble getting the water to run up hill.
-Diary of Axel Andreasen, 27 July 1931
I received a check from the Utah-Idaho Sugar Co. for all
our sugar beets : 72 Tons 119 lbs

= (144,119 lbs) at

$4. 75 per ton $299.05 less for seed, planting and fertilizer, $36.29. Net = $262.16. These beets were reased
[raised] on 6 _ acres of land.
-Diary of Axel Andreasen, Friday, 22 Nov 1940

Gammon sugar beet field, ca. 1920

of beet seed from Lehi plus one seeder. The first
seeds were planted on 1 April for Chris Sorensen.
Construction on the beet slicer near Geneva
Road in Lakeview commenced in late April. A beet
rack was also constructed; scales were obtained,
and the first beets arrived at the crusher in midSeptember. In its time, the beet slicer was a commercial boon to the valley which some compared
to the later arrival of the steel plant. At the peak of
the "sugar run," the slicer employed about a hundred men, including the heads of several families
new to the Provo, Lakeview, and Vineyard area.
Men worked twelve-hour shifts from the last of
October through January and sometimes into February. At a time when few jobs other than farming
were available, the payroll proved indeed a great

economic blessing to the community. A Latter-day
Saint meetinghouse now stands on the site where
the slicer stood, at 2225 West 620 North, Provo.
In 1911, Joseph J. Shaw moved from Lehi to
Lakeview to superintend the complex operations of
the sugar plant. Steam engines supplied power for
the plant, and also electricity for Mr. Shaw's home,
in which the company installed a telephone for
calls to the main Lehi plant. A railroad spur was
built from the Union Pacific Railroad to the sugar
factory. This spur crossed Geneva Road on large
cement abutments. Beets were shipped in by rail
from as far away as Heber City and other central
Utah points.
In time, however, the pipeline proved inefficient. With a pressure of three hundred pounds,
leaks were frequent, as signaled by a drop in line
pressure. Men were hired to walk the pipeline in
twelve-hour shifts in search of leaks. Some farmers
complained that cows were becoming bloated
from imbibing juice that leaked, puddled, and fermented in the pastures. Sometimes seepage damaged crops.
In 1934 use of the pipeline was abandoned
and the slicing plant closed. For years, the beet
slicer remained vacant and was finally dismantled. The railroad spur had been removed many
years earlier.
A valuable by-product of sugar beet processing was wet beet pulp, which could be used as
cattle feed. Many older residents will remember
the disagreeable smell of this product ("almost as
bad as pea vines," someone said), but it was a
good feed supplement to hay and grain during
the winter months.

Occasionally, the folks would let us take two eggs to
school to trade for candy at Axel Andreasen '.5 store. One
winter morning Harold Murdoch gave me a ride in the
milk wagon. He drove over a bump in the road, and a
milk can full of milk bounced and came down on my
cold toe. As I cringed I broke one of the eggs which was
in my pocket, but Brother Andreasen accepted it anyway.
-Rex 8. Blake
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Although a good
cash crop, the production of sugar beets was a
labor-intensive process.
Each beet seed might
germinate into two or
three plants, and thus
the thick rows of plants
had to be "thinned," a
tedious and back-breaking task. Fortunately,
thinning began in late
May, about the time
school let out for the
summer; it often fell to
Vineyard Ward sugar beet harvest. Sitting on tractor wheel, Ray Harding; to his right, John K. Allen;
the young men and
middle left, Elroy Murdoch; far right with arms folded, Clarence Gammon; driving wagon-far right,
Sam Blake; driving second wagon, Roy Gammon, 1940. Picture courtesy of George Blake.
women to do the work.
Sometimes adults did
with a hook on the end. The worker hooked into
the "blocking" with long-handled hoes while chilthe beet, held it by the tail with one hand, and
dren followed on hands and knees to pluck the
with the knife, chopped off the top with the other.
extra seedlings and thin the tender plants to one in
About six rows of beets thrown together formed
a space. Using short-handled hoes, workers cut out
a windrow. In the early years, until about 1940,
all seedlings for a space of ten to fourteen inches,
horse-drawn wagons worked their way between the
chopping out all beets and weeds in between and
rows of beets, while workers did the hand loading.
leaving but one plant from each set of remaining
These beet wagons hauled the beets to the
"doubles" and "triples." Thinners were paid five
slicer
(later, to railroad dumps), where a chain
to fifteen cents a row, depending on the length of
mechanism hooked one side of the wagon and liftthe row.
Sugar beets required meticulous cultivation
ed it up off the chassis, allowing the beets to dump
(with horse-drawn and later tractor-mounted cultifrom the side of the wagon into a hopper. A "tarevators) and regular irrigating. Weeds were removed
man" took a bucket sample of the load, cleaned off
by one or two hoeings with long-handled hoes.
the dirt, excessive root, and any remaining green
Harvesting began in October. A machine
top, then calculated a percentage of poundage (the
called a "beet plow" straddled the rows and lifted
tare) to deduct from the entire load. Beets were
the beets, thus loosening them so they could be
stored in three large sheds to await processing.
picked up with a beet knife, topped, and tossed
When processing began, the beets were pushed
into windrows. The beet knife was a long knife
out of the sheds and into the factory by a stream
of water from the nearby canal. The beets were
further washed and tumbled, then taken by conEvery spring was spent thinning beets. It was always
veyer, from which all rocks, sticks, and other debris
Dad's challenge to us to thin an acre a day. I did achieve
were removed, to the slicer. The beets were next
the acre in a day, but I remember the "acher " in my back
sliced and cooked in very hot water, and the resultmost of all!
ing pulp sent to a battery of tanks, where the pulp
-/ Rulon Cammon
was steamed and the juice extracted. The juice was
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Recovering and improving the land for farming required
great labor and skill. Mary Conrad relates that once
when her grandmother complained about Grandfather
Shadrack Holdaway being away from home so much,
building ditches or working at the sawmill in the canyon,
Shadrack replied, "Well, Cindy, I never expect more out
of the world than I put into it" -an attitude that "could
well be used as a motto for posterity."
- Mary Conrad

then sent by pipeline to Lehi, for further processing into sugar. (When this pipeline was dismantled, many of the pipes were used for drilling water
wells in the community.)
At times, processing called for loading and
unloading beets in railroad cars by use of beet forks.
One man might spend an entire twelve-hour shift
emptying but one car. One laborer, a husky Lakeview resident by the name of Jack Dempsey, decided
that type of work was not for him, and so sought
success in another profession-boxing (Daily Herald,
5 Aug. 1973, p. lOA). (Young readers may need
reminding that Dempsey later became the heavyweight boxing champion of the world.)
Sugar beets remained a popular cash crop until
the 1970s, when factories began to close. Large
farms in Idaho, Montana, and the Dakotas, using
heavy machinery, could raise sugar beets more economically. Also, inexpensive hand-labor was no
longer available. Alfalfa, grain, and silage corn are
the main agricultural crops today.

stalks retained enough sweetener to suit the taste
of cattle.
As early as 1873, residents of Lakeview formed
a company to process sorghum. The mill was located in an area that is now part of Vineyard, on
land owned by Hans Sorensen. The rollers of this
particular mill were powered by an overshot waterwheel; sagebrush was used as fuel to boil the juice.
The history of Lakeview describes the process:
"The ... juice was caught in a square vat under
the rollers, and from there it went through a coarse
filter into a trough which carried it into the cookhouse, where it dropped on to a very fine filter
stretched over a half-barrel. The barrel had a tap
which regulated the flow of juice into the boiler;
from there it zigzagged along from fifteen to twenty troughs before it reached the east end of the
boiler as molasses." It was then stored in barrels
whose hoops were made from black willows that
grew along the Provo River. The mill ceased operation in the fall of 1887.

The Dairy Industry
"From the days of straw sheds when milk was
set in pans and crocks, and the cream skimmed
off to be churned into butter, to be sold by the
housewife to local grocery stores and meat markets, or perhaps peddled in the nearby mining
camps, to the modern ... elevated milk parlors ... , electric milking machines, and glass milk
lines," Vineyard's story of dairy farming is typical

The Sorghum Molasses Mill
Before beet-sugar production, the most popular sweetener was molasses, made from sweet
sorghum, a plant that resembles corn but features
a large, flowering head. Stalks were harvested, then
passed through steam-driven rollers. The sweet
juice was boiled down to desired consistency.
Sorghum was a common crop among the early
settlers of rural communities, and the molasses can
still be purchased today. Some varieties of sorghum
are also used for silage. The pulp from crushed

William Varley, Elmer Holdaway,
loading the milktrain, ca. 1900s.

J. K. Allen, and J. 0. Stone
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of developments in the
dairy industry according to Milton Holdaway.
George M. Smoot
and Andrew Holdaway
established the first milk
receiving station in 1890
near the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad,
east of the Andrew Holdaway farm (the farm
later purchased by Elmer
Holdaway). Milk in tengallon cans was held
there in a small room
waiting to be picked up
by train and taken to
Gammon Farm,
Salt Lake City. In 1901
when the name was
changed to the Union Dairy, milk was shipped to
areas as far south as Eureka, Silver City, and Mammoth. Harry Gammon was hired to oversee distribution in the southern area. The receiving station
was enlarged and a small boiler added, to provide
scalding water to cleanse milk cans and equipment.
The station was again enlarged and modernized in 1911: scales to weigh milk and a milk cooler called an "aerator" were added. The milk was
run slowly over the tubes of the ice cold aerator, to
cool it for shipment. The processing plant was
considered highly modern for its time.

Hauling ice from Utah Lake on a bobsleigh, ca. 1900s
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192 7. Courtesy of Snyder Studio, American Fork, Utah

During wintertime, ice was cut from Utah
Lake and stored in sawdust in an ice house for
summer use in cooling the milk. Some two hundred tons of ice were harvested annually.
Between 1901 and 1943, four men from
Vineyard successively supervised the milk receiving
plant: Conrad Maag, Seth Rawlings, Kirby Allen,
and Joy Madsen.
At one time, before World War II, forty
dairy farms operated in the Vineyard area. The
arrival of Geneva Steel in 1942 severely curtailed
the industry: the property of seventeen milk
producers was bought outright, along with the
milk-receiving plant. A new plant was built on
land purchased from Henry Williamson, onehalf mile south of the former site, but within
two years, milk processing in the traditional way
ceased. Trucks then picked up milk at individual
farms and conveyed it daily directly to Salt Lake
City. By 1957, Taylor Allen and many of the
Vineyard dairymen had installed glass-pipe-lined
parlors which delivered the milk to a refrigerated
tank on the farm. The milk is now picked up
every other day and hauled to processing plants
in Salt Lake City.

J Rulon Gammon and milking machines, 1983 .

And it came to pass that by this year [7 915] father had
built up quite a store business. It was an old country
store, carrying everything the community desired. Yea, it
was stocked with food, clothing, shoes, fuel (both liquid
and coal), and jewelry. One little watch charm I remember well, into which one could look and see a ship passing through the Panama Canal. .. .
Buggy whips hanging from the ceiling, spools of
thread rolling down a chute to take the place of the one
removed, showcases that revealed goodies and spices, a
cheese cutter, and many other things. Co see such a store.
-Juel Andreasen

Courtesy of Mark A. Philbrick.

In the postwar period, dairy farms, like farms
everywhere, expanded in size. Smaller milk producers gradually ceased milking, and by 1976, only
eight highly modernized dairy operations remained
in Vineyard. By 1999 only two dairy operations
remained in Vineyard. During its time, the industry was the principal income for many Vineyard
farmers. Dairying provided a stable income in years
when few other kinds of work or sources of income
were available in the community.
The Country Stores

Especially memorable to early residents
of Vineyard were the two grocery stores: Axle
Andreasen's, on 100 North Geneva Road, and
Hyrum Larsen's, on
Orem's Center Street
and Geneva Road. The
Andreasens moved to
Vineyard in the early
spring of 1906 and
started a "general merchandise store," an
old-time country store
that sold everything
"from ribbons to
coal." According to
the Andreasen family
history, the north bedroom of the home
Andreasen

became the first store and second post office in
Vineyard. By 1910 business required that the
store be expanded.
In 1918, Hyrum Larsen leased the Axel
Andreasen store and later, in 1921, constructed
the Vineyard Mercantile Store, located at the end
of Orem Center Street and Geneva Road. Hyrum
and his wife moved into a new home attached to
the store. The new store carried a full line of
canned goods, meats, hardware, tools and coal.
A hand-operated gas pump provided "blue-green"
(a sales term of the day) gasoline for seventeen
cents a gallon to owners of the popular Model T
Ford. There was an ice house in the rear for cooling summer ice boxes.

Store and miniature go lf course, ca. 1930s
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Vineyard Red & White Store, built
and owned by Hyrum Larsen, ca . 1925

Hyrum Larsen's wife, Ann Ellis Larsen, was
especially well known for her ample and varied
stock of penny candy, a magnetic force to the children of the nearby school.
A son, Ariel, soon began to operate a meat and
grocery wagon, traveling through not only
Vineyard and Lakeview, but also what was then
called the "Provo Bench," now Orem. Ariel later
also started a hide and fur business, processing furs
in a lean-to attached to the house. Many Vineyard
youth trapped muskrats and sold their furs to
Ariel. In time, Ariel also became a broker and produce packer, acting as a sales agent in behalf of

The store floor was of such pretty white boards, so I
used to keep it scrubbed so clean. One day while it was
not yet quite dry, a man came in to use the telephone
had spit tobacco in several places. I came in and saw it
and I said, "What for a pig has spit all over the floor?"
Axel got sort of excited and pressed his finger on his lips
to say "Keep still" as he pointed to the telephone where
stood this fellow phoning. I said I didn't care if that was
him. He was a pig just the same. Poor Axel has not had
many occasions of being ashamed of me, but this time
he was, but I still after all these years say he was a pig.
-Ana Lena Andreasen

many Vineyard farmers, whose produce was
trucked out of state.
About 1930, Larsen sold the "Red & White
Store" and the attached house to Hugh and Lizabelle Davis and their son Billy, who in 1939 sold
the store to Dutton Miller. "Dutt," as he was called,
was an especially popular businessman, known for
his friendliness and honesty on his delivery route.
Miller later sold the store to Ted Bandley and
Elmo Martin, who built a cafe onto the grocery
store, in which they sold box lunches to construction workers at the steel mill. They later sold it to
Oscar Jameson.
The property of the original Andreasen store
became part of the Geneva Steel plant.

Juel Andreasen describes the store in a writing style like
that of the Book of Mormon: "14. Most of the candles

which were used were from our country store, though
mother used to make some herself. 15. Th e coal oil
lamps with straight and circular wicks, with plain and
fancy chimneys, which had to be trimmed and cleaned
daily. Now, behold my father was always buying new
things which were practical and which he could try out,
then later sell in his store if they proved successful. 16.
Therefore when I was about six years of age, the gasoline (Coleman) lamp was brought into our house. Such
a brilliant light had not even been hoped for in my
young life. 18. Now these first gasoline lamps had to be
heated with a wood alcohol torch for about one minute
before the gasoline could be turned on. Behold, such a
light, and to think Abraham Lincoln had studied before
an open fire place."
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The Bunnell Fruit-Packing Sheds
When Stephen Ithamer Bunnell, Jr., returned
from his LDS mission to California in 1903, he
resumed his livelihood as a fruit grower-apples,
peaches, pears, plums, apricots, and other common
local fruits. He also raised vegetables. Helen
Bunnell Weeks, a granddaughter, remembers that
he was the first to introduce red-delicious apples to
the Orem Bench, and also to recognize the potential in shipping fruit to California. Over time,
Bunnell developed markets and set up a network
of distributors, who shipped produce out of state
by rail. He also peddled fruit in the local area,
"from Tintic to Park City. "

Bunnell and Lystrup family in front of Bunnell

Preparing the fruit for shipping required a
number of seasonal employees, and thus the packing shed became an significant industry in the
Vineyard community. The shed was located about
a quarter of a mile northeast of the Bunnell home,
which, now partially restored, remains a landmark
on the campus of Utah Valley State College.

Bunker Feed
The George and Isabelle Bunker family settled in Vineyard in 1920 to take advantage of

better educational
opportunities for
their children.
Although farmers,
George and his
sons were especially enterprising
people-they were
involved in a number of business ventures, including the
sale of grain and
other feed to farmers in the area.
Their business grew
rapidly. Following
George's death in
1936, one son,
packing shed, ca. 1900s
E. Carlyle, managed
the feed business, while his brother Antoine continued to farm. The mill was first located in a
barn east of the Bunker home, across from what
became Geneva Steel's scrap iron yard; later it
was moved to Geneva Road, between 400 and
500 North.
E. Carlyle Bunker later became a stake president and was known to be a businessman with
integrity and modern, far-sighted ideas.
A railroad spur was put in to allow feedstuffs
to be delivered directly to the mill on rail cars.
Carlyle continued to install more grain storage

Joe E. Cheever used to drive his drawn covered wagon
out in the country to bring the people fresh meat. The
little box carried the meat and was kept cool by a large
chunk of ice. When he stopped to our home, Mother
would come to his wagon and tell him what size roast
or meat to cut from the large piece hanging in this box
on the wagon. He came twice a week and would feed
the horses, then have dinner with us. Then he would
continue on his way. Sometimes he gave us boys a
wiener, which pleased us very much. Mr. Cheever
stopped delivering meat when the automobile came in.
-Larson-Cammon History
Original Bunker feed mill, ca. 1935
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Bunkers Feed Center, ca. 1940s

and to update feed-processing equipment. In the
mid-1950s, Bunker Feed was among the first in
the valley to deliver feed in bulk, rather than in
bags. Quality feed rations were also a target of
concern. Carlyle studied animal nutrition and
obtained livestock, including a dairy herd, to test
feeds. An ultramodern poultry coop, with bulk
feed capacity and automatic feeding and cleaning
equipment, enabled him to test poultry feeds.
In the early 1960s, a modern feed mill was constructed. Equipment from the old mill was removed

and the building remodeled. This mill, later acquired
by Intermountain Farmers Association, included
offices, a warehouse, and a dock and loading area.
As family farms declined, Bunker began a
scheme to use some of the poultry coops no longer
in use to integrate a poultry operation with the
feed mill. The integrated venture, named Valley
Growers, grew to include laying hens, fryers, and
turkeys. Later, a ranch in American Fork was purchased to consolidate the operation and utilize
rented facilities in the county.

Dutt Miller's Meat Route
We had a paneled truck that Dad used to load up with
groceries, and staples; more or less what people might
need just to get them by for the day. He'd have fresh
meat along with the main things that people would
need. We used to drive around through Vineyard and
Lakeview, pull up to the house, and honk the horn. If
people wanted something they'd come out and buy it off
the truck. If they didn't, we'd just go on. My first job was
taking care of the penny candy, and that was always a
pretty interesting experience.
- Bruce Miller

"When we were going to school up to Union, there was
Andreasens, that had a grocery store across the street.
And we kids sometimes would get in there and while we
were talking to Mr. Andreasen, one or two of the kids
would slide the glass back and take the candy out.
Instead of using money, families would go up to
Andreasen's and trade chickens and eggs and different
things for things out of the store that they needed. That's
why the store originated in the first place, to have that
opportunity. There wasn't many stores that did thatplaces where you could go trade produce for groceries."
- Ray Holdaway
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I worked for years at the milkhouse, me and Seth
Rawlings. We loaded the milk on those wagons and
wheeled it out to the train. It was the train that came
from Eureka that stopped to pick up the milk. It was supposed to come at ten o'clock, but it never was on time.
Everybody had an old ramshackle buggy to haul
their milk. They had to wait one day until we separated
the milk and washed the cans. Something startled the
horses and they all ran away. You never saw anything
like it, all tangled up buggies and horses. I can just see
them yet going this way and that way. I couldn't do anything but lay down and roll and laugh. It smashed every
buggy all to hell.
-}. }. Madsen

In the late 1960s, when Carlyle Bunker's
health began to fail, sons took over the businesses: Kenyon ran Bunker Farms, Paul managed
Valley Growers, and Edward, recently returned
from an LDS mission, was given responsibility
for Bunker Feed Center. After a few years, mainly
for financial reasons, operations were liquidated
and the feed center sold (in 1971) to Utah Poultry
Cooperative Association. It passed through other
owners and suffered two fires, the latter fire
destroying the vacant mill in 1996.
Turkey Ranches
At least four farmers in the Vineyard area
raised turkeys commercially: Homer Thompson, Edmund Spalding, Dan Bilbao, and Alton
Morrill. Edmond and Grace Spalding had earlier
worked for Utah Poultry; when on the turkey
ranch, they often took their turkey Bocks up
Hobble Creek Canyon, east of Springville, for
summer grazing. Construction of 1-15 in the
early 1960s displaced much of the land used for
turkey ranching.
In 1945, Alton and Alta Morrill moved to
Vineyard from the Uintah Basin, purchasing the
Jim Andreasen farm on Center Street and about
1300 West. That same year, Alton bought a thousand turkey poults-the beginning of the Morrill

Vineyard Mercantile was a typical country store. We
called it the "Vineyard Mere" in fact, and it carried
everything from chewing tobacco to horseshoe nails.
We'd carry bolts of material and also bolts and nuts,
and of course groceries. It was a kind of a gathering
place. I remember we used to have a drawing at the
store. I can't really remember whether it was once a
week, or once a month, but when people would pay
their bills we used to give them tickets, like little
coupons, and then we'd have a drawing. We would give
away either a sack of flour for the main prize, or a box
of chocolates, or some other kind of goodies or things.
It got to be kind of the focal point.
The store was always the gathering place where all
the people would come to hear the latest news, or just
visit. I remember we used to have a big stove in the back
of the store, which used to heat it up, and people would
come in and get warm. They would stand around and
talk for a while and discuss things-especially in the
wintertime when it was pretty slow on the farm, and
there was nothing else much to do.
We used to do things different than the supermarkets now. It was kind of neat. People would come in and
give us the list of groceries, and then we would get them
off the shelf for them. We would put them in a box or
sack, or whatever it was. There wasn't such a thing as
self- service. Everything they wanted we got for them; if
they wanted a can of corn we'd reach behind the counter and get it, or we would go to the shelves and get a
can of soup, or whatever, and fill the orders. Everything
was on a charge account, and then once every two
weeks (or once a month) when customer's would get
their milk check, they'd come in and hopefully pay their
grocery bill, then start the whole process over again.
- Bruce Miller, Vineyard Mercantile

Ed Spalding's turkeys, ca. 1940s
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In the south part [of the store] we had a large bolt rack,
kerosene barrel, oil for cars, machines, nails. Now the
store was all in one building. Axel had a big roll-top
desk in the west corner. The floor was cement covered
with rubber. We heated it with a coal stove, which I
kept nice and shining. We were gathering peach pits for
the US Army. They made gas masks from them. Well,
they did not want any more, and we had a large barrel
full, so I took the coal bucket, filled it, and put it in the
stove. They lay for some time just smoking, when all of
a sudden, BANG! The stove blew apart anywhere it
could part, and smoke, oh, what a mess to clean, but
nothing hurt.
-Ana Lena Andreasen

Turkey Ranch. Initially, Alton bought turkey feed
from Bunker Feed and had the mature birds
processed at Utah Poultry.
As each year passed, he increased his turkey
operation, but when I-15 was constructed, it engulfed the Morrill farm. Alton held on to some of
his property not affected by the freeway, then purchased the Ed Spalding turkey ranch on 400
South, which spread from Center Street to 600
South. Alton's large brick home, which had just
been built on Center Street, was moved to 800
South, to free space for the freeway.
The Russian olive tree groves quickly became
large turkey fields, and Alton also constructed a
turkey processing plant and a large feed mill. His

Alton Morrill turkey farm, 1956
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operation increased to fifty thousand turkeys per
year, and thus a year-round commitment, and it
eventually became necessary to install security
monitors. Poults were received from January to
June and processed from September to January.
Although turkeys are prone to many diseases,
Alton took pride in producing high-quality turkeys.
He seemed to have a sixth sense in caring for them.
Wholesalers and businesses from Ogden to Las
Vegas wanted his product. Thousands of customers
purchased their holiday turkeys directly from the
retail store on the farm. The brand name was
"Ranch Pride," along with "Ranch King" for toms
and "Ranch Queen" for hens. Each bag bore the
notation, "Best Dressed Bird in Town," along with
the United States Department of Agriculture seal.
As the years passed, turkey operations began to
shift to the Midwest and the East, closer to population centers and granaries. In Utah, Sanpete
County became the center of turkey production.
Other industries began to move into the Vineyard
area, and Alton decided to sell some of his land.
He retired from the turkey business in the late
1970s but continued to raise cattle. In April 1980,
Alton and Alta closed their farm operations and
left on a mission for their church.

In 1921, Hyrum Larsen constructed the Vineyard
Mercantile Store, which was located at the end of the
present Center Street and Vineyard Road. Hyrum and
Ann Larsen moved to a new home attached to the
store .... The new Vineyard Mercantile carried a full line
of canned goods, meats, hardware, tools, and coal. A
hand operated gas pump provided fuel for the popular
model T Ford. There was an ice house in the rear, and
during the winter, ice was cut on Utah Lake, and packed
in sawdust and sold during the summer for cooling ice
boxes. Soon after the store opened, Ariel Larsen began to
operate a meat and grocery wagon. His route included
not only Vineyard and Lake View, but also the Provo
Bench (now Orem).
Besides farming, and operating the meat wagon,
Ariel also started a hide and fur business. He processed
furs in a lean-to attached to the house and hides in the
barn. Many Vineyard youth trapped muskrats and sold
their furs to Ariel. In late summer, as the tomato and fruit
harvest began, Ariel became a broker and produce
packer, and trucks from Kansas and Nebraska came to
load Vineyard produce. Ariel acted as sales agent in
behalf of many Vineyard farmers.
- Hyrum Larsen family history

Automobile Repair and Sales
About 1966, Paul Rawlings, with
the help of his boys and his brothers
George and Lorrin, built a double
garage south of his home, named,
appropriately, "Rawlings Auto." As
well as doing auto repair, he also
maintained farm machinery for many
of the local farmers. The business
included the repair and rebuilding of
automobiles and trucks, welding, the
selling of used automotive parts, and
for a time a dealership in used cars. It
remains today as Rawlings Auto
Wrecking, on 25 5 South Geneva Road
(1600 West).

Service station owned by Rex Davis, ca. 1950s
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Lakeview beet slicer processing plant, 1973

Antoine and Andrew Bunker, 1952

Clarence Gammon reaping the
first beet harvest of the season, ca. 1920

Joy Clegg and kids-all hooked up and ready to go, ca. 1930s

Carlyle and Velda Bunker, ca. 1940s
Richard, Karl, and Rex Blake, ca. 1945

Produce pickers at work on Bunnell farm, 1910

Dairymen, George Wells, and Milton Holdaway, ca. 1970s

Mary Bunnell and Mrs. Varley at Bunnell packing shed, ca. 1910

Andreasen Store, ca. 191 Os

First concrete ditch going east to west
on Milton Holdaway farm, ca. 1950s

.

'

Old Lewis Clegg farm, ca. 1940s

Victor Vikland and Harry Orvin
cutting ice on Utah Lake, ca. 1900s

Playing with the turkeys on the Morrill farm, ca. 1970s

Bunkers Feed, ca. 1950s

Former Rex and Lois Davis home (1970s)
and later Heritage House restaurant, ca. 1980s

.

C

Gammon dairy farm, 1983 . Courtesy of Mark A. Philbrick.

Well on Allen farm, drilled in 1919
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TIMELINE
1941
Franklin D. Roosevelt orders Congress
to authorize an increase in steel production

1941
Vineyard is selected as site for a new steel plant

1942
Forty Vineyard farmers sell
their farms to Columbia Steel Company

1943
Geneva Steel coke plant is completed

1944
Production of the first steel
from the Geneva Steel plant

1945
Geneva plant crew drops to a
skeleton crew of four hundred men

1946
US Steel purchases Geneva Steel for $47 million

1960s
"People Make the Difference" program is implemented at the plant to improve steel production

1963
Geneva Steel Administrator, Richard Stone,
organizes support for the Utah County United Way

1970
US Steel closes sixteen of its facilities

1986
US Steel closes the Geneva Steel plant

1987
Basic Manufacturing Technology purchases
Geneva Steel and begins steel production

1991
Geneva Steel finishes $70 million
project to remedy pollution problems

1998
Eight hundred Geneva
employees laid off or furloughed

ow ironic it is
that a small
farming community like
Vineyard, whose soil was
redeemed from the swamps
and sagebrush, should become the site of one of the
largest industrial complexes
in the Intermountain West.
Utah's pioneers had limited
success in transforming
Southern Utah ore into iron,
the industry did not prove
profitable. Nor was the manufacture of iron new to Utah
Valley: in 1923, Columbia
Steel Corp. broke ground for
its Ironton plant between
Geneva Steel, aerie!
Provo and Springville, the
first major iron industry in
Utah. In 1941 with another world war looming,
Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered Congress to authorize an increase in steel production. A major concern was the possible closure of the Panama Canal,
which would jeopardize availability of vital steel on
the West Coast.
In November of 1941, the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation announced plans to invite
Columbia Steel Company, as an agent for the Defense Plant Corporation, to build the plant in the
carefully selected site of the community of Vineyard, Utah. State government officials set forth
explicitly the reasons why Vineyard was chosen:

H

1. Land Area - The Vineyard location has
an acreage sufficiently large with a satisfactory sub-soil for foundation purposes.
2. Transportation facilities - The Vineyard
site is served by the Union Pacific Railway
and the Denver and Rio Grande Western
Railway. These lines converge at a point
immediately south of the site selected.

view, 1960s. Picture courtesy of Utah State Historical Society.

3. Water supply-An abundant supply
of clear water for cooling purposes is
required in a plant the size of the project. Three fourths of the underground
water supply of Utah Lake comes into
the lake in that area.
4. Drainage -The Vineyard site has the
best drainage of any of the proposed
locations. There is a fall of approximately fifty feet from the east side of the
site to the waters of Utah Lake.
5. Housing - The Vineyard site is very
favorably situated from the standpoint
of housing workers. All Utah County
towns are near enough to permit workers to live in any one of them and yet
be within easy distance of the plant. In
addition to this, Orem, whose western
limits are within three-fourths of a mile
of the site, has an abundance of farm
and orchard lands which could be
turned into housing project areas.

◄ Geneva Steel Plant looking East from Utah Lake, 1960s. Picture courtesy of Utah State Historical Society.
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General Church authorities, as well as the Sharon Stake
presidency, the Vineyard bishopric, and priesthood
members of the ward, expressed a desire to do everything in their power to help expedite the defense program, and although it would be a considerable sacrifice
and great inconvenience to the ward to give up immediate possession of the building, it was felt that it was
absolutely necessary to do so in order that the construction of the mammoth steel plant could go forward
without delay.
- "Desire to Aid Defense Program"
(focal newspaper)

The main downside, of course, "was the fact
that [the site] was in a rich agricultural area and
would take out of cultivation land needed to produce food stuffs." But "it is the only feasible,
practical site," Defense Plant officials declared.
"It was a 'must' in their opinion." Although the
government had the authority to condemn property, Vineyard community residents, yielding to a
strong spirit of patriotism (and the possibility of
their property being taken whether they accepted
the proposal or not), agreed to give up their farms
for fair cash settlements. The area appropriated
was approximately fifteen hundred acres (two
and a third square miles).
The official date of purchase was 15 March
1942. Farmers were given the date of 4 April to
clear their property, and construction work began
immediately. Forty farmers were affected directly,
including seventeen dairy farmers and three hundred milk cows. Some farmers purchased other
farms in the valley; a few homes were moved to
other locations in the community.
The plant was named after the Geneva Bathing
Resort on the northeastern shore of Utah Lake.
The principal contractor, Columbia Steel Company, engaged some one hundred subcontractors
and eleven thousand workers. Average weekly earnings for workers on the project were $71.60, an
attractive salary in the early 1940s. Total cost of
the facility was about $210 million. On 7 December

Arvil Stone and the boys, three of them now large
enough to do a man's work, operated the farm until
March of 7942, when the government purchased several farms in the area to build a modern steel plant. We
were given thirty days to vacate, so Arvil and I began
feverishly searching for a new place. We hurriedly
selected an 80-acre tract in the lush lowlands southwest
of Lehi. There was not a building on the property except
for a 7O' x 7O' shed that was ready to cave in. We had
to move farm machinery, cows, horses, wagons, furniture, household belongings, and sixty head of young
stock. We learned that we could have all the buildings
on the farm, including the house, if we would move
them. This would provide us with a home and farm
buildings, but it compounded the already difficult problem of vacating in thirty days. Since almost all the many
farm buildings were of high quality material and good
workmanship, we moved all of them except two. There
were ten of them, and most of them were so large that
they had to be cut into sections to be moved. One section was the front part of the large house, including
three rooms and the bath.
Dal and Don preceded the rest of the family to Lehi
so they could attend to the cattle that had already
arrived. The bathroom fixtures were deposited by the
side of the road on the Lehi farm . When the boys had to
bathe, the only place available was the tub beside the
road. Donald held a piece of linoleum in front of the tub
to shield Dal from the view of people passing in cars,
and then they traded places. They said they were making the road a "scenic highway."
The ground was still too wet to haul heavy loads,
so gravel had to be hauled, and roads made before the
heavy buildings could be moved onto the new farm.
Concrete foundations had to be laid before the buildings could be placed. The part of the house was moved
and temporarily set up high on some cribbing to await
its final placement on the foundation. We slept in this
part of the house, entering it by climbing a ladder, but
we did our cooking and washing in a small trailer
loaned to us by the man who was hired to move the
buildings. The day finally came when the part of the
house we moved was put on its foundation . The brick
chimney was rebuilt, water connected, the electricity
turned on, and we moved in. I felt as happy as if we had
moved into a mansion.
-Stone Family History
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Because land was needed for the steel plant, forty families had to pull up stakes and move from their farms and
homes. This amounted to 40 percent of the ward population. Men were enlisted to move the furniture and carpets from the chapel, and it was placed in homes and
stored wherever places could be found.
Walter Holdaway, bishop of the Vineyard Ward at
the time, spent many days and weeks with plant officials
to negotiate on prices to be paid for the chapel, the
farms, and homes, and to help ward members buy new
farms or find new homes. Some of the families who
moved their homes or who relocated to another area
were as follows: Glen Williams and Theron Whiteley
moved to American Fork; Axel Andreasen's house was
moved to Orem; Jay Gillies moved to Monroe, LeRoy
Gammon to Lehi, Chris Barbakos to American Fork,
Reuben and Royal Rawlings to Spanish Fork, Joe Gillies
to Windsor, Lowell Varley to Orem, Elroy Murdoch to
Genola, Earl Toone to Draper, Eliot Sabey to Lake Shore.
The Hebertson home was moved to 700 South Geneva
Road. Joe Madsen's house was moved to his father's
farm at 99 North Geneva Road; it was later demolished
in 7997 to make way for the new technical college campus. Max Blake bought LeRoy Gammon's house and
moved it to 7 743 South Geneva Road. Taylor Allen
bought the Barbakos home and moved it to his farm on
the Lakeshore Road.
-Rex Blake

1843, just two years after the United States
entered World War II, Geneva Steel completed
the coke plant; 3 February 1944 marked the production of the first steel.
Utahns made up most of the work force,
though the most skilled personnel had worked
at Columbia or at other U.S. Steel subsidiaries.
"Original facilities included 252 by-product coke
ovens, three 1, 100-ton blast furnaces, nine 225ton open hearth furnaces, a slab and bloom mill,
plate and structural mills, plus a new coal mine
at Horse Canyon in Carbon County, limestone
and dolomite quarry near Payson, and enlarged
iron mines near Cedar City" ("Utah Valley notes
50 th Anniversary of Steel Industry Here," Daily
Herald, undated).
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Because the plant was completed relatively late
in the war, its contribution to the war effort was
questionable, even though it did contribute hundreds of thousands of steel plates and structurals to
West Coast ship builders. Some said it was "conceived in the shotgun haste of wartime and brought
forth in a pasture" ("50 th Anniversary of Steel Industry Here"). Propriety of the massive effort (the
Saturday Evening Post called the plant "Utah's Big
Baby") was especially questionable when, just two
months after V-J Day, operations ceased, and a skeleton crew of only four hundred remained at the
plant. The future of the plant became uncertain.
In 1946, U.S. Steel's commitment to purchase
the plant for $47 million and convert it to meet

View of main building and pond
near Afton Burningham home, 1970s

After the steel plant was finished, Jay worked at the plant
until he retired on his sixty-fifth birthday. He always said
that he would like to get just one year retirement before
he died. He got twenty-one years. At one point in the
mid to late '50s, Jay and six of his sons all worked at
Geneva at the same time. They were featured on the
front cover of U.S. Steel Magazine. All of the boys
worked at Geneva at one time or another. Jay lived
about one half mile from where he reported to work at
8:00 A.M. It took him about fifteen minutes walking to be
on the job. He always felt that if he had not left home by
7: 75 A.M., he was late. He always gave more than a one
700 percent to anything he did.
- J. C. and Florence Wilkinson

The Open Hearth at Geneva Steel

In October 1947, I went to work at Geneva Steel. Steel
appeared to be the occupation I would follow throughout my working years. I worked my way up the ladder by the seniority system.
The hard, hot work separated the men from the boys in a hurry, and
I was soon a second helper. The pay was very good-$3.00 per
hour, plus an incentive bonus determined by how many tons of steel
produced in a pay period of two weeks. I was earning about
$8,000.00 per year, which was quite high compared to most available jobs of the area.
The first helper- the man who operated the furnace could earn
$12,000 per year. He was responsible for charging the furnace with
limestone, iron ore, scrap iron, molten pig iron, and getting the
chemistry right to meet the specifications of the buyer. This would
take about eight hours. The bath of molten steel was brought to a
temperature of about 3300 F. Total weight of the steel to be tapped
into a huge ladle was 300 to 350 tons. Judgment and experience
were required, and not too much hard labor; these men were older,
as some would retire at age 65.
Advancement to 1st helper was slow, causing the 2 nd helper an
eight- to ten-year wait. The work of the second helper was done
mostly behind the furnace, and assisting other furnaces in the tapping process. The tools used in the job were scoop shovels, crowbars, cables, oxygen lances, and air pressure to blow out the tap
hole. The temperature in the work area, was 130 degrees to 160 F.
Long underwear was worn under the work clothes to protect workMolten steel on slag pile, ca. 1960s.
Picture courtesy of Utah State Historical Society.
ers from the heat. When the furnace was ready to be tapped, I
wore a full size overcoat of asbestos, a helmet, and long gloves,
also of asbestos. I would take an oxygen lance and burn through the seal to release 300 tons of molten steel. Little gobs
of steel and sparks would fly everywhere. After the steel was in the ladle, a high crane would pick it up, carry it to a string
of molds, and it would be poured into ingots and sent to the rolling mill.
After the furnace was drained and prepared for charging again, I would find a large red-hot mass of steel hanging below
the tap hole, which had to be removed by a crow bar and cables attached to a crane. The heat was almost unbearable. When
the eight-hour shift was over, I found myself in a state of total exhaustion.
The work was quite dangerous, as the noise of overhead cranes, charging machines, and moving railcars loaded with
scrap iron and ore was constant. The roof of the furnace was made with tapered bricks about 20 inches long and very heavy
when new. As the roof aged, the bricks would melt from the high temperature and occasionally would cave in, causing the
molten steel to splash in all directions from 50 to 70 feet. You were always on the alert to run if this happened.
- Wayne Cammon

peacetime needs for steel production for West
Coast markets gave stability to the Utah Valley
steel industry. Additions and improvements
included a tenth open-hearth furnace, enlargement
of the existing nine furnaces, the construction of a
pipe mill and a nitrogen plant, the addition of a

sheet mill, and the opening of an open-pit iron ore
mine in Wyoming.
Beginning in 1960s, Geneva Steel faced the
threat of competing imports of governmentsubsidized foreign steel, especially to West Coast
ports. Sensing a crisis, company General
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A Vineyard Cow Speaks

Well, folks, if you think you were shocked when you
heard of the steel plant being placed here, what do you
think of us cows?! There are over 300 of us critters got
to find new stalls and cow hands to milk us. We have
lived down here in these green pastures contentedly
chewing our cuds, and drinking of this clear, cold water,
and never thought we would be moved wholesale elsewhere. Heretofore we sometimes got traded off, when
we didn't measure up to the high standard maintained
by the other cows here; or when we lost our teeth we
were butchered, but the surroundings and the care
given us has been just what good cows enjoy.
So the next month will find us all on the move.
Some will be taken by our owners, others to be soldbut the change is going to upset us terribly, and if we
don't let our milk down you can't blame us. But we
hope we get where we can have our usual silage, grain,
and hay. And above all a radio in our barn; for the
Vineyard cows are used to getting the news red hot, and
are mighty interested in producing to our limit now war
is on, and this is Vineyard's Steel Plant site, and we don't
want Orem tagged to our tails. We hope we can adjust
to the cowhands awaiting us.
-Old Bess Holstein, in a
report to The Voice of Sharon

Superintendent George A. Jedenhoff asked plant
employees to commit themselves to superior performance-a team effort to increase efficiency and
quality so as to remain competitive. The commitment was called "People Make the Difference."
Employees rose to the challenge, and, backed by
selective modernization, along with expansion of
the plant's product line, Geneva Steel held its place
as a viable competitor in the steel market.
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Later improvements included a new mill to
roll wide-flange beams, oxygen facilities at the
open hearth furnaces, new facilities for heattreating carbon and high-strength steel plates,
improvements at the pipe mill, and modernization of the plate and strip rolling mills.
The crisis in steel production in the United
States became general in the 1970s when U.S.
Steel, the owners of the Geneva Plant, dosed sixteen of its facilities. Community support in Utah
Valley saved steel production, though economic
problems continued into the 1980s. According
to a report by the Provo Daily Herald, "The new
diversified United States Steel Corporation (USX),
... Geneva needed an estimated $1 billion of
modernization" in order to maintain its competitive edge. Despite many promises to implement
modernization, USX finally shut the plant down
in 1986, in the midst of a rancorous confrontation
with striking employees. The strike, which lasted
for thirteen months, shook the community. Allegations arose that USX was dosing the plant
to avoid paying the pension of employees. Union
leaders were incensed, and union members joined
picket lines in front of the AT&T telephone service store in Orem. Wives of Geneva workers became quite vocal about the allegedly unfair situation at the plant. They too stood in the picket
lines, and at one point they rallied and stood en
masse on a railroad track to stop outgoing shipments of steel from Geneva, where a skeleton crew
of non-union workers eked out a small quantity of
steel. Lines at the unemployment office grew, community tensions rose, and many inconclusive studies on the feasibility of a future for Geneva were
conducted by various organizations.
Sensing still a future for the plant, a group of
investors, calling themselves "Basic Manufacturing
Technology," led by Joseph A. Cannon, purchased
the plant. On the first day production was resumed,
exuberant workers flooded back to the plant, eager
to make a fresh start. After a shaky start, the plant
began to break production records.

Things were not so fresh for USX, however;
it faced a phoenix-like, seven-year lawsuit, which
periodically resurfaced from fresh ashes to burn the
United States Steel Company. Geneva employees
won the lawsuit, and the retiring workers from
the USX era were awarded their pensions.
Of special note was a serious effort to reduce
Geneva's long-standing pollution problems. In
September 1991, Geneva finished a $70 million
project to install two basic oxygen process (QBOP) furnaces. The state-of-the-art Q-BOP furnaces, which replaced the open-hearth furnaces,
reduced airborne nitrogen oxide emissions by 95
percent. Geneva has since also installed a biological
wastewater treatment, a benzene gas blanketing
system, a coke-oven gas, a sulfur-removal system,
and a baghouse for the sinter plant.

At the end of 1998, over eight hundred
employees were laid off or furloughed. Geneva
blamed the layoffs on the enormous losses it had
suffered, $21.6 million during the fourth quarter,
compared to a gain of $1.6 million during the
same period the previous year. Geneva and eleven
other steel producers filed dumping charges against
Russia, Japan, and Brazil for dumping subsidized
steel on the American market. On 1 February
1999, Geneva Steel filed Chapter 11 bankruptcy.
During all its ups and downs, Geneva has
succeeded in being a prominent benefactor to the
Utah County community. Its ongoing service to
the community can be traced back to 1963, when
Richard Stone, an administrator at Geneva, took

the initiative to help build up the community.
He organized support to get things rolling for a
Utah County United Way, then called the United
Fund. "It is a good, organized way to give, and
it's a way to pay your share to take care of the less
fortunate," Stone said. Over the years, Geneva
has donated more than $2. 7 million to the
United Way.
Geneva was also a key player in developing the
Utah Valley Economic Development Association
(UYEDA), which has stimulated the growth of
commerce in the valley.
In addition to its role in these causes, Geneva
Steel has become a well-known community sponsor. It was the general sponsor for the annual
Freedom Festival held in Provo and Orem until
1996. The festival, regarded as one of the best in
the nation, features several days of community
activities, including races, speech contests, a baby
show, and a picnic in the park, culminating with
the dazzling fireworks and entertainment show
"Stadium of Fire."
Geneva Steel has also donated to the Springville Art Museum and the Boy Scouts, and is a
partner of Geneva Elementary School.

The memories of growing up in Vineyard are very special to me. It was at a time when people didn't move
around as much as they do now. And so most of my age
group attended church and school together all those
years from birth through grade school until graduation
from high school.
In the early 7940s we had quite an upset to our community when Vineyard land was purchased to build
Geneva Steel. We moved out of our beautiful new ward
house, so that it could be used for an office building for the
steel plant. We met in the old amusement hall and held
Sunday school and Mutual classes in the schoolhouse.
Living up on the "sand hill," we had a ringside seat
to watch the steel plant being built from start to completion. Many of the longtime Vineyard families sold
their land to the steel plant and moved away. Several of
"our group" moved away. It was strange not to have
them with us anymore.
- Barbara Andersen Jackson
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Geneva Steel, 1998

Geneva Steel, 1999

="•

Geneva Steel blast furnace and smoke stacks, ca. 1990s

TtMELINE
1888
John Dallin purchases a tract of land which he
later converts into the Geneva Bathing Resort

1907
The Utah Lake Club buys
and expands the Geneva Resort

1907
Purchasers of the Geneva Resort add
a baseball diamond to attract more visitors

1915
The ward amusement hall is constructed, giving
youth and adults a place to dance and play games

1917
Charles C. Rasmussen brings
electricity to Geneva Resort

1920s-30s
Saturday baseball games are held on a diamond
between the Rio Grande and Union Pacific tracks

1930s
Sharon Stake purchases ground
to build a camp for the young women
1948
The Vineyard Ward softbal I team
takes third in the All-Church competition and wins the "Sportsman Trophy"

E

lla Hebertson once remarked, "We
made our own entertainment." Residents of Vineyard, for most of the community's history, have been Latter-day
Saint farmers and dairy people. They have worked
hard and they have played hard; until the advent
of television and other commercial forms of entertainment, much of their recreation was tied closely to neighborhood activities, ward-sponsored outings, and local athletic competition. Utah Lake
and nearby canyons especially provided convenient playgrounds.

Ward Activities
Especially memorable to members of the community were the outings in Provo Canyon. People
typically arrived in time for lunch, then engaged in
a variety of games and other contests. One popular
tradition was the egg toss, in which contestants
moved farther and farther apart, while attempting
to toss a raw egg without breaking it. And there
was always a ball game. About four o'clock, the
men would go home to milk the cows, then come
back up the canyon for an evening program. "The
programs were always original, with dressed up
characters who 'let their hair down' and provided a

Dad was quite a wrestling and fighter fan. I remember
him taking me to the old Salt Lake Theater to watch Ira
Dern and Mike Yokel. In those days, they were the greatest, and Dad could tell you histories of most of the oldtimers. Dad liked us boys to wrestle, and he got quite a
kick out of me and my older brothers at it. I would not
let any of my brothers or associates pin me, and sometimes I would take them on two at a time. This was a lot
of fun for me and Dad. When I pinned them down, they
complained that I was too rough with them.
-Harry Gammon

good laugh." Bishop J. Taylor Allen began a tradition of treating ward members to half a cantaloupe
filled with vanilla ice cream-a tradition that persists in annual Vineyard reunions to this day.

Estella Blake, Lorraine Stoddard, Alta Morrill, Zella Blake, and
friends, Tug-o-War. Aspen Grove ward outing, ca. 1940s.

Raymond Harding and George Wells on ward outing at Aspen
Grove, ca. 1940s.
◄

One bishopric began a tradition of "overnighters," wherein ward members camped over
night and enjoyed a breakfast of trout which the
fishermen of the ward had caught.
In the early 1930s, when the Sharon Stake
comprised all wards in Orem, the stake purchased
ground from the U. S. Forest Service on which to
build a camp for use by young women of the stake.
The area was then called Timp Haven. (Till then,

Frank Eastmond conducting boat tours around Utah Lake . Geneva Resort, ca . 1920s. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives .
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One of my earliest memories of the Vineyard area was
the ward reunions held in Canyon Glen in Provo
Canyon. The ball games were fun, but they usually
ended when the ball was knocked into the river and
swept away. I always hated to go home to milk the cows,
but we would return later that evening for the program.
Ella Hebertson was the master of ceremonies, and the
evening ended by everyone being served cantaloupe
filled with ice cream.
- Boyd F. Holdaway

there had been a girls' home west of Canyon Glen
in Provo Canyon, but it proved too accessible to the
public.) High councilor Elmer Holdaway was chosen as project foreman; he and his wife Mary Ellen
spent most of two summers (1933 and 1934) living
in a tent camp. Horses were kept in a corral at the
camp to haul rock, help build roads and trails, and
to do the necessary leveling. Men with teams of
horses, scrapers, and wagons arrived and stayed for
several days to build the road. The women of the
stake, including young women, brought meals to
workers each day. At the end of the second seasons,
a new girls' home, named Timp Lodge, was completed. This MIA home was used for about thirty
years for summer activities of the young women of
the Mutual programs, as well as for educational
classes and reunions. BYU now owns the lodge and
some nearby property; the adjacent area is the
Sundance recreation complex. The Young Women

from the Vineyard wards now travel up Fairview
Canyon to the multi-stake MIA Shalom in
Huntington Canyon for their annual girls' camp.
Celebrations on July 24 are a long-standing
tradition of Latter-day Saint communities, and the
Vineyard Ward's affairs are well remembered. One
year when the celebration was held at Geneva
Resort, the lake was so low that some adventurous
men of the ward ran horse and chariot races on the
beach where the steel plant settling ponds are now
located. The chariots were built on two front
wagon wheels, adapted to make chariots.
Ella Hebertson remembers that for the 1924
celebration, the Vineyard "Marshall Band," under
Joseph A. Murdoch's direction, "drove through the
ward in the early morning in a wagon playing lively music to awaken those who were not already up
milking cows. Farmers decorated their wagons,
loaded up their families, and joined a parade.
Victor Andersen dressed up as Brigham Young
and rode with a wagon load of 'wives,' as he sat
under an umbrella driving the horses. Thorit
Hebertson built a handcart and put me and Keith
and the dog in the cart, which had buckets and
pans hanging on the outside." That evening, a

Winter Sleigh Rides
The sleighs we used were usually the ones they
hauled beet pulp in, or manure. We would shovel out
the pulp, put some straw in the wagon, then some blankets, and some hot rocks to keep our feet warm, and go
for our sleigh rides in the bob sleigh. Some of us went in
small sleighs like a buggy that had been made into a
sleigh-and oh, they were cold.
I remember one night going with Clehon Boulton
and his sister Marelda up on the bench to the Barrett
place in a buggy; then we had to come back in a sleigh .
There wasn 't enough room for all of us in the sleigh, so
we had to take turns running behind. There was no other
way to do it. I remember I had shoes that had thirteen
buttons, and my legs were so cold that my mother had to
get out of bed and get my shoes off and soak my feet in
cold water to keep me from dying-it was that cold.
- Ella Hebertson

Vineyard Girls camp, 1938
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Association. The road show consisted of a brief,
original musical production, fifteen minutes long,
composed by a ward member, which moved-both
the props and the performers-from one ward to
another within the stake performing the show.
Judges ranked the shows by quality: superior,
excellent and good. These productions were particularly popular among the young people.
For many years, dancing was the most popular
Fruits of Vineyard, July 4th parade in Provo, ca. 1920s
pastime of wards and communities. The outdoor
dance hall at the Geneva Resort was perhaps the
number of ward members, including several women
resort's main attraction. Residents on the Orem
who had greased their bodies and powdered them
hill as far as a mile away recall hearing the music
with cocoa to look
of the live dance
like Indians, rode
bands that played
into the campfire
at the lakeside
program, to recrepavilion. "The reg-:ate an authentic
ular Saturday night
pioneer-Indian
dances became so
setting.
popular that soon a
Later in the
large outdoor addition was built near
evening, as part of
the entertainment,
the large covered
a "judge" arrested
hall, doubling the
and sentenced varidancing area to
ous people for
handle the huge
crowds. Ariel's
alleged violations
"The Bishop's Shadow" Ward Drama, ca. 191 Os
Orchestra from Salt
during the day.
Two of the most well attended ward activities
Lake City was the most popular band. Another
were the "road shows" and the Gold and Green
favorite group was 'Tab and Bun' [Tabby Grant
Ball, sponsored by the Mutual Improvement
and Bun Shelley] from American Fork."
Many programs of the Mutual Improvement
Association featured dance instruction and dancSkating on Utah Lake
ing, although before the construction of the ward
On the east side of the home [now 220 So.
amusement hall in 1915, there was a question
Holdaway Road, once called the "Ridge Road"], the
about whether the chapel itself should be used for
boys all pitched in and dug a large skating pond, with an
dancing. It was a custom to push the benches
island in the center. Ray, Randall, and LaVar Holdaway
against
the wall and pile them on top of each other
were really good, the best skaters of the group. They
for MIA recreation games, but not for dancing. In
later made a great, large skating rink down in the pasture
by plugging the field drain that drained the slought . That
1906, when the chapel was but five years old, a
became a place for large groups to skate. Ray skated
standing vote had been held in the priesthood
twice across the lake to Saratoga, which is unbelievable
meeting that favored not using the hall for dancbecause that is a distance of at least five miles each way.
ing, though it was later recorded that the chapel
-Connie Phillips Holdaway
may have been so used.
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Ward Activities
The Mutual was having a Cold and Green Ball, and
Kirby Allen and Clouide Stone were running the dance.
They asked me, the constable, to come and try to maintain the peace. As the dance progressed Clouide came
and sat by me and said, "Can't you see there are people
mixing drinks here?" (It was during prohibition.) A man
named Sutton was working for Walt Taylor at the
Geneva Resort. He pulled out a bottle of whiskey and
proceeded to mix a drink. I stepped up and grabbed the
bottle and a tussle ensued. I got Sutton down to take the
bottle from him and we fell to the floor. His pals thought
I was going to give him a licking, so they came and started to kick me. I got up and a fight started. We went all
around the hall and wound up at the west door. I went
out and got my blackjack and went in the hall and
knocked Sutton down. I cut his head and it took about
ten stitches to sew it up. The men involved were
arraigned in court the next day and fined $400.
-/./. "Joey" Madsen

To accommodate large gatherings in the amusement hall, such as funerals and ward reunions,
benches were removed from the chapel and carried
by men and boys across the dirt road and about
half a block up the street to the amusement hall. It
was a source of pride to the young boys when they
were old enough to carry a bench on their backs.
There were dances in the amusement hall every
other week, and there was dancing at the wedding
receptions held there. "Fathers would dance with
their daughters, and boys would dance with their
mothers, much to the boys' horror."

Quartet: Harold Murdoch, Howard Andersen, Roy Allen, and
Leo Allen, ca . 1930s.

Annual ward Gold and Green Balls involved
much preparation for the performance of special
dances for a floor show during intermission, the
decorations, and the crowning of a queen and
attendants. For example, in March 1954, Valene
Ferre was queen of the ball, with Nadine Harding
and LaRay Holdaway as attendants. The ceiling of
the recreation hall was a lattice of gold and green
crepe paper streamers, and a bridge was built over
a simulated waterfall. At the Sweetheart ball one
year, Bill and Verda Jenkins were the sweethearts.
Another popular music pastime in Vineyard
was belonging to a singing group. Ray Gammon
has fond memories of one
group, the Vineyard Ward
Glee Club, directed by Joy
Clegg in the 1920s and
early 1930s. The group sang
in wards, at socials, and on
many special occasions all
over Utah Valley, even in
Heber City and Salt Lake
City, and twice on KSL
radio. Members of the
club were Roy, Kirby, Leo,

Amusement Hall (far left) and Vineyard School buildings, ca . 1930s
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Taylor, and Elwood Allen; Harold Murdoch; Ellis
and LaVar Holdaway; Elroy and Bert Murdoch;
Joseph Clegg; Clyde Holdaway; Roland Harding;
Leonard Madsen; and Ray, Roy, Welby, and
Leland Gammon.
Several fine quartets could be formed from this
group, even though many could not read music
very well. Kirby Allen was especially generous with
his time in teaching these men their parts.
During World War II, with the boys away at
war, the young girls felt a need to become involved
in an activity of their own. Zella Blake organized a
girls' chorus which sang in church meetings and
socials all over Utah Valley. Their theme song at
the beginning of each performance was "Beautiful
Ohio." Members of the chorus were Erna
Holdaway, Elaine Shumway, Verna Harding, Mae
Louise Muzzell, Cleo Harding, Barbara Harding,
LuWana Burningham, Jean Clegg, Beth Madsen,
Janet Clegg, Wilda Wells, June Allen, Dorothy
Goode, and Barbara Andersen. Helen Allen was
the accompanist.

Our Vineyard girls' softball team was the best. The only
team in the stake that we really feared were those toughlooking Timpanogos Ward girls. We often walked from
the playing fields which were usually by the old Spencer
School or Lincoln High School, all the way home. We
strolled, laughed, talked and played and teased each
other and had such fun those 2 112 miles back to
Vineyard and our homes. We looked forward to our
games, even after thinning beets most of the day in the
hot sun. It took some doing to scrub the dirt from under
our finger nails and get ready to go, but we loved it.
-Barbara Harding Packard

tr

Sports Competition

There is a long history of athletic competition
in the Vineyard community, and baseball was very
popular at the turn of the century. Purchasers of
the Geneva Resort in 1907 added a baseball diamond on a field east of the dance hall to allure
more visitors. In the 1920s and 30s, a Vineyard
ball diamond was located between the Rio Grande
and Union Pacific tracks on 400 South. There was
a ball game every Saturday during the summer.
About 1940, baseball was replaced by fast-pitch
softball, which in turn became slow-pitch softball.

Socials (War Years)
All during the war, socials were held in many homes
when men left for the service, and also when they came
home on furlough. Oriel C. Clegg organized these socials,
reporting that a total of thirty-one parties had been held,
using twenty-one different homes.
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Basketball Champions: (right to left) Leo Allen, Ray Gammon,
Harry Stone, Roy Allen, Owen Harding, and Orville Stone.

I attended some very hot ball games. There was never any
lack of enthusiasm, and there were a few fights, but it was
great to be present. Competition was very strong, even during ball games. Jack Dempsey was at one of them, and he
got in a fight. And I fought Jack Dempsey in a tug of warand it was a genuine tug of war, not a game. It was across a
ditch between the schoolhouse and a grove of trees.
- Ella Hebertson
11

11

The first-class teams of Vineyard were often
known either as the "Swamp Angels" or "Mud
Hens." A heated rivalry between the Vineyard and
Lake View ball teams seemed to owe to the simple
fact that Lake View had been settled earlier than
the late-coming Vineyardites. Ella Hebertson, in
her usual colorful way, said, "It was like the
Israelites and the Egyptians-we didn't get along.
Perhaps it was jealousy."
When it came to interest and enthusiasm, the
Vineyard Ward basketball and softball teams rank
perhaps highest. "Before the days before television," reports Kay Madsen, "all we Vineyard boys
had to do was farm and play sports."
The Vineyard Ward's arch-rival was the
Windsor Ward, and sometimes the Vermont Ward.
The fact that the Windsor Ward boys went to
Pleasant Grove High School, and the Vineyard
boys to Lincoln High School in Orem, sharpened
the edge of the rivalry. Vineyard won a high percentage of its softball and basketball games. In
1948, the Vineyard Ward team took third in AllChurch softball competition and won the
"Sportsman Trophy." Men's softball and basketball
teams have also done well in city leagues while
competing with teams from much larger towns.

We had a basket on the end of the old cow barn, and we
played basketball there about every day. All the boys in
the neighborhood came to play-Welby, Ray, and LeRoy
Cammon; La Var, Randall, and Ellis Holdaway. Especially
on Sunday, we had a gang playing ball. We had to move
the hay back a ways so we'd have room to play ball.
- Ray Holdaway

Coach Leonard Madsen, ca. 1958
Athletics was perhaps the number one community activity. The ward was always represented by one, and at times
two, softball and basketball teams in both the youth and
senior leagues sponsored by the stake. The key mover
during my years there was Coach Lenny Madsen, who
loved sports more than anything in the world and gave
countless hours looking after the boys and arranging for
games. His efforts were largely responsible for the tremendous records that were achieved by Vineyard teams. I've
known him to forego milking his cows when an opportunity to play a ball game suddenly appeared. We used to
tease Lenny unmercifully and give him a bad time. But the
years have made me appreciate the countless hours he
devoted to the boys' athletic activities.
-Williams Family History
11

11

Since, All-Church competitions were discontinued, the Vineyard Ward has remained very
competitive in stake and area tournaments.
For three decades, Vineyard's success owed to a
great extent on the enthusiasm and competitive
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spirit of a dedicated coach, Leonard Madsen. He
consistently played his better athletes, and he set
high standards of commitment from members of
his teams. If you were inexplicably late for practice,
you might consider turning in your uniform. He
worked hard to raise funds for equipment and uniforms, and his teams during the thirty years he
coached were among the most colorfully and best
dressed in the valley. Athletic programs were sometimes financed by ward auctions at which produce
and services were sold to the highest bidders.
Leonard Madsen himself was colorful-he's
remembered for his unique hats and his animated
coaching style along the third-base line. At times,
Madsen formed "outlaw" teams from among the
best athletes in the stake and competed with other
teams valleywide.
Many fathers and brothers continue to coach
family members in area recreation programs, a
long-standing Vineyard tradition in nearly every
sport. Recent examples include Jeremy Gillespie,
who in 1999 was awarded a full-ride scholarship to
play football at BYU. His brother Travis, while
only a high school junior, was named most valu-

able player at the UVSC baseball camp in 1999.
Jake Holdaway will be a starter on the Mountain
View High School football team in the year 2000.
The Geneva Resort

Today, a "No Trespassing" sign bars the dirt
road to the partially fenced area just to your right
before you enter the Lindon Boat Harbor. Beyond
the fence are even rows of tall Carolina poplars and
a veritable carpet of weeds-the ever-present dandelion and cheat grass, wild lettuce, the tall, darkbrown seed heads of curly dock, and patches of
purple aster. Water flows from two artesian wells;
one a partially capped by four-foot vertical pipe,
the other hidden within a large concrete box. The
electricity hums in the power lines overhead.
One would never guess that yesterday, in the
early part of the twentieth century, this area was
the site of one of the most popular entertainment
and recreation areas in Utah, attracting trainloads
of visitors from as far north as Ogden and as far
south as Nephi and even Manti (the resort even
had its own railroad spur). This was of course the
Geneva Resort, named after the daughter of its

Geneva Resort, ca . 1940s. Photo courtesy of Utah State Historical Society.
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Recreation on the Lake

I loved to go boat riding and fishing. I bought a boat
at Provo High School that was about half built. It didn't
even have a bottom in it. I bought it and finished building it and took it down on the ponds in the field. It was
before I was married. It had just 7x 72 inch boards, especially on the bottom, with the cracks filled with chinka twine that's twisted and pushed into each crack-and
tar put over it, in between each board on the bottom of
it. One time the reservoir down in the field was about
twenty feet deep and was full of bass. Later we traded
that first boat for dishes. When we got married we didn't
have any dishes, so we traded the boat for dishes.
- Ray Holdaway

founder, Captain John Dallin. At the height of its
popularity, the ten-acre resort featured a hotel, a
dear-water lake beach and two heated swimming
pools (with bath houses), a pier and diving platform on the lake, an open and closed dance pavilion, acres of picnic lawns and playing fields, and
confection and food stands. At one time the resort
had a small zoo, whose center of attraction was
"Old Bruin," a tethered brown bear, brought as a
cub to the resort by Walter Taylor.

The popularity of the resort rose and fell over
the decades, often with the rise and fall, or condition, of the lake; with the resourcefulness of its
many owners; and especially with the coming of
the automobile.
Old-timers remember it most as perhaps the
largest and finest dance facility in the county. The
resort and the eras it reflected have been the subject of many newspaper articles and other historical vignettes.
The beginnings of Geneva Resort (at times also
called "Geneva by the Lake," or "Geneva Bathing
Resort") date to 1888, when John Dallin, of
Springville, purchased the tract for $200. Soon
after, he planted the Carolina poplars (not the
Lombardy "Mormon" variety often mentioned in
write-ups), dug an artesian well and built a small
home. Within a few years, Dallin constructed bath
houses, a pier on the lake (for swimming), an
open-air dance floor, and a saloon. Visitors often
spent the entire day enjoying the recreation setting.
The two and a half-story hotel contained not only
guest rooms, but a kitchen, a dining room, and a
veranda on the second floor. A saloon stood to the
east of the hotel.

Geneva Resort, ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.
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Geneva Resort flume slide, ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy of
BYU Archives.

The Waterslide
Dad and mother and my maternal grandparents,
Walter C. and Agnes M. Taylor, purchased the facility,
and we began spending our summers there. We lived in
the hotel, which was part of the resort. It was not too
large, but it housed most of the workers hired to help in
the operation of the resort. The cabins were rented
throughout the summer season mostly to Salt Lake and
Provo people, who used the resort for their summer
vacation spot.
The water at the resort came from a flowing well,
high in mineral content, situated south of the dance hall,
and it was ice cold. My father 's next project was to
install a boiler north of the swimming pool to heat the
water some. Both swimming pools were down by the
lake bottom.
-Jean Eastmond Pullem (Charles Redd Center for
Western Studies, BYU, oral history, 31 Jan 1991, p. 2)

Visitors remember the lake being so clear that
the abundance of white shells on the bottom was
visible, as well as fish: trout, suckers, mullet and
chubs. The introduction of carp in the 1890s is
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Agnes Mckinley Taylor and "Bear," ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy
of BYU Archives.

blamed by some for the beginning of the deterioration of the lake waters.
Horse racing attracted local Indians, who mingled with the whites. The Indians also followed
the time-honored tradition of gathering fish from
the lake.
In the early 1900s, the resort's popularity
waned, and in 1907, a group of businessmen
called the Utah Lake Club bought the facility, with
plans to emphasize boating, bathing, fishing and
shooting matches. Features were added, including

Swing at Geneva Resort, ca. 1920s

more trees, another artesian well, more picnic
areas, and even a baseball diamond. Dancing and
boat excursions resumed. Guests could rent the
newly constructed cabins for overnight outings,
and fishing and boating became especially popular.
Many from that generation remember the motor
launch that took passengers on tours of the lake.
Free barbecues were offered to attract visitors.
In 1916, a bank took over the property, as
interest in the resort waned. In 1917, electricity
was brought to Geneva Resort by Charles C.
Rasmussen, who assumed the property on a lease
and gave new life to the resort. Many former
activities resumed.
In June 1920, three Vineyard residents,
Leonard R, Thorit and Wallace S. Hebertson,
purchased the resort and operated it for two
years. In 1923, Frank H. Eastmond and Walter
G. Taylor assumed title to the resort and restored
it to its former popularity as a place for family
recreation. More trees were planted and many
areas were renovated and beautified, including a
central flower bed and fountain. A number of
playground apparatus were also added. Popular
bands provided live music for dancing. Dances
lasted till midnight, and during the time the
Eastmonds ran the resort, no alcohol or smoking

was allowed. Family,
business and ward
reun10ns were common
in the summer months.
Mr. Eastmond also
bought the Saratoga Resort, on the north end
of the lake, and managed both resorts until
1938, when he sold
Geneva to the Utah
Power and Light
Company, which at one
time contemplated construction of a steampowered power plant,
such as the Olmstead
Plant, which stood for years at the mouth of
Provo Canyon. Low water levels in the lake,
which often affected the success of the resort, also
prevented Utah Power and Light from undertaking this project.
A popular and thrilling attraction of Geneva
Resort was the fifty-foot waterslide. Children had
to be a minimum height to slide on a toboggan
sled into the pool below. The sled was attached
to wheels, which locked into place on runners
at the top. It "zipped" down the slide and across
the water.
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On the west side of the back yard was an ice house with
large blocks of ice garnered from Utah Lake during the
winter months. The ice was packed in sawdust for use
during the summer. The men would drive the Model T
trucks, and horses and buggies, right out on the lake,
then saw chunks of ice with big saws. Two or three men
would get hold of those heavy blocks of ice with ice
tongs and lift them up into the truck. You chipped off a
little for drinks in summer or put it in the ice box,
because that's the way you kept things cold.
-jean Eastmond Pullem

There was also an extra long slippery slide that
sort of bowed up at the end and caused much
hilarity when "unsuspecting users fell on their tarah-rah-boom-tee-ays" into a big sandbox at the
bottom of the slide.
"Old Bruin," the large bear that tethered to a
stake in the park, eventually became very mean,
from people throwing popcorn, other food, and
even rocks at him to get his attention. When he
was later put in a pen, only Agnes Taylor could
feed him; he became very upset if anyone else set
foot in his pen.
One year after the resort had been shut down,
the bear got loose, entered the hotel, and tore up
beds and mattresses throughout all the bedrooms.
Because of the danger he posed, he had to be put
down, and the Taylors had a rug made of the
hide. Jean Eastmond Pullem remembers, ''As a
youngster, I loved lying on the floor with my
head on the head of the bear. At one time we
had been friends."
A popular notion is that a fire finally leveled
the resort structures, though Jean Eastmond Pullem, daughter of once-owner Frank Eastmond, has
no recollection of such a disaster.
Beginning in the 1960s, a private concern
began constructing a boat harbor, picnic area, and
restrooms, though the full plans were never fully
realized, for lack of fill material and other construction problems. The area was eventually sold to
Lindon City.
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Hundreds of bats roosted in the rafters of the Geneva
Resort hotel. We seldom saw them in the daytime, but at
night, they would come out in swarms and fly around
the lighted areas. They left when the weather turned
cold, but before closing the resort for the winter, my dad
would get my brother Jay and me to climb into the attic
of the hotel (it was too small for an adult) and sweep up
the bat droppings and put them in gunny sacks, to be
used for fertilizer for the resort lawns. The odor clung to
us, even after we jumped into the swimming pool. We
still needed to take a hot, soapy bath before we could go
to bed. We were paid about ten cents a sack for the
dung, and at eight or nine years old, we were in hog
heaven to have some spending money of our own.
-Jean Eastmond Cordon

Vineyard Park

When tax monies began to come into the town
after incorporation and elected officials got a feel
for the amount that would be a available, the
mayor and council began to look for ways to use
the revenues wisely. The property on the southwest
corner of Gammon and Holdaway Roads came up
for sale, a four-acre piece on which stood a nice
home and a cabinet shop. A rapid decision was
made to buy the property, and the town began
immediately to remodel the cabinet shop into a
town hall.

Vineyard Town Council at town
park ribbon cutting ceremony, 1992

The services of Mr. Leonard Grassli were
acquired to design a park and picnic facilities. The
town purchased another two and a half acres from
the Clarence Gammon estate, and development of
the park began. The seven-acre park includes a ball
diamond, tennis court, basketball court, a children's play area, a large pavilion, three smaller
pavilions, and a walking path. At the completion
of the park in 1992, the town held a dedication
ceremony and ribbon cutting on August 8 as part
of the town's Annual Summer Celebration.

Todd Robins, JD Farnworth, Steven Teschner, Ben Holdaway,
and Josiah Teschner at Town park playground, 1995.

VINEYARD VALLEY
(To the tune of "Lida Rose")

My Vineyard Home, the sun in my sky. My Vineyard Valley,
Let the world go by.
She has the greens and the blues of heaven,
And utmost radiance in every orchard and field in springtime.
Vineyard Valley, I'll come home,
In my Vineyard Valley, we love our own.
Hear my love song, While we're apart,
In my Vineyard Valley, Home of my heart.
Vineyard Valley down by the shore, you put the sun back in my sky
Vineyard Valley bit of euphoria, let the rest of the world go by.
Greens and blues in lake and heaven above.
Radiant hues of every orchard, field and blossom in springtime.
Vineyard valley, down by the shore, I'll count the days till
I'll come home.
In Vineyard Valley, neighbors galore, you always loved just like
Your own.
Well, this is my love song, While we are apart,
Vineyard Valley, Home of my Heart.
-Dixie Harrison, for a Vineyard program
(now sung at Vineyard celebrations)
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Clarissa Eastmond and friends at Geneva Resort pool, ca. 1922. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.
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Frank Eastmond giving boat tours at Geneva Resort, ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.

Geneva Resort Hotel and hot dog concessions stand, ca.
1920s. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.

Jean Eastmond diving into pool at Geneva Resort, ca. 1920s.
Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.

Ella Hebertson and friends, ca. 191 7

Geneva Hotel, ca. 1920s

Frank Eastmond
Cl anssa
.
Eastmond
0
wners of Geneva Resort, ca. 1920s

Jfean, Tafylor, Richard, Jefferson, and Robert (Mick) East
d.
mon in
ront o Geneva fountain, ca. 1920s.

.
Geneva Resort pools, ca. 1920s

Leo, Lynn, and Grant Holdaway on fountain at Geneva Resort,
ca. 1920s.

Skating on pond, ca. 1940s. Photo courtesy of George Blake.

Geneva Resort dance hall, ca. 1920s. Photo courtesy of BYU Archives.
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Earl and Glade Holdaway, and Evan Murdoch, 1939
Gold and Green Ball; Mary Lou Hawkins, queen, 1944

Parade royalty. Margaret Gammon, queen; attendants: LaWana
Miller, and Marjorie Bunnel I, ca . 1930s.
Leonard Madsen and Della Stone, 1939

Vineyard band, 1939

LeRoy and LaRay Holdaway, 1939
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Bernard Andersen letting his hair down at Ward social, ca. 1930s
Margie Bunnell at girls camp, 1938

Gold and Green Ball; Merlene Wells, queen, and Ken Williams, king, ca. 1935

Joy, Janet, Oriel, Aunt Marjorie, Grandmother Griffin, and Jean
Clegg at Fourth of July picnic, 1931 .

Joy and Oriel Clegg "shivareed" on their wedding day, February 10, 1926.

Play cast members. Front: Ezra Ash, Murray Murdoch, and Wilford
Allen. Middle: Iris Andersen, Loie Miner, Mabel Andersen. Back:
Michael Lloyd, Jay Gillies, Antoine Bunker, 1922.
Samuel, Rex, and Grant Blake, Paul and Richard Taylor, and
George Blake.

Social gathering. Front: Lillie Sumsion, Jesse Sumsion, Ellen
Holdaway, and Norma Sumsion Holdaway. Back: Harold
Holdaway, Pauline and Ray Gammon, Kathryn and George Blake.
Darrel and Floyd Clegg, and friend on 1917 WW-I army motorcycle, 1934. Photo courtesy of George Blake.
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Thomas Joel Bunnell, 1913

Gene Fullmer, boxing champion, 1957

Ray Gammon, ca. 1940s

Glen and Sue Holdaway, ca. 1930
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Basketball team, ca. 1925 . Front: Wesley Harding and Leonard Madsen. Middle: Joy Clegg, Murray
Murdoch, and Arvil Stone. Back: Kirby Allen and Lewis Clegg.

7

Basketball team, ca. 1950. Front: LeRoy Williams, Udell Clegg,
Dick Madsen, Kay Madsen, and Johnny Pino. Back: Leonard
Madsen, Vaughn Clegg, William Wells, Kenneth Williams, Robert
Holdaway, Darrel Clegg, Leo Holdaway, and Miss Vineyard.

Basketball team, ca. 1928. Front: Ed Spalding, Harry Stone, Roy Allen, and Elmo Larsen. Back:
Antoine Bunker, Owen Harding, Carlyle Bunker, and Arvil Stone.
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Basketball team, 1943. Front: Robert Walker, Wayne
Hebertson, Leonard Madsen, and Darrel Clegg. Middle: Dick
Madsen, Udell Clegg, Bill Sumsion, and Floyd Clegg. Back:
Leland Wells, Ross Holdaway, and Kenneth Williams.

Basketball team, 1930. Front: Elwood Allen, Glen Kerr, Linford Holman, Bertel! Bunker, and
Clyde Holdaway. Back: Billie Davis, Elroy Murdoch, LeRoy Allen, and Ray Holdaway.

Ball team, 1985. Front: Nathan Anderson, Dave Robins, Todd
Newman, H.B. Arnett, Keith Holdaway, Kevin Gillman, Jake
Gillman, Ned Anderson, and Joe Anderson. Back: Ephraim
Escamilla, Dave Rawston, Jeff Gillespie, Jeff Gammon, Dennis
Slothower, and Todd Haderlie.

Basketball team, ca. 1956. Front: Boyd Holdaway, Sherman
Holdaway, _ , Klin Holdaway, and Leonard Madsen. Back:
Gene Rawlings, Earl Holdaway, David Harding, Shirley Allen,
and Evan Stewart.

Softball team, ca. 1940s

Jared Morris and Travis Gillespie hunting at Utah Lake, 1999

Travis and Jordan Gillespie displaying eighteen pound record
walleye caught in Utah Lake, 1998.
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Gunner and Jordan Gillespie, July 1999

JD, Xanthe, and Josh Farnworth, 1998

Casey Adams and King "Mo", 1999

Young Mens/Young Womens rafting trip, 1999
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TIMELINE
1900s
"But it was a fancy little buggy,
a sports buggy, with sled tires
that rattled over the rocks"
J.J. MADSEN

1910s
"A few people in Vineyard were
lucky enough to be able to afford cars"
HARRY AND OLENA GAMMON FAMILY HISTORY

1920s
"But we did have a hand-cranked Victorola"
HELEN BUNNELL WEEKS

1930s
"We would sit in the shade of the corn rows,
throw dirt clods, and guess which corn
rows would be watered first. It passed
the time better than weeding"
NORMA (LEGG JENSEN

1940s
"The days of 1946 did not seem so
hurried and harried as they do now"
LJTAHNA WALKER BALLARD

1950s
"The ceiling of the recreation hall was a lattice of
green and gold crepe paper streamers"
The Voice of Sharon

NEWS ARTICLE

1990s
"Life has brought its changes
In many things and many ways;
To our children yet unborn,
these are the 'good old days'"
BILL JENKINS

T

he following "glimpses" of life in
Vineyard come from information provided by past and present residents of
Vineyard in response to an invitation
by the Historical Committee. Each glimpse has
had an interesting tide added, and both the title
and glimpse are displayed in normal book style for
easier reading. These memories reflect the daily life
of the community: the good and bad times, fun
and sad times, farm life, good deeds as well as
pranks, the personalities of Vineyardites. Some
residents chose to express themselves in verse. The
Committee judged it to be one of the most enjoyable-and necessary-chapters in the book. They
hope readers enjoy it as well.
From Model T Ford to Studebaker

"The automobile became a great blessing as it
was being introduced for travel. A few people in
Vineyard were lucky enough to be able to afford
one of those cars. Dad and mother purchased a
used Model T Ford that was built in 1914. This
purchase was made in the year 1916 or 1917. It
had a magneto box on the dash and the coils that
were contained in the box on the wooden dash
board would sparkle as it was running. Using a
crank to get the motor started was a story in its
self. It would backfire or kickback and one had to
be very careful that they didn't break an arm.
Interestingly enough, the little Model T Ford had
very little power and trying to drive up a hill, like
going from Vineyard up on the Provo Bench
which is now Orem, we would have to get out of
the car to make the load lighter and even push to
help the car.
I recall Dad learning to drive. He tried to drive
the car by talking to it as he did when driving
horses. He had the car started and wanted to stop.
Of course when the foot was off the clutch pedal,
the car continued to move forward. Dad forgot to
push the clutch in a neutral position and step on
◄

Vineyard children on hay wagon, ca. 1900s.
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Lowell, Harriet, William, Beulah, and Ethel Varley, ca. 1900s

the other pedal which was the brake; thus he headed the car for a large poplar tree and hit the tree
hollering loudly 'whoa, whoa, whoa!' The car did
not stop until the front wheels were off of the
ground as it tried to climb the tree. He had the
same experience as he tried to put the Ford in
the little frame garage that he had built for it. He
went on through and pushed the front of the
garage out. Again it was 'whoa, whoa, whoa!'
"He finally became a good operator of the car
and later acquired a Studebaker seven passenger
car. Yes, he had acquired two Studebaker cars! We
boys were very proud to ride in those cars. The last
car that he owned was a 1930 Chrysler sedan. It
was this Chrysler car that the family owned when
Pauline and I were married."
-Harry and Olena Gammon Family History

Our Dart Automobile

"We used to make trips to Ephraim once or
twice a year in our new Dart automobile, and
many a vivid scene remains in my memory. Yea,
such things as the radiator, which had to have the
water changed every few miles as it would boil
hard because of the heat the engine gave off.
Father bought a new fan with more blades, but

it did not help much. And the hill just before
entering Payson and those hills up Spanish Fork
Canyon that had to be climbed with help from the
passengers and the placing of rocks back of the
hind wheels, while getting a fresh start.
"But the experience with the Dart that I
remember best was one night Father was hitting it
up with a very great speed, and he instructed me
to light matches and see how fast we were going.
Matches were used as there was no such thing as a
dash light in those days. And when I informed
him he was traveling at the great speed of twentyfour miles an hour, he immediately slowed down.
Said he, 'Anyone who would travel that fast is foolish, but think,' he continued, 'if that speed could
be maintained we could make it to Ephraim in a
little less than four hours.' Little did he realize that
in a few years he would make it to Ephraim in less
than two hours and think nothing of it."
-Juel Andreasen

then boys like myself would tromp the hay to keep
it in place. My uncle Robert one time found a
water snake and threw it up onto the wagon. The
load was really tromped for a few moments.
"For a boy, growing up in Vineyard was a kid's
delight. The Lake was a fun place to spend time.
In the spring of the year, the carp used to come
near to shore, and it was fun making spears and
trying to spear them in the shallow water. The lake
was filled with catfish, so fishing was productive.
You had to remember to watch out for the spine
that was on the top of the catfish. It could stick
into you if you were not careful. There were many
places that a kid could fill his stomach. Sherman
Holdaway's place had great June apples. Apricots
and walnuts grew by Valene Holdaway's place.
Many fences in Vineyard had all sorts of grapes,
and almost everyone had a productive garden that
one could eat in.
"Many summer evenings were spent playing
kick-the-can or hide-and-go-seek. Vineyard was a
great place to grow up in."
-Boyd Holdaway
Outhouse Prank

Victor Andersen family in a Maxwell touring car, ca. 191 Os

Hauling Hay, Utah Lake, and Kick-the-Can

"Hauling loose hay was an activity that
involved many men and some boys. As a young
boy I was asked by my grandfather to stay home
from school to ride the horse that pulled the hay
fork from the wagon and put it into the barn. It
seemed like a great thing to stay home from school.
At the end of the day, I was not so excited. In the
fields, men would pitch the hay onto wagons and

"On the humorous side of life, one Halloween
we still had outdoor plumbing, and Dad heard
that some of the youth were going to tip his
two-seater over. Dad had just dug a new pit and
moved it. He stayed up with his shot gun. When
he heard the bench squeak as they were headed to
it, he shot over their heads. Someone in the group
stepped into the full pit and came out smelling
quite sweet!"
-Murdoch Family History
Swimming with Water Snakes and
Sliding Down the Flume

"A flood of memories comes back to me whenever I think of Vineyard, Utah. Most of them are
of a pleasant nature, and some stand out in my
mind as if they were yesterday. One of my first
remembrances was my first day of school when my
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them while cultivating the fields. We tromped
hay on the wagon. Some of my fondest memories
were of the times I stayed with Grandmother
Bunnell, as well as my walking home with
friends. Grandma was such a pleasant, warm,
sweet personality. We learned from her to do our
chores, followed by an enjoyable evening of baking cookies and playing games or visiting with
another cousin who might be there. She was widowed early, and I remember she never complained
about her lot in life. She never drove a car, and
she got around with the aid of a cane. What a lesson in perseverance. It was from her I had the
feeling of knowing we were from noble stock, and
I have always had a sense of pride in our heritage.
"From our humble beginnings we learned to
take pride in who we were. We learned how to
work and to try to excel in whatever we did. If we
wanted anything better in life, it was to come from
our own efforts."
-Eva Bunnell Taylor
A Quiet Sunday Afternoon

neighbor and I got lost. We finally made it just as
school was letting out for the day. It must have
been a long day for two children of that age.
"There were many things we did to make our
own fun while growing up, such as skiing behind
the horse down the hillside east of our home
(where the school is now located) in winter. Our
skis were made of barrel stays and straps cut out
of the rubber from tires. We also swam in the
canal where watersnakes would often slither past
us. The flume was at the top of the two hills
(now situated above UVSC) and ran down the
hill into a cement box and into the canal. We
would put gunny sacks under us and slide down,
making our own waterslide. What fun! Mother
made our own rootbeer, which we cooled in a
natural spring on the place. We had horses to ride
for pleasure, and we also had to ride and guide
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"The days of 1946 did not seem so hurried
and harried as they do now. We didn't seem to
have such high and monumental thoughts on our
mind then, and the pressures didn't seem to be so
great when we were teenagers as they seem now
that we are fifty-plus and filled with stupendous
wisdom and high dignity.
"This particular Sunday afternoon in 1946 was
hot and dry. We didn't have any earth-shattering,
mind-blowing plans on the agenda as Janet and
Jean Clegg, Barbara Harding, and I strolled north
past Barbara's place on Geneva Road. We meandered along, idly chattering about whatever filled
young girl's minds. Not far ahead, we spotted lush
green lawns in front of the Geneva Steel office
buildings. Being afternoon, the thick grass was in
the shade and looked like it would afford us a cool
and comfortable spot on which to rest and to continue our lofty conversation. The fact that there
was a nice-looking young man already resting on

the grass may have helped us decide that this truly
was the place for respite and perhaps a little conversation with the above mentioned individual.
"We did not know the young man, but in our
ensuing conversation, he indicated he was a bus
driver. The validity of this particular statement was
attested to by the presence of a large, yellow,
school-type bus parked nearby at the curb. In the
light-hearted banter which followed, a remark was
made regarding us girls taking the bus for a little
spin along Geneva Road. The young man did not
protest, and soon we four young women were in
the big yellow vehicle ready for the ride.
"I do not remember how Barbara Harding
became the designated driver, but she soon had
the huge bus ambling south on the highway. She
was certainly not breaking any speed limits, nor
was there much traffic to contend with. However,
the thought struck us we would soon be passing
our own homes. We weren't prepared to explain
to our folks what we were doing in the borrowed
bus should they see us passing by. Barbara threw
on the brakes and screeched to a jerky stop. She
then tried to put the bus in reverse gear. But alas
and alack, reverse was not in its normal place at
the left side, top part of the H-shaped gear shift
as it was in most cars. Barbara strained and sweated, trying to find reverse, then Jean came to
assist, and then Janet. I, as the 'elder' of the
group, came forward. Surely with my added age,
wisdom, and yeah, even some time spent at the
BYU, I would be able to find that elusive reverse
gear. At only age sixteen, wet behind the ears, and
not having been exposed to the intricacies of car
driving/shifting, I was not so much as consulted
in the whole situation. By now the young bus
driver had awakened to his own sense of responsibility for his vehicle; and upon seeing the bus and
its four passengers going nowhere, he came lopping down the road towards us. This seemed like
the opportune time for the rats to desert their
sinking ship. We hastily left the scene of our
Sunday afternoon caper."
-Utahna Walker Ballard

Easter Basket Lunches and Wiener Roasts

"I remember the fun we had skating on the ice
ponds in Vineyard. We would light old tires on fire
and skate at night When I learned to skate backwards and received a white furry hat that tied
under the chin for Christmas, I truly thought I
was Sonja Henie.
"When it was time to harvest the beets, we
were given a beat knife and lined up on either side
of the wagon to put our skills to work at spearing
the beet, cutting off the top, and tossing it on the
wagon. Sometimes the beet would sail across the
wagon and land on the other side, and someone
would toss it back up on the wagon. On one occasion, Boyd or Alvin (or both) threw a beet over the
wagon on purpose and hit Uncle Owen (Harding)
on the head. Boy, was he mad, and so was my dad.
Since no one would admit to the deed and since it
did not appear to be accidental, we all received a
thorough chastising as we tried not to smile, but
look truly repentant.
"In elementary school at Easter time we
would all bring an Easter basket lunch, and the
whole school would go to the lake and spend
the day eating
our lunch and
playing. Or
sometimes we
would go the
sand hills to
spend the day.
Those were
fun times.
"The wiener
roasts in the pasture were especially fun. Those
coal-black roasted potatoes and
crisp, black hot
dogs were delicious. We sang
and told stories
Owen Harding, ca. 191 Os
,f
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and watched the fireflies. Even after we were all
married and had children, we continued going
down in the pasture for our family get-togethers.
Once our daughter's boyfriend joined us. He had a
truck that had a horn the sounded exactly like a
cow (or a bull, I can't remember which). As we
laughed and listened to that cow horn, we suddenly noticed that all of my dad's cows were stampeding over to the fence to check it out. It was a
riot. They lined the full length of the fence and
mooed back as we played the horn over and over.
"We used to walk all over Vineyard to birthday
parties, collecting everyone up as we headed to our
destination, then after the party we dropped each
one off on the way home. It seems like we were
more carefree and unhurried in those days.
"I remember the slumber parties which were
the usual unslumber parties. Some of the more
memorable ones were when we slept in the barn
on top of the hay stack. Somehow we didn't fall off
in the night. My brother Boyd had such fun terrorizing us as he would sneak around in the dark
scaring us out of our wits.
"One memory that stands out in my mind was
the time my mother' s dress caught on fire. I was
outside playing and my Dad was putting a new
roof on the chicken coop. I was quite small, but I
remember the smell of hot tar as he worked to
repair the roof My mother was either helping him
or talking to him. All of a sudden I heard her
scream and looked up to see my Dad rolling her
on the ground to put out the flames on her dress.
She was not harmed as I recall, but that memory
will always remain vivid in my mind.
"Some other memories include the Gold and
Green Balls, our Vineyard girls chorus, fun
Christmases, Halloweens, and me singing to the
backside of a herd of cows in Uncle Joy Clegg's
barn as I auditioned for his Major Bowls radio
show. Wilda Wells as Queen of the May, and
Mary Lou Harding and me as attendants (in grade
school); Mr. Beck' s bobsled rides at school; walking to school in the deep snow, then all the girls
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taking off their long heavy brown stockings and
hanging them on the radiator to dry; and ward
parties at Arrowhead Resort, Canyon Glen, and
Geneva Resort. Vineyard was a good place to live
and grow up in."
-Barbara Harding Packard

Childhood Landscapes
How dear to my heart are the scenes of my childhood
When fond recollection presents them to view,
The orchard, the meadow, the deep tangled wildwood,
And all the loved scenes that my infancy knew.

"My earliest recollections of Vineyard were
sandhills behind our barn, wind, and drifting
sand, but there were the nests of the sand swallows, and likely arrowheads, a good place to coast
in winter and covered with sand lilies in the summer. The fields and pastures were lush, green and
unfenced. There I herded the cows with the Clegg
kids, and also explored the swamps with their hidden treasures of the water fowls and their nests.

Ella Hebertson and children, ca. 1930

There were the long-stemmed violets, and buttercups, the fragrance of lilacs, wild currants, and
wild roses. The cry of coyotes at night made chills
run through me.
"Life was busy. At an early age, I was out
working in the fields-thinning beets and pulling
weeds-but it was also unhurried and simple.
There was no electricity, no telephones. In the
evenings we gathered around the table and did our
homework by lamplight. There was no need for
family home evenings. We were always home. Ten
o' clock was as late as our house and church parties
lasted. Eleven if there was a dance. A church
dance-respectable people did not attend public
dances. We walked to school, a mile and a half in
heat or cold. School was fun. We had reading,
writing, arithmetic, geography, and music."
-Ella Hebertson

Twice Told Tales
I was asked to tell about the good old days,
So I brought along this book;
And as I turn the pages
We'll take a backward look.
Now if you think these stories
Lack authenticity,
Remember I'm depending
On a failing memory.
One morning after Halloween
We found our outhouse stole,
And Brother Blake's wagon
Was atop his tall hay pole.

Each one maintained his innocence
And passed the buck around.
But they all went with Brother Blake
And by noon had the wagon down.
If, perchance, you are wondering
What became of our wooden shack,
We found it at the school house
And brought it back.
***

Kirby was a dashing beau
As he tripped the light fantastic.
He turkey-trotted, bunny-hugged,
And hula-ed quite gymnastic.
You should have seen him shrug his shoulders
And how he bent his knees,
And when the floor walker wasn't watching,
He'd give his lady love a squeeze.
***

Now in memory's booklet
Another page I scan;
And I see Milton Holdaway
As our Most Wanted Man.
He had everything a girl could want
According to the books.
He had money, he had brains,
And boy! did he have looks.
He was wanted by the Old
And wanted by the Younger.
We knew the girl who married Milt
Would never die of hunger.
***

Just before our breakfastWe'd barely finished our devotionsBrother Blake came to the door,
His voice choked with emotions.

Long years ago on a summer's eve
We girls went to the lake
To enjoy a picnic
And a refreshing swim to take.

He said, I want Lel
And I want Joie tool want em to come along with me.
I've work for them to do.

Now Ellis and Harry and Elmo,
Just like three little thugs,
Hid our clothes and left us
To the mosquitoes and the bugs.

Then he went on over to Clegg's
And aroused them from their slumbers.
Then he rounded up Roland and Leonard,
He finally had quite a number.

We were very angry
When we couldn't find our clothes
As we hunted among the bull rushes
For our petticoats and hose.
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A5 soon as we were dressed
The boys' clothes we did garner
And ran as one possessed
Clear up to Boulton's corner.
The boys followed in hot pursuit
With sagebrush to hide their torso.
They got what they had comingI don't know why they swore so.
***

***

Clehon took me to a show
And gave me candy in a box.
Leonard and Lewis stole the candy
And filled the box with rocks.

When Bunkers moved to Vineyard,
Carlyle had to drive the cattle
From Provo to the Bunker farmIt was quite a battle.

Now our journey's shortening
And life's sun's begun to set.
I'll tell them I've forgiven them,
But I never will forget

The bull got tired and laid flat down
And wouldn't move an inch.
Carlyle coaxed and pushed and twisted his tail,
And even tried to pinch.

To remove this stain from off their past
There's only one solution.
The Bible says, "Ye must repent
And then make restitution."

He had given up all hope
When two girls passing by
Offered this suggestion"Hell, kid, spit in his eye."
***

***

I remember one time that
Thorit had a cold in his head.
His eyes were wet, his throat was dry.
His nose was sore and red.

Jay Wilkinson went fishing
With his brother-in-law, Mac.
They took some bread and hamburger
In a paper sack.

He tossed and turned and couldn't sleep,
So finally he arose,
to see if he could find some salve
To ease his smarting nose.

They weren't having any luck;
Fishing was pretty slow.
They were putting the hamburger on the hook
When along came Joe.

From the darkness of the pantry
A shrill shriek echoed far.
I had put some musterole
In the Mentholatum jar.

It frightened poor Jay so bad
He thought he would drop dead.
He hurriedly slipped the hamburger
Between two slices of breadFather made the usual checkThe license and the spinnerThen said, Go ahead and eat it, JayDon't let me spoil your dinner.
***

One time for the Twenty-fourth,
Vineyard planned a celebration.
Ray Gammon set off dynamite
To wake the population
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***

This winter Brother Taylor
Went down South
To see how our friends in Texas
Were coming with the drought.
But when he arrived there
He could scarce believe his eyes
People were going around in boats;
Rivers were on the rise.
He saw across the swirling waters
What he thought was an old tin can.
But as he drew nearer
He could see it was a man

Agoing down for the second time
And crying in despair.
Taylor shouted out,
Ahoy, What are you doing there?
Then the poor man answered
In water to his neck,
I was on my way to town, sir,
To get my drought relief check.

***
I've not mentioned any women.
I wished not them to vex.
And then it isn't nice to talk
About the weaker sex.
But I'd like to remind you,
Those young girls you were sure
Would end up in Hades
Have turned out to be
Some very nice old ladies.
And if these stories don't seem right
You may all feel free
To see me after this party
And I'll correct the discrepancy.
-Ella Hebertson

Earning and Spending Allowance

"Five dollars a month was our allowance for a
long time. In those days to buy soda pop was five
cents, an ice cream sundae was ten cents, and you
could buy a dance ticket for fifty to seventy-five
cents (extra ladies were only fifteen cents). Hair
cuts were fifty cents and a shave twenty-five cents.
Hence the tune after a dance number that went,
'Shave and a Hair Cut, Six Bits.' You could take a
girl to the dance and Smith's Drug Store counter
and treat her to a nice sundae or soda for ten
cents. So we had three or four nights on chis five
dollar allowance.
"This was in the horse and buggy days. But
when the Model T came, we had to take turns on
that, buy gas at sixteen to eighteen cents per gallon, and that kinda cramped the budget. As we
had cows to milk morning and night and all the

Harry Gammon, ca. 1870s

farm work in between, some fourteen- to sixteenhour days, we did not have as much time for pleasure as the city boys. As sure as we stayed out too
late, Dad would call us one half hour earlier in the
morning, which was about 4:30 A.M. and other
days 5:00 A.M. And speaking of calls, we had no
trouble hearing Dad if you were within a half mile
or better. He had the reputation of the loudest and
best two finger whistle in the country. When he
yelled, the neighbors all heard what was going on,
and when he whistled everybody around the
neighborhood heard chat too."
-Harry and Olena Larsen/
Gammon Family History
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Rooster for Dinner

"We used to keep a few chickens in a small
coop, but they were allowed to run loose. Often
mother would send me to the coop to get some
eggs. I would put them in the pocket of my overalls to carry, and many times I would break an egg
in my pocket. Oh, it was gooshy.
"The hens would make nests in the weeds
where we couldn't find them, and soon a hen
would come strutting around with a with a brood
of young chicks. If we would want a rooster to eat,
we would pick out the one we planned to catch,
and then we would start to chase it. We would run
all around the barn chasing this rooster until he
would run under some weeds exhausted, then we
would catch him. We would chop off his head
with an ax, and he would flop, flop, flop until he
was fully dead. We would scald him in boiling
water, pluck his feathers and hold him over a flame
of burning papers to singe off the hair. After he
was fully cleaned he was ready to be cooked ....
"In the early days before there were fly sprays,
there were millions of flies coming from the pig
pens and cow barns. They were in the houses and
everywhere. While waiting for breakfast in the
morning before school, I would be asked by my
mother to swat one hundred flies that were in the
kitchen. Switches made out of worn-out overalls
hung at the screen door. We used these to shoo the
flies off the screen before we opened it. We made
fly traps of screen wire with a piece of watermelon
underneath to attract the flies; flies crawled
through the small holes up into the screened trap.
These traps held about half bushel of flies before
we needed to empty them.
"Children went barefoot all the time except on
Sunday, when they wore their only pair of shoes.
Their feet were so tough they could walk on rocks.
When shoes got holes in them they would put
cardboard on the inside of the shoe over the hole.
Fathers put new leather soles on the shoes when
they could find time; sometimes nails worked up
through and would have to be hammered down.
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In the winter, wool socks that mothers or grandmothers had knitted were worn.
"For many years my father, Sam Blake, insisted
that we keep our privy. He claimed that inside the
house was no place for such things. That toilet
remained for a time until my mother, Annie Blake,
set fire to it one day while father was away."
-Rex Blake
Mama's Loving Care

"I remember Mama's loving care in so many
ways. Because our winters were so cold (sometimes
reaching over twenty degrees below zero), Mama
would thoughtfully heat rocks to warm our beds.
She'd gather the largest rocks she could find, and
stuff them into the oven of our faithful Monarch
range until they were hot. Then she'd wrap them
with newspapers and tuck them into our beds.
Later, when hustled off to bed in our freezing bedrooms, our beds would be warm and inviting.
There, snuggled under the weight of several heavy,
home-made quilts, we'd fall asleep, ofttimes singing
with only our noses poking out into the cold, frosty
air. Before I was born, my parents bought a beautiful new Kreiter piano from Taylor Brothers
Furniture Company in Provo. They paid $300 for
it, which was, to them, a fortune in those days, but
our family loved music. My older sister, Grace,
remembers how Papa loved to gather around the
piano after Sunday dinner. Mama would have me
polish the silverware and set the table, just right,
whenever Grandma came for Sunday dinner.
"I have to admit that sometimes, when dishes
or housework needed to be done, I would slip into
the front room and dutifully practice the piano,
knowing that Mama approved of that and would
readily excuse me from kitchen chores as long as
she could hear music emanating from the piano.
Music meant a great deal to our whole family, but
Grace and I were the only ones who learned to
play this beautiful piano. I loved to hear Grace
play 'The Robin's Return.' Her fingers seemed to
fly over the keyboard. During the 1950s, we

bought the piano from my mother for the same
price she paid for it. Now, in its third generation,
it belongs to our daughter, Rosanna, whose four
children use it as a practice piano.
"During the evenings, light was too dim for
reading and we had no radios to listen to-not
until 1929; but we did own a hand-cranked
Victorola. We loved to hear those old tunes:
'Down By The Riverside,' 'Behind the Parlor
Door,' and others. The radio came into our house
in 1929. Mama loved the soap opera's, including:

Myrt and Marg, Our Gal Sunday, Ma Perkins, The
Guiding Light, Amos and Andy, while we children
loved to listen to jack Armstrong, the All-American
Boy, and Little Orphan Annie. And Papa liked to
listen to the boxing matches.
"As a very little girl, I remember sitting in a
wooden box (my playpen made out of a used apple
crate) watching Mama sew carpet rags. When I

was about six-years-old, she taught me how to
place the bias edges together and sew the long
strips together, then wind them into balls. On long
winter evenings she would crochet these strips of
colorful cotton into rag rugs.
"A washstand stood next to the stove where we,
each in turn, took our daily spit bath. For our
weekly bath, Mama heated water in a boiler tub on
top of the stove. When the water came to a boil,
she carefully ladled it into a round galvanized tub,
adding just enough cold water to make it comfortably warm.
"The Old Swimming Hole: On hot summer
days, our favorite haunt after work was to hike
to the Niner. This little pond of water lay nestled
farther up our little canyon. The pathways leading to it were just as beautiful. One pathway
took us around the rim of the hill, where you
could look down at colorful wild flowers. The
trail in the bottom led underneath the spillway, a
high metal trellis that was rickety, even then.
Both paths led up through a grove of cottonwood trees to our beautiful Niner. Long, flowing
branches of willow trees hung down into its cool
waters. Watersnakes were our swimming companions, but that didn't matter-they didn't
bother us if we didn't bother them!"
-Helen Bunnell Weeks

My Little Sports Buggy

Mary Elizabeth Gammon standing beside organ shipped
across plains in 1872 .

"I hung on the side of those trains, and I can't
understand how all those kids got through those
years without getting their legs cut off. I could
look back along that train and see them hanging
on every car. Just before they would get to the
road they would all jump off. The Union Pacific
trains never did get any speed and they haven't
got it yet.
"I had a little buggy. It didn't have a top on, but
it was a fancy little buggy, a sports buggy. It
had steel tires that rattled over the rocks. It cost
$495.00, and I bought the harness. The harness was
decorated with red and I had rolled leather lines.
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By the Lakeshore

J.J. Jr., Ella, and Leland Madsen, ca. 1900

"Dancing was a little different then. You
danced the first dance with the girl you took and
the last dance with the girl you took home. One
day we were coming home from school, Ben and I.
We walked along the track with our report cards.
We got them every two or three months. We were
each looking at our report. Ben looked at his
report and said, 'Well, I didn't do so bad. I got
good in this subject, and very good in this subject,
I got a B in this subject, and VP in this subject.'
That was deportment, and we started to laugh,
because that meant 'Very Poor.'
"[One day] I went down to the Indians
camped on that piece of ground east of Lynn
Goodrich's house. They had money purses made
out of buckskin and beads, for ten cents. I went
home after the money and Dad said you can't get a
purse for ten cents. I said, they said I could and
they showed it to me. When I got it home, it was
only half a purse.
"One tramp came for a handout and mother
fixed him up a double sandwich. He pitched in
and ate like he was hungry. Dad said, 'What's the
matter, are you hungry?' and he says, 'No.' Well,
Dad says, 'the way you eat, you act like you are
hungry.' The tramp said, 'I wasn't hungry. I always
eat before I get hungry."'
-]. ]. Madsen
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"Myself, Melvin Starley, Lynn Starley, my
brother Harold, Morris Clinger, Weldon Taylor,
the Olsen boys, and nearly all the kids on the
north end of the ward would spend days on end
just having fun on the lake shore. We would chase
the young ducklings, mudhens, killdeer, blue crane
and all sorts of wild life from their nests and sometimes rob them of their young, or else bring their
partly hatched eggs home and place them under an
old setting hen just to see what would happen.
"One summer about 1919 when Lynn
Goodrich was visiting from Provo, we were down
at the lake and decided to take down the old
cabin which Grandfather John had moved down
there to be used in homesteading the land. We
were going to use the wood to build a raft. We
spent many days and evenings that spring and
summer building our raft. Lynn would ride out
from Provo each day on his bike. We worked all
day long on our raft, and then he would ride
back to Provo at night. After several days and lots
of anticipation, our raft was finished. 'What shall
we call her?' asked one. 'We shall name her
Martin,' someone answered. So she was christened Martin, in honor of Martin Williamson,
the father of Roy Williamson.
"We also found an old boat that summer,
which had been abandoned by duck hunters, and
which we repaired and named Inger, after our

-·

Jesse Bunnell, Gerald Peterson, Max Blake, Wilbur Harding,
and George Blake, ca. 1929.

grandmother. Many happy and wonderful times
were had that summer and the next. We floated
Martin and Inger down the channel from the
Little Lake, swimming, diving, and playing as if we
were on some kind of great adventure.
"About 1920, when the lake was high, we
built a diving board at the east end of the lake and
went swimming there at the end of each day. We
also spent many days swimming, diving, and playing in Utah Lake. It was there that I first learned
to swim well."
-Dean Johnson

Send the Light

"I remember Brother Blake coming to our
house one day. Leland and I didn't sing in religion
class. They were singing, 'Send the light, the
blessed gospel light.' I can remember Brother
Blake singing 'Send the light, the blessed gospel
light. Let it shine from shore to shore. Send the
light, the blessed gospel light. Let it shine forever
more.' He came over to our house at suppertime
and told papa that Leland and I didn't sing the
song. The supper stopped and we sang 'Send the
Light.' There was nothing wrong with that. I think
it was wonderful discipline, and certainly something pleasant to remember."
-Ella Hebertson

Cutting a Rug and Chores on the Farm

"My family had begun in Vineyard but had
moved in and out of that area several times. My
personal memories begin when I was very young. I
have memories of living where the Geneva Steel
plant is. The most I remember is the neighbors:
the Varleys, Jay Toones, Barbakus, the Stones, and
more whose names escape me today.
"One very fond memory for me is attending
the ward dances at our beautiful new building
where children danced with parents, and it wasn't
uncool. The highlight, of course, was the Vineyard
Reel. I loved to do that dance, and I think it was
these dances which made me grow up with a great
love for dancing of all kinds.

Wilma, Beulah, Zella, and Will Varley, ca . 191 Os

"My parents really knew how to 'cut a rug,' as
they used to say. I remember sitting on the hard
benches in the old amusement hall and watching
them until I would finally lay down and go to
sleep. I never did remember going home.
"Our life in our home was one of hard work
and being taught the art of work, both in and out
of the house. My mom had beautiful homemaking
skills, and my dad worked very hard on gardens
and flowers and grew some of the biggest, most
beautiful roses I have ever seen. We had a big family and there was always a lot of people there, especially for meals. I thought it was great.
"We definitely had an outhouse. It terrified me
to go down there, especially because of the spiders
that were always hiding there. I can say that the outhouse got a thorough cleaning every time I went in.
I think my sisters probably did the same thing....
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"Out behind the barn."
Outhouse on Glen and Sue Holdaway property.

"My chores consisted mostly of indoor chores,
but we did get the opportunity to help with the
animals, especially horses, and to see many little
animals born and raised. One of my least desirable
outdoor chores was feeding the chickens. We had a
lot, and I was terrified of them. It seemed that
every time I went into the coop to get the eggs,
they would fly at me. Even worse were the sneaky
little mice that would be hiding in the hay and run
out when I would get too close.
"When I was still young, but old enough, I
helped with the hay, picked tomatoes, strawberries,
raspberries, and cherries. It was the way I got
money for my school clothes. I loved to be outside and weed the flower beds and vegetable garden, a chore that has stuck with me even today.
That is my therapy when things get too hectic.
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"Winter was a great time in this area. I lived
on Fourth North, and in the field to the north of
our house was a large pond, frozen all winter. My
skates were old, but it didn't stop me from going
over there almost every night after school and a
good share of Saturday to skate. I loved the freedom of going around the ice, and in my mind I
skated to the song in my head. When some of the
older kids were there we would have big bonfires,
and at Christmas time we would all bring our trees
over after they were taken down. The winters were
different then-lots more snow.
"In the year 1947, when we had a lot of snow
we made a sleigh run from the top of the chicken
coop down to the ground. It wasn't a long run, but it
was steep and sent your stomach up to your throat."
"I remember the special Christmas parties at
the amusement hall when our very special Santa
Claus would be there to play with all of us and
then give us the very longed-for bag of candy.
I always knew and still do, that he was the real
Santa Claus.
"I also remember a fall fair of some kind, when
there were produce and baked things. I and Carole
Holdaway got to sit on the swing while others
threw balls at a spot which would release the swing
and we would fall into a big tank of water. Boy did
I hold my breath when Kenneth Williams came up
and took the ball.
"Sports were a very big part of most parties living in Vineyard. The men's softball team was
known near and far, but I think our girls' team
held its own throughout the stake. My love for
sports started there, and I participated throughout
my school years, after I was married, and I still
watch all I can.
"When the steel plant was built, a group of us,
girls and boys alike, used to go down to the lawn
by the administration building Sunday afternoon,
(dare I say that) between Sunday School and sacrament meeting, which started at 7:30 P.M., and play
a rousing game of football. It was usually the boys
against the girls, and if my memory serves me correctly, the boys didn't always win. It was great fun."

"I don't remember a lot of bad things that happened, but I do remember two which affected me
a lot. One was when Dee Stone was killed while
deer hunting. It was so hard for me to understand
how one so young could be gone so quickly. I hurt
a long time over that and then when our school
teacher, Donna Ashe's husband, froze to death up
on Timp, I grieved with her even though I was
quite young. I guess I had not learned the lessons
that bring us peace when death occurs."
-LaRae Allen McMillan

We Are a Happy Family
"Farm work was done with a team of horses and
horse-drawn machinery. We always had a big garden.
Ir was hard work and we were a happy family. There

were dirt roads in Vineyard at that time. Where the
Orem Industrial Park now is was our pasture for the
cows. It was sage brush and swamp land. There were
jackrabbits, pheasants, killdeer, birds, and near the
lake ducks, geese, pelicans, and many other birds.
Just north of the house was a three-acre apple
orchard. It was a paradise for a boy growing up.
''At about age twelve I had a Deseret News paper
route and delivered papers to the south half of Vineyard on a pony I bought from Harold Murdoch.
"I remember the Vineyard chapel on the west
side of the road with the school house across the
road east of it. We attended eight grades in the
school. Just north of the school was the Dance
Hall. Dancing was our favorite pastime. There
were silent movies and a few radios.

Max Blake's Birthday party, ca. 1920s. First row: Zella Bunnell, Erma Orvin , Lucille Snyder, Zella Harding, Phyllis Murdoch. Second
row: Nathan Johnson, Max Blake, Jesse Bunnell, Lester Andersen, Rex Blake.
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"I started dating Areta Sumsion of the Lake View
Ward in my senior year of high school. There were
many places where dances were held, and one of our
favorites was the Geneva Resort dance hall. ...
"We had one-and-a-half acres with a flowing
well and a garden spot of our own. We always had
a cow and chickens, and at times rabbits, ducks,
and pigs as 4-H projects as the boys grew up."
-Max]. Blake

When I Was Growing Up
"Our home always had indoor plumbing when
I grew up. However, we did have a red outhouse
by our granary that we used when outside, and it
was also used by our hired help. Many times after
Halloween there would be strange things on top or
inside of the outhouse, like a plow, a bale of hay,
or a baby calf.
"Walking the one mile plus to summer kindergarten with Nadine Harding was fun. We would
play in the melted tar on the road and get it all
over our clothes and straw hats. We usually
stopped to play at the old beet dump. When we
had almost arrived at Union School we would
often buy a piece of candy at Vineyard Mercantile
Store. It's a wonder we ever made it to school.
"In the winter when there was snow on the
ground, our principal-teacher, Earl A. Beck, would
hook a toboggan to his car. The kids would jump
on and off as he whipped around the fields by the
playground. He would speed up and slow down
trying to throw a few kids off. Kids were flying off
into the snow. We loved it, but I don't think it
could be done today.
''Also, Uncle Joy Clegg would come by our
house with his bobsled. We would grab a coat and
blanket and jump on. We usually sang Christmas
songs like 'Jingle Bells' as we rode around the fields
and roads. It was fun!
"Most of our summer days were occupied by
hoeing and thinning beats, weeding potatoes and
corn, tromping wagon loads of fresh hay, and riding the horse for the hay fork. However, we
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Norma Clegg and LaRae Allen in Vineyard parade, 1937

seemed to take plenty of time to play in the irrigation ditches and artisian wells. We would sit in the
shade of the corn rows, throw dirt clods, and guess
which corn rows would be watered first. We even
kept score as we made a game of it. It passed the
time better than weeding.
"We played house under grape vines, hay lofts,
and big trees. We built forts and log cabins from
cedar fence posts. They usually fell over before the
structure was completed, but the fun was in the
building. Lines and lines of dancing dolls were
made from hollyhocks, toothpicks, and hollyhock
buds. We played Annie-I-Over, Kick the Can, Run
Sheepy Run, Tag, and No Bears Out Tonight....
''At Powell Slough and our spring ponds where
Springwater Park now is, I would follow my brother Udell around as he trapped muskrats. He would

pay me a few pennies to carry the traps and the
dead muskrats. The muskrats were put in gunny
sacks and I would drag them from pond to pond. I
can't believe I did that, but I did."
-Norma Clegg Jensen

Fishing in the Creek and Utah Lake

"Our family lived on the shore of Utah Lake
about one mile south of the Old Geneva Resort.
Dad owned forty acres of land; on this he grew
grain, alfalfa, sugar beets, tomatoes and onions. We
had about five hundred laying hens and milked fifteen to twenty head of cows. We would get up
about 5 A.M. each morning so that we could take
care of the milking and chickens before we walked
about a half-mile to catch the bus which took us
to the Vineyard (Union) School, which housed
grades one through six. Earl Beck was principal at
this time.
"Dad had piped water from our big flowing
well into the house so we had indoor plumbing
(water and toilet). We also had electricity. After
chores in the evening we would sit around the
radio and listen to such programs as jack Arm-

the lake. The firelight seemed to attract the fish,
and boy did we have fun catching them. It was the
ending of the Great Depression, and it seemed that
other than the produce raised on the farm-beef,
hogs, chickens, milk, and eggs-we sure ate a lot
of fish, ducks, and geese. Dad had a unique way of
hunting ducks and geese on the lake in wintertime. When the lake froze over, there were a few
places that didn't freeze. Dad called them spring
holes. He would take our sleigh, a white sheet, two
ice picks and his gun. He would lay on the sleigh
with the sheet over him and push himself with the
ice picks close to the spring holes where the ducks
and geese were swimming. This made it easy to
shoot the ducks and geese.
"Dad told the story that one day as he was
returning home from hunting, he still had the
white sheet over him. The neighbor lady looked

strong, Mystery Theater, The Lone Ranger, Old Ma
Perkins and others. Living and working in these
conditions made the family a close knit unit.
"In the summertime we spent our time hauling
hay, thinning beets, and working in the onions and
tomatoes. It seemed that almost every day we
could find time to go swimming in the creek that
ran down through our farm. We had a nice swimming hole fixed up in the creek. This creek also
provided us with some great fishing. We also spent
time fishing in Utah Lake. Each winter Dad would
build a new twelve- to fourteen-foot rowboat, we
had a fleet of ten to twelve which we would rent
for a dollar a day or twenty five cents an hour in
the spring, summer, and fall.
"As a family we enjoyed fishing, swimming, ice
skating, and hunting on the beautiful Utah Lake.
One way we found to catch a lot of Catfish was to
build a large bonfire where our creek emptied into

Jay Gillies, 1911
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out her window and thought that she was seeing
a ghost. She hid under her bed and wouldn't
come out until her husband went and brought
Dad to their place and convinced her she hadn't
))
seen a g host.
-Jay and Carrie Gillies family,
written by Phil M. Gillies

Summer Rain
"A number of years ago, while I was thinking about Vineyard and what a wonderful place
it was to have lived as a youngster, I wrote
'Summer Rain.' I pieced together a number of
events and wove into those events several people.
The old timers would know all of them. I'll
name them, and those who read 'Summer Rain'
will be able to fir the characters into their proper
places. All of these people, and so many other
Vineyardites, are very dear to me. Each of these
people played important roles in my life and in
the history of Vineyard. The unnamed characters
in 'Summer Rain' are my parents, Thorit and
Ella Hebertson; my Grandma Madsen, known to
many as 'Aunt Suzie'; my uncle, 'Joey' Madsen;
and of course, myself."

I would mumble to myself about
The heat and gaze across the
Fields and beyond the grey-blue
Lake to the valley's rimming
Hills, and I would pray. I'd
Pray for just one cloud, just
One, to drift across the
Distance and even for one
Moment give shade to my
Sweating face. Yes, there was
One, but it would miss me. I
Knew it would, because the
Weather wasn't right.
Grandma often said, "If the
Wind comes from the south or if
The chimney smoke hangs flat,
For sure, there's a storm a
Brewin' in the summer sky."
Yes, there was something
Stirring. Nature's draft

SUMMER RAIN
Of all the months of summer
August seemed the hottest, and
Shimmering thermal pillars
Emphasized the heat. Our hayFilled wagon creaked, swayed,
And groaned as it bumped across
the fields. Bunch by bunch,
Its dusty burden would find
Its way to storage in the
Weathered barn, now gone.
The worst of jobs seemed always
To be my lot-to tromp the
Wagon full and run the Jackson
Fork, to and fro. I'd wonder,
"Why do barns always face east
And west and why does the sun
Seem always to follow me, no
Matter which end I'm on?"
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Susie Madsen, ca. 1920s

Rustled through the trees and I
Could feel it soothe my face and
Neck. It was time; it was just
Like grandma said.
I should have noticed the other
Signs of the impending storm.
The animals changed direction,
Front ends turned with the wind,
And they headed "home."
Pecking, clucking chickens grew
Quiet, and the nest seemed a
Better place to be.
Suddenly, piles of billowing
White appeared and then turned
Black. The south wind
Freshened, and in bursts and
Gusts it whipped the leaves and
Churned the dust. It blew the
Hat from off my head and threw
It to the ground, where it
Rolled and tumbled, with me in
Fast pursuit.
I heard Dad call out, his voice
Half carried away by the
Rushing wind, "You'd better
Turn the horses in and make
Sure the gates are closed, and
You see that those harnesses
Are proper hung, and then get
Other indoor chores."

to

Mother also saw the change.
She caught the curtains and
Pulled them in and shut the
Windows tight. She checked the
Coal and wood and set the
Damper so the flu would draw
Just the way it should.
Then, remembering the half-dried
Wash, she hurried from the
House to gather in the flapping
Towels and the jumping under
Things from off the dancing
Lines. Hurrying back to her
Kitchen, she sat a moment,
Caught her breath and messed a
Bit with waves and curls that a
Summer wind had recklessly
Thrown about.

As the gathering clouds grew
Darker, and the lightning
Flashed back and forth, the
Distant thunder slowly rolled
Our way. Us kids scurried
About tying ropes, hanging
Horses' things, closing doors
And locking gates, making sure
That our place was secure.

I felt it as I dashed from barn
To house-just a drop, a
Spatter here and there. Before
I reached the porch, the
Lightning flashed again, the
Thunder clapped, and I thought I
Was gone. There was no pause
At all, only a sheet of hard,
Driving rain!
I was soaked. Yes, I was
Dripping wet as I reached the
Sheltered overhang but little
Did I care. The heat was gone,
The dust had settled and sun
Bleached barn boards were fresh
And bright.
The smells of dampened dust,
Wet, cut hay, freshened lawngrasses,
Rain washed boards and
Nature's lightning scent filled
My head with a combination of
Memories and feelings not to be
Forgotten when remembering,
Across the long years, a summer
Rain.
-Richard M. Hebertson, M.D.

In Memory of My Childhood
I am sitting in my cottage door;
Beside Lake Utah's shore,
Where all is stilled and hushed except
The water's distant roar.
There's not a sound of warbling notes
Of birds or winter's blast,
But all seems hushed to me around,
While pondering o'er the past.
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I think of friends, who're far away,
Of sports in childhood's day,
Of happy hours we used to spend
When we were young and gay.
I think I see my home just now,Though far I am away;
Remembrance brings to mind the past
Up to the present day.
But oh, how happy were we then!
How loath we were to part!
And not a wave of trouble then
Came o'er each merry heart;
We floated quietly along
Down life's swift ebbing tide;
And happy children were we then
Around each fireside,
But time has brought us one by one
To pass through many a scene;
And separated home and friends,
And miles now roll between.
Our heads are growing gray with age,
Our careworn faces show
A few more years;-a few more griefs,
Then we'll be called to go.

morning and helped on the farm, and still found
time to raise lovely flowers, which was an achievement in those days. Water was carried from artesian wells for all culinary purposes as well as for
laundering and everything else that water was
needed for. Later on pipes were obtained and
brought the water closer to the house.
"My love for the beauties of nature I came by
naturally. Grandma Holdaway's flowers and beautiful yard attracted people from far and wide. She
was known for her kindness in giving plants seeds
to anyone who desired a flower garden. People said
she had a magic touch when it came to getting
things to grow, but didn't realize the gallons of
water she carried and all the hard work involved.
Like she, I've always been grateful to be able to live
in this beautiful valley surrounded by mountains,
and to live close to Utah Lake."
-Leora Zelda Holdaway

Where pain and sorrow have an end,
Where death will never come,
Where friend shall meet-no more to part,In heaven that happy home.
May we so live on earth below
That when the signal's given,
We may come forth in robes of white
To dwell in yonder heaven.
I'll close these lines and say farewell
To those I cannot see,To aunts, to cousins, and to friends,
Wherever they may be;
I'll lay this body down to rest,
My spirit be set free,
To meet and dwell with those I love
Through all eternity.
-Lucinda Haws Holdaway

Family Legacy
"Mother (Anna Isabella Clegg) was an ambitious good manager. She took wonderful care of
house and family, also helped milk cows night and
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Anabel and Randal Clegg, ca. 1900s

Industry on the Farm

"Elmer Holdaway was also one of the early
users of tractors to do the heavier draft work on
the farm. His first tractor was a Fordson. This tractor was small and seemed to be underpowered.
Much of the soil on our farm was of a heavy clay
nature. After trying out several tractors, including
one of the earliest track type, father bought a larger tractor called a Twin City. This machine was
quite large and a little awkward to drive, but it was
powerful enough for the hearty work and belt
work in filling silos, etc. This tractor, and about six
horses, furnished the power on the farm from
1919 to the early 1930s. During the Depression
years, the tractor was about worn out and there
was little money for gasoline, so we used only
horsepower for a few years.
"Elmer Holdaway loved good horses, but was
among the first to see the usefulness of automobiles and a little later, farm tractors. At the time
that many people were spraining and sometimes
breaking their wrists cranking their Model T Ford
cars, Father bought an early model Studebaker car
that had dry cell storage batteries for a self-starting
system. It seems to me that Father was always
hitching a team of horses to the front end of the
car to start it so he could go to Provo City and buy
more dry cell batteries. When asked why he
bought a Studebaker car, I remember hearing Dad
say, 'Well, Studebaker builds darn good wagons.'
When a later model car with a generator and wet
cell storage batteries came on the market, Father
bought another Studebaker.
"At the time in history that people were changing from horse-drawn buggies to automobiles, I
was from six to ten years of age. I recall seeing
some of our neighbors jacking up a rear wheel of
their ford cars and running a drive belt from the
car to the washing machine. I envied those people
because I still had to help mother wash by turning
the hand-powered washing machine and the handpowered wringer; however, Father soon bought a
new washing machine that was powered by a one

Rikka Andreasen Harding, 1919

and a half horsepower Fairbanks-Morse watercooled gasoline motor. Starting that motor with a
crank was about my first mechanical achievement,
and I will be forever grateful to that motor for taking over the turning of the washing machine.
"Old Maud was Mother's driving mare. I
remember cleaning old Maud with brush and curry
comb, and helping to hitch the mare to the buggy,
then getting cleaned up and driving seven miles to
Provo City to shop and do some visiting! Some of
these driving experiences were a little hectic. Old
Maud would shy clear off the road when passing an
automobile, and sometimes land us in a ditch. She
would also fight with other horses when tied too
close to them at a hitching rail. These times, she
would get her harness tangled and sometimes break a
leather strap or two. Mother always managed to
straighten everything out, and after one of these
episodes, old Maud was tingled some with the buggy
whip, and we had a fast ride on the way home.
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Work on the Farm

Ray and Glen Holdaway, ca. 1920s

"We also herded the cattle on the alfalfa fields
for the fall feed that grew there, after the haying
season was over. This was a job that had to be
done well because of the danger of the cattle
bloating and dying if they ate the green feed too
fast, or ate too much of it. There were also other
crops, such as tomatoes and sugar beet leaves, that
gave the milk a bad flavor when eaten by the
milk-producing cows. The proper surveillance of
these cows when they were in the fields was
absolutely essential. Old Maud was a professional
cow horse and was so quick at turning to chase
cows that her rider would often still be going
straight ahead and fall off.
''Among the many things that Father became
efficient at were blacksmithing and shoeing horses.
He mended his own harnesses and had cobbler
tools and repaired the family shoes, which were
made of leather then. Just having and maintaining
the essential things for a home and for operating a
dairy farm required a lot of skill and industry."
-Elmer Thomas Holdaway Family History

"We all had to work very hard on our thirtyacre farm. It was difficult to do everything that had
to be done. We had three or four cows most of the
time. I had to separate the milk every morning. We
raised our own pigs and chickens. On the east part
of the farm the ground was rocky. We planted fruit
trees and berries there. We had an orchard of cherry
trees for fifteen years, and they never did bear fruit.
The old grove of trees, where Joel's father had his
packing shed, was dynamited out in about 1932.
This gave us more land to plant berries on. There
was a cold spring of water in the grove of trees. I
used to keep my butter wrapped in a sweet cloth
near this cool water to keep it fresh. Our house was
always cool because of the high ceilings and fiftytwo trees Joel's father had planted around it-ash,
maple, white birch, and tree of heaven.

Two-Room House

"When we moved down on the farm, the six of
us lived in a two-room house, with only one bedroom, and all of us slept in that one bedroom. Ir
was just north of the big family house that was
built after the war, which is still there now (220
South Holdaway Road). We had running water,
but you had to run outside to get it!"
-Ray Holdaway
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Zelda Holdaway Bunnell
and Jennie Holdaway Fox, ca. 1904

"To keep the pork from spoiling we would put
the pork in a brine made of salt and water strong
enough to float an egg. West of the house was rich
brown soil. Joel rotated crops to enrich the soil.
We raised tomatoes, cantaloupe, watermelon, carrots, potatoes, and all good things for a garden:
corn, cucumbers, beets, onions, string beans, peppers, lettuce, turnips and parsnips. We raised lovely
raspberries, strawberries, peaches, pears, plums,
apples and grapes.
"We had an unusual farm because of the various types of soil. The upper part, being rocky, was
good to grow fruit and berries. Around the house
the soil was rich for garden vegetables. Down
below was a sandhill where the hay competed with
the sandburs for survival. How the kids hated to
ride the wagon and tromp the hay with all those
sandburs. Grandma Bunnell used to say this hill,
where all the sandburs grew, was an old Indian
burial grounds. She used to watch the Indians in
their ceremonial dances. Below the sandburs was
pastureland. At one time, Joel tried to drain it. He
worked so hard putting in a drain down through
that clay soil. He dug it about six feet deep. It
worked pretty good. He was able to plant and raise
some good celery there. He put a cement ditch all
the way down south of the pasture to carry water
to the young peach trees he planted on the sandhill. They never seemed to get enough water to
survive. They never did produce."
-Zelda Bunnell Holdaway Wall

Niels Larsen, ca. 1925

Provo River. He was about finished plowing a field
by the river when one of his boys, playing on the
river bank, slipped into the river, grabbed some
willows, and called for help. Grandfather answered
back, 'Hang mit der, villows Hans. Your father will
come get you when he makes one more round
with the plow."'
-Howard M. Andersen, Gammon/Larsen Family History
Threshing the Grain

Bathrooms?

"When Holdaways and Gammons put in bathrooms, Grandpa Larsen said, 'People is funny.
They crap in the house, and cook dere cabbage
out in the yard!"'
-Ira Christensen, Larsen/Gammon Family History
One More Round with The Plow

"One of the stories that has been told about
Grandfather Niels Larsen happened during the
time he was raising his family on the farm by the

"One of my first memories was when we would
cut the grain with a binder and stack the bundles
up out in the field until we got ready to haul them
in, and then bring the threshing machines in and
thrash the grain, which was interesting. Quite
often, a big steam tractor came around and ran the
machine that thrashed the grain, and so when we'd
get through thrashing the grain, we kids in the
evening would go out and finish blowing the steam
out of the engine with a whistle."
-Ray Holdaway Family History
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Crowing Up on the Farm

Olena, Wayne, Harry, and Margaret Gammon, 1920s

Our Mother
"Our Mother prepared wonderful meals which
supplied the energy we needed, she bottled vegetables and fruits to fill the cellar, made her own soap
from fat rendered from the hogs, made fresh bread
and cookies, washed the clothes with a wringer-type
washer with two tubs of water for rinsing, hung all
the clothes on lines to dry, and churned sweet cream
into butter. If she had spare time, it was spent cutting quilt blocks from remnants and sewing them
into beautiful quilts, which were sorely needed in
the winter. At harvest time mother worked in the
fields every day picking tomatoes and topping
onions. She was very fast with her hands."

"In my childhood I helped with many threshing chores. One of these jobs was to help build the
grain shocks in the field; another one was to put
the sacks on the grain chute. It was designed with
an inverted Y configuration. Two sacks were
attached. It had a lever so that when one sack was
full the lever was pushed the other way. The full
sack was now removed and a new empty sack
attached. Then the full sack was placed on the
vehicle to convey it to the granary.
"The dirtiest job was to get up on to the growing straw stack and to move the straw around so
that it filled the area designated for it. Needless to
say, I was often very dirty at the end of a threshing
day. I was in need of a bath, and that is the subject
of another chapter in my early life. These early
memories of my life are choice to me ....
'Tm grateful for the opportunity to have
grown up on the farm. For better or worse it has
helped to mold my character."
-Grant Holdaway

•

-Wayne Gammon

Milking the Cows
"My favorite gift to Dad was when I was nine.
I got up at 2:45 A.M. on Christmas morning and
went out to milk the cows alone. We had twentyfive or twenty-eight head. The hardest task was
getting the milk cans in the water trough to cool
the milk. I couldn't lift a full can, so I put a small
amount of milk in the bottom of the can, balanced
the can with the strainer on top in a corner of the
tank and poured the milk into the can while
standing on the edge of the trough. I fell into the
trough once. It was sure cold!"

-J Rulon Gammon
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Grant Holdaway on Derrick, ca. 1920s

The Urge to Throw Eggs

"Now it came to pass that the Gammon boys
would from time to time, when I visited them, be
overpowered with an urge beyond control, even
though they knew it would end in a good licking
from father Gammon, a small but mighty man.
Behold, this was an urge to throw eggs. They
would gather dozens of eggs from the hidden
chickens' nests upon their farm, then began the
battle, throwing at everything that moved or could
be imagined to move. Well do I remember racing
behind them down into their old barn built partly
above the ground and partly below. All came to a
sudden halt as we came face to face with their large
Holstein bull as he peacefully chewed his cud
while tied securely in his stall. The war cry 'Let
him have it' was shouted. And brother, he got it!
Yea, within fifteen seconds poor old Jerry looked

more like an uncooked scrambled egg with blinking eyes and upturned nose than head of the
Gammon cow herd."
-Juel Andreasen

Old Croppie
"'Old Crappie' was a horse. Cleggs went over
one night and took Old Crappie out of the barn
and tied him to the fence a little south of the
house. Then they aggravated brother Blake until
he came out after them. He didn't catch them,
they ran. He went and got the horse, then said,
'You'd just as well come back, boys. I've got your
horse.' When he got over to the barn it was Old
Crappie. He could tell that because Crappie had
his ears burned off in a fire, and they were a little
short. 'Well,' he said, 'it's my own horse.' We nearly laughed ourselves to death for weeks."

-J.J. Madsen

Gammon boys, ca . 1900s
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Chasing Chickens?
"My Grandpa Charles Alma Rawlings had
chickens, and for some unknown reason the
roosters didn't like me. What's there not to like
of a little girl? They would start to chase me
from Grandpa's house over to my Uncle Bill
Rawling's house, and then back to my Grandparents' house. If I was outside with Grandpa
they never chased me. But when I was alone they
would try to pick at the back of my legs. My
Grandpa would say, 'One more time, and we will
have chicken and dumplings on Sunday.' And
many Sundays we did.
"I would go running and screaming towards
the house, yelling, 'Let me in!' To this day I don't
like chickens, geese, or any other birds around my
legs or feet. The 'adults' thought it was funny to
see me on a dead run with chickens running and
flying after me, and my long blonde hair flying
behind me."
-Connie Thacker Taylor

The Crystal Radio Set
''And it came to pass that through selling subscriptions to the Deseret News I did win a crystal
radio set. Now I had heard of this wonderful
machine, but even though I chose the radio as my
gift, I could not believe it would work.
''According to the instructions, I constructed
an aerial or antenna of four wires long enough to
reach from the house to the barn, about one hundred feet. This was erected about seven feet above
the buildings. The set, which was six inches by
six inches by four inches, was connected to this
aerial and a ground wire. This set was known as a
crystal or cat-whisker set, and it was necessary to
place the cat whisker (small wire) on a sensitive
point of the gelena crystal while turning the dial
back and forth.
''And lo and behold, there was music and then
a voice saying, 'This is KZN Deseret News Salt
Lake City, Utah.' Now it came to pass that word
of this wonderful machine I owned spread
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Juel Andreasen

throughout the land of Vineyard, and every night
some new person or persons would come to listen
to the unbelievable music and words.
"Willis Madsen was with me every night his
parents would let him, though he said his brother Joseph said we were crazy, and only thought
we heard music, all it was, was the waves of the
Lake. He was one of the few who would never
come and listen."
-Juel Andreasen

Life Was Wonderful in Vineyard
"The years I spent in the Vineyard School were
happy ones. When I was in the second grade my

we did was go to the Geneva Resort. We took our
lunch and enjoyed visiting with other Vineyard
friends on holidays. There was a swimming pool
and a store where a quarter from our parents
would buy all the goodies we could eat. There was
also a dance hall at the resort where I later went to
wonderful dances.
"On the Fourth of July we always went to
Provo and parked on Center Street to watch the
wonderful parade. When we returned home we
usually made ice cream in the old, wooden, handturned ice cream freezer. Oh, life was wonderful in
Vineyard when I was a child!
''A special thing happened with the teenagers
in Vineyard when I lived there. We all did things
together in our various homes. The parents of each
of us took turns making us welcome in their
homes for a party and fixing refreshments for us.
We played games and had fun. This took the place
of too-early dating."
-Mary Blake Rowley

100 Years of Vineyard
Zella Blake, 1919

teacher was Miss Marjorie Holdaway. At chat rime
our family had to move to Provo for a year because
my Father had a health problem and couldn't do
the farmwork. Before I moved away Miss
Holdaway sent me on an errand down the hall.
When I came back and opened the door, the room
was full of children all shouting, 'Surprise!'
"On the farm we all worked hard. In addition to
helping Mother with the housework I worked outside thinning sugar beets, hauling hay, picking tomatoes and other things. I still enjoy outdoor work and
think dirt is beautiful. One of the most important
things my parents caught me is to love work.
"There were two things we did for fun. After a
day's work we often went down to Utah Lake, by
where the Allen family lived, and enjoyed a swim
(before the lake was polluted). The really big thing

Vineyard has a history
That no one would erase.
It goes from horse and buggy days
To centuries rockets, probing space.
From cutting ice on Utah lake
To preserve containers of white gold (milk),
Then loading on commuter trains
To the markets where it sold.
Where roads evolved from rutted lanes
To a two lane graveled band
These to permanent asphalts
With four lanes of highway planned.
Bazaars and outings, fund raisers,
To them the ward was seen,
Roadshows and the three-act plays,
Or dancing at the "Gold and Green."
Progress brought an end to this
As we pause and then take stock.
Now we pretty much confine ourselves
To the three-hour block.
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Vineyard earned its niche in sports
And won trophies by the score.
The trophies that our champions won
Are not displayed any more.
Through her missionaries, through the years
And two world wars on freedom's side,
She spreads peace and hope across the earth,
Her influence is worldwide.
And from the fickle fate called progress
Came a change of view.
From some of Vineyards fertile fields
The Geneva Steel plant grew.
And in the present scheme of things,
Geneva's struggling somehow
And in the fields of Vineyard,
You seldom see a cow.
Progress brings its constant change
And force a hard derision.
Vineyard's fertile fields now raise
A crop called subdivision.
These days, youth all dress alike,
Which sex is just a guess,
When asked if it's a boy or girl
All you can say is "yes."
Life has brought its changes
In many things and many ways;
To our children yet unborn
These are the "good old days."
For backward trek, back through time,
In memory we can find
Well preserved, available
From the silos of the mind.
In procreation's miracle
Vineyards offspring come to view.
Through her travails of birthing
Came Vineyard one and Vineyard two.
She completes one hundred years
And this truth I have to tell,
As she crosses a millennial threshold,
Vineyards alive and well.
Rikka Andreasen Harding, ca. 191 Os
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-Bill Jenkins

Essay Contest Winner, Vineyard
Centennial Celebration, August 1999
by Jessica Ann Garlic

"I wondered how Vineyard got its name. My
great-grandpa, Max Blake, told me that it was
because it was perfect land for growing grapevines.
My great-great-grandpa, James T. Blake, starts at
the root of the vine because he was my first ancestor to live in Vineyard, in 1899. When his family
first moved to Vineyard, he heard a loud noise. He
didn't know what it was. He thought the lake had
broken loose. He asked his father what it was. He
said it was a train. The next morning his father
showed him the train in Vineyard.
"His son, Max Blake, my great-grandpa is in
the middle of the vine like the stem. He was born
in Vineyard in 1914. His chores were to bring the
coal into the house for the fire in the winter.
When he was twelve years old he milked cows. He
lived on a dairy farm and had to work a lot. He
raised sugar beets, bailed hay, and worked in the
fields. In the summer he worked a lot; in the winter it snowed a lot. For my chores I make my bed
and unload the dishwasher every morning. Mine
are a lot easier today.
"My great-grandpa's school was a lot smaller
than mine. There were eight grades and only four
teachers. He walked on dirt roads one and a half
miles to school. It would have been very hard to
walk that far. I ride my bike or roller blade on the
sidewalk only a few blocks to my school. He didn't
have a lunchroom. He ate in his classroom or outside. Some of the games he played were kick-thecan, run-sheep-run, and hide-and-go-seek. There
were no radios or television. He delivered newspapers in Vineyard when he was twelve years old. He
had to ride a horse to do this.
"There was only one country store in Vineyard
and only about one hundred homes. The store was
next to the school house. There were overalls,
cloth, and sacks of sugar for sale. We can get
candy, food, clothes, jewelry, Nintendo games, and
much more at Walmart.

Grant, George, Joseph, Thelma, Max, Mary, Rex, and Grandpa
Blake, 1925.

"My grandpa, Keith Blake, was born in 1947 and
lived in Vineyard. He is like the leaves in the Vineyard. My mom came next, then me. I am at the end
of the vine. I am like the grapes, and I love grapes.
But I wouldn't have them without the root, stem, or
leaves. I am thankful for my Vineyard ancestors."
Poem Written to Ella, 14 October 1966
Do not believe, dear friend,
Though on this book the final leaves have turned,
That living's done
This, shall not beThe master Hand that penned this work
Has written more
This volume you have known, and shared in rich
fulfillment,
Comes as but one of three; one read before,
One finished here, and now the hope of one
Which lies ahead
To gain the fullness of this work,
We do not read beyond nor look behind,
But use each volume as it comes-make it
complete:
Lose nothing there within the leaves
The third is planned-be sure of this, my friend,
And when that reading comes, the veil will lift,
And in those pages, all you've hoped will be reality.
-With love, Margaret
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Lowell Varley, ca. 1 900s
Elmer, Clarence, and Leland Gammon, ca. 1900s

J. J. Madsen Sr., ca. 1880s
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Susan Madsen, ca. 1880s

Leora Holdaway, ca. 1908
Ray and Fay Holdaway, ca. 191 Os

Arvil Oliver Stone, ca. 1900
Niels Larsen family tree, ca. 1916

Mary and Hannah Ellenora Larsen, ca . 1900s
Zelda Holdaway Bunnell, ca . 1908

Vern Williams and Ariel Larsen, 1918
Wesley Harding, Lewis Clegg, and Roland Harding, ca. 1912

. -~
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Vanza Varley and Malicent Clegg, ca. 191 Os

Ethel Varley, ca. 1910s

John Kirby and Lydia Allen, 1887

Edna and Lydia Allen, 1920

_l

Ane (Annie) Larsen, ca. 1920s

Nellie Handley Holdaway, ca. 1900s

T. C. and Ella Hebertson, ca. 1920
Jesse and Mary Scott Harding, ca. 1900s

.-

Leland Wells and Reed Stone, ca. 191 Os

Will Varley, ca. 1910s

Jay, Bob, Dean, Cinderella, and Ila Johnson, 1934

Ray and Pauline Gammon, 1933

Vanza Varley, ca. 191 Os

Marion Holdaway and Marian Fox (granddaughter)
Iris and Mabel Andersen, and Verona Clegg, ca. 191 Os

Emma and son Harry Stone, ca. 1920s

·-

Robert and Cherie Harding, ca. 1940s

Cousins and friends: Lorna, Kay, JoAnn, Val, Leora, La Var, Inez,
and Clista Holdaway, 1935.

Mckay Andreasen, ca. 1930s

LeRoy, LaRay, Earl, Lorna, Aleen, Kay, and Carole Holdaway, 1935

Robert Harding, ca. 1940s

Virginia Peterson, Zella Harding, and Phyllis Murdoch, 1932

Jake Holdaway and Travis Gillespie building wickiup near Utah
Lake, 1999.

Sue, Earl, and Glade Holdaway, ca. 1940s

Miriam Bunker, 1943
Kathy Madsen, ca. 1940s

. ,...

Don, Hal, and Nadine Allen, 1942

Alisa Leora Harding with great
grandmother Leora's doll, 1999

Kay Madsen, ca. 1940s

Julianne Clegg, ca. 1970s

"Mama, don't let me fall in!" Devon Davies, 2000.

TIMELINE
1900
Typhoid fever reaches epidemic proportions

1918-19
The Spanish Flu epidemic kills
an estimated twenty million worldwide

1920s
Four deaths occur in train-automobile collisions

1934
A lantern tips over and sets the Rawlings'
barn and winter hay reserve on fire

1952
Lightning strikes Walter and Robert
Holdaway's farm and starts a hay barn on fire

1953
Nora Anderson sustains major
injuries from a train-automobile accident

1967
An overheated fan starts a fire and burns
down Walter Holdaway's onion warehouse

1971
A strong wind destroys Rex
Blake's barn, blowing it onto the road

1973
Mervin Chapman dies in train-automobile accident

1974
LeRoy T. and Ivan F.
Holdaway die in tragic accident

1978
A fierce storm hits Vineyard. The barns
of Lynn Holdaway, Glen and Ray Holdaway, and J Rulon Gammon are destroyed

1982
Holdaway's house burns down
while the family is at church

TRAGEDIES

N

o community is without its tragedies,
The summer of 1934 was a busy time for the Rawlings
and such misfortunes are often a reflecfamily. The men spent the summer cutting and hauling
tion of setting and lifestyle. That is
hay until the barn was full and there was a large stack
certainly the case with Vineyard.
besides. It looked as if there would be plenty of hay to
Strong winds are not common to Utah Valley,
last throughout the winter for the cows, milk being the
main source of income for the family.
but occasionally they come in force. On 19 May
One night in early winter as the boys were finishing
1971, Mothers Day, a very strong wind blew Rex
the chores, the lantern was accidentally tipped over,
Blake's hay barn down and out onto the road.
causing a fire in the hay barn. Every effort was made to
First, a violent wind came from the north, then
put out the flames, but they tugged away and destroyed
an equally strong wind came from the souththe barn, the hay, and the milking shed. At least a hunperhaps a tornado. Rex Blake remembers his barn
dred tons of hay was burned, and what was saved was
water soaked so badly it was beyond use.
as the only casualty of that day, bur several years
- Rawlings and Peay Family History
later, 8 June 1978, the barns of Lynn Holdaway,
Glen and Ray Holdaway (brothers), and J Rulon
Gammon blew down
during another fierce
storm. Some of the oneby-twelve boards from
the roof of the Gammon
barn were blown four
hundred feet to the east
of the farmstead and
driven more than three
feet into the ground.
Blades of grass were
found driven into the
bark of walnut trees.
J Rulon and Venice
J Rulon Gammon hay barn after wind storm, 8 June 1978
Gammon were awake
and sometimes livestock. In 1967, Walter Holdawith a baby when the storm struck at 11 :30 P.M.
way lost his onion warehouse to a fire caused by an
The static electricity was so strong that the small
overheated fan. The building contained several
appliances, their metal cabinets, and their stainless
pieces of farm equipment and 240,000 pounds of
steel counter tops arced with electricity, and sparks
recently harvested onions. In 1952 a hay barn on
flashed from electrical outlets. J Rulon and a good
the Walter and Robert Holdaway farm was set afire
friend, Bill Cox, of Orem, spent the rest of the
by a bolt of lightning.
night rewiring the milk barn, which had remained
On a Sunday in 1982, Edith Holdaway's home
standing in preparation for the morning milking.
burned while the family was attending church.
Many accidents have been the result of the
One of Edith's boys had lit a match in the basehazards of farming. In two incidents, limbs were
lost in heavy machinery. Fires, sometimes caused
ment, which ignited some plants that were to be
by children playing with matches or firecrackers,
used for floral arrangements. This occurred during
on several occasions destroyed barns, haystacks,
the year of disagreement over whether the county
◄

Interested bystanders; Farrell Rawlings, Mark Rawlings, Tim Rawlings, Linda Rawlings, Glade Wilkinson, and friends surveying
damage done to Rex Blake barn after it was ripped apart in a windstorm, 19 May 1971.
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Clarence Gammon's Accident on the Beet Dump
In the early years of the sugar beet industry, the "beet dump," where farmers' wagon loads of beets were emptied into
railroad cars, was the "high-rise" kind. Because electricity was not yet available, teams of horses had to pull the wagons up
a twenty-foot-high ramp so that when dumped, the beets would slide from the wagon, over a grid, and on into waiting railroad cars. (This method was a great improvement over hand-shoveling the beets into the cars.)
Harry Gammon's son Clarence drove one of the largest wagons and wagon beds in Vineyard for his father, and Clarence
was an exceptionally good horseman. Harry would use two teams on his beet wagons: the "leaders" and the "wheelers." The
wheelers, a less experienced team, were hitched next to the wagon. Good-pulling stock were required to pull a four-ton load
of beets to the top of the ramp.
At the top of the ramp, chains were hooked to the far side of the wagon bed; then, by means of a hand-operated windlass, this rear side of the hinged wagon bed was lifted so that the beets slid out of the near side of the wagon into the dump.
A "stringer" or "frame" was attached to the underside of the wagon to prevent the wagon from being lifted up.
Just as Clarence dumped his load of beets and undid the chains, ready to descend from the ramp, a train came by and
spooked one of the wheelers, both newly broken colts. That wheeler pushed a leader over the guard rail, pulling both teams
and the entire wagon off the high part of the ramp. Clarence barely saved himself by jumping out of the bed of the wagon.
The wagon and its tongue fell straight into mud and water below, breaking the fall. The bed fell over and badly hurt one
of the leaders. But all four horses survived, and there was little damage to the wagon.
Students from the nearby school lined the schoolyard fence to get in on the excitement. Apparently a boy who'd been
to the outdoor toilet had seen the accident and reported it to the class, just before recess. The incident was a favorite topic
of conversation in Vineyard for many months.
- Etan a Cammon Larsen

or Orem City should respond to fires. Neither
responded for thirty-five minutes, and the house
was gutted and had to be rebuilt.
A particularly tragic incident proved fatal for two
Vineyard farmers. In 1974, LeRoy T. Holdaway,
age thirty-nine, and his cousin, Ivan F. Holdaway,
twenty-four, entered through a manhole of an oxygen-free variety of corn silo to do work inside. Both
were found asphyxiated. LeRoy left a wife and six
children, Ivan a wife and ten-day-old daughter.
Three children lost their lives in automobile or
school bus accidents. The presence of railroad crossings at the steel plant and on the Denver and Rio
Grande resulted in some train-automobile collisions.

Four deaths of Vineyard residents are recorded:
Melvin Miner, Thomas Andersen, Leah Jolley (all in
the 1920s), and later Mervin Chapman (23 September 1973). Nora Andersen sustained major injuries
in a train-auto collision on 15 December 1953.
At least two residents were killed in autopedestrian accidents on Geneva Road. Lena
Pearson Clegg, wife of Lewis Clegg, was killed
while crossing the street on her return from church
services. John Joseph Madsen (also known as Joy
or JJ) was killed in front of his home, also while
crossing Geneva Road.
Although many residents served in the military
(six in World War I, many in World War II, and
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I was on my way to school over by the milk depot one
very foggy morning-/ could not see twenty feet in front
of myself. When I nearly reached the depot, I heard the
train coming, so I stepped off to the side of the tracks to
let it go by. Then I heard the train hit something. The
brakes of the train were set, and it slid past me, pushing
a farmer's truck ahead of it. It was pushing milk cans,
truck parts, and parts of the driver, who was the father
of a boy in my class. I was very shaken up that morning.
I didn't use the tracks for a while after that.
- Clarence Ferre

others in the Korean, Vietnam, and Desert Storm
conflicts), and many saw action, only one militaryrelated death has been recorded. (See the chapter
"Military Service.")
Some residents of the Vineyard area died of
pneumonia and other ailments related to exposure;
and some lives were lost in the devastating flu epidemic of 1918-19.
Deaths from illness or incident to age, while
not tragic, are often unexpected. They nearly
always deeply affect a small community like
Vineyard, and they are duly noted by residents,
even though the deceased may have taken up
residence elsewhere.
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Quarantine signs issued by the Board of Health, WW-II
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The Spanish flu epidemic of 7918- 79 remained vivid
in the memories of Vineyard residents. It is mentioned
in many diaries, and in personal and family histories.
Joy Osborne Clegg recalled, "After arriving home
[from military service], I took up my duties on the
farm. I must mention here the great calamity that took
place during this period of time. It was the time the flu
broke out. That was not the kind of flu we have today,
it was a real killer. More people died by far [an estimated twenty million worldwide] with this dreaded
disease than was killed in the war [an estimated ten
million]. When I was stationed in Butte, Montana, it
hit the worst. There were as high as thirty and forty
funerals in one day, all the public places were closed,
and the schools were used for hospitals and the soldiers were nurses. I spent much time going with the
firing squad, burying the dead soldiers and caring for
the sick."
Much closer to home, Ella Hebertson Madsen said
in an interview,
"The flu was bad! People walked around like
ghosts. Everything was closed but the church, and I
don't know what made people think you wouldn't get
the flu in church, because you did.
"We wore masks, even on the streets. The phone
would ring, and you were almost paralyzed because
you didn't know who was next. We kept our soup kettle going night and day to take to the people who were
sick. Mother would go in and sit with them, and she
didn't take the flu. There was our family, the Hebertsons, and one other family in the ward that did not ever
get the flu.
"It picked on those we thought was strong. It was
just whoever got it. Some of those who got the flu got
better. Joy Clegg and Leland Gammon had to milk all the
cows in the ward, because there was nobody else free to
milk-nobody. Deaths were tremendous. More than
once, I stood out in that cemetery and sang over an outdoor funeral. We couldn't have funerals indoors at all. I
can still hear myself yet, singing, 'Oh Grave, Where is
Thy Victory?' and it echoed from the mountains up
there-but I didn't get the flu.
"Clark Boulton was one of the few in Vineyard who
did not get the flu during the terrible epidemic of
79 78- 79, and he was kept busy helping others. From
this time on he was known as 'Doc Boulton.' He did lose
his mother in this epidemic."
-Juel Andreasen history

Sickness in those days hit very hard. Doctors of those
early days would always come to the home in times of
illness. However, travel then was by horse and buggy.
Communicable or contagious diseases would require
families to be in a complete home quarantine, and
depending on how long these diseases would take to go
through a family, it might tie them into their homes for
weeks or months. A poster type sign was placed on the
front of the home, and one could not leave or communicate or visit away from the home. Telephones were
very rare in rural communities. I desire here to quote
from my parents when scarlet fever struck their children:
"On Wednesday, the 30 th day of September 7903, our
little boy Leland was stricken down with an attack of
scarlet fever in the most malignant form. On the following Monday the 5 th of October, 1903, our oldest was
stricken down with the same disease, from which he
died on Friday the 9th , between the hours of seven and
eight o'clock. The 7th day of October, 1903, our little
daughter was stricken, from which she died on Sunday
the 1 Ith day of October. On the 8 th day of the same
month and year, our second boy, Clarence, was stricken
with the same disease. The Lord in His mercy had seen
fit to remove from our midst two of our darlings, which
loss we cannot describe our grief. But the Lord was merciful in sparing to us two other boys, Clarence and
Leland, and in sending us friends as sympathizers, and to
do all they could in laying away our babies in mother
earth. We being under quarantine at the time were
unable to attend the funeral of our little ones."
-Larsen/Cammon family history

Nora Anderson's auto after collision with train . The radiator,
hood, and fan were sheared off the car, which was bounced
into a nearby ditch by the impact.

Death of Uncle Thomas Andersen
It was while living in Vineyard that I witnessed
death for the first time. We had a long distance to walk
to school, probably two to three miles. That was a long
way for someone so young.
One morning, my sister Crace and two or three
other children, besides myself, were taking a shortcut to
school by way of the railroad tracks, which ran on an
angle that cut the distance for us. We were a short distance from the crossing, east of the Vineyard school and
the old country store, when my sister saw a train
approaching in the distance. She told all of us to get
together on the west side of the track, so no one would
cut across the track at the last moment. This we all did.
Shortly after, we saw a black car, Model T or Model A,
approaching the track. Moments later, we witnessed
pieces of metal flying in the air, and then we saw a man
lying across the rail and found out it was our Uncle
Thomas Andersen. The pieces from the car had flown
across the tracks, on the east side, and so no one else
was hurt. I remember all of us congregating in the school
yard with the principal and he was trying to console our
cousin Kenneth Andersen.
-Helen Bunnell Weeks

Thomas and Mary Etta Bunnell Andersen, ca. 1918
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TIMELINE
1899
The Vineyard Ward is organized

1972
Vineyard first approaches Geneva Steel
with proposal for incorporation

1980
State law requires that Geneva Steel operate
within city limits upon changes in ownership

1989
First public hearing for incorporation is held

1989

J Rulon

Gammon is elected
mayor in an open election

1989
County Commission
approves incorporation petition

1989
First annual summer celebration in Vineyard

1990
Town Council places moratorium
on building in Vineyard

1990
Vineyard receives first property
tax check for $129,000

1996
The Vineyard Town Youth Council is organized

1998
Vineyard's Historical Commitee is formed

1999
Centennial Celebration for Vineyard

A

hea~line in the 25 April 1989 Provo
Daily Herald announced Vineyard's
incorporation with the headline:
"Newest town has only 148 people,
but one big asset." The allusion was of course to
Geneva Steel, but Vineyard enjoyed a far greater
asset: the residents' determination to preserve the
heritage of their small community. It was the steel
plant's annual tax revenues that in large measure
made Vineyard's incorporation as a town possible,
but that relative wealth was not what prompted
the residents' drive to become independent.
The encroachment of neighboring cities, especially Provo and Orem, whose populations were
exploding, led community leaders in Vineyard to
approach Geneva Steel with a proposal for incorporation in 1972. The proposal was denied. If Vineyard residents were to have a say in the future of
their land, they needed to take control of the community, and that as quickly and fully as possible.
Although Geneva Steel initially saw little benefit to
the plan, a 1980 Utah State tax law required companies in unincorporated areas to operate within city
limits upon changes in ownership or expansion. This
left Geneva Steel or Basic Manufacturing Technology
(BMT), the new purchaser of Geneva from United
States Steel Company (USX), with three options:
bring Orem boundaries to the plant, seek annexation
to Lindon, or become a tax base for a newly incorporated community of Vineyard. The company
chose the latter option, endorsing enthusiastically
Vineyard's petition for incorporation.
Vineyard residents' petition included the following statements:
"Preserve the heritage of the community"the labor that hard-working pioneers put into
redeeming the land from bogs;
"Preserve the integrity of the Vineyard
lifestyle and name"-an essentially agricultural
community, with such aesthetic and attractive
outdoor features as "hunting, birdwatching,
and walking";
◄

Planning Commission member Grant Holdaway spoke to
commission members, cautioning them not to use their
positions to advance their own interests, but rather dwell
upon the good of the whole as opposed to the individual. He asked commission members to look at what they
would like to have the town look like in twenty to thirty
years from now and plan from the standpoint of what
they want to leave as a legacy for generations to come.
-Grant Holdaway, Planning Commission minutes, 73 May 1998

"Protect our own interests"-notably water
rights in the underground aquifers and cordial
relations with Geneva Steel;
"Continue to contribute to the economy
of Utah County-preserving living space for
residents who wish to reside in the community,
while remaining a good economic neighbor to
Geneva Steel."

The key words, echoed in Geneva Steel's commitment of support for Vineyard's proposal, were
"greater local autonomy and control, ... more
active participation in proposed development, ...
and enhanced levels of municipal-type services."
The wisdom and practicality of Vineyard's
incorporation were not without critics. In 1989,
Orem officials questioned whether it was appropriate to place a town between Orem and the lake.
How could such a city support fire and police protection? Would Orem have a future say in environmental issues? Orem had already included Vineyard
in its master plan for development of its sewer,
water, and power systems, and had assumed that
eventually the whole of Vineyard would be included in its city limits. The area was, in fact, on Orem
City's annexation declaration. (Vineyard now purchases police and fire protection from Orem City.)
The Mountainlands Association of Governments thus was commissioned to look into the
proposed incorporation, and Orem officials agreed
to wait for the association's report ( The Daily
Universe, 2 March 1989, p. 1).

TMheTiVineyard Town flag, United States flag, and Utah State flag located near the Vineyard Town hall and park looking towards
t. 1mpanogos, 2000.
,
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Ironically, one of Vineyard's main points in
favor of independence was "encroachment" by the
city of Orem, which, following past patterns of
annexation, might attempt to turn Vineyard into a
densely populated area, losing Vineyard's identity.
Requirements for incorporation involved simply filing a petition, with signatures, to the County
Commission, then waiting for review and approval. All but five voting-age residents signed the
petition to incorporate. With 148 residents, Vineyard met the population requirement (100 to 800
residents); the area to be incorporated included
2,805 acres, a little more than four square miles.
The steel mill was the largest property owner, comprising nearly 1600 acres.
On 24 April 1989, forty Vineyard residents
attended the public hearing before the Utah
County Commission, at which Homer Chandler,
executive director of the Mountainlands
Association of Governments, recommended postponement of a vote of approval till alternatives
could be considered. Vineyard leaders satisfied the
commission that they had carefully considered
Mountainlands' concerns. One main concern was
the future of the steel plant, which provided needed tax revenues to develop utilities, pay for fire and
police protection, and support inevitable development. Geneva Steel's determination to modernize
and expand figured heavily in the Commission's
decision to approve Vineyard's articles of incorporation. Mountainlands' other concern-inevitable
growth-was answered by Vineyard's simple resolve, "We'll cross that bridge when we come to it."
Successful incorporation owed largely to the
persistent efforts of a single man, J Rulon Gammon,
whose untiring efforts paid off in approval of the
incorporation petition by the County Commission
on 9 May 1989. A full-time dairyman, Gammon
was elected mayor in an open election even before
the town received permission to incorporate. And
he was under no illusions about the task he and residents faced: "Let's face it," he later told the press,
"we're a bunch of farmers who have a difficult time
learning how a municipality works. (Deseret N ews,
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Vineyard Incorporation Document, May 1, 1989

21 Dec. 1990, p. B-1). But he had little reason to
be modest about his own qualifications. A nomination for an award as an outstanding community
leader in the American Hometown Leaders Award
program lists his accomplishments: member of and
officer in several local and state dairyman groups,
active participant in county and state organizations,
leader in his church, and service volunteer, especially
in the community of Vineyard. The award, presented locally, included a check for one thousand dollars
to the town of Vineyard.
The city council at the time of incorporation
consisted of Morris Clegg, Stanley Morris, Robert
Holdaway, and Grace Holdaway.
Just eleven days after Vineyard was declared an
incorporated town, its citizens gathered to celebrate
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in what they called a "Vineyard Town Family Social."
In a speech at the social, Mayor Gammon emphasized that the community was nearly one hundred
years old and resolved that the town would renew
its incorporation at annual celebrations.
One of the new town's many challenges
involved mail delivery, in a switch from a rural
route to a street-address system. The town council
solved the problem of duplicate numerical addresses by renaming streets and asking Orem to deliver
mail, so that the too common misdeliveries to
adjacent city addresses would cease.
Another challenge was the town's potential for
unrestricted population growth and development.
Thus in late 1990, the town council "placed a
moratorium on building and temporarily dissolved
its Planning Commission while the council developed a master plan to govern development in
Vineyard" (Deseret News, 21 Dec. 1990, pp. B-2,
4). The timing of the moratorium was opportune:
farmers have less work to do during winter months
than at other times of the year. Mayor Gammon
remarked, "One thing we are trying to do is maintain a true agricultural zone" (which required forty
acres to build a new home). The Deseret News correspondent reported, ''About half the residents of
Vineyard are involved in agriculture; there are four
dairies in the town" (21 Dec. 1990 p. B-2).
On granting the petition of incorporation to
Vineyard, Utah County informed the community
that the county would give the new town no
funding from county taxes because all assessed
funds had been figured into the county's budgets
and departments for the next eighteen months
(cities and towns run on a fiscal year that begins
on 1 July, and counties on 1 January). Hence
there could be no collection for Vineyard until the
county made its fall assessment and presented a
budget in the spring of 1990. Vineyard officials
had planned a budget of $80,000 per year based
on their contributions to Special Service Districts,
from which they planned to withdraw on forming
the new town.
With no funds to operate on, the new town
fathers went to Geneva officials and requested a
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Mayor J Rulon Gammon; Councilmembers: Grace Holdaway,
Robert Holdaway, Stan Morris, Morris Clegg, 1989.

loan of $50,000 to fund the town until tax income
could repay the loan. An initial loan of $15,000
brought the town through its first eighteen months.
The first property tax check for the year 1990,
approximately $129,000, came in February 1991.
Sales tax revenues were about $40,000 for the
quarter. Class B and C road funds and sales of
building permits and licenses added to that income, providing the town a healthy start, well
above the planned $80,000 budget.
Vineyard was able to cut licenses and fees in
half and still operate comfortably. The town eventually purchased a house, a cabinet-manufacturing
shop, and four acres of land. The shop was renovated into a town hall and the house let for rent.
Plans were also laid for a park and baseball diamond, volleyball court, sand pile for children, and
barbecue pavilion on the property of the town hall.
(Deseret News, 21 Dec. 1990, p. B-4)
Earlier fears expressed by Provo Herald columnist Ed Haroldson appeared to be unfounded:
urbanization, like that of Orem; diminishing
taxes from Geneva Steel; the town becoming a
"company town" to the steel plant; and irremediable headaches to the volunteer mayor and council members.
Within two years, Dan Harrie, of the Salt
Lake Tribune, could be much more optimistic.
In light of financial statistics (estimated revenues
of $368,275 for 1992) and remarkable civic

The Vineyard Planning Commission

Vineyard Town Hall, 1998

progress, Vineyard appeared to be in the best per
capita situation of any town or city in the state.
Elected officials had finally consented to accept a
$30.00 stipend for each monthly meeting. The
seven-acre park, completed at a cost of $400,000
was paid for in cash. Property taxes were reduced
by 30 percent for the year. "It's a nice little thing
to be involved in," Mayor Gammon remarked.
"We're the best-kept secret in Utah and we'd like
to keep it that way" (Salt Lake Tribune, 2 Dec.
1991, pp. A-1-2). "The main objective of forming Vineyard was to maintain a lifestyle, an agricultural lifestyle we could not protect in any
other way," Mayor Gammon continued. "We
saw an opportunity to hopefully preserve an
open-air, greenbelt lifestyle" (Salt Lake Tribune,
2 Dec. 1991, p. A-2).

Before 1998 the town council also acted as
the planning commission, as allowed by state law.
Acting on requests from some Vineyard residents,
the council was asked to organize a formal planning commission to address issues related to the
development of the infrastructure of the community: a "vision statement," a master development
plan, and site provisions for a future infrastructure.
One pressing issue was finding a balance
between the property rights of property owners
and the preservation of community goals. As a
result, the planning commission, with the help of
the town planner, Rod Despain, sent a survey to
residents, requesting response to questions related
to the town's future. The outcome was a "Town
Vision Statement, Goals and Policies" document
(yet to be formally adopted), which would act as a
basis for future decisions: "To maintain the integrity and the quality of rural living in a well-planned,
well-organized fashion so as to safeguard a peaceful, independent, beautifully kept, livable community." Residential development seems inevitable,
yet residents have urged the planning commission
and town council to preserve, and even enhance,
the rural flavor of the town; and this will involve
adding walking and horse trails to the town's wetlands as a resource for family recreation.
There is a proposal to sell the old Geneva
Resort property, once owned by Utah Power and

Rod Despain told the commission that the question that
needs to be asked and answered is just how urban or
just how rural the town would like to be. The word
"rural" means different things to different people. One of
the feelings he is receiving from the town is that the citizens are not willing to allow growth to come in a haphazard way. ... It is not the purpose of a community to
maximize the owner's ability to profit, but to protect the
health, welfare, and safety of its citizens, which is the
basis for creating a general plan and having zoning ordinances to back it up.
- Rod Despain, Planning Commission minutes, 12 November 1998
Landscape, 1998
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Light, to Lindon City for development as a park;
Lindon officials have requested Vineyard to participate in this project. The two towns have discussed
seeking State Historical Restoration funds because
of the historical significance of this site.

•

The Summer Celebration

In 1989 the mayor of Vineyard declared an
Annual Summer Celebration, based on a historical
theme, to foster unity and community spirit among
town residents. A traditional program has evolved:
the Boy Scouts present the flag; sky-divers land in
the park; there's a catered meal, followed by games
for the children and a program. There are skits and
a community sing, followed by the very timehonored tradition of eating fresh cantaloupe straight
from local farmers' fields, topped with ice cream.
The summer 1999 celebration of Vineyard's
centennial year (Vineyard Ward was organized in
1899) added special features: a historical quilt
sewed by Vineyard residents, friends, and the
Historical Committee; pictures and memorabilia
of the past; and an evening program, during which
the contents of a time capsule, which had been
deposited in the cornerstone of the Vineyard Ward
chapel, were shared. Seven descendants read letters
from the capsule that had been addressed to them
personally by their ancestors.
Vineyard's Youth Council

Since 1992, when the Utah Association of
Youth Councils was organized, seventy Utah communities formed associations, whose purpose was
to give youth the opportunity to work within the
American political system and provide community
service. The specific mission of the Vineyard Town
Youth Council, organized in August 1996, was to
develop citizenship and leadership, to render community service, to increase understanding of the
operations of local government, and to provide
opportunity for personal achievement.
One of the first programs of the Youth Council was an Easter egg hunt for Vineyard residents
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1997 Youth Councilmembers. Front row: Councilmember
Grace Holdaway, Youth Councilmembers: Trudy Kent, Emma
Swain, and Josiah Teschner. Back row: Councilmember Keith
Holdaway, Youth Councilmembers: Sara Edwards, Mike
Holdaway, Youth Mayor Tammy Kent, Courtney Edwards, Ben
Kent, Mayor J Rulon Gammon.

and extended families. This very successful activity
has continued as an annual outing. The youth
council has also been involved in a bike safety
program, an annual spring clean-up of the town,
the annual summer celebration, and a variety of
service projects.
Issues and Challenges Facing Vineyard

The incorporation of Vineyard has presented
some very interesting and, occasionally, very challenging issues. The town has a very small population base. Our people are closely related, and
whenever an issue comes before the city council,
that issue involves family ties of one kind or
another. In most municipalities, sensitive issue calls
are between unrelated individuals. But in
Vineyard, addressing an issue is much like calling a
family council and trying to bring about a solution
that will keep harmony in the family. In my estimation, this has been one of the most sensitive
challenges that Vineyard has faced.
Geneva Steel provides the basic tax base of the
community. Geneva has spent millions of dollars
cleaning up the environment and its operational
processes in order to meet the requirements of the
Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and other
environmental emission standards imposed by state

Geneva Steel plant, 2000

and federal legislation. Although modernization of
the plant has been very expensive, Geneva officials
have aggressively pursued the task. At the same
time, competition has been very keen in the industry, both domestic and foreign. Geneva's financial
health has been in the balance for the past two or
three years, and the plant has been forced to take a
bankruptcy course in the courts. Geneva has nevertheless continued to operate and make a herculean effort to remain competitive, though its
course of action will surely have a marked effect on
the town.
Most of Vineyard's major landholders are
growing older, and as this occurs, they look to
options for a comfortable retirement. Traditionally,
people in this attitude look for ways to turn their
property over to another and live the remainder of
their lives on the proceeds. Development on the
borders of Vineyard has had a significant impact
on property, inflating values and proving very
inviting to those approaching or having arrived at
retirement age. Agricultural pursuits cannot compete with these inflated values. Hence the town has
empowered a planning commission to develop a
master plan that will facilitate orderly development
in the town. It will be difficult to maintain a rural
flavor of the community and at the same time satisfy desires for development; density has much to
do with maximizing the returns on developmental
property. Should the town pursue a course to purchase, or in some way exchange, development

rights in the community? This question
remains to be answered.
Development will
cause a rapid influx of
new people to the area.
At present, given the
small population base,
the town negotiates with
people who have similar
values and goals. But
with the arrival of new
people, population and
values will become much more diverse. There will
surely occur a shift of power, and the vision and
goals of Vineyard may change very quickly.
A significant challenge to the community is the
development of water and sewer services. A study
is now underway to determine the best avenue to
take in providing these services. Autonomy comes
only at a great cost; partnering with adjoining
cities must be studied. Roads and other utilities
are also necessities the town must provide, also
in coordination with adjoining towns.

We are all neighbors; many are related to one another.
We have shared many common experiences. We have
many fond memories of Vineyard. Some of us can
remember when horses pulled the grain combines, the
hay wagons, the one-row cultivators in the row crops,
the mowing machines, the dump rakes. Some of us
thinned sugar beets together, topped onions, rode the
beet wagons to the beet dump. We milked the cows,
hauled the milk to the collection station-and on and on
we could go, relating the past. But alas, those days are
gone; they are now history. Now you can count on one
hand those of us who would like to continue our farming style. Already land development is knocking on our
boundaries. Every one of us can look out of our windows and see new houses growing where once only hay
and sugar beets grew, and these houses grow fast. Yes,
even faster than what our corn grew. I kid you not.
-Grant Holdaway, in an address to a Vineyard
public council meeting, 20 April 7997
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New blood is bringing in new ideas and new ways of
doing things, and there's nothing wrong with that. But
the rural setting Vineyard was hoping to preserve may
become a wistful memory. It may even get to the point
where it will only dwell in the time-gentled memories of
the old people, spoken with laughter and tears to the
tune of "Do you remember the time .. . ?
Yes, in the last twenty-one years many changes have
come-some to the community, some to the ward, and
all of them in the lives of the people living here. There's
still the sense of responsibility for each other, still the
desire to help those in need, still small acts of kindness
and concern that are quietly appreciated. May it ever be
thus, no matter what changes come in the future.
-Sherilyn}. Kent, Vineyard Summer
Celebration, June 7997

Robert Adams, Josiah Teschner, Ben Kent, J.D. Farnworth, and
Casey Adams attending Youth Council meeting, 1999.

Vineyard Town Youth Councils

Vineyard Town Mayor and Council Members

1996-97

1989

Supervisor: Council Member Keith R.
Holdaway
Youth Mayor: Tamara Kent
Youth Mayor pro tern: Ryan Holdaway
Youth Council members: Jan Holdaway,
Mike Holdaway, Trudy Kent, Emma
Swain, Sara Edwards, Jacob Holdaway

1997-98
Supervisors: Council Members Keith
Holdaway, David Robins
Youth Mayor: Mike Holdaway
Youth Mayor pro tern: Tamara Kent
Youth Council members: Jan Holdaway,
Trudy Kent, Jacob Holdaway, Emma
Swain, Benjamin Kent, Sara Edwards,
Courtney Edwards, Josiah Teschner,
Robert Adams

1998-99
Supervisor: Council Member David C. Robins
Youth Mayor: Jan Holdaway
Youth Mayor pro tern: Josiah Teschner
Youth Council members: Benjamin Kent,
Robert Adams, Casey Adams, JD Farnworth, Todd Robins, Bobbi Holdaway,
Brooke Holdaway, Ben Holdaway
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Mayor: J Rulon Gammon
Council members: Morris E. Clegg,
Robert E. Holdaway, Grace Holdaway,
Stanley W Morris

1991
Council members: Stanley W Morris (left
the area), Grace Holdaway (reelected),
David Robins (appointed)

1993
Mayor: J Rulon Gammon (reelected)
Council Members: Keith R. Holdaway,
Diane Williamson-Edwards, David C.
Robins (two-year term)

1995
Council members: Grace Holdaway
(reelected), David C. Robins (reelected)

1997
Mayor: J Rulon Gammon (reelected)
Council members: Randy E. Farnworth,
Grant H. Holdaway

1999
Council members: Sean A. Fernandez,
David C. Robins (reelected)

Diane Williamson-Edwards

Randy Farnworth

Morris Clegg

Sean Fernandez

Dave Robins

Grace Holdaway

J Rulon

Gammon

Grant Holdaway

Stan Morris

Robert Holdaway

Keith Holdaway

Since coming to work for Vineyard, I have developed a
great respect for what the residents have done. Rather
than taking the easy road, and allowing developments to
come at a rapid, haphazard pace, such as has happened
in nearby communities, residents have stepped in with a
desire to preserve a lifestyle they have cherished for over
one hundred years.
It takes courage to choose to create one's own
course, as Vineyard residents have done. Should development take place, it will happen because residents have
made an active decision to allow it to happen, in the way
they wished it to happen. The people have never wanted
to be in the "town business," yet their desire to preserve
a community in which they feel comfortable having their
children live has been their strong motivation.
In my experience with this community-walking
out of my Vineyard home to watch the birds move like
ocean waves through the hayfields, or seeing the sun
play out its vivid red and pink colors, or hearing the
sound of neighbors' horses gently chiding each othermy hope is that Vineyard residents can continue to withstand the pressures-and great are those pressures at
times-to preserve a place where people can come and
feel a renewal of the peace I feel when I gaze upon this
beautiful land. I add my voice to others, as they have
often expressed it, "Truly, the Lord is in His 'Vineyard."'
- Barbara Davies, Town Clerk, March 2000

new duties and was very diligent in studying the
materials provided to the town by the League of
Cities and Towns. We were soon up and running.
She helped us build the budget, prepare ordinances
for consideration by the town, prepare and advertise correct legal notices, and generally help fund
the business end of the town. In all her work, she
was always much more concerned about the needs
of the town than her own personal needs. She
served well, and it came as quite a shock when she
and her husband announced plans to move to
Fairview, Utah, about Christmastime 1996.
A replacement became a personal worry to
Mayor Gammon: how would he be able to find
someone to assume all of Cheryl's many responsibilities? The worry was short-lived: Barbara Davies,
who had been employed by the Provo City Parks
Department in a secretarial-management position,
applied for the job and seemed especially well suited to fill it. Her willingness to work for Vineyard
Town has proven a great blessing to residents.
There was no loss of rhythm in the transition
between clerks, and Barbara's vision of Vineyard
has been extremely refreshing.

Town Employees
Much of the success of the newly incorporated
town's ability to remain solvent and comply with
state law was due to the efforts of a very capable
and efficient clerk, Cheryl Holdaway. Cheryl had
lived in Vineyard for ten years previous to the
incorporation; her husband was manager of Intermountain Farmers, the Orem plant (formerly
Bunker Feed). Although working part-time at
another job to make ends meet in a growing family, she accepted the position of town clerk and rendered outstanding service for the next seven years.
At the time Cheryl was hired, the town council
was very concerned about meeting payroll and
conducting necessary business without the needed
tax revenue. Bringing much experience in the area
of finance (she had worked for the Alpine Credit
Union), Cheryl was well prepared to assume her
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Cheryl and Alan Holdaway, ca. 1990s

Barbara Davies, Clerk, 1999

A history of Vineyard would not be complete
without mention of other staff personnel who have
proven invaluable to the operation of the town.
Rodney Despain has worked diligently as the
town planner. His expertise in planning probably
took root in the fertile gardens of his father,
I. Dale Despain, a friend of Mayor Gammon who
has assisted greatly with the incorporation and
early planning of Vineyard. Rodney has also
worked with other local towns (Elk Ridge, Cedar
Hills, and American Fork), and he has been an
invaluable resource to the town council and mayor.
He is knowledgeable on zoning issues, development, and other aspects of town planning. His
foresight has been borne out many times during
his employment, and Vineyard will long be indebted to his contributions.
Vineyard has had four building inspectors during the last ten years. Shortly after the town purchased the ground and facility for the town hall,
Mr. Howard Despain was employed as the first
building inspector. He was also the general contractor in the construction of the park, pavilion, and
town hall. He was especially helpful in assisting
Geneva Steel during much of its initial reconstruc-

tion by providing building permits. After four years,
his other building interests required that he resign.
Ernie Muirhead, employed to succeed Mr.
Despain, brought experience from work for Orem
and Park City, Utah, and the state of Colorado,
and was himself a building contractor. He served
Vineyard for four years. Kent Partridge of Pleasant
Grove was employed as building inspector in
1998, but demands on his time and expertise
led to his resignation at the end of the year.
Doug Bezzant, also Pleasant Grove's building
inspector, next brought to the job a pleasant personality and the skills to go with it.
During the hearings associated with incorporation, attorneys from the firm of Kimball, Parr, Crockett, and Waddoups were very helpful in advising the
new town fathers as the town addressed concerns
raised by those who questioned incorporation. Roger
Henriksen was particularly helpful, he having worked
closely with Geneva Steel in assembling historical
information on the area. He also assisted in justifying the incorporation before the county commission.
After the articles of incorporation were accepted
and filed with Utah's lieutenant governor, Vineyard
retained Glen Ellis as town attorney. Having represented Provo City for twenty-two years, he was
eager to help form a new community. When, after
three years, he retired to Hurricane, Utah, he recommended his nephew, Dean Ellis (newly graduated from law school), as the town attorney; Glen
would serve in an advisory capacity as needed. This
arrangement has worked well for the town.
The Historical Committee

In 1998 the mayor and city council formed a
historical committee, appointed to work with the
Vineyard Ward Centennial Committee to help
commemorate and celebrate Vineyard's centennial
year in 1999. The committee's additional charge
was to contact Vineyard residents and descendants
and gather information for use in a Vineyard centennial history. Committee members and others
responsible for the gathering and editing of the
history are listed in the foreword of this volume.
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Grant Holdaway, Ben Holdaway, Gail Roper, and Nathan Riley
posting the colors at Summer Celebration, 1999.

Helen and Clyde Weeks, 1999

Richard and JoAnn Herbertson Thomas
and Jean Clegg Webster, 1999

Jessica Ann Garlic, Centennial Essay contest winner, 1999

.
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Early Vineyard Community model,
created by Norman Holdaway, 1999

Historical Quilt, 1999

--

Jan Kelly, Edith Winn, Valene Stewart, and Nadine Gillman performing at Vineyard Summer Celebration and reunion, 1998.

/
Sylvia and Ray Holdaway, 1998
"O h those Vineyard traditions!"

Annual Easter egg hunt, 1997

Richard Thomas, JoAnn Hebertson Thomas,
and Jean Clegg Webster, 1999

Parade float featured in the 4th of July Freedom
Festival Parade, Provo, Utah, 1997

Janae and Amanda Riley, 1999

Cathy and Sara Swain, 1997
Parachuters at Summer Celebration, 1998
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Flagpoles at sunrise, Vineyard Town Center, 1998

Robert and Keith Holdaway barn at sunset, 1997

Looking toward Mt. Timpanogos, 1997

LeCheminant barn, 1998

Utah Lake, March 2000

Sunset, 1998
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TIMELINE
The decades designate when each family moved to Vineyard

1850s
Holdaway, Madsen, Jorgensen
1870s
Boulton, Fillerup, McDonald, Niels and Ane Larsen
1880s
Bunnell, Gillies, Herbertson, Lewis,
John and Tryphena Rawlings,
William and Mary Rawlings, Smoot, Williams
1890s
Andersen, Andreasen, Blake, William and Jacobina
Clegg, Craig, Dye, Gammon, Handley, Johnson,
Maag, Nordstrom, Stewart, Varley, Wilkinson
1900s
Allen, Babcock, Boulter, Harding,
Holman, Lystrup, Muzzell,
Shumway, Spalding, Stone, Wride
1910s
Barbakos, Bunker, Hyrum and Ann Larsen, Miner
1920s
Bilbao, Ferre, Murdoch, Wells
1930s
Heaps, Miller, Olsen, Rogers,
Thacker, Whitely, Williamson, Young
1940s
Ted and Velma Clegg,
Jenkins, Morrill, Walker
1950s
1960s
Brady
1970s
Kent, Larsen, Winn
1980s
Thomas
1990s
Farnworth

I

n deciding which families to include in this
chapter, the Historical Committee applied a
combination of the following criteria: (1) the
family was among the first thirty land owners in the Vineyard community; (2) the family has
lived in the community for twenty-five years or
more; (3) the family was displaced by the steel
plant; and (4) the family has had a notable impact
on the community, for example, family members
served on town councils or committees, or served
as leaders in the Relief Society or were in a bishopric, or were especially remembered by Vineyard
residents even though their stay may have only
been for a few years.
The histories were written from information
solicited from and volunteered by descendants and
residents of Vineyard families. The quantity of
material from which the committee was able to
draw often varied greatly. This may account for variance in content and length of the family histories.
Only children who continued to reside and raise
families in Vineyard are highlighted in the text.
Children who were born and raised in Vineyard,
but who later left the community, are included in
the family-descendant charts in the appendix.
Names in bold face throughout the text indicate that there is another related family history.
Allen Family

John K. Allen was born in Swansea, Wales on
7 January 1864 and came to the United States
with his family when he was seven years old. On 5
January 1887 he married Lydia Jane Taylor in the
Logan Temple. The young couple lived in Provo
for seven years and then moved to Lake View,
where they could join dairying and farming.
Several more moves were made to better situations
until the family settled on their farm near Utah
Lake in Vineyard in 1907.
In the beginning they lived in a four-room
house with no lights, water, or any modern con-

veniences. By this time, ten of their twelve children had been born. These children were John
Taylor (died in infancy), William Kirby, Tom,
Mary, Edna, Lydia, Priscilla, Wilford, Joseph
Taylor, and Roy. The farm consisted of 180 acres
of land. Eighty acres and the outbuildings were
located on the north side of the county road and
100 acres on the south side. In 1914 an eightroom brick home was built on the north side of
the property close to the barn and sheds.
There was much hard work to do: cows to be
milked and sugar beets, hay, and grain to be raised.
John Allen also taught music in the schools in
Manila, Pleasant Grove, and Lindon at this time.
The older children were a great help to their parents, making farm life a little easier. Two more
children were born shortly after the family moved
to the farm: Leo and Elwood. Lydia Jane had a
large family to care for and very few conveniences,
so she grew to be a "homebody" who did not get
around to taking part in public life very often.
In those early days, the road leading from their
home to the church and school was nothing but a
winding path through the pasture. Five gates had
to be opened to go to these places and also to
deliver their milk. Eventually they built a road over
the big slough on the east border of the farm,
which greatly shortened the distance. The slough
was sixteen feet deep, so the construction of the
road was a difficult process. With the help of the
older boys, willows and straw were hauled and
placed in layers until it was above the water. Layers
of sod alternated with layers of willows and straw
until it was possible to drive a team across the
slough. At first the horses would sink a little as
they passed over the bridge, but after much persistence they had a bridge that would hold up a team
and wagon.
The John and Lydia Allen family were
known for their musical abilities. At one time
they boasted of two full male quartets and one
female quartet. They gave many hours of service

◄ Picture taken on Jacobina Osborne Murdoch Clegg's 50th Birthday. William and Jacobina Clegg with Grandchildren: Jenna V.

Clegg, La Var and Randall Holdaway, Alvin McDonald, Wildon Clegg, Leora Holdaway, and Ellis (Dick) Holdaway, 1910.
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John K. and Lydia Allen family on golden wedding anniversary. Front: Tom, Lydia, Priscilla, John K., and Roy Allen. Back:
Leo, Mary, Taylor, Lydia, Kirby, Edna, and Elwood Allen, 1937.

Don and Carol Allen family. Front: Don and Carol Allen. Back:
Duane, Richard, Colleen, and Charleen Allen, 1967.

W. K. Allen family. First row: Shirley, Kenneth, and Ronald
Allen. Second row: Eva, Mary, June, Neola, LaRae, and Carol
Allen. Circled: Kirby, Rhoda, and Jesse Allen, ca. 1962.

LaDell and Nadine Gillman family. Front: Sharon, Gina, and
Nadine Allen Gillman. Back: Jim, Mark, Kevin, and LaDell
Gillman, 1972.

l

Hal and Connie Swenson Allen family. Front: Connie (holding
Kate), Justin, Sunny, Jennie, and Hal Allen. Back: Jon, Annie,
Angie, and Cassie Allen , 1981 .
J. Taylor and Helen Allen family. Don, Helen, Nadine, J. Taylor,
and Hal Allen, 1959.

to the community through their music, as well as
in other capacities.
Because of their efforts with the road, many
things were accomplished which have proved to be
a great benefit to the community. The road was
later graveled from the slough to Geneva Resort.
Soon after this, the mail route and the telephone
and electric light lines were established, which
proved beneficial to the entire neighborhood.
In early 1942, the northern part of the farmeighty acres that included the family home and all
of the barns and outbuildings, separated from the
southern 100 acres by the county road-was
bought by US. Steel for the production of steel to
help out with the war effort in the early part of
World War II. This necessitated moving all the
buildings across the road. A three-year-old home,
built by Chris Barbakos on the steel plant property, was purchased by Taylor Allen. He was then the
owner of the farm, and he moved the house to the
northwest corner of the remaining 100 acres, along
with the barns and other outbuildings. The big
family home, still resting on the north side of the
road, was used as a dispensary during the construction of the steel plant. It had a doctor and nurse in
residence around the clock, in case of accident or
injury. After the plant dispensary was completed,
the home was torn down. In 1975, Don Allen,
Taylor's son, sold the farm to the Orem West Stake
for use as a welfare farm. This farm is still being
used as a welfare farm today.
Three sons from the Allen family remained in
Vineyard after they were married: Kirby, Wilford,
and Taylor.
William Kirby Allen learned the value of hard
work from his growing up years on his father's
farm. After returning from a mission to the
Hawaiian Islands, he met and married Rhoda
Harding. Her parents were Jesse and Emma
Harding, who also lived in Vineyard. The first
home of Kirby and Rhoda was a house belonging
to George H. Duboise, which later became the
Thorit Hebertson home. In 1925 the family
moved to a small house on the Holdaway farm,
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and Kirby worked for Elmer Holdaway. Kirby
often spoke of how much he enjoyed working for
Elmer and what a wonderful man he was. In 1934
the family moved to Montana and worked there
until 1937, when they returned to Vineyard and
lived in Rhoda's parents home for a time. They
later moved to a home on 400 North, just east of
Geneva Steel. They raised their family of ten children in this home: Kenneth, Neola, Eva, Jesse,
Mary, Shirley, June, LaRae, Carol, and Ronald.
When Geneva was being built, Kirby was one of
the first people hired in construction. Kirby died
in 1962 after a farming accident severed his arm.
His children were always very proud to say, "Yes,
we are from Vineyard."
Wilford Allen married Juanita Sorenson and
moved into a small home on the farm to help his
father with the farm work. He died of a ruptured
appendix in 1931.
Taylor met his wife, Helen Hamilton, in the
Northwestern States Mission, and the couple were
married in 1928. They lived in Davis County for
a few years and then moved back to Vineyard to
help with the farm work after the death of
Wilford. Taylor bought the farm from his parents
in the late 1930s. Taylor served the community in
many capacities, including service as president of
the County Farm Bureau, chairman of a state
agricultural committee, and also bishop of the
Vineyard Ward. Taylor and Helen even moved to
Washington DC for two years while Taylor
worked under Ezra Taft Benson, then Secretary of
Agriculture. Helen was also active in serving in
the Church and the community, particularly
through her musical talents. She was the ward
organist for over forty-five years. Taylor and
Helen's children, Don, Nadine (Gillman) and Hal
all grew up in Vineyard. They married and then
remained in the ward.
Don married Carol Stubbs in 1947. They had
four children: Colleen and Charleen (twins),
Richard, and Duane. Don sold the farm in 1975
to the Orem West Stake and moved to Idaho,
where he and Carol reside.

Nadine married LaDell Gillman in 1955 and
moved into a small home on Alton Morrill's turkey
ranch just off of Orem's Center Street. Nadine and
LaDell have lived on 800 South, east of the
Vineyard Chapel, for thirty-one years. Their five
children-Mark, Kevin, Jim, Sharon, and Ginawere all raised in Vineyard. Nadine continues with
the musical legacy of her parents through her ward
music responsibilities and also through accompanying and singing with musical groups.
Hal married Connie Swenson in 1968. They
moved into their current home on 800 South in
1970. Here they raised their eight children: Jon,
Angie, Cassie, Annie, Sunny, Justin, Jennie, and
Katie. Active in the business community and the
LDS ward, Hal organized the Orem Community
Bank and, like his father, served as the bishop of
the Vineyard Ward. Continuing the Allen family
tradition of musical talent and recognition, Hal
sings with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and has
done so for several years.
The original Allens are gone now. The
youngest son, Elwood, passed away in December
of 1998. The Allen family's many contributions to
Vineyard remain as a legacy to a large posterity as
an example of honesty, industry, and service in the
building of a community.

Mariane Tamine Andersen

Andersen Family

The Andersen family immigrated from
Denmark in two parts: first, Marianne Tamine
Michaelsen Andersen and her sons Victor and
Thomas followed by her husband, Peder Christian
Andersen, son James and daughter Agnes.
Victor Michael Andersen was born 29 June
1879 in Aalborg, Denmark. He was baptized into
the LDS church just before turning nine and
immigrated to the United States at age thirteen
with his family in 1897. After briefly working in
Logan for a Rose family, Victor lived in Lehi for a
time before his family settled in Vineyard when he
was twenty-one. He took notice of Hannah
Ellenora Larsen, a young woman of sixteen who

Andersen family. Front: Barbara and Norma Andersen. Back:
Bernard, Nora, Mabel, Iris, Lester, Howard, and Victor
Ande~en, ca . 1930s.

Andersen home, ca. 1930s
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was working hard "tromping hay" on a wagon in a
neighboring field, and they were soon married, in
December of 1900.
After marriage, they established their own
home in Vineyard. About 1905 the family moved
to Eureka for a while so Victor could earn money
in the silver mines. Back in Vineyard, the
Andersens farmed, and Victor worked as a field
representative for the Utah Idaho Sugar Company,
a position that required him to travel periodically.
He served as bishop of the Vineyard Ward from
1929 to 1935. His daughter Barbara said of these
years, "I always thought that meant that I had
better not get out of line or I would be in big
trouble." Victor was also instrumental in bringing
electricity to Vineyard. During the war all the
men went into the service and left Bernard, the
youngest son, to tend the farm.
Hannah Ellenora retained the quality of
industriousness throughout her life. Nora, as she
was known, worked in the fields with her husband
and children and kept house as well. It was also
her responsibility to manage the farm while Victor
was away on business. She cultivated her talent for
interior decorating, often painting and wallpapering outside the home to help out the family. She
baked bread and sold it and also took employment in a small cafe, where she became famous
for ''Andersen Meat Pies and Coffee Cake." One
morning on the way to the cafe, while crossing
the tracks in her car, she failed to see a train and
was hit. The car was demolished. She was very
shaken and bruised but mostly upset that her pies
were ruined. Nora was known for being a great
cook, and anyone coming to visit the home never
left hungry. She served in the MIA and Relief
Society organizations. Attending to their church
callings, raising the children in the gospel, and
providing the best for their children was always
important to Nora and Victor. Nora's death notice
refers to her generous work as a "practical nurse,"
a skill she must have learned despite completing
but two years of high school.
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The Andersens had eight children: Annie
Mabel, Iris Verina, Howard Monroe, Bernard
Odell, Lena, Lester, Norma, and Barbara. Lena
died tragically at age twenty of walking typhoid.
Their first child, Annie Mabel, weighed about
three pounds at birth and was said to fit into a
"quart cup." Mabel married Antoine LeGrande
Bunker and lived in Vineyard for the rest of her
life. They had four children: LeGrande, Ivan,
George (who lived only three days), and Miriam.
Bernard and Howard both lived in Vineyard
and raised their families there. Bernard married
LuCinda Young from Kamas. They raised two children, Tracy and Joyce, and some foster children. A
boy, four months old, died during the flu epidemic. A girl born with a heart defect died three days
after her birth. Bernard built a home on land, purchased from an uncle, across the street. When a
new baby was expected they asked Tracy, the oldest
at six years, if he wanted a new baby brother or sister, he asked "Would we have to put it in a box?"
They built half a house and planned to finish it
later but that never happened.
The State came to buy up land for a new freeway. Most of the land was sand hills which was
sold to Geneva Steel by the truckload. Bernard
used the money from the freeway purchase to
buy the Andersen farm and home after his father
Victor passed away. The heirs were paid and
Bernard moved his family in with his mother,
Nora. Bernard had worked at Bunker Feed for
years, but had too many allergies to the grain, so
he took a job at Geneva Steel as an accountant.
Lu Cinda sold milk and made dozens of pounds
of butter each week to sell.
Bernard was also ward clerk and helped "run"
the ward while the men went into the service.
LuCinda loved to direct plays in the ward. She
made many costumes, and she and Bernard
dressed in many different "get ups" for ward parties. They went from Mammy and Pappy Yokum
to Hider and Mussolini. She made a ballerina costume for Bernard with a parasol, and he performed
a tight-rope act with Tracy and Joyce holding the

rope. He tiptoed and twirled across the stage and
then fell flat on his face. Joyce thought it was her
fault because of the way she held the rope, but it
was all an act.
Developers came to buy up land. Part was made
into subdivisions and the frontage went to business
developers. The house was moved to Bernard's farm
one block away, where more extensive changes were
made. Bernard said it was the biggest mobile home
in the ward. Eventually their home was annexed
into Orem City. Bernard and LuCinda both passed
away in their Vineyard (Orem) home.
Howard spent all of his growing-up years in
Vineyard on the family farm. His memories of his
childhood include the trips to Salt Lake City with
his father to sell peaches from their orchard. They
would load the wagon the night before and leave
in the early, early morning hours. Howard would
drive the team so his father could get some rest
before making his deliveries to his customers during the day. He attended schools in Vineyard,
Pleasant Grove High School, and Lincoln High
School in Orem.
Howard was blessed with a good tenor voice,
and music became one of his great loves. He fondly remembered singing with the Vineyard Glee
Club and with ward choirs. While living in Salt
Lake City, he sang with the Tabernacle Choir for a
short time. He conducted music in Sacrament
Meetings for many years and served on the Orem
Stake Music Committee for over twenty-five years.
Howard served a mission in the GermanAustrian Mission from 1926 to 1929. One of his
first days out tracting, without a companion at the
time, he met a retired English teacher in the
German school system. This man was so intrigued
with his very poor German that he invited the
missionary to return on several occasions and
taught him to speak the German language so perfectly that there were times when even Germans
could not detect an accent. Howard never forgot
the language and attributed this to the fine teacher
he had. Shortly after returning home from his mission, Howard met and married Phyllis Turner, a

convert to the LDS Church from England. They
lived in Salt Lake City until after the Depression,
when they returned to Vineyard and bought five
acres of the original Andersen farm. They raised
three children in Vineyard: Ruth, Trevor, and Nora
Sue. They were all very involved in musical groups.
Highlights of the years were the annual presentation of Handel's Messiah and the Easter Cantata.
Each year during the Christmas season the high
school choirs would present the Messiah.
Sacrament meetings would be dispensed with so all
could attend. The entire community also attended
the combined choir's Easter Cantata "Resurrection
Morning," which would set the spirit for that very
special Sunday.
Ruth attended Henegers Business School in
Salt Lake and married E. Eugene Scott. They
raised six children.
Trevor served under Thomas S. Monson in the
Toronto, Canada mission from 1959 to 1961. In
one of his letters, he told his parents that he felt
sure that one day President Monson would serve
in the leadership of the church. This was a special
experience for Trevor, and one that prepared him
for many experiences he would encounter during
his life. After returning from his mission, he graduated from University of California at Davis,
and married Ann Kunz from Montpelier, Idaho.
Nora Sue moved to Salt Lake City after high
school and worked for the Genealogical Society
for nearly three years.
In 1987, Howard and Phyllis were both experiencing health problems, but with the help of
Ruth and Nora Sue they were able to take care of
most of their needs. In October 1995, Phyllis had
a moderate heart attack. Three days later Howard
had a moderate stroke. It was a shock to the family when he passed away on 8 November 1995, not
even one month after his stroke. Phyllis had been
severely weakened by her heart attack, and she
suffered from severe congestive heart failure until
her death on 4 February 1996. In sixty-two years
of marriage, this was the longest they had ever
been apart.
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Andreasen Family
Jens Christian Andreasen married Maria
Frederiksen on 14 November 1872. They owned a
lovely farm in Denmark but did not have the
money to make it yield good crops. Jens dug "Tur"
(Peat soil or sod used as fuel) for his main income.
He was an extra good digger. Axel and Andrea
helped at a very early age. They would cut and haul
the peat bricks in a wheelbarrow, then allow them
to dry. Their thin little arms and legs ached when
they returned at night, cold, wet, and hungry, to
partake of a simple meal not always enough to
please or satisfy their hunger. Then they would go
to bed to rest rill the dawn of the new day. To help
the conditions of his family, Jens started to raise
geese. He raised about two hundred each spring.
They had to be fed and staked out each day so they
would not get on the other people's land. His success in chis gave him the title "Goose King."
Jens was baptized into the Mormon church by
Ole C. Sonne in a small lake on 23 August 1880
in Denmark. He emigrated from Hormsted,
Denmark, on 16 September 1891 and arrived in
Spanish Fork on 17 October 1891.
Of the Andreasen's ten children; three died as
children. Jens and Marie were sealed on 2 October 1907.
Jens was a very hard working man. They
didn't have much in the way of material things,
and as soon as the children were six or seven years
old, they went out to work, herding cows for
neighbors. Jens worked for other people when he
first came to Vineyard and made their farms prosperous. When he bought one of his own, it was an
awful piece of dry sand hill, but he made it yield
and all went fine for him. He was a true Mormon,
paid his tithing and did all required of him. He
was not really poor after that and gave the Lord
all thanks, praise, and glory for his success. He
was always busy. He had minor difficulty with the
language; one Sunday he got up to bear his testimony and kept saying ''I'd like to bear my
Vednesbyrd." He said it a couple of times and
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Andreasen home and family. Jens Andreasen (on horse),
unknown, Maria Frederiksen Andreasen, Andrea Andreasen
Madsen, Axel, Anna, Louise, Jim, Carl (on horse), and Rikka
Andreasen.

Axel and Lena Andreasen, ca. 1940s

then he looked at one of the children, who
reminded him: "testimony."
Later in life, he married his second wife, Anna
Johanna Christiansen (Jeppersen) in the Salt Lake
Temple on 17 September 1913. He died 26
September 1930.

Axel Andreasen was fourteen when he joined
the Church and emigrated from Denmark to the
United States with his parents. Axel married Anna
Lena Fransen in 1905 and lived in a mining camp
in Eureka before moving to Vineyard. There they
established a general store where they sold "everything from ribbons to coal," according to Anna
Lena. She wrote, "I enjoyed most of the store
work. We'd meet so many people. Oh, some not
so nice, but still it was interesting, and I think
Axel was right when he said, 'There are only two
kinds of people, those you love and those you
don't know."'
Anna Lena recorded one memorable evening:
"I'll never forget one Tuesday night in cold winter
I made fire in six stoves for MIA. I was going to
stay in the store while they started and then run
over and close up the stoves. Well, I got busy and
just by chance I went outside. I saw the red over in
the church. Gee, did I run! Those big potbelly
stoves were so red I could hardly get to them to
turn them of£ I am thankful it did not burn down
the church!"
The family also bought a farm. In her journal,
Anna Lena wrote, "Just north of the house was a
lattice fence painted red. The fence was partly covered with grapevines. By the side of the gate was a
pump, from which came pure, clear, cold wateran artisian well. On opening the gate and stepping
inside, it was a Garden of Eden. Never had I seen
anything so beautiful, and it was ours, all ours. I
have shed many tears over the beauty of that small
spot of earth .... The house itself was not a thing
of beauty, but I loved it."
Axel was stake clerk for twelve years, and during this time the couple had the opportunity to
meet many General Authorities of the Church and
have many visit their home. Anna Lena recorded
the following experiences: "President Heber J.
Grant had supper with us .... President David 0.
McKay had supper and came back in the evening
and we had our picture taken with him and Sister
McKay. He had our first great grandchild in his
arms .... Apostle George Teasdale administered to

my mother. Apostle Harold B. Lee administered
to me, along with President Arthur Watkins ....
Seventy Levi Edgar Young set us apart for our mission. This was kind of cute: he kissed us both at
that time. When we came home to give our talks,
he was at the conference. When Axel got up, he
said, 'Well, I'm glad Young is here. He set us apart
for our missions. He kissed me and that was fine,
but he didn't ask me if he could kiss my wife."'
Both Axel and Anna Lena were grateful for the
experiences they had with the leaders of the
Church. Axel and his wife served two missions for
the Church, giving Axel the opportunity to serve
in his native Denmark.
The couple had three children: Juel, Carl, and
Leona. Growing up children of a farmer and country store operator, they learned early in life the
meaning of long hours and hard work. Each day
started and concluded with the milking of cows.
The summer-day schedule most easily remembered
was the hot, back-breaking job of thinning and
weeding beets, plus doing the many other things
that farmer boys must do. Juel served a mission for
the Church to Denmark, then in 1931 married
Florence Dalton. He served his country for over
four years during World War II. Carl also served a
mission to Denmark. Juel and Florence raised two
children: Don "McKay" and Cal Juel.
Andrea Kirsten, Axel's older sister, married
Peter Christian Madsen.
Jens Christian Andreasen married Julia Warwood.
Alma Maria Frederikka, "Rikka," was but three
months old when her family came to America. She
later married Raymond Harding.

Bilbao Family
Dan Bilbao immigrated to the United States
from Spain. He worked on a cattle ranch in
Nevada for a few years, then decided to try mining
and ended up in Price, Utah. Olva Marie Brinley
grew up in Cleveland, Utah. She didn't have the
opportunity for any formal education after the
eighth grade, so she took a job at a hotel in Price.
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It was while Olva was working in Price that she
and Dan Bilbao met and began their courtship.
Eventually the couple married and moved to
Kenilworth, Utah. Their four sons were born
there: Jack, Ellis Daniel, Ramon Douglas, and Roy
Gene. Jack died of appendicitis when he was only
two years old. Olva could never speak of her son
without tears in her eyes.
One day in the mine a coal car got away and
hit Dan. He lost partial use of his arm, and after
Dan had recuperated he decided to end his mining
career and buy a farm. This decision brought him
and his family to 1200 West. At that time (1935),
1200 West was part of Vineyard (rather than
Orem, as it is today). They grew all kinds of fruit
and vegetables, and they had chickens and sold the
eggs. They also had a large strawberry patch.
The boys grew up on the farm. They learned
how to work, but they didn't like it much at the
time. All three boys graduated from high school
and each served in the military. At one point, the
government needed turkeys for the military, so
Dan started raising turkeys. Dan's turkeys were
big, up to forty and fifty pounds. He continued to
raise turkeys for many years until the freeway
came and divided the property. He and Olva
decided that it was time to retire, so they built a
home on 400 North Orem and lived out the rest
of their lives there.
After Dan died, Olva worked in the Provo
temple for many years. She loved her years in the
Vineyard Ward, where she had served as Relief
Society secretary.

Blake Family
In 1864, William Blake immigrated to
America from Devonshire, England with his father
and two sisters. His father died of cholera on the
plains, and William returned to the Missouri river
twice, including a trip to help his mother over the
plains. He married Mary Lake, who had also
immigrated to America from England. The couple
had twelve children: David, Jane, Will, Annie, Joe,
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Isaac, Sarah, Samuel, James, Ben, Ruth, and
Horace. The family lived in several homes in Utah
before moving to a hundred-acre farm at Lakeside
(later Vineyard) so their seven children still at
home could attend Brigham Young Academy. The
Blake home still stands at 1075 South Geneva
Road, where it was built in 1904, and was recently
turned into a scuba diving business, with a large
pool added to the east side of the building. The
Blakes planted apple and cherry orchards and set
up a dairy farm.
In 1913 William Blake was called on a mission
to England and sold his farm to his two sons
remaining in Vineyard; the north half went to
Samuel, and the south half went to James. After
Mary's death in 1920, William married Arabella
Smith and lived in Provo until his death.
Samuel Blake line. Samuel Blake married
Annie Bevan Blake and had four children,
Thelma, Rex, George, and Grant. Sam Blake
served as bishop of the Vineyard ward from 1920
to 1929. After Annie's death, Samuel married
Estella Criddle of Kaysville.
Thelma filled a mission to the Northern States.
She married George Cropper.
Rex filled a mission to the British Isles, married
Zella Harding, and had six children. Rex served as
the stake historian for many years, as well as working a dairy farm and serving his community as a
school bus driver. He also served in two bishoprics
and was a long-time scouter and scout master.
After Zella's death, Rex married Ruth Wright
Christensen and moved to Provo. Rex and Ruth
served a mission to the West Indies together.
George served two missions to Germany and
later became a professor at the University of
Minnesota. He married Kathryn Sumsion.
Grant served a Spanish American Mission to
Texas. He married LaDell Bullock and was a veterinarian for the government in the disease eradication projects.
James Blake line. James Theopolis Blake married Emma Bunnell in 1912. Before their first
child was born, James built a four-room house on

The William and Mary Lake Blake family, ca. 1900

James and Emma Bunnel Blake family. Front: James and Emma
Blake. Back: Mary, Joseph, Max, and Ruth Blake, 1934.

Samuel and Annie Bevan Blake family. Front: Annie, Rex, and
Samuel Blake. Back: Thelma Blake, 1917.

Rex and Zella Harding Blake family. Front: Dale, Carol Ann,
Rex, Zella, and Karl Blake. Back: Richard and Carol Blake,
Lyndon Callister and Susan Blake Callister, Eric Barnes, Lyle
Barnes, Carolyn Barnes, and Norma Blake Barnes, 1965.

Max and Areta Blake family. Front: Laura Pemberton; Areta,
and Max Blake. Back row: Maxine Alger; Keith, David, and
Steven Blake; and Marilyn Hess, 1968.

Dr. Joseph Blake and Grace Ellis Blake family. Front: James,
Grace, Joseph, and Lynda Blake Young. Back: John, Bonnie,
Robert, and Janice Blake Hale Harrison, ca. 1990s.

his part of his father's land. It still stands at its
original site at 1200 South Geneva Road in Orem.
They had seven children: Max, Mary, Joseph,
Stephen, Ruth, William, and Richard.
Max grew up in the home built by his father.
The dairy farm was prosperous, "a paradise for a
boy growing up," he wrote. Max married Areta
Sumsion after returning from his mission. The
couple lived in Salt Lake for several years during
the Depression (there was more work in the city)
before returning to Vineyard. For about $500, they
bought Roy Gammon's house, displaced by
Geneva Steel, and moved it across town. Here they
raised their six children "We had 1 112 acres with a
flowing well and had a garden spot of our own.
We always had a cow and chickens, and at times
rabbits, ducks, and pigs as 4-H projects as the boys
grew up." The family moved to Price in 1959.
Mary, who was James and Emma's second
child, was named for her grandmothers, Mary
Lake Blake, and Mary Elizabeth Gammon
Bunnell. She grew up in the house her father
built on Vineyard road. She said of growing up on
the farm, "I spent my growing-up years helping
with the work out in the fields. Dad later apologized for having me work so hard thinning beets,
picking tomatoes, hauling hay, and weeding everything. Now I know that was the best thing he ever
taught me, to enjoy working." She remembered
clearly the old Vineyard schoolhouse and "could
still draw a floor plan of it as I remember it." She
also recalled the "the very old church house located on the west side of the road. I remembered it
as a place where curtains were pulled closed to
make classrooms. I liked to attend Primary after
school one day each week at the chapel, but on
those days it was almost dark by the time we
walked the one and one-half miles south to our
home." She married Glenn Rowley and the couple
moved to Orem.
Joseph married Grace Ellis. He writes: "My
connection with Vineyard dates from when I was
born in the (now green) frame home on the corner
of Twelfth South and Vineyard Road, but my wife,
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Grace, and several of our children lived there with
me because we purchased the house and all the
ground up to the railroad tracks from my parents
when they built a new house over by Joe Madsen
(now destroyed to make room for UVSC). We
owned it from 1948 to about 1960 or so, when we
sold the house to LaDell Gillman and his wife and
sold the twelve acres above it to Dean Johnson. We
still owned the ground and the house when the
Thirteenth South exit going west was built. The
state road commission bought the ground from
Grace and me to make the exit. Max J. Blake and
his wife, Areta, lived just north of us for the time
we were there. For a time three Blakes lived in a
row, Joseph on the south, then Max, then Rex."
Joseph helped build both the old and new ward
meetinghouses. His children were James, Janice,
John, Lynda, Bonnie, and Robert.
Ruth Blake wed Merrill Blair.
Boulton Family

Martin and Alice Boulton married and settled
in Vineyard around 1870. They cleared and
farmed the land, building first a small house on
the east side of their street and then a larger brick
home on the west side. Later the home and southern part of the property would be sold to Owen
Harding. Martin Boulton passed away at age
thirty-nine, leaving his wife to tend the farm and
take care of their six children on her own.
Of these, only Thomas Raymond remained in
Vineyard. He married Edith Ada Barrett and
bought the north part of the family farm from his
mother. They had nine children, three of whom
died as infants. A grandchild of the couple said,
"They worked hard to pay for the farm and make
it produce. It wasn't unusual for Grandma to put
her babies in the baby buggy, go out to the field,
and park it under a tree while she helped Grandpa
in the field."
The Boultons were known as industrious
people. Ada Boulton was remembered as being particularly charitable. "Grandma Ada was also an

excellent cook. The story is often told of the kettles
of soup she sent to the families in the neighborhood
who were suffering during the flu epidemic. She
also shared her good cake and pies."
Clark Harold Boulton was fondly known as
"Doc" to all his friends because he helped his
mother care for their sick neighbors during the flu
epidemic. He served in WW-II, and then came
back to Vineyard until the steel plant came.
Thomas Clehon stayed on the farm to help his
father and make a living for himself. He married
Mary Annie Privett and they had six children.
Thomas had a threshing machine that he took
from farm to farm to thresh the other farmer's
grain, which helped support his own family. The
crash of 1929 brought hard times to all of
Vineyard, but the Boultons were hit especially
hard, and the family were forced to move from
their beloved home. Over the next few years,
Clehon worked on some of the other farms in
Vineyard but settled his family in Lake View.
Veada Boulton married Theron Whitely and
the couple made their home in Orem for several
years. In 1938 the family bought a farm in
Vineyard and were able to return with their six
children. Unfortunately, their happy times in
Vineyard were short, for they were dislocated by
the building of Geneva Steel in 1942. Donna Jean
Whitely remembers her time in Vineyard thus, "I
attended grade school in the fifth and sixth grades.
Earl Beck was principal at the time. We were part
of the Vineyard band. My family enjoyed the
many church activities, especially the ward budget
dinners and dances. I was so excited when Bishop
Walter Holdaway danced with me-a young thirteen year old .... We also looked forward to the
weekly grocery truck that toured the town of
Vineyard. This was operated by our local grocery
owner and manager Dutton Miller." Donna also
records, "In the spring of 1942, Geneva Steel
decided they were going to build a plant and purchase the property of several families in the community. This was a very sad time for us because
the people of Vineyard were now our families."

Mary Boulton family. Front: Aaron, Mary Alice, and Thomas
Boulton. Back: Sarah (Sade) Boulton Barrett, Deborah Boulton
Ellingsworth, Benjamin Boulton, Ann Boulton Johnson, ca. 1900.

Thomas Boulton family. Front: Thomas Clehon, Thomas
Raymond, Clark Harold (Doc) Boulton. Back: Mary Alta
Boulton Robbins, Veada Boulton Whitely, Sarah Esmeralda
Boulton Gottfredson, Bernice Boulton Whitely, ca. 1930s.

Thomas Clehon and Mary Annie Privett Boulton family. Front:
James, Mary Annie, Inez, and Thomas C. Boulton; Lee E.
Rogers (baby). Back: LaRue Boulton Rogers; Lehi Snow
Rogers; Merle, Thomas, and Maurine Boulton, ca. 1940.
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Bunker

Family

Edward Bunker settled the Mormon colony
of Colonia Morales in Mexico with his son and
daughter-in-law, George Smith and Isabelle
McArthur Bunker. The family returned to Utah in
1912 during the days of Poncho Villa and eventually settled in Vineyard so the children could
attend Brigham Young Academy. The family ran a
dairy farm and feed mill between 400 and 800
North, east of Geneva road.
George and Isabelle Bunker had six children:
Floretta Cleone (Larsen), George Ellwood, Antoine
LeGrande, Edward Carlyle, Verna Bernice
(Hudson), and Smith Berrell. The family was in
debt during the Depression. They decided to sacrifice and remove the debt by living on only $3.00 a
week. They were able to do this because they grew
their own food, but it was a very difficult time.
After George's death, his two sons, Antoine and E.
Carlyle, took over the family businesses-Carlyle
the feed business, and Antoine the farm. George
Ellwood, the eldest son of George and Isabelle,
died serving in World War I.
Antoine Bunker line. Antoine served a mission in the Eastern States, including New York,
New Jersey, and West Virginia. When he returned
he married Annie Mabel Andersen and built a
home for their family, the "little house," as it was
called. The couple had four children: LeGrande,
Ivan, George (who died at three days), and
Miriam. Later the couple remodeled the Ariel
Larsen home at 450 North Geneva Road and
moved there around 1945. Mabel was known for
her artistic nature and her proficiency as a housekeeper and cook. She served as the Vineyard Ward
Relief Society president during World War II.
Mabel died of cancer at age forty-eight, just a week
after their first grandson was born.
LeGrande, Antoine's oldest son, married
Thelma Whitney of Springville. The couple moved
to the "little house" (where LeGrande had been
born) before building their own home on 400
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North. After Thelma's death, LeGrande married
Josephine Tanner.
Miriam Bunker remembers many things about
growing up in Vineyard. "I grew up on a dairy
farm with cows and chickens. There are many
memories of gathering and casing eggs, and when
Ivan went on his mission, I graduated to milking
the cows." She attended the Union grade school,
"although the sign on front said 'Vineyard
School.' I remember the hot lunches in the hall
that we took to our desks to eat. The steel plant
had taken over our new chapel, so we met in the
old church and had Sunday school classes in our
school rooms."
Miriam married Garn Mecham, who was
employed by her uncle Carlyle at Bunker Feed.
Garn was drafted soon after their marriage, and
Miriam followed him to Washington, where
Steven was born, then to Alaska. The family
returned to Vineyard, where three more children
were born.
Miriam won state fair prizes for her bread and
sewing. The couple divorced, and Miriam married
Orson Stilson. Orson left Geneva Steel, and the
couple managed an Alaska fishing lodge for fourteen years. Orson returned to Geneva for eight
years, retiring in 1998.
After Mabel's death, Antoine married Anna
Larsen, an emigrant from Denmark, whom he met
through Mabel's brother, Bernard. They had four
sons and one daughter: Andrew, Ralph, Kim,
Clint, and Linda. Anna commented, "Each of my
children worked very hard milking cows, taking
care of sheep, selling eggs from the ten thousand
chickens we raised on the farm, and putting up the
hay and corn silage. They all learned the science of
irrigation." With Anna's help and "constant care,"
Antoine continued to work the farm into his
eighties. Anna, who is now in her eighties, loves
her children very much and is concerned for their
future. She quips, "My future is spent. What's left
is bonuses!"
Kim married Linda Walker from Orem, and
they moved into a trailer near their parents' home.

Bunker home, ca.1928

Annie Mabel Andersen Bunker, 1924

Bunker family: Bertel!, Verna, Carlyle, Antoine, Cleone

Garn and Miriam Mecham family. Garn, Shauna, Steve, Doug,
Lance, and Miriam Mecham Stilson.

Antoine LeGrande Bunker, 1926

Edward C. Bunker family, ca. 1990s

The couple had five children: Shannon, Mason,
Stephen, Austin, and Tyson. They continued to
work on the farm, and Kim graduated in drafting
from UVSC. Later the family moved to Orem.
Clint married Anita Erb. During the early
years of their marriage, Clint commuted up to
Utah State University in Logan, eventually graduating in agricultural business. He and Anita lived
in his parents' home during this time. They had
five of their children while living in Vineyard:
Camille, Stewart, Nellie, Elsa, and Annie. Clint
moved his family to Kansas City when he was
accepted into medical school there. In Kansas City,
Clint and Anita had three more children.
E. Carlyle Bunker line. Edward Carlyle
Bunker ran the feed mill his father had started. ''At
first, the mill was located east of the Bunker home,
across the canal that ran through their property.
Eventually, the business outgrew the building and
a new mill was built closer to the main road,"
recounted his daughter Velyle, "Carlyle was a businessman with integrity and modern, far-sighted
ideas." Carlyle graduated from BYU and served a
mission in Mexico, where he had lived as a child.
Carlyle married Velda Rachel Carson of Lehi.
The couple had seven children: Velyle, Paul, Carla,
Maria, Kenyon, Edward, and Elise. "Velda was a
wonderful homemaker, a gifted cook, and creative
seamstress. Besides having responsibilities at home,
the children also learned many business skills by
working at the feed mill." Carlyle served as a counselor in the Vineyard Ward bishopric and as the
Orem West Stake president, as well as in many
other callings in the Church.
Paul and Kenyon both stayed in Vineyard to
raise their families for a time. Paul married Lola
Marie Hodgkinson. They have seven children:
Dirk, Gail, Shareen, Monica, Darin, Donavon,
and David. Kenyon married Joy Sturman and they
have five children: Shane, Michelle, Casey,
Brandon, and Devin.
Even though Carlyle and Velda's children have
now all moved from the Vineyard area, they all
"still fondly think of Vineyard as home."
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Bunnell Family
Stephen lthamer Bunnell Sr. was the son of
David Edwin and Sarah Conrad Bunnell, some of
the first members of the LDS church in New York.
He walked across the plains from Nauvoo with his
parents and established his own home in Lake
View, where he raised thoroughbred horses and
beautiful peacocks.
Stephen lthamer's son Stephen Jr. grew up on
his parents' farm in Lake View. When the
Gammon family moved in across the street,
Stephen Jr. fell in love with Mary Elizabeth
Gammon. Mary Blake Rowley recorded, ''At the
age of 10, Mary Elizabeth was a budding beauty,
with a porcelain complexion, rosy cheeks, and
black hair, who caught the eye of young Stephen
lthamer Bunnell Jr. during Sunday School at the
old Provo Tabernacle. When he returned home
from Sunday School, he announced to his mother
that Mary Elizabeth Gammon was the prettiest girl
he had ever seen."
Stephen and Mary Elizabeth were married in
1878 and bought a sixty-acre "tract of sagebrushcovered land on a hill overlooking Utah Lake."
They built a sandstone-brick home and cultivated
a prosperous farm. They grew many crops, including apples, celery, and strawberries. Stephen introduced Red Delicious apples to the area. He was
able to sell his excess produce to many people in
California through contacts he had made on his
mission while serving in 1901 to 1903.
As some of the first settlers of the area, the
Bunnell family lived near Native American burial
grounds. Mary Elizabeth watched the burial ceremonies and wrote "They sang and danced around
campfires as they prepared for the burial of their
dead." Once, shortly after they moved into their
home, she was surprised by an Indian that had
silently approached. He begged for a loaf of bread,
which she gave him, and he departed without incident, but the episode gave her quite a scare. They
built their home facing what is now 1-15, and
Stephen Jr. said, "Someday there will be a huge

highway running across those sand hills, and I
want my home to face it." There was on the farm a
fruit packing shed and a racetrack where Stephen
Jr. exercised the horses he bred. Mary Elizabeth
loved to stand by the track and time the horses as
they raced around the track.
"Emma and Mae helped mother and Hulda a
lot on the farm by riding horses, getting mail, etc."
wrote Stephen Samuel Bunnell. "Father got a dairy
set-up to going and we put up lots of hay using
the old pole and cable system .... We carried the
old coal-oil lanterns out to do the chores, and
Mother had the coal-oil lamp in the house."
All was not work for the Bunnell children,
however. The West Union Canal Co. built an irrigation system, which included the Buttermilk
Canal above the farm. In the summer the Bunnell
children would ride gunnysacks down the spillway
into the canal below. Mary Elizabeth and Stephen
Junior had six children: Elizabeth (who died as an
infant), Stephen Samuel, Mary Etta (who died in
the flu epidemic of 1919), Thomas Joel, Percia
Emma (James T. Blake), and Hulda (Harry Orvin).
Stephen Samuel Bunnell line. Stephen
Samuel Bunnell attended school in Provo and finished the Normal Course at the BY Academy. In
October 1905 he was called to serve a mission in
San Francisco, California. A letter to his family
reads: "On the night of April 14 th , 1906, I couldn't
sleep. I arose, put on my missionary suit, got my
companion out of bed and told him something
was about to happen, I didn't know what, but to
get ready. Almost immediately the bed started
moving across the room. Without fear, I stood at
the window and watched the earth roll like waves
on a lake. The power poles rocked and broke like
toothpicks, streetcar rails were badly bent and great
gaps opening up the earth appeared. Water lines
were broken and fire started all down Market
Street. When the trembling stopped my companion and I rushed out of the building and onto the
street. For two weeks we helped hand out muchneeded supplies to people who were driven from
their homes."

Bunnell family reunion, 1891, at the home of Rosetta Bunnell
Halliday in Provo, Utah.

Stephen lthamer Jr. and Mary E. Gammon Bunnell family.
Front: Stephen lthamer Jr., Emma, Hulda, and Mary E.
Gammon Bunnell. Back: Mary Etta, Thomas Joel, and Stephen
Samuel Bunnell, ca. 1900.

Stephen and Agnes Stewart Bunnell and baby, ca. 1910
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Stephen Samuel, Mary Etta , Emma, Hulda, Thomas Joel, and
Mary Elizabeth Gammon Bunnell in front of the Stephen
lthamer Bunnell Jr. home, built by Mary Gammon, 1901.

Stephen L. and Donna Bunnel I family. Front: Stephen and
Donna Stubbs Bunnell. Back: Janice Bunnell Becker, Jerry,
Dwight, and Glee Bunnell Brown, 1992.

Thomas Joel and Zelda Holdaway Bunnell family. Front:
Joel,Grace, Zelda, Helen, and Dell Bunnell. Back: Mary Eva,
Jesse, Margie, and Neal Bunnell, 1940.
Max Brown and Bessie Bunnell Brown family. Pat, Linda,
Bessie, Don, Max, ca. 1940s.

Don and Barbara Brown family. Front: Scott, Don Jay, Barbara
Jean Dunster Brown, Ivie, Traci, and Emmori Brown (insert).
Back: Robert, Matthew, Carol Jean, David, and Kathy Brown
(insert), 1998.

Harry and Hulda Bunnell Orvin family. Front: Hulda Bunnell
Orvin, Renee, and Harry L. Orvin. Middle: Lloyd and Virginia
Orvin. Back: Erma Elizabeth, Hazel, Harry Steven, and
Vera Orvin, ca. 1940s.

In 1907 his mission completed, Stephen
returned home and resumed work on the fruit
farm. The Stewarts and Bunnells were neighbors,
and on returning from his mission, Stephen courted and soon married Agnes Rennie Stewart in the
Salt Lake Temple. They built a two-room frame
home on ten acres of his dad's farm, located on
what is now 610 South and 1200 West. Later they
bought the ground from 1200 West to 800 West,
600 South to 800 South, where they established
beautiful fruit orchards on the fertile hillside. Brad
Shumway, Chris Sorensen, and Noal Ferre eventually purchased pieces of ground from Stephen and
became neighbors of the Bunnells.
Stephen loved the gospel and had a very strong
testimony of the Prophet Joseph Smith and the
truthfulness of the Book of Mormon. The greatest
gift he left his family was this witness and his
strong teachings of right and wrong. He was an
honest, hardworking man who loved the Lord and
found happiness in his family. He loved the beautiful mountains and valley where he lived. Stephen
and Agnes had seven children born to them: Glen,
Frank, Bessie (Brown), Zella (Shoell), James,
Stephen L., and Don Jay Bunnell. Agnes died in
childbirth when Don Jay was born, 2 April 1930.
Stephen never remarried, raising the children with
the help of his daughter Bessie and farming with
his son Stephen L. as the years went on. He lived
on the farm in Vineyard for eighty-two years.
Stephen passed away 28 April 1966.
His son Frank Bunnell served in World War II.
Frank wed Laurence Brown and they had one
son, Jay Bunnell. Frank was an excellent carpenter
and builder.
Glen suffered a severe injury to his leg
while topping beets. This bone injury never
healed, leaving Glen crippled the rest of his life.
He never married.
Bessie Bunnell lived in Vineyard all her life
and helped her father raise his family after the
death of her mother. She married William Max
Brown and they purchased the old Bunnell home
at 610 South 1200 West. Max worked as a welder.

Together they refurbished the home, raised wonderful vegetable gardens, and landscaped the surrounding yard with beautiful shrubs, flowers, and
roses, which Bessie loved. Rheumatic fever had left
Bessie with heart trouble, finally resulting in a
heart attack that took her life. Bessie and Max had
five children: John Michael Sill (adopted by
Sterling W Sill) who wed Diane Davis, Max
Brown (died as an infant), Patricia, Don Jay, and
Linda Mary. Bessie and Max were good parents
and worked hard to provide for their children
(they married during the Depression) and instill in
them the importance of getting an education.
Bessie worked in the YWMIA and the Primary
and did Genealogy for her family. Max served on
the Financial Committee, collecting funds for the
two chapels built by the Vineyard Ward, and
worked with the Senior Aaronic Priesthood members. After Bessie's death he married Grace
Llewellyn Allan from Springville. They sold the
home in Vineyard and moved to Orem.
Bessie's oldest daughter, Pat, married LeRoy
Holdaway and after his untimely death married
Morris Clegg.
Her brother Don married Barbara Jean
Dunster 21 July 1965 in the Logan temple. They
have five children; David, Carol, Robert, Matthew,
and Scott. Don served in the North British
Mission for the LDS church, and later as bishop of
Vineyard Ward. Barbara served as Relief Society
President in the same ward for a number of years.
Zella Bunnell, Stephen and Agnes's daughter,
married Phillip Edwin Shoell. They lived in the
Ogden, Clearfield area most of their married life.
Zella returned to Vineyard as often as she could to
visit the old home, eat the wonderful fruit, and see
her father, whom she loved dearly. She and Ned
were the parents of five children: Betty, William
Stephen, ClaraJean, Dennis (died as an infant),
and Phillip Junior.
Stephen and Agnes's sixth child, James E.
Bunnell, who went by Jim, lived in Vineyard most
of his life. He and his wife, Melba, built a home
on the northeast corner of the farm, at 700 South
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800 West. Jim served in the Navy during World
War II. After the war, he opened Orem-Hilltop
Auto. Melba worked alongside Jim as his secretary
and office manager. Their home was always open
to friends and family members in need of comfort,
advice, or simply a good meal. Melba worked in
the Primary and the YWMIA and spent many
hours doing genealogy. Jim served in the Young
Men's Organization and the Scout program. They
had two children: Susan (Stanley P. Carter), and
Ronald Lee Bunnell. Melba died of melanoma
cancer in 1969. Jim remarried a few years later to
Norma Jensen Bunnell. After retiring, Jim and
Norma spent their winters in Overton, Nevada.
They returned to their home in Vineyard to enjoy
the cooler summers and spend fishing and hunting
seasons with family and friends.
Stephen L. went into farming with his dad
after returning from Logan, where he attended
Utah State Agricultural College. He married
Donna Stubbs. They made a lovely home on the
southeast corner of the farm, at 800 West 800
South. Stephen worked on the fruit farm and at
Geneva Steel for many years. Donna worked tirelessly raising the children and keeping a beautiful
home. Near their home, they built a large shed
for sorting, packing, and storing fruit. Many
bushels of peaches, pears, apples, and tomatoes
were sold to regularly returning customers.
Stephen kept up on new varieties and grew some
of the very best-flavored fruit in Utah. Fruit that
couldn't be sold locally was trucked to nearby
areas. Colorado and Wyoming were good markets
for Bunnell fruit. Stephen and Donna finally
decided to retire in 1993. They sold the remainder of the farm and moved to Orem. The Sixth
South Chapel and the two recently announced
UVSC Stake Centers will be built on the property that was once the Bunnell fruit farm. Stephen
and Donna have five children: Glee Bunnell
(Wendell Brown), Dwight Bunnell (Deanna
Dillon), Jerry (Sally Jacobson-div), Patty Bunnell,
and Janice Bunnell (Bob Becker).
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Don Jay Bunnell was a sweet, happy, mischievous boy with curly blond hair. The whole family
loved him dearly. He died of heart trouble when
he was nine years old.
Thomas Joel Bunnell line. Thomas Joel married Zelda Holdaway. They lived on and ran that
part of the farm where UVSC is now located. This
couple had eight children: Joel Dean, Grace, Jesse
Emery, Neal Eugene, Mary Eva (Taylor), Lothield
"Margie" (Burningham), Helen (Weeks), and Dell
LeRoy. Their first son, Joel Dean, died at the age
of sixteen. The children describe their mother as a
thoughtful, loving, and industrious women (see
Growing Up In Vineyard chapter). Joel is
described as one who worked very hard to provide
for his family. He put much effort into working
his land, and raising all kinds of fruits and vegetables (see Agriculture Chapter).
A few years after Joel's death in 1940, Zelda
married Earl Wall.
Emma Bunnell Blake line. Emma (Stephen I.
and Mary's daughter) married James T. Blake.
Hulda Bunnell Orvin line. Hulda Bunnell
was baptized in 1904 in the Vineyard milk house,
a small building where the farmers kept their cans
of milk to keep cool.
She was a great companion to her father and
loved working on the farm with him. Hulda loved
horses and flowers and always planted a garden.
She used to ride her father's racehorses around the
track to be timed. Hulda worked at the packing
shed along with the rest of the children.
Hulda met Harry Orvin when he moved from
Berkley County, South Carolina, to work on her
father's farm. He started courting Hulda, and they
were married 4 October 1913. They were later
sealed in the Salt Lake Temple. They raised eight
children: Erma, Virginia, Vera, Elmer, Hazel,
Harry, Lloyd, and Renee. The children worked
alongside the parents on the farm, raising peanuts,
grapes, fruits, and vegetables. They fondly remember Sunday dinners, softball games, ice skating on
the ponds in the pasture, and attending the
Saturday night dances.

During her lifetime, Hulda saw the advent of
many things: the Model T Ford, the steam locomotive, electric lighting, tractors, electric washers
and dryers, telephone, the TY, etc. She was also
famous for her homemade bread and pies. Harry
died 19 October 1965. They had lived in Vineyard
all of their married life. Hulda suffered from poor
health during her later years of life. She reported to
her home teachers that she had nineteen major
surgeries in her old age (she lived to be ninetyfour). It was teased about in the ward that she was
so tough that when she passed away her body
would refuse to die.
Hulda told a wonderful story about how tough
times were during the Depression. She was coming
home through Provo Canyon and came upon a
freshly killed colt at the mouth of the canyon.
Because her large family was hard to provide for,
she took a hindquarter home and served it for
Sunday dinner. She says she would have gotten
away with it, but one of the boys told the girls
what they were eating and two of them promptly
left the table and threw up. She chuckled heavily
while relating this incident.
Hulda died 8 June 1990, having lived a long
and fruitful life.
The Bunnells' sandstone home, which is on
the National Register, still stands as part of UVSC,
continuing "to teach the lessons of history to present and future generations .... [It is] adorned with
pioneer pieces and relics, ... a place where former
and present students can savor their pioneer heritage and seek refuge from the pace of our times."

Ted and Velma Clegg Family
Ted Clegg and Velma Davis were both born
and raised in Idaho. They were married 30 June
193 7 in Pocatello, Idaho.
Velma recalls, "We purchased the Earl J.
Sorenson farm in 1942, located on 800 South and
1200 West in Orem. We had a lot of worktearing down and repairing-to do. We raised a lot
of fruit trees, apples, peaches, pears, and apricots.
The sandy soil was especially good for gardening."

Ted and Velma Davis Clegg family. Front: Ted and Velma
Clegg. Back: Earl, Sandra, and Gayle Clegg, 1980s.

Ted and Velma have three children: Carolyn
Gayle, Sandra Lee, and Earl T. Clegg. Of the
neighborhood where she raised her children, Velma
said, "We really enjoyed our neighbors. When we
bought the farm we only had two neighbors about
a block away: the Mitch Stewarts and the Arlo
Shumways. Now there are many more." The family lived in Vineyard until 1994.
"We have good memories of the old farm
and of all the good friends from Vineyard" Velma
observed.

William J. and Jacobina Clegg Family
On the advice of his good friend William
Blake, William Jonathan Clegg moved his family
from Heber Valley to Vineyard in 1899. The caravan of wagons included wife, Jacobina Osborne
Murdoch Clegg, and eleven children: Tillie, Anna
Isabella or ''Anabel," Jacobine or "Bina," Janette or
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W. J. Clegg home, ca. 1900
Lewis and Reva Stewart Clegg family. Front: Norma, Luana,
Darrel, and Anabel Clegg. Back: Floyd, Udell, Reva, and
Lewis Clegg, 1942.

William Jonathan and Jacobina Murdoch Clegg family. Front:
Verona, William, Jacobina, Joseph, William Jonathan, and
Anabel Clegg. Back: Joy, Jannette "Nettie", Lewis, Jacobina
"Bina", Wallace, Malicent, and Nora Clegg, ca. 1910.

George Udell, Floyd Wallace (back), and
Darrel Lewis Clegg, ca. 1940s.

Reva Jane Stewart Clegg

Norma, Luana, and Anabel Clegg,
ca. 1940s

Lewis Clegg family. Front: Lena Pearson Clegg; Anabel, Norma,
Richard,Lucille, and Phyllis Pearson. Back: Luana, Lewis,
Udell, Darrel, and Floyd Clegg, ca. 1940s.

Joy 0. and Oriel Griffin Clegg family. Front: Emily Ann and
William "Bill" Clegg. Middle: Oriel and Joy 0. Clegg. Back:
Morris, Jean, Janet, and Vaughn Clegg, ca. 1943.

Morris and Pat Brown Holdaway Clegg family. Front: Patricia
Holdaway Clegg and Morris G. Clegg. Middle: Douglas
Holdaway, Brenda Holdaway Jacobson, Daniel Holdaway, Jon
Clegg, Leicia Holdaway, and Justin Clegg. Back: Julianne
Clegg, Besilyne Holdaway Fernandez, Laura Holdaway
Gillespie, 2000.

"Nettie," twins William Francis and John Wallace,
Malicent, Lewis, Joy, Elinora or "Nora," and
Verona. Henry Murray, just younger than Nora,
had died at birth, and Verona's twin, Brigham, had
died at three months. Besides the people, there
were horses, cows, furniture, cats, dogs, and chickens. Malicent remembered their arrival in
Vineyard: "We landed at the Lake View (Rio
Grande and Union Pacific RailRoad) crossing and
walked to Brother William Blake's home, our nearest neighbor. We spent the night there, and I
remember the good pickles Sister Blake had for
supper that night.
"Our house consisted of two rooms with a
shanty on the east which had a dirt floor. Tillie
came down a week before we were ready to move
to get the house in readiness. The two rooms were
of adobe construction and it wasn't too inviting for
such a large family. The lower part of our farm was
covered with swamps and alkali beds, and what a
job Father faced to subdue and drain such desolate, unproductive ground. That winter was mild
and such a change from the cold winters we had
lived through in Heber."
The next summer brought a typhoid epidemic
through the community. Most of the family was
sick, and Tillie, the oldest, died of the disease 13
June 1900, at the age of nineteen. Malicent recorded, "That summer brought sorrow, sickness, and
death. Our relatives in Heber thought we had made
a great mistake in moving from there . ... Anabel,
Wallace, Nora, Joy and Lewis were all stricken with
typhoid. Wallace and Nora had fever for fifty-six
days. Such hot days, with little shade on that tinroofed house, made the fever even worse, I am sure.
Nettie, Bina and Will went to Heber and stayed
with Grandpa Murdoch for three months. I helped
Father and Mother nurse the sick, as I had typhoid
in Heber when I was six years old."
Joseph Heber, the fourteenth child, was born
while Jacobina and a few of the children were visiting relatives back in Heber. Their last child, and
the only to be born in Vineyard, was Thomas
Edwin, who died at birth.
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Still, amid the sad events, there was much joy
in the life of the Clegg family. "Father planted two
rows of silver-leafed poplar trees in front of his
place and us children carried water to keep them
alive. They stood as a landmark for more than
forty years. It wasn't long until we had a fine
orchard and raspberry patch. Fruit was such a treat
as we had never got our fill in Heber Valley.... As
the years went by, each of us married and started
families and homes of our own. We celebrated
Father's birthday each year, and his loved ones
from Heber came and joined us. The lilacs were in
bloom and our early garden was such a treat. Our
home was the gathering place for old and young.
We spent many happy evenings singing-Mother
with her sweet alto voice and Father singing tenor.
He often brought out his violin, and we girls
would chord on the organ. Those evenings are
such pleasant memories now."
Joy wrote, "As a boy I spent many happy days
near and in Powell Slough, a lovely spring pond on
our plantation: hunting birds nests, finding the
rabbits' nests, squirrels, skunks, weasels, badgers,
and even coyotes .... When only ten years old I,
with my older brothers, Wallace, Willie, and
Lewis, dug an old mother coyote out of her den
with nine little babies. My father took them to
Provo and got $1.00 each for the little ones and
$1.50 for the mother in bounty."
His sister Malicent wrote, "In those days there
was always work to be done on the farm. Our
farm, with its many acres of beets, afforded work
for us all. We children didn't always get started
when school started, nor did we get to stay until it
ended for the year. Nevertheless, I think we appreciated school more, as we studied hard to pass our
grades. Father saw to it that each of us had at least
one term at the BY Academy."
During World War I, Joy was drafted into the
army. A terrible siege of influenza swept over the
world at this time. Malicent wrote, "We all had it
and scarcely a family didn't lose a loved one. Little
Vernile, three-year-old son of Roland and Nora
Harding, died, but we were fortunate that the rest
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of us were spared." Joy recorded, "That was not the
kind of flu we have today, it was a real killer. More
people died by far with this dreaded disease than
was killed in the war.... I got a furlough to come
home to harvest the beets, and while I was home
three of my buddies died. My family came down
with the flu, and I had my furlough extended to
care for them. During this time the war ended."
Most of the nine children that lived to adulthood stayed in Vineyard. Of those who stayed,
Anabel married Albert Arthur Holdaway. Nettie
married Clem Dalley, Malicent married George
F. Wells, Joy 0. married Oriel Griffin, Nora
married Roland Harding, and Joseph married
Ruth Scorup.
Lewis Clegg line. Lewis loved farming and it
was a natural for him. He began helping his father
irrigate the crops when he was very young. He was
always late starting school in the fall and had to
leave school early in the spring to help plant and
harvest the crops.
He enjoyed such a happy home life and was
slow to leave his good home. He didn't marry until
the age of thirty-three, at which time he met and
courted Reva Jane Stewart; a pretty, talented, and
gracious young lady from Spanish Fork, Utah.
Their marriage took place in the Salt Lake Temple
on 15 January 1925 where they were sealed by
Elder Joseph Fielding Smith. Two other couples
from Vineyard, Leland and Lola Gammon, and
Murray and Priscilla Murdoch were with them and
married the same day.
Lewis and Reva had six children: Floyd,
Darrel, Udell, Luana, Norma, and Anabel. Floyd
describes his father as "taking great pride in having
a beautiful farm, gardens with straight rows, and a
bountiful harvest. He was very interested in his
children's welfare, and often rewarded them with
surprises and special treats."
Floyd describes his mother "as being very
happy in her married life; always cooperating with
Dad. She helped him manually on the farm during
the depression, and always kept the children clean

and well dressed, and saw that they attended
church. She was always sewing beautiful pillows,
quilts, dresses, and children's clothes."
Reva died of cancer in 1942 when her children
were still quire young. Many people mourned her
passing. In 1946, Lewis married Lena Young
Pearson. She brought four children into the marriage adding to Lewis's six: Robert, Richard,
Phyllis, and Lucille. Lena was described as a good
wife and mother to the children, patient and good
to them all.
Of the ten children, only Darrel, Lewis and
Reva's second son, remained in Vineyard, living in
the house his father built. He played on the
basketball and football team in High school, and
although there was no track team at the time, the
school held a meet between the eleventh and
twelfth grades. Darrel participated, and was only
beaten in one event by his brother Floyd.
Darrel went to BYU for many years, served an
LDS mission to Western Canada for two years,
and served in the United States Army, reaching the
rank of Sergeant after only one year. He, like his
father, married at 33 years of age. He married Beth
Wardell and they had six children; Darren, Elaina,
Jane Ann, Dayna, Larayn, and Dallin.
Darrel bred some of the best registered purebred Holsteins in the world. "People came to see
my herd from California to New York." After his
divorce, he started attending area dances two to
three times a week and has done so for the past fifteen years.
Part of Darrel's farm includes Powell Slough.
Darrel's father told him that a trapper who
camped down by the pond related the story that
John Wesley Powell explored the area in the
1870s, and the remains of a dugout, located in a
low spot near the pond, were once inhabited by
Powell. Hence the name "Powell Slough."
Joy 0. Clegg line. Joy and Oriel Griffin
Clegg believed that work is the greatest gift that
God has given to man. Their lives were filled
with this blessing, as well as countless hours of
service to the Church.

After serving a mission for the Church from
1920 to 1923 in the Eastern States, Joy returned
home to working on the farm where he practiced
what he preached, replenishing the earth with row
crops and beautiful fields and a growing farm.
Joy met Oriel when he was thirty. As he put it,
"Her big eyes spoke better than her lips." Oriel
was a school teacher from Logan. She taught in
Salt Lake City and Logan for seven years before
getting married. She taught school at Union
Elementary for eleven years until it closed, then
taught at Geneva Elementary for one year. In addition to running the farm, Joy worked with Oriel at
Union School as a custodian for seventeen years.
He built the family home on Geneva Road where
he and Oriel raised their wonderfully close family
of seven children: Janet, Jean, Vaughn, Val (who
died at the age of two), Morris, Bill, and Emily.
Joy wrote, "Many wonderful experiences have
passed and gone through our married life. We have
lived here in Vineyard all our time and it looks as
if our roots are bedded so deep that we will not be
able to pull them up. We have made our living
from the farm." Church service was a major part
of their lives; Oriel served in the MIA Young
Women Organization for forty-two years, serving
twice as MIA stake and ward president. She was
also the division MIA president from 1959 to
1960. She received the first Honorary Golden
Gleaner award in the Orem Stake for twenty-eight
years of consecutive work. In addition to the many
hours she put into the MIA, she also found time
to serve in other ward and stake functions and callings. Joy also served in various stake callings in the
Sunday School presidency and the MIA. He and
Oriel served a Stake Mission together, as well as
sending our all of their boys and their daughter
Emily on missions. Joy was awarded the Master
M-Men award in 1963 by the Orem West Stake.
Joy was known to many as Vineyard's own
"Colonel Sanders" and as a "Joy of all trades."
He was an avid fisherman, gardener, Santa Claus,
and BYU's greatest fan. He suffered a heart
attack at a BYU game, making it the first game
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he missed since the field house was built. He
passed away in 1969.
Oriel was an excellent mother. She taught her
children the importance of education. The value
she placed on the human mind brought out the
best in many of her students. She spent countless
hours tutoring and helping Vineyard children to
read. She was a member of the Daughters of the
Utah Pioneers and served as a PTA president many
times. She loved to garden, quilt, and work on
genealogy. She passed away in 1970. As of 9 June
2000, Oriel and Joy had 138 descendants.
Their oldest daughter Janet graduated from
Lincoln High school and then received a teaching
degree from BYU. After her death in 1956, Joy and
Oriel raised her daughter, Lauralee Sundbloom.
Jean, the second daughter of Joy and Oriel,
graduated from Lincoln High School in 1946 as
the co-Valedictorian for the class. She attended
BYU for three years, where she met her sweetheart,
Nelson. They were married in the Salt Lake
Temple in 1949. They moved to Parker, Arizona,
where they raised cotton, cattle, and kids. They
had eight children: Samuel Joy (died), Jenell, Bill,
Janet, JoAnn, Judy, Jillene, and Joyce (died).
Jean has really never left Vineyard, at least in
her heart, and returns faithfully, sometimes more
than twice a year, to attend farewells, reunions,
weddings, and other activities. She cherishes the
lifelong friends she has in Vineyard. She has been
preceded in death by her husband and three children. She now lives in Mesa, Arizona.
Vaughn Thomas Clegg, born on 20 June 1930,
had a twin brother, Val, who died at age two of an
ear infection; there were no antibiotics at that
time. Vaughn graduated from Lincoln High
School in 1947 and attended Brigham Young
University. He has resided in the Vineyard area all
his life but has spent time on three missions. His
first mission was to New England (1950 to 1952),
he served his second mission in the Philippines
with his wife in 1996. They just finished a Public
Affairs Mission at Church Headquarters, Salt Lake
City. He served for over five years as bishop of the
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Orem Third Ward and has also served in the
Vineyard bishopric. He married Lola Joyce
Bowden in the Salt Lake Temple on 20 November
1953. They have six children and twenty-four
grandchildren. Their children are: Kerry J., Karl
B., Kyle V, Kenneth, Korene, and Karen.
Vaughn owned and operated the "Clegg Car
Care" business for over forty years. Now his son Kyle
owns and operates this family business. Vaughn also
helped to build and operate Trafalga Family Fun
Center; his two brothers were his business partners.
In the 1980s, he and his oldest son, Kerry, operated
Denim Connection, a fashion jean business. Kerry
drowned in the Pacific Ocean in 1987 and has been
missed by his family and children.
Vaughn enjoys gardening, golfing, fishing,
building houses, and spending time with his family. He and Joyce are very proud of the Clegg heritage and always call Vineyard home. Vaughn loves
to organize family reunions and dinners. His life
has been one of service and love.
William ("Bill") graduated from Orem High
School and then earned a Health Science degree
from BYU in 1970. He served a mission to the
Western Central States from 1957 to 1959. He
served in the army from 1959 to 1965. He met
Carol Milczark while attending BYU, and the couple married in 1970. Church missions have been
served by all of their six children: Steve, Kevin,
Kimberly, Randy and Sandy (twins), and Brian.
Bill worked for the Orem Post Office from
1960 to 1992 as the Superintendent of Postal
Operations. He retired in 1992 after thirty-two
years. He served as bishop for the 83 rd Ward after
it was split off from the Vineyard Ward and has
filled various stake and ward callings since then.
Carol is Vineyard's Famous Candy Maker, teaching
and making her delights for various ward functions
and weddings. She has been a PTA president and
served in a lot of stake and ward callings.
They built their family home next to the home
of Vaughn and Joyce on the family property on
800 South in Orem. They moved to Mapleton in

1994, where they are busy gardening, scouting,
and enjoying the outdoors. Bill currently serves in
an MTC branch presidency. Bill and Carol currently have six grandchildren, and will have seven
by the year 2001.
Emily Ann Clegg, the youngest child of Joy
and Oriel, was born on 27 June 1941 in American
Fork, Utah. Emily attended Union Elementary
School, Lincoln Junior High, and Orem High
School. She was active in all sports during her
school years and received the Outstanding Girl
Athlete award in her Senior year. Drama and
debate were also areas that she was involved in.
Emily graduated from BYU, where she was active
in sports programs and received a teaching degree.
Emily served a mission in Hawaii. Teaching has
been her career for twenty years. She was a recipient of the ''Accent on Excellence" award given to
educators in the Alpine School District. Emily
married Howard Lysager in 1970 in the Salt Lake
Temple. They have five children: Lincoln,
Jefferson, Tyler, Holly Ann, and Heidi. Emily
teaches at Forbes Elementary in American Fork.
Howard teaches Spanish at Orem High School. He
served a mission to Norway. They have both held
many positions in the church. Howard was custodian at the Vineyard church for eight years. They
resided in the old Joy Clegg home until 1996,
when UVSC purchased the land to build a west
campus on Geneva Road. They now live in the
subdivision behind the Vineyard church.
Morris Clegg was Vineyard's most confirmed
eligible bachelor. He was very devoted to his
mother and father, helping them in every way he
could. He ran the Joy 0. Clegg family farm, milking cows and raising the crops that were needed.
Their farm was located on Geneva Road. He lived
in the family home, which holds lots of dear memories. When not working he was busily engaged in
coaching the youth, playing basketball, softball,
numerous church callings, and served in a bishopric. He was a great helper and friend to his five
brothers and sisters, giving freely of his time and
possessions. Morris married Patricia Brown

Holdaway, widow of LeRoy Holdaway, in
December of 1975, when he was forty-two years
old. She had six children to add to the excitement
of being newlyweds. Life was crazy for him, going
from one to eight, but he did a great job. He and
Pat added three more children to the group, making it eleven in the Morris G. Clegg clan.
Pat and Morris ran both the Clegg farm and
the Holdaway farm for years before combining the
herds. They still run both farm grounds and lease
farm ground to many others. They remodeled the
milking barn and added computer feeders at the
Holdaway farm, making it a state-of-the-art milking parlor. They were one of the first to go to three
milkings a day. They raised barley, alfalfa, and corn
on their land. Morris and Pat also bought Trafalga
Family Fun Center and managed it until 1999. All
of their children live in either Vineyard or Orem.
They have fifteen grandchildren.
Joseph Clegg line. Joseph married Ruth
Scorup, and they bought the family farm where
they ran a dairy farm and garden nursery. It was
there that they cared for Joseph's mother until her
death. They had six children: Jolene, LeAnn, Arla,
Halvor, DaLee, and Wildon. Joseph and Ruth held
great interest in teaching the youth of the area, and
especially their own children. They taught 4-H
classes, and Ruth worked in the primary for many
years. Joseph was called to serve an LDS mission in
the Central States for eighteen months when his
youngest child was only two. Later, the family
moved to Provo in order for the children to further
their education. All six children graduated from
Brigham Young University as teachers.
Clinger Family

James Clinger married Harriet Chapin 7
December 1845 in Illinois. In 1846 they moved to
Iowa, where they lived until June of 1852, when
they decided to join the LDS Church's movement
westward to "strengthen Zion." As part of the T.
C. D. Howell Company, James, Harriet, and their
three children crossed the plains, arriving in Salt
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Lake City in the fall of 1852. One of their daughters, Elmira Zallotta, died on the trek.
In 1858, James moved his family to Lake View,
Utah County. Their home was north of where the
Geneva Steel plant would later stand. Opportunities for schooling were limited, so Harriet
taught her children to read and write. James and
Harriet had nine children by this time, and eventually they were the parents of twelve. The family
moved again in 1865 to Malad, Idaho and then to
Nebraska, but two of the children, James Henry
and Martha Ann, stayed behind in Lake View.
James, Harriet and the rest of the family returned
to Utah in 1872.
James Henry Clinger, the eldest son of James
and Harriet, recorded that he never regretted his
decision to stay in Utah. He worked for Stephen
Ithamar Bunnell for a time. James Henry also
helped Peter Madsen fish one summer. In 1866
Henry enlisted in the Utah militia to fight in the
Black Hawk Indian War to protect the lives and
property of Utah people. As was customary, James
Henry furnished his own horse, bridle, saddle and
equipment. The militia suffered from lack of food
and clothing, but casualties were few.
James Henry met Pauline Mary Williamson
the night she arrived in Lake View with her family
in 1866. They married in 1868, and James Henry
immediately went to work cutting ties for the railroad. He also helped plow the entire six miles of
the Lake Bottom Canal. He bought a farm from
Nelson P. Beebee.
James Henry and Pauline's first home was a log
house with a dirt roof below Geneva Road. Their
first two children were born there, but both children died young.
James Henry was elected constable with the
Provo Precinct, Utah County, for two terms (I 880
and 1883). During this time, his family grew in
numbers and in property ownership. There were
six children at home when James Henry was called
on a mission to Norway. He took a second wife,
Caroline Christensen, in 1884 and left for Norway
a few months later. Caroline lived with Pauline
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Jesse and Lillie Mae Clinger Sumsion Family. Front: Clyde,
Jesse, Lillie Mae, and William Sumsion. Back: Norma, Areta,
Pauline, and Katherine Sumsion.

Mary while their husband served. While on his
mission, James Henry adopted a Norwegian boy,
Albert Martin, and sent him home with some
returning elders. James Henry returned home to a
happy family reunion in 1886. After James Henry's
return, Pauline Mary had one more child, and
Caroline had two children. The second family
lived in Mayfield.
James Henry was known for his faithful service
in the Church. He served for eight years as counselor
to Bishop John Johnson in the Lake View Ward,
along with George M. Smoot. He was also known
for his interest in horses and farm machinery.
In 1921, James Henry and Pauline Mary sold
their farm to their son-in-law Jesse Sumsion and
their daughter Lillie Mae.
The Sumsions had six children, all of whom
have played a significant role in Vineyard. Jesse
Clyde, the oldest, served in the armed forces and
later taught in Cambridge, Massachusetts; Norma
married E. Harold Holdaway and they raised
their nine children in Vineyard; Pauline married
Ray Gammon, and they raised their seven children in Vineyard; Areta married Max Blake, and
they had six children in Vineyard; Kathryn married George Blake of Vineyard, and they raised
four children in St. Paul, Minnesota, where
George taught school; and William Grant married
Maurine Cordner of Orem and was a prominent
fruit farmer and steel worker.

Ferre Family

Noal and Caddie Pace Ferre moved their family of four children to Vineyard in 1925. Both children of poor parents, Noal and Caddie had to
borrow money to buy their farm on 800 South
and 800 West. The Ferre family's financial situation remained difficult as they struggled through
three depressions in the next six years.
Noal and Caddie's oldest of twelve children,
Clarence, started school in Vineyard in the last
two months of 1925. Although he passed all of
his tests, his teacher made him repeat first grade
because he had been at the school for such a
short time. Clarence always counted this a
blessing because school was always easy for
him after that.
It was colder in Vineyard then, and the Ferres
used to skate around the pond at the lower end of
their property in the winter. Once Clarence
slipped and split his chin open, but he stayed and
skated the rest of the day before going home.
Although the Ferres were poor and didn't have
nice clothes for church, Caddie always insisted that
they remain involved in church activities. Noal
didn't have cash for tithing, but he always paid
with produce from the farm. He never asked for a
receipt-he just liked to help other people.
Whenever the family slaughtered a pig, cow,
turkey, or duck, he always shared the meat with
the neighbors.
His son Clarence inherited his father's generosity. When the new LDS chapel was being built,
Clarence donated both cash and labor. Clarence
helped install windows, doors, and the ceiling in
the chapel. When the Geneva Steel plant took over
the church building, Clarence was asked to help
once again, this time with excavation for the building, tennis courts, and parking lots.
Clarence lived in the Vineyard Ward until
the state bought the land for the new state college in 1966. He and his wife Norma were reluctant to go.

Noal and Caddie Pace Ferre family. Front: Lucy Ferre Wilcox,
Barbara LeGrande Park, Caddie Pace Ferre, Noal Ferre, and
Clarence Ferre. Back: Helen Perry, Valeen Giles, Carol
Seybold, Hazel Bowman, Lawrence Ferre, Marie Baum, Ruth
Mace, Dora Ashby. Not pictured: Keith Albert Ferre. 1965.

Clarence and Norma Fullmer Ferre family, ca. 1958

Fillerup Family

In 1867, Andrew Peter Fillerup left
Denmark on a steamship headed for America.
He married Caroline Rasmussen aboard the ship
during the voyage. The couple arrived in the
United States, crossed the plains together, and
settled in Provo, Utah.
Andrew filed a homestead claim in 1873 and
moved his family to a farm at the southerly end of
Vineyard, located at what is presently a large settling pond just west of the Geneva Steel plant. In
this home, Andrew and Caroline raised their nine
children: Caroline, Amelia, Andrew Peter Jr.,
Charles R., Erastus, Zenus, Albert, Sophus, and
Rosina. On the farm, the family grew grains, hay,
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Fillerup home

Fillerup family

things about cooking, of which she did so much.
She told me stories of her life, interesting ones, of
the vicissitudes, problems, and pleasures of raising
a family of nine on a farm .... Grandma liked to
take food she had cooked to the needy. We rode in
the one-seated buggy."
Another granddaughter, Vivian Fillerup
Peterson Bailey, wrote about Andrew: "To most
people he appeared gruff, very strict, arrogant, and
stubborn. To me, these were fighting words. He
was a perfectionist, but was so kind and thoughtful
to me it seemed that I could do no wrong."
Caroline passed away in 1901 at age fiftynine, and Andrew followed in 1912 at the age
of eighty-two.
Andrew Peter Fillerup Jr., eldest son of Andrew
and Caroline, married Emma Anderson and purchased the family farm in Vineyard where they
raised two children: Wesley and Delpha, until the
farm was sold in the early 1940s to make way for
the steel plant. Portions of the old house were then
moved north on Geneva Road to the Wesley
Fillerup residence in Pleasant Grove.
Gammon Family

berries, vegetables, and sugar beets, as well as
raised livestock and dairy cows.
Andrew was an accomplished blacksmith and
had a large shop on the farm. Here he made horseshoes and farm tools. He also did repairs for himself and other farmers. His sons, especially Andrew
Jr. and Albert, followed in their father's footsteps
and became expert blacksmiths. Andrew was also a
carpenter and a woodcarver.
From 1894 to 1895, Andrew returned to
Denmark to serve a mission for the LDS Church.
This started a tradition of missionary service in his
family that has continued for generations.
Helen Kimball Orgill, a granddaughter of
Andrew and Caroline, wrote this of her grandparents: "Grandpa Fillerup was a large man, sort of
formidable to a little girl, ... but he never spoke
cross to me. Grandma seemed like an angel on
earth. She was so kind to me. Grandma taught me
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Harry Gammon was born in Devonshire,
England, on 12 September 1867 and was adopted
by John and Jane Tamlyn Gammon. He immigrated to America at the age of seventeen and spent his
first four years in the United States working on
farms in Illinois and South Dakota. He came to
Utah in 1889 and was planning to travel on to
Australia. He called on his Uncle Thomas and
Aunt Elizabeth Gammon in Vineyard and, needing to find additional money to make his trip, he
sought a job. He hired out at Major Berry's hop
farm on "the Bench." Olena Larsen was also working at the farm, having come to Utah from
Denmark as a child with her parents, Niels and
Ane Larsen. Harry and Olena met and fell in love.
During their three-year courtship, he was converted to the LDS Church and was baptized on
2 March 1893. They were married on 3 May 1893

Harry and Olena Larsen Gammon family. Front: Welby, Harry,
Olena, and Ray Gammon . Back: LeRoy, Clarence, and Leland
Gammon, ca. 1920.

Clarence and Leah Harper Gammon family. Margaret, Leah,
and Grace Gammon. Back: Clarence Neal Gammon, ca. 1949.

Margaret Gammon Robins family. Front: Todd Robins, _Laurel
Robins, Haley Beebe, and Joseph Robins. Second row: Richard
Robins, William Robins, Margaret Robins, JeffreyTomsen, Mike
Owen and David Owen. Third row: Debra Robins, Heather
Robin~ Jennifer Owen, Elaine Owen, Evelyn Thomsen, Leo
Thoms~n, Teresa Beebe (holding Brandon Beebe), and Val~rie
Thomsen. Back row: David Robins, Liz Robins, Glen Robins,
Dennis Owen, Josh Chappell , Dana Chappell , Lindsey
Thomsen, Brian Thomsen, and Troy Beebe, 1997.

LeRoy and Edna Gammon family. Fern, Harold, LeRoy, and Edna Reynolds Gammon.

Ray and Pauline Gammon family. Fron'.: Eugene, Pauline
Sumsion Gammon, Ralene, Ray, and Marie Gammon. Back:
Myrna, J Rulon, Harry, and Annetta Gammon, 1958.

J Rulon and Venice Gammon Family. Front: Carson and Jordan
Nuttall, Alex Hess, Colton England, Lauren Gammon, Haley
and Claire Gammon. Middle: Scott and Diana Gammon
Wilson, Dennis Gammon, Greg and Bradon Hess, Venice
Christensen Gammon and Rulon Gammon, Jacob Hess, Lorena
Gammon England, Linda and Jeff Gammon. Back: Krista and
Dan Gammon, Janeal Gammon Nuttall and Gary Nuttall,
Kendall and Sheralyn Gammon Hess, and Eric Gammon, 1998.

J

in the Manti Temple. Their only wedding gift was
a feather bed tick her father gave her.
Harry and Olena rented and lived on several
farms in their early married years and operated a
milk route in Eureka for a time. After eight years,
they moved to the Vineyard farm that later became
their permanent home. They suffered sickness and
death in their little family when scarlet fever
claimed the lives of their oldest son, Elmer, and
only daughter, Bernice. The family were under
quarantine and were not even able to attend the
funeral for their children. They were blessed by the
kindnesses of their wonderful neighbors at this
most difficult time.
During many years of hard work, sorrow, sickness, and the responsibility of raising their family,
this industrious couple were community leaders in
both civic and church activities. Harry served in
many church callings, was a trustee on the Alpine
School District Board of Education, served on the
Utah County Farm Bureau Board and on the
Dairy Board, and was a director of the Bank of
Pleasant Grove. Olena served as a Primary president and in Relief Society presidencies, was active
in her visiting teaching assignments, and was long
a faithful temple worker. Her hands were never
idle, and her handiwork was found in many of the
area homes, including her own. She was awarded a
special presidential citation for her volunteer work
in the Red Cross during WW-II.
To the marriage of Harry and Olena Larsen
Gammon were born seven children. Harry Elmer
(who died at age nine of scarlet fever), Clarence
Niel, Leland John, Olena Bernice (who died at age
three of scarlet fever), Harold LeRoy, Ray, and
Welby. All the boys who lived to adulthood were a
strength to their mother and father. Harry Sr. was
diabetic and died of the effects of the disease 27
August 1935. The farm was divided among the
brothers, and the boys took care of their mother
until she passed away on 18 November 1953.
Clarence Neal Gammon line. Clarence, born
in Vineyard on 24 April 1895 to Harry and Olena
Larsen Gammon, attended Vineyard School and
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spent his early life on the family dairy farm. In his
boyhood, he enjoyed fishing, skating, and swimming. He had fond memories of growing up in
Vineyard. When he was large enough to handle a
team of horses, he spent a great deal of his time
scraping, leveling, and reclaiming farmland. He
helped his brothers and father to dig and tile many
of the drains that still function in Vineyard today.
Clarence married Leah Alvenia Harper from
Lindon, Utah, in the Salt Lake Temple on 23
January 1918. They made their home in Vineyard
and built a lovely brick home, which they enjoyed
throughout their lives.
As a young man, Clarence was in the dairy
business with his father and brothers. They milked
a large herd of Holstein cows by hand. After an
accident that crushed his fingers in the silage cutter,
he made a decision to try the poultry business. He
was very successful as a poultry man and farmer.
Service to the community was a hallmark in
the lives of Clarence and Leah. He served on the
board of directors of Utah Poultry Association and
on the Alpine School District board of education.
He was elected president of the School Board. He
also served in the MIA and Sunday School superintendency in Vineyard Ward, on the Old Folks
committee, and on the finance committee for the
building of two Vineyard chapels. Leah served in
the MIA, Primary, and on the Old Folks committee. She was a faithful visiting teacher in the Relief
Society and also belonged to the Daughters of the
Utah Pioneers.
They welcomed four children into their family,
though the first two died very early in life. Elmer
H., the eldest, died at the age of two; Fern, the
second child, passed away when she was about six
weeks old. Margaret came third and was followed
by her sister Grace.
Margaret remembers life in Vineyard before
World War II and the steel plant much like a
Norman Rockwell painting. She attended Vineyard
Elementary and graduated from Lincoln High
School. As a young girl, she helped her mother
with household chores and helped take care of her

little sister. She also helped her father on the family
chicken farm by casing eggs every evening. Work
always came before play. On Sundays she attended
Sunday School in the mornings, spent time with
her friends in the afternoons, and then attended
Sacrament Meeting in the evening.
Margaret met Harold Robins at BYU, where
she went to school for two years. Margaret worked
at the Utah County Court House until they saved
enough money for Harold to attend graduate
school at Northwestern University in Chicago.
After living in Illinois and Washington, they built
a new house in Vineyard on the home farm. Here
they raised their four children: Evelyn, Glen,
Elaine, and David. Margaret always enjoyed serving in many ward and community positions. She
has served in many capacities in the Vineyard
Ward, including the president of the Relief
Society and president of the Primary. She has
always been appreciative of her wonderful family,
friends, and neighbors.
Margaret's oldest boy, Glen, attended Union
School in Vineyard and graduated from Orem
High School. He played softball and basketball for
the Vineyard teams. Glen served in the Texas
North mission. He graduated from BYU with a
degree in accounting and married a Vineyard girl,
Elizabeth Wilding, on 17 June 1977 in the Salt
Lake Temple. He is presently a licensed CPA.
Elizabeth is the daughter of Malin and Else
Koehler Wilding. Elizabeth has a degree in
accounting from the University of Utah.
Glen and Elizabeth made their first home in
Vineyard. They are the parents of four children:
Heather, William, Richard, and Laurel. They now
live in South Jordan, Utah.
After Vineyard was incorporated, Glen was the
first person to cast his ballot in the Vineyard Town.
David is the youngest child of Harold and
Margaret Gammon Robins. He grew up in
Vineyard and attended the Union School through
the second grade. After Union School was closed,
he attended elementary schools in Orem and
graduated from Orem High School. David

enjoyed playing softball and baseball on the
Vineyard teams. David served an LDS mission to
Taiwan. He graduated with an accounting degree
from BYU and earned his MBA from the
University of Phoenix. He is a CPA working for
Mountain Country Foods in Spanish Fork. He
married Debra Chou on 3 December 1983 in the
Salt Lake Temple.
Debra is the daughter of Chou Yao-hei and
Chou Qing-lang. She joined the LDS church in
Taiwan and then served a mission in Taiwan. She
has a master's degree in teaching methodology and
a master's degree in Oriental literature. She teaches
at BYU and UVSC.
David and Debra chose to make their home in
Vineyard. They are the parents of two sons: Todd
and Joseph. David and Debra have served in many
church callings. Debra has served in the Primary,
Sunday School, and Young Women's organizations.
David has served in the Primary and elders quorum,
as the financial clerk, and has also been a counselor
in the bishopric of Vineyard Ward. He became a
member ofVineyard's town council in 1991.
Grace, Margaret's younger sister, married Lynn
Holdaway, also of Vineyard, where they have lived
all their married lives and raised a family of three
sons. Grace was one of the original town council
members of Vineyard Town.
Leland John Gammon line. Leland was born
19 June 1896 to Harry and Olena Larsen Gammon.
He attended public schools up to the eighth grade
and helped his father on the farm. He was called up
in the First World War and served in the Medical
Corps. Following his duty in the Service, he was
called to the California Mission in 1921 and served
faithfully until 1923 when he was honorably
released. He returned home to help on the farm.
Lola Willet was employed at the American Fork
Hospital when she met Leland in 1924. They were
sealed in the temple on 15 January 1925. The early
part of their marriage was spent on the farm in
Vineyard. Things went well for them until the Great
Depression hit. Franklin D. Roosevelt's solution to
the problem was to destroy all the farming surpluses.
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Government agents came to the Gammon farm and
poured a purple dye in the potato pit, making the
potatoes unmarketable. Leland's family was forced to
leave Vineyard for a time in order to generate
enough income to survive.
Leland's health was never too good, but he
managed to provide for his family. He found
employment at the farm, at Geneva Steel, and at
Dugway Proving Grounds. Later in life, he and
Lola boarded and roomed BYU students in their
large home in Provo. The students marveled at
Lola's great cooking talent. There was always lots
and lots of food, and it was always delicious.
Leland and Lola parented six children: Wayne
Howard, David Russell, Lola Gale, Lela Ruth,
Richard Willet, and Naomi.
Harold Leroy Gammon line. LeRoy was
born in Vineyard on the Harry Gammon farm
located about a mile south of the Geneva Resort.
The family moved to the Holdaway farm when he
was five years old. His personal history records his
memories as follows: "I remember the difficulties
going places like church, etc. Mother having to
harness the horse and hitch him to the buggy,
going through muddy pastures and opening wire
gates. My father worked long and hard hours and
taught me how to work.... We were always in
the dairy business. I learned very young to milk
cows, feed pigs, chickens, etc., chores shared with
my brothers. I started in the beginners grade in
the little red schoolhouse in Vineyard in 1910. I
went to school for two years, then we moved into
the new school in 1912. I always knew if I didn't
get home from school on time there was a good
spanking for me. Dad was very strict about chores
and getting done at the right time." Roy was a
very hard worker, so he learned well the lesson his
father desired to teach!
Roy went to high school in Pleasant Grove and
Lincoln High in Orem. Roy was always fun to be
around and he enjoyed many good friends. He was
called and served an honorable LDS mission in
New Zealand in 1926. In the fall of 1928 he met
Edna at a dance at the Geneva Resort. They spent
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a wonderful romance and were married on 3 June
1929 in the Salt Lake Temple. They lived in
Vineyard on a farm located on the property where
Geneva is now located. When the government
bought up the land for Geneva, Roy and Edna
moved their family to Lehi and purchased a farm
down near the lake.
Edna was a very talented musician. She served
as an organist everywhere they lived. Along with his
other church and civic assignments, Roy was an avid
Boy Scout leader and was awarded the Silver Beaver.
In 1973 they were called to serve a mission in the
Alabama-Florida mission. The love they shared lives
on this day in the lives of all their family.
They are the parents of nine children: Fern
Olena, Harold Reynolds, Norma Jean, Dortha
Nell, Etana Mae, RoEna, Ina Helen, Linda Edna,
and Mary Jane.
Ray Gammon line. Ray writes, "I was the
sixth child born in Vineyard to Harry and Olena
Gammon. Our parents were kind and taught us by
good example .... I attended Vineyard Elementary
School and Lincoln High School in Orem. I also
took a correspondence course in bookkeeping and
business from International Correspondence
School in Scranton, Pennsylvania. I served in all of
the Church organizations, both in executive and
teaching assignments. I served as bishop's counselor, bishop, and was a high counselor in three
different stakes. I have served on three missions,
one to Hawaii, a Stake Mission, and the last with
Pauline and Ralene in the Nauvoo Mission. I was
counselor to the mission president and director of
the guide service.
"Since our farm was about one mile long, I
was pretty much alone when I was plowing; I used
to sing and yodel. I practiced singing while driving
the teams. We had very little money in those days,
but we were always glad to take advantage of any
entertainment in the area.
"Some of my friends and I went to a dance in
Lake View because we heard there was going to be
a turkey raffle at the dance. As luck would have it,
I won a turkey. A dashing young lady came over to

me and offered to cook that turkey for me. I tried
to decline, explaining that my mother could do it.
But she was a high school track star and held a
gold medal from the BY Invitation Track Meet;
Pauline did not give up easily. After a whirlwind
courtship of three months, we were married in the
Salt Lake Temple on 22 March 1933, and she has
kept me running ever since!"
Getting married during the Great Depression
was a challenge for a newly married couple, but
hard work and perseverance pulled this young couple through. Ray and Pauline taught the value of
hard work, honesty, and integrity to their children.
When Ray Gammon gave his word it was a wellknown fact that he did not go back on it. He was
trusted by all. Just a phone call to the bank was all
that was necessary to obtain any size of loan needed, with an invitation to "just stop in the next
time you are in town" to sign the paperwork. His
word was his bond.
Pauline was a giant in rearing the children. She
and Ray had seven children: Ray Eugene, Harry
Keola, Marie, J Rulon, Myrna, Annetta, and
Ralene. Even though Pauline had assignments to
serve in Primary, Relief Society, and MIA, she
maintained a tidy home and served, baked and
canned sufficient food for her family's needs as well
as for the needs of others. She has been very generous in compassionate service.
The Gammons were dairy farmers. Early in
their marriage they raised sugar beets, onions,
tomatoes, and string beans. One year they hit a
lucky year with onions and paid off their farm
with two acres of onions. In 1957 they built a new
dairy parlor, which is still in use today.
J Rulon was born 30 October 1940 at home in
Vineyard, Utah. He writes, "No doctor was present, Grandma Sumsion was a mid-wife and assisted my mother. In my younger years, along with
the dairy herd, we had three thousand laying hens.
We also raised sugar beets, onions, tomatoes, and
string beans. We learned to work hard on the farm.
"I attended Union School and graduated from
Orem High School. I attended BYU for one and

one-half years and earned my major in Animal
Husbandry, though I did not earn general education requirements to graduate. I served an LDS
mission in the Central States Mission, serving
most of my mission in and around Oklahoma
City. I really enjoyed my mission and was blessed
with many memorable experiences.
"I met Venice Christensen just a week after my
mission welcome home. My cousin, Diane
Gammon, had married Venice's brother, Larry,
while I was on my mission. They set us up on a
double date, an opportunity I was happy to accept.
In Venice's words, we spent a rather 'cheap'
courtship, attending all the stake dances in our
stake and church every week. We were married
1 August 1963 in the Salt Lake Temple.
''.After our marriage, we worked for dad on the
farm. Dad and Mother sold us the cows, milk
base, and farm equipment in 1968 and we rented
the land from them. We purchased the dairy, the
home, and a portion of the land in 1972; the balance of the land was gifted to the seven children,
undivided interest, and we have rented it from
them ever since.
"Venice and I worked hard to keep the farm
going. We couldn't afford a lot of hired help, so we
spent many long hours caring for the cows and the
farm. Responding to the need for more cash flow
to make farm payments, we purchased a couple of
additional herds of cows and milked between 130
and 150 head until we paid off our debt. After
paying off our obligation on the farm, we sold the
herd down and have milked between 80 and 100
cows since.
"We were blessed with eight children: Sheralyn
(Kendall) Hess, Janeal (Gary) Nuttal, Jeff (Linda
Richenbach), Daniel (Krista Morrell), Lorena
(Kyle) England, Dennis (Emily Draper), Diana
(Scott) Wilson, and Eric. The kids have been a
great help to us in operating the farm and have
earned their mission and education funds by running a vegetable raising and selling business while
growing up. They are well educated and talented
musically, attributes for which they can really
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thank their mother. Venice has always been a stayat-home mom and has done a marvelous job with
our family. She was asked to crochet an altar cloth
for the Mount Timpanogos Temple. This cloth was
displayed during Women's week in the Art
Museum at BYU.
"Venice has served in the Relief Society
Presidency, the Primary at both stake and ward levels, and in the Young Women's presidency in the
ward. She served many years in PTA and was
President of the Vineyard Elementary PTA. She
served five years and County Women's Chairman,
Utah County Farm Bureau. Two of those five years
the county was awarded 'Top County Farm Bureau
Women's Program' in Utah. She has also headed
up a Farm Field Day our farm. We have hosted
three to four thousand elementary school students
per year so they can learn more about agriculture."
Rulon has served on the county Farm Bureau
board, was county president for three years. He
served two terms on the Timp Soil Conservation
District, four years as chairman, fifteen years on
the Farmland Assessment Act committee for the
State Tax Commission, and twelve years as
Chairman of the Farm Bureau Dairy Committee.
He adds, "In 1986, I was elected to the Western
Dairymen's Cooperative board of directors.
WDCI merged with three other large co-ops on
1 January 1998 to form Dairy Farmers of America, the largest dairy co-op in the US. I currently
serve on the corporate board. I have been blessed
to serve in two Elder's presidencies and two high
councils, and have also served as a bishop's counselor and a bishop.
"In 1989 when Vineyard Town was incorporated, I was very honored to be elected the first
Mayor of our community. We have enjoyed and
endured many challenges in this endeavor, but the
municipal experience has been a great opportunity
for us."
Welby Gammon line. Welby was born 21
August 1909 in Vineyard, the last child of Harry
and Olena Larsen Gammon. He was born in an
old adobe-plastered home with four rooms and no
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bath or lighting facilities. They used candles,
kerosene lamps, and later gas lamps until electricity came. Later the kitchen was remodeled and a
bathroom added. In the back of the house, there
was an old wash house, or laundry room, where
Welby had fond memories of helping his mother
launder the clothes.
Welby shared in the operation of the farm
along with his father and brothers. He learned the
hard work ethic from his father and struggled to
keep up with his older brothers in doing his
chores. He met Geneve Andreasen at a dance at
the Geneva Resort. Following their 22 May 1933
marriage in the Salt Lake Temple, Welby took a
job in Salt Lake City for a short period of time.
Then they decided that they might do better on
the farm, so they moved back to Vineyard and
lived in one room. Times were still very tough, so
they purchased tickets for Monrovia, California,
and set off with ten dollars between them.
While they were living in California, Welby's
father, Harry, passed away. To their sadness, they
did not have any money to come home for the
funeral. When the war started there were numerous blackouts in California, and there was much
fear of invasion. Welby and Geneve decided to
move back to Utah, where he took a job at
Geneva Steel. They purchased a home in Pleasant
Grove. While living there, Welby was called to
serve as bishop of his ward. Church activity has
always been a hallmark of their lives. Their two
children, Robert Welby and Diane, were both
born in Los Angeles.
Following Harry's death, his sons divided the
farm into nearly equal parcels. Welby still had an
interest in Vineyard with his farmland share, but
he felt he could do better by staying with his
employment away from the farm. He rented his
land to other family members until he sold it
in 1973.
Welby and Geneve have many good friends
and enjoy a good visit. Welby passed away in
March 2000. His jolly laugh and good nature are
truly missed.

Gillies Family
John and Margaret Mitchell Gillies immigrated
to America from Scotland with seven of their eight
children in the 1870s. The family lived in the Mill
Creek area of Salt Lake Valley for several years
before John and Margaret moved south to Vineyard.
The oldest child to immigrate with them,
Hyrum Smith Gillies, met and married Jessie
Archibald while living in Mill Creek. Hyrum and
Jessie lived in the Little Cottonwood area for several years before joining his parents in Vineyard with
their four children: Hyrum Smith Jr., David
Abraham, Margaret Mitchell, and Jesse Archibald.
After moving, the family welcomed two more children into their home: Joseph Smith and Jay
Marion Gillies. A granddaughter, Thelda Gillies
Vichrilli, said, "The family worked together and
farmed sixty acres of land on the lake shore."
Margaret Mitchell Gillies married Joseph
Wilkinson of Vineyard.
Joseph Smith Gillies married Cora Nell
Williams and built a home where they could farm
twenty acres that Joe had acquired from his father.
Of her parents, Thelda records, "Joe and Cora
worked side by side to farm their land. Cora had
been taught to farm and help her father. Joe loved
to fish and hunt ducks and pheasants in season.
He also did some trapping of muskrats. There was
a time when he worked on the D&RGW

John Gillies, ca. 1880s

Margaret Mitchel I
Gillies, ca. 1880s

Gillies and Wilkinson family. Hyrum Gillies; Jack Wilkinson;
David, Jesse, and Margaret Mitchell Gillies; Jay and Maggie
Gillies, Joseph Wilkinson and Ellie Wilkinson (baby), 1907.

Phil, Earl, Jay, and Carrie Gillies, ca . 1944
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Railroad. He parked cars at the Geneva Resort on
holidays and weekends for the dances that were
held there. Cora enjoyed crocheting and quilting
and gardening. She had a large vegetable garden,
and also worked in the rose garden. She loved her
family and wanted the best for them." Joe and
Cora had five children: Howard Joseph, Winston
H., Cora Helen, Thelda Jessie, and Don T. "The
children were taught to work and to help with the
farming and the chores. Today I can see the wisdom of our parents teaching us to work and be
thrifty," said Thelda. The farm was sold to the
steel mill in 1942.
Jay Gillies married Carrie and had five children: Marion, Phil, Earl, Gayle, and Burke. They
lived in Vineyard until 1942, when their farm was
purchased by the US government for the Geneva
Steel Company. They moved to Monroe, Utah,
where Marion was killed in a farm accident. Burke
still lives in the family home.

Charles Handley Family
Christena A. Winter, or "Tena," as she was
known, married Charles Handley on 25 October
1878 in Iowa. They left Iowa for the East Mill
Creek area of Salt Lake City. Their daughter
Nellie remembers that her father took his citizenship seriously; her father would not leave Iowa
until he had voted. The family farmed in East
Mill Creek for about two years, then moved to a
ranch by Geneva Resort. The owner of the ranch
was the first US marshall to Utah, Nat Brigham.
He had advertised for someone to run his ranch,
and Charles and Tena answered the ad. When
Utah became a state in 1896, Mr. Brigham
returned to Iowa, and Charles bought a ranch in
Vineyard from William Lewis.
Charles and Tena also managed the Geneva
Resort for a time. Charles ran an excursion launch
to take guests from Geneva Resort across the lake
to Saratoga to swim in the hot springs there.
The Handleys were a very musical family.
Charles "called" and played the fiddle. Charles Jr.
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played the violin, Ethel played the piano and sang,
and Nellie played the piano. Some of the favorite
songs of the family orchestra were: "When I Lost
You," ''I'll Make Love to the Man in the Moon,"
"Freckles Was His Name," "Your Eyes Have Told
Me So," and "Turkey In the Straw."
Charles also played the organ and had played
for the Latter-day Saint and other churches in
Iowa before moving to Utah. When they came to
Utah they brought their organ with them and it is
now in the home of a grandson's wife in Vineyard.
Charles played for all church dances. Many
church and community parties were held at the
Handley home.
When Charles and Tena retired from their
Vineyard ranch in 1921, they sold the land to
Bradford Shumway and moved to Springville.
They were both very active in their older years.
Charles was in his eighties when he put a new roof
on the house. They lived there until Charles' death
in August 1942. Tena died in Provo at the age of
ninery-three. They are buried together in the Provo
Ciry Cemetery.
Charles Handley Jr. line. Charles Handley Jr.
(son of Tena and Charles) married Ruth Overfelt
on 20 April 1935. She died 10 September 1944.
He later married Zella Hardy Johnson on 16 May
1952. No children came from either marriage.
Charles played the violin in his father's
orchestra and also played for the Pantages movie
theater in Provo. Before he could finish medical
school, he was called into the service during
World War I and served as a medic. After his
release, he became a pharmacist. Charles died 8
February 1978 and is buried in the Provo
Cemetery. His widow lives in Mapleton.
Nellie Handley line. While living in the East
Mill Creek area in Utah, Nellie always attended
church with the Mormon children, although she
never joined. She was able to tour the Salt Lake
Temple with her Sunday School class before it
was dedicated. She also attended the first excursion to Saltair. At the age of sixteen she drove a

team and wagon to deliver milk, eggs, butter, and
mail to the Utah State prison. Nellie attended
school in Vineyard until the eighth grade, when
she had to stay home to care for her mother and
her sister Ethel.
Nellie and Frank Holdaway met at a party. She
gave him the nickname of "Tricky." The two
courted, and were later married in Vineyard on 28
November 1901 (Thanksgiving Day) by Bishop
Lewis in Frank's parents' home.
The spring after their marriage, Nellie and
Frank moved to a farm in Grand, Fremont
County, Idaho. Frank had gone to Idaho earlier,
making the trip on a bicycle, to locate the farm.
It took the couple about two weeks to get to Idaho
in a covered wagon loaded with cast-off furniture.
As they neared their destination, they passed an
old, run-down log cabin with doors and windows
falling off and pigs running in and out. As a joke,
Frank told Nellie that this was her new home. She
just replied, "Well, we can fix it up." They never
let things get them down.
In 1911 Nellie and Frank bought 130 acres
from Harry Gammon. This was part of the old
estate of Shadrack Holdaway, Frank's grandfather
and an early Mormon pioneer. Their land went to
the edge of Utah lake, and much of it was very
swampy. Frank dug ditches and drained all the
land, making a productive farm out of it. Nellie
worked in the fields whenever and wherever she
was needed. She could top more sugar beets than
most men. Frank said he couldn't keep up with her
either; she was always ahead of everyone.
George Handley line.George Handley, son
of Tena and Charles, married Hannah Beveradge
16 April 1910 in Provo, Utah. The couple had
no children.
Ralph Handley line. Ralph married Maud Cartwright on her birthday, 17 March 1919. They were
the parents of two children: Ralph and Eva Jean.
Ralph had been a favorite of his Vineyard
classmates because of his naturally friendly personality. He spent the greater part of his life farming.
In the summer of 1917, Ralph joined the US.

Army and was mustered into Federal Service on
August 5 of that year. He served his country in
France during World War I from 3 September
1918 to the later part of December 1918.
Two months after Ralph and Maud married,
they purchased a twenty-five-acre farm in Vineyard
from the Holman family.
Ralph was an avid sports fan and an active
participant in the game of baseball, playing at different times for both the Vineyard and Orem
Community teams. Those who played catcher
and first base often complained about their stinging hands when they caught the balls he threw
their way.
On Sunday morning, 14 December 1941,
Maud took Eva Jean and went to Sunday School
to teach class, leaving Ralph Dwaine with his dad,
who seemed well on his way to recovery from a
hernia operation. Just after Maud left the house it
became very apparent to young Ralph that all was
not right with his dad, and he ran to the neighbors
to call Dr. Anderson, who arrived in a matter of
minutes. One of the neighbors got word back to
Maud that she was needed at home. Before she
could reach home, Ralph had passed away of coronary thrombosis. Sunday School was dismissed out
of respect for this good man, and many of the
ward members came to the home to be with Maud
and the children. Maud later remarried. She died
3 November 1978.

Ralph Handley, ca. 1918

Maud Handley, ca. 1918
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Harding Family
Jesse Harding moved to Vineyard from Provo
in 1904. About six years later, he and his wife,
Mary Scott Harding, bought the farm at 600
South Geneva Road and lived there for the
remainder of their lives. Their children included
Jesse A. (died as a child), Mary Emma, Bertha,
Sarah Ann, Phebe, Elva, Raymond, Violet, Daisy,
Roland, Rhoda, Wesley, and Owen.
Sarah Ann was married to their first landlord
in Vineyard, Bishop William D. Lewis. They had
seven children: William J., Fern, Minnie, Edna,
Ezma, Sterling Samuel, and Ethel.
Raymond married Alma Maria Frederikka
"Rikka" Andreasen following a mission to
Wisconsin. They bought a farm from Rufus
Babcock at 1100 South Geneva Road, where they
raised their children: Zella, Wilbur, Leo, and
Cleo. Zella married Rex Blake, and Cleo was wed
to Ornal Roper. Raymond served in the bishopric
of the Vineyard Ward and was later ordained a
patriarch by Elder Harold B. Lee. Rikka wrote a
comprehensive history of the Vineyard ward
Relief Society.
Rhoda married Kirby Allen. They raised a
large family and lived in Vineyard.
Roland wed Nora Clegg. They had six children:
Leah, Verna, Mary Lou, Eldon, Alvin, and Dale.
Wesley married Alice Phillips and raised four
daughters and three sons: Boyd, Barbara, Beth,
Nadine, Evan, Alice Marie, and David.
Owen Scott Harding was born in Provo, where
his mother, Mary Emma, had moved temporarily
to be closer to a doctor. He was their thirteenth
child. After about two weeks he and his mother
returned to their home, owned by Will Lewis,
which was located in the northern part of
Vineyard Ward. They lived there three years, then
rented the ranch of Andrew Holdaway, which was
later purchased by Elmer T. Holdaway.
While the family was living at this place,
Raymond served an LDS mission in the Great
Lakes area (Northern States Mission).
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Owen recounts, "In 1911, Father bought a
farm from Frank Holdaway located in the central
part of the ward. The main road was at the east of
the place. Mother had beautiful beds of flowers
that everyone admired. She was an immaculate
housekeeper and a very good cook. Her home
came first. There was much work in draining and
improving our land. At one time, before we had
the drain covered, one of our choice heifers fell in
and drown before we could get her out. That was a
great 1oss. "
Owen remembers going to the Vineyard school
for the first time on 18 September 1911: "Rhoda
took me by the hand and walked proudly along.
Mother always kept us dressed clean, and our
clothes were of the best make and materials. We
got as far as the chapel, church was on the west
side of the road just a little southwest of the
school. I became frightened at the thought of
being away from home. I turned and began running as fast as my legs would go. Rhoda finally
caught me and coaxed and tried to explain how
necessary it was to get an education. I was so
timid, and had so seldom gone away from home it
took much persuading. My first teacher, Miss
Brown, was a beautiful young lady and did her
best. Miss Ida Parker, my second-grade teacher,
was also very nice-looking and understanding. I
must have been very fortunate, because all the
teachers I had were patient."
Owen described growing up: "Our folks had a
large family to feed and clothe. I only remember
one Christmas getting something special, and that
was a nice pocketknife. Sometimes I'd get to go to
town (Provo) with my father, and it was a real treat
when he would buy a box of soda crackers and
some cheese, and we would have some to eat on
the way home.
"During the influenza epidemic in 1917 to
1918, my two older sisters died, leaving large families. The Thurgood girls were old enough; they got
along fair. Mother took my sister's youngest boy,
Arnold Davis, to raise. I had to take a back seat. He
needed much attention, being younger than me.

Harding Brothers. Front: William, Jesse, and Samuel Harding.
Back: Raleigh, Joseph, and Edward Harding.

Jesse and Mary Emma Scott Harding

Harding home, ca 1940s

Harding family. Front: Rhoda Harding Allen; Phebe; Violet
Harding Zabriskie; Grace and Daisy Harding. Back: Wesley
Roe, Raymond, Owen S., and Roland Harding.

Raymond and Rikka Andreasen Harding family. Ray, Wilbur,
Cleo, Rikka, and Zella Harding, ca. 1930.

Owen and Leora Holdaway Harding family. Cherie, Robert,
Leora, and Owen Harding, 1960.

"When I was ordained a deacon, we used to
take a flour sack and called at the homes. Each
family would donate as many sifters of flour as
they felt they would like to. It wasn't nearly as hard
to donate as it seems for people nowadays. We
used to ride our horses in order to be able to carry
our load."
Owen Scott Harding married Leora Zelda
Holdaway on 24 March 1926.
"We were married seventeen years before we
were fortunate enough to be blessed with a baby,"
acknowledged Leora. "I wanted at least twelve,
but maybe our Heavenly Father thought I was
selfish. We are grateful for our two." The two children were Robert (married Cindy), and Cherie
Harding Anderson.
When Robert was ten days old, he nearly
choked to death on mucus. "Papa was with me
and says he has never seen anyone so near gone,"
Leora exclaimed. "Then when we were camping
up to the lakes and he got lost, if I hadn't had my
prayers answered we may never have found him.
I'm so grateful his life was spared. Both children
have brought so much joy to us."
Leora worked all her life with the young folks
in the church and community in 4-H Clubs, etc.
She used her talent for singing with many vocal
groups and sang alto most of the time.
She acknowledges, "Our Church has been a
source of much pleasure. My work has been mostly
with children .... I had the privilege and honor of
shaking hands with President Heber J. Grant on
two different occasions, and President George
Albert Smith and several apostles."

by the stove caught on fire and soon the home was
in flames. Sheep shearers in the area rescued Eva
from the flames, but did not bring out the baby.
When Eva heard the baby crying inside the home,
she returned into the blaze to rescue the infant.
The baby was burnt black and was throwing up
dabbered milk. Verge saw the smoke and returned
home to find his wife with their child, walking
through the sagebrush and crying. He caught up
with them and they were joined by the Stake
Patriarch, Vern Griffin, who asked if he could give
the baby a name and a blessing. They agreed. He
named her "Blom," a nickname for Verge's mother,
Alice Maria Gates. Brother Griffin said that the
child would live and have a normal life. The family
were left with only the clothes they wore.
Verge Heaps and his family lived in Vineyard
for about two years, from 1932 to '34. He, his
wife, Eva Littlefield, and their two small children,
Blom and Joseph Kent (James Millard died at age
two months), moved there because the Depression
had dosed down the Eureka mines where Verge
had been working.
Renting a small farm near Eva's parents,
Verge harvested onions, corn and sugar beets for
the local farmers. He was paid a sack of produce
and $ 1.50 a day.
While Verge was in Vineyard, he served as a
deacons quorum advisor, Young Men's basketball

Heaps Family

Before the Heaps family moved to Vineyard,
they lived in the home of Verge's father in
Escalante, Utah. Nearly a month after the birth of
their first child, Verge woke up one morning, built
a chip fire in the stove, and went out to milk cows
for the Cottom family a few blocks away. Eva and
the baby were still asleep. The oilcloth on the wall
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Verge and Eva Littlefield Heaps family. Front: Verge, Richard,
and Eva Heaps. Back: Blom and Kent Heaps, ca. 1940.

coach, and assistant scoutmaster. It was this calling
as assistant scoutmaster that Verge most remembers: he was very proud when eleven of the seventeen scouts served missions. He was extremely
close to the boys and stayed in touch with them
the rest of his life.
Verge even named his fourth child after
Richard Herbertson, one of these boys. Richard V.
Heaps was born in Vineyard on 1 November
1933. His middle initial comes from his father's
given name.
Verge worked hard for his family, taking multiple jobs to provide for his family's needs. For
the Union Dairy, Verge cut ice on Utah Lake,
painted the buildings, and hoed strawberries. All
of this he did for fifty cents a day and fifty
pounds of flour per year. Verge also drove a team
of horses to plow fields for one hundred pounds
of wheat per day and worked on a crew that
painted the Union Elementary and Lincoln High
Schools in Orem, Utah. He picked up coal along
the train tracks to provide heat for his family's
home at night.
In 1934 the Heaps left Vineyard and bought a
five-acre farm on the east side of Provo. They
eventually had two more children, Eva Ann and
Robert Lane. They moved a few more times but
always remained within a few miles of the ProvoVineyard area.
They may be best remembered now by the
business they started in Provo called "Heaps 'A
Pizza," now the Brick Oven Restaurant.

Hebertson Family
Rasmus Christian and Carlotta Peck
Hebertson had ten children: Leonard, Amy
Carlotta, Wallace, Thorit C., Orville, Stella, Heber,
Edna, Ida, and Ada. They were some of the very
first settlers in Vineyard. Rasmus died at a young
age, leaving Carlotta to raise their family. Rasmus
Hebertson's death was a great tragedy for his family and for the Vineyard Ward.

Two of the Hebertson sons, Orville and
Thorit, served their country in World War II.
Carlotta married Hans Peter Hansen after Rasmus
died, and they had one son Alma, who remained
in Vineyard.
Thorit C. was the only child of Rasmus and
Carlotta Hebertson to remain in Vineyard to raise
his family. He and his family became a significant
influence in the community. He served in both
world wars, achieving the rank of major in 1941
and retiring with the rank of lieutenant colonel.
He was a school teacher and principal, spending
forty years working in the education of Utah
County youth. He was involved in Boy Scouts, the
Utah National Parks Council, the Orem Chamber
of Commerce, and Lions Club. He was elected
three terms to the Utah House of Representatives
and served two years as director of the Utah
County Defense Corp. He married Susan "Ella''
Madsen, a talented writer, a member of the
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, and one who was
always actively serving in the Church. Ella recorded the following memory of her wedding day: "We
had the reception in the old amusement hall. We
danced from the minute we got in the door at
eight o'clock and went home at midnight. We did
stop long enough to have a bridal waltz and some
refreshments." She also wrote, "Our first home was
at Geneva Resort, which my husband and his
brothers owned and operated. It was there that I
spent my honeymoon scraping gum from tables
and floors after the dances and outings." In 1924,
Thorit and Ella purchased a home in Vineyard
from Ella's brother Joe for one thousand dollars.
They had seven children: Keith, Wayne, Leonard
("Leon"), Richard, JoAnn, Val, and David.
Ella recorded the following about her life with
Thorit: "In 1935, T. C. was called to be bishop of
the Vineyard Ward. It was his responsibility to
direct the welfare and build a new chapel. My husband was already a Captain in the Utah National
Guard, a Scout commissioner, and an organizer
of the NEA welfare board. I didn't see how he
could do more-or how I could do more. I was a
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Rasmus Hebertson, ca. 1890s

Carlotta Peck Hebertson, ca. 1890s

Thorit and Ella Madsen Hebertson family. Front: Ella, Val, and
T.C. Hebertson. Back: Wayne, Joann, Keith, Richard, and Leon
Hebertson, 1939.

Hebertson family reunion. Front: Ella (holding Alan),
Jonathan Thorit (sitting on ground), JoAnn (with Jennifer),
Barbara (holding Mark), Julianne, Dorothy (holding Marsha),
Janelle, and Jane. Back: Suzy, Joan (holding Elizabeth),
Wayne, Richard (holding Paul), Val, Mike, Jack (holding Karl),
and David Hebertson, 1960.

Thorit C. and Ella Hebertson family. Front: Wayne, JoAnn Hebertson Thomas, and Keith Hebertson. Back: Richard, David,
Val, and Leon Hebertson, 1995.

Hebertson home, 1942

counselor in the Relief Society and the mother of
six children. But the church was built and dedicated, with President Heber J. Grant in attendance at
the dedication and a guest in our home .... On
March 3, 1941, my husband, then a major, left for
San Luis Obispo, California with his battalion for
'training.' We knew it was war. Again my life
changed. In May 1941, I took my children and
drove alone to California, where we lived. It took
much courage. In July my husband developed peritonitis following surgery and was hospitalized for
twenty-three months. That, truly, was my baptism
by fire. During that time it became necessary to
move our house from the Geneva Steel site and
relocate it where it now stands .... After my husband's recovery and release back to active military
service, we purchased a home in California, where
our seventh child was born. In 1946 I returned to
Vineyard, and in 1948 T. C. was released from
active duty and again resumed his Principalship in
the Alpine School District at the new Geneva
School. Life was normal again. In 1954 T. C. was
elected as a state legislator and served three terms
in the Utah House .... In 1966 T.C. died at the
age of seventy. I have since then tried to keep busy
and useful."
Thorit and Ella's daughter JoAnn said this of
her mother: "Mother has always had a fond nostalgia for the people and places in Vineyard that have
made her life full, rich, and happy. She has always
felt that the pristine beauty and goodness that the
Lord placed there in abundance are what have truly
made it His vineyard." JoAnn married John A.
Thomas of Provo. She is an accomplished musician, mother, and wife.
Three of Thorit and Ella's sons served in the
World War II: Lt. Keith Hebertson served in both
theaters of World War II and was in Austria when
the German army surrendered; Lt. Wayne Hebertson was commissioned at Fort Benning, Georgia in
June of 1945 and was sent to Japan, where he
joined the paratroopers; Second Lt. Leon enlisted
when he was seventeen, was commissioned at Fort
Benning, and was later sent to Japan.

Keith married Dorothy Foltz and moved to
Texas and later moved back to their mother Ella's
basement apartment while he went back and got
his master's in geology. Dorothy wrote that it was a
real education for someone coming from the big
city to move to the small community of Vineyard.
"It was the same as receiving my master's degree
after I got my bachelor's degree; in this close-knit
society they spoke a 'different language.' Living
with grandma Hebertson was an experience in
itself. She was one of a kind. Her humor was
unbelievable and uncanny." As Ella often said herself, Dad was the general and she was the top sergeant who got the work done. Dorothy loved her
dearly. They had Rebecca, Suzanne, and Keith
Michael. After Keith Sr. completed his degree, the
family moved to Denver and had three other children: Jane, Eric, and Marsha.
Keith's brother Val followed him into the field
of geology, where they both achieved some prominence. Wayne, Leon, and Richard are well-known
physicians. David went into communications and
worked for KSL for a time as a radio broadcaster.
JoAnn met John Thomas when they were both
English graduate students. They married in 1955
and both ended up teaching at BYU. They moved
into their mother's basement apartment. JoAnn
was working in the MIA when she had her twin
daughters Julianne and Janelle. After coming home
from the hospital with twins (she had only expected to deliver one baby), the entire MIA came over.
Ella sat nervously on the step, anxious to help
JoAnn and John make it through the first night
with the twins, but John assured her that they
would get through. They left the basement apartment in 1957.
Shadrack and Eliza Haws
Pickup Holdaway Family

Eliza Haws Pickup, the sister of Shadrack
Holdaway's first wife, Lucinda, married Shadrack
and the two sisters assumed joint responsibility for
the household. Eliza died just five days after giving
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birth to her son, Marion Haws Holdaway. Lucinda
took Marion and nursed him with her own baby.
Marion Haws Holdaway line. When Marion
Haws Holdaway married Prudence Eliza Peay, he
was working in the sawmills in the South Fork of
Provo Canyon. A few years after their marriage in
Provo, they moved to the farm homesteaded by
Shadrack Holdaway in Vineyard. Although they
were surrounded by rough railroad men, their
granddaughter Leora Holdaway Harding remembered, "Grandpa never partook of their bad habits,
as he had a great dislike of liquor, tobacco, and
gambling and the effects of it." Leora also recalls
that her grandmother "lived a quiet life surrounded by loved ones, many trees and flowers. Nothing
in nature ever escaped her view. A beautiful sunrise
or sunset, a spring morning with dew sparkling on
the grass, a winter scene with the frost clinging to
the trees, fence and shrubs, the autumn with its
splendid colors all filled her soul with joy.... She
was a great defender of truth and goodness. She
was always very frank in her discussions but always
stood for the right."
One night when Marion was gone, Prudence
heard a bear outside. The brave mother went out
with an ax to defend her children and home.
Fortunately, the bear wandered away from the
home, apparently deciding that whatever was
inside wasn't worth the trouble.
Prudence and Marion loved music and good
books, and filled their home with the best ideas and
entertainment. The couple had seven children:
Clara Eva (Chase), Francis Marion, Albert Arthur,
Lida (Chase), Florence (Carter), Zelda (Bunnell),
and Jennie (Fox).
Francis Marion Holdaway line. Francis
(Frank) married Nellie Handley and had eight
children: Gladys, Glen, Charles (died as an infant),
twins Francis Ray and Nellie Fay (Vail), Elaine
(Lorall), Claud Holdaway, and Don W Holdaway.
They moved to Idaho for a short time after their
marriage, but found it too cold and so returned to
Vineyard. They started to build a farm on the land
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Marion Haws and Eliza Peay Holdaway family. Front:
Prudence Eliza Peay Holdaway, Zelda, and Marion Haws
Holdaway. Back: Francis Marion, Clara Eva, Albert Arthur,
Florence Rosetta, Lida, and Jennie Holdaway, ca. 1900s.
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Francis and Nellie Handley Holdaway, 1901

Glen and Sue Anderson Holdaway, 1933

··f:it

Earl, Glade, and Jack Holdaway, ca. 1940s

Glade and Hermona Gull Holdaway, 1999

Back: Jack, Kathy Olson, Matthew, Andrea, Daniel, Daphne
(holding Haley), Kenny Snarr Alora, Scott (holding Preston ).
Front: Daren and Calyn Holdaway, ca. 1999.

homesteaded by Shadrack, but by the time they
had dug the basement, the war had broken out
and supplies were scarce, so it remained unfinished
for several years.
Nellie and Frank loved to entertain. When Ray
and Glen first started dating, their mother would
fill her refrigerator full of food, then have the group
come and enjoy themselves while they would go
out for the evening. She'd say, "Have a good time,
just do what you please, and we'll leave." Nellie was
also a talented piano player, and could play by ear.
Nellie Fay was a sleepwalker in her youth. Her
twin, Francis Ray (Ray), records, "One night she
got out of bed and climbed up in the barn onto
the girders (twenty-two feet above the ground) that
supported the roof. She was walking in her sleep.
Her father went out and watched her, but didn't
dare say anything, as he was afraid she would wake
up and fall. She came down the ladder and he
escorted her back to bed."
Glen and Ray, as Francis Ray was known,
farmed with their father for years until his retirement to California. The two brothers then farmed
together on the family land until they both retired.
Glen Holdaway line. Glen married Susan
(Sue) Anderson on 29 June 1932. They had three
sons: Earl, Glade, and Jack. Working with his
brother Ray, Glen operated the family dairy farm
for many years. He also enjoyed growing vegetable
and flower gardens. Glen died 6 September 1982
in Vineyard and is buried in the American Fork
cemetery. After his death, his wife Sue continued
to live on the farm.
Earl married Nora Morrill on 17 June 1955,
and together had four children: Jerry, Jay, Nyle,
and Susan. Earl and Nora eventually divorced, and
Earl found love again with Margaret Ann Olson,
whom he married on 26 August 1966. Earl and
Margaret had two children together: Michael and
Margie Michelle. Earl retired from his management position with the US. Steel company and
later managed a bowling alley and restaurant with
his son in Provo.
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Glen's second son, Glade, married Linnea
Elizalde and moved to Salt Lake Valley, where
Glade operated a furniture business for twentyfive years. They had one son, Scott Glade, before
divorcing. Glade remarried, taking Margaret
McKinley as his wife. Margaret and Glade had six
children together before divorcing. Glade sold his
store and moved back to Orem. Glade married a
third rime to Hermona Gull and they moved back
to the original family home in Vineyard, where
they currently reside.
Jack, the youngest son, married Kathleen
Clark, whom he later divorced. His second marriage was to Katherine Louise Olson. They have six
children, Daren Jack, Daphne, Alora, Andrea,
Daniel Carl, and Matthew Glen. The family currently lives in Vineyard.
Jack and Kathy's oldest daughter, Daphne married Kenny Snarr, and they live in a basement
apartment in Vineyard with their daughter Haley.
Ray Holdaway line. Ray met Sylvia Conder
at a Halloween dance in American Fork. They
married and had four children: Norman, Janette
(Winch), LaRae (Booth), and Wayne Holdaway.
Ray and Sylvia served a mission in Arizona, near
the Grand Canyon. Sylvia describes Ray as one
who "always takes very good care of everything,
including his family. He is happy alone or with a
lot of people, but is always very quiet. He is a
true gentleman. He only went to the early grades
of high school, but can reason, think, read, spell,
and do math better than most who graduate
now. He loves good music and still goes dancing
about once a week. He is very patient and seldom gets upset. "
Norman married Connie Phillips and had two
sons, Shaun and Jeff. After serving eleven years in
the military, Norman and Connie moved back to
Vineyard to stay. Norm loves sports, especially basketball and fishing. He is good with his hands and
loves oil painting and woodworking. He is also very
musically talented and plays four instruments-the
guitar, the trumpet, the organ, and the piano.
Connie also plays the piano and organ, and has
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Don, Ray, Glen, Frank, Nellie, Gladys, Fay, and Elaine Holdaway, ca. 1920s.

Claud Holdaway

Ray and Sylvia Holdaway, ca. 1934

Norm and Connie Phillips Holdaway family. Front: Connie,
Norm, and baby. Back: Baby (oval), Shaun and wife; wife and
Jeff Holdaway, ca. 1990s.

Janette Holdaway Winch family. Front: Kalan Olivas, Samuel
Winch , Janette Winch, and Austin Olivas. Back: Stacy, Kylee,
Jason, Jeremy, and Kristina Haycock; Richard and Jennifer
Oli va s. Babi es: Rusty H., Kolton H., and Brandon Olivas.

received awards and honors for her bedspread, latchhook, cooking, and leadership in 4-H. About her
family, Connie wrote, "What becomes most important is that you ... have close family relationships
and you love your family and you let them know
it.... We're all here to share and love and help each
other and be a part of each other. And just always
try to do the best you can-that's all you can do,
and that's all anyone can ever expect."
Janette had three children by her first husband,
Alan Fred Haycock: Jennifer Rae, Jeremy Alan, and
Jason Fred. Janette later married Samuel Anthony
Henry Winch. Sam has one daughter, Chantell,
who currently resides with them. Janette's daughter
Jennifer married Richard Raul Olivas and lived in
their Grandmother's old home in Vineyard for a
few years. They have three children: Kalan Keith,
Austin Shawn, and Brandon Richard.
Albert Arthur Holdaway line. Albert began
working with his father in Vineyard at age twelve.
When he was seventeen, he worked on the railroad
and then for his brother-in-law in Idaho. His
daughters recorded his meeting his bride: "While
attending a dance one night at the Vineyard Hall,
two lovely girls sang at intermission. He was so
impressed, he immediately inquired about them
and was told they were the Clegg sisters from
Heber City, Tillie and Anabel. He vowed right
then that he would win one of them as a wife,
never dreaming at the time that he really would.
Tillie, the elder, died that year of typhoid. Father
courted Anabel and they were later married."
Albert Holdaway and Anna Isabel (Anabel) Clegg
had five children: Leora (Harding), Ellis, Alvis
LaVar, Randall, and Inez Holdaway Hicks Bretz.
Anabel passed away in 1918, during the flu epidemic, leaving Albert to raise their children. His
daughters paid tribute to their father, remembering, "Father was our mother, too." Leora married
Owen Harding.
Albert's son Ellis, or "Dick," as he was called,
worked as a dairy farmer and spent his entire life
in Vineyard. After graduating from BYU, he mar-
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Albert Arthur and Anna Isabella Clegg Holdaway, 1898

Back: Ellis "Dick," Leora, and LaVar Holdaway. Front: Randall
and Inez Holdaway, 1915.

Dick and Clista Beck Holdaway family. Front: Marilyn, Nan, and
Ned Holdaway. Back: Clista, Dick, Sherman, Paul, ca. 1940s.
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ried Clista Beck. They had four sons and three
daughters. One son, Kay, bought the farm and
currently lives there with his wife Linda Kay.
Alvis LaVar acquired his nickname "Johnny"
from a grade school play in which he played the
part of "Johnny Grump." He met Vira Mae
Bennett at an American Fork dance. They were
married and had three daughters, Valene Stewart,
Donna Vee (Pipkin), and Bonnie (Bridges), whom
LaVar often introduced as "my little boys." LaVar
did not like to leave Vineyard often, and did not
go on his first plane ride until he was seventy-two
years old. He did, however, love to fish and hunt
deer, as well as keep a garden. His daughter Donna
Vee said he "always had a large, beautiful garden
and shared many of his vegetables with others,
especially his married daughters."
Donna Vee married Jim Pipkin and had four
children. The Pipkins moved to Vineyard in 1968,
where they were able to purchase an acre of
ground (previously owned by Samuel Blake). Of
living in Vineyard, Donna Vee says, "This has
been a very good place to raise a family. I was able
to see my father several times a week, ... and
three out of four of our children have settled nearby, so we see most of our grandchildren often."
When Ida Marie Wagstaff met Randall
Holdaway one night at a dance hall, she thought
she had met "the best looking guy she had ever
seen." This budding romance soon came into full
bloom, and they were married 29 November 1933.
The happy couple moved to California for a few
months, but Randall couldn't stand to be away
from Utah during deer hunting, so after one more
hiatus to California and a short stint in Montana,
the family finally settled down in Vineyard.
Randall also loved to fish and often took Ida and
the children with him. On one occasion, their son
Dennis fell in and Ida dived in to save him, forgetting that she herself didn't know how to swim. Ida
grabbed his collar with one hand and onto a bush
with the other and screamed for help until the
men could pull them out.

LaVar Holdaway, 1968

Vira Bennett Holdaway, 1968

Sheldon and Bonnie Holdaway Bridges, Evan and Valene Holdaway Stewart, Jim and DonnaVee Holdaway Pipkin, 1994.

Front: Jill Pipkin Nielsen, Sherie Stewart Gappmeyer, Vicki
Stewart Parker, Lynae Pipkin Flygare, Kay Pipkin Milligan, Cindy
Pipkin Lopez, Shyrlene Stewart Brooks, and Janice Stewart
Prete. Back: Mark Stewart, Michael Stewart, Lynn Bridges, Gay
Bridges, Wade Bridges, and Scott Bridges, ca. 1990.

Ida never learned to drive, which made it difficult to get to her many engagements and responsibilities with church and community service, but
she was always gracious and appreciative to those
who offered her rides.
Christmas and New Year's were always very
festive in Randall and Ida's home. Every year, Ida
and her daughter Anabel jigged as the New Year
rolled in.
Randall and Ida eventually had five children,
Rita, Klin, Dennis, Blaine, and Anabel. Ida considered her family her life. She was a peacemaker,
working on her enemies until they became her
friends. Her wonderful sense of humor also
endeared her to all her acquaintances.
Randall and Ida's son Blaine currently lives in
the home he was raised in.
Zelda Holdaway Bunnell line. Zelda enjoyed
growing up in Vineyard. She especially remembered her home: "Father bought property for a
farm in Vineyard within a mile east of Utah Lake.
He transformed the sagebrush land into a bounteous farm of all kinds of fruits, berries, and vegetables. Father hired a rig from Victor Anderson to
dig a well. Then he planted a beautiful hedge of
lilacs along the lane in front of our home. Flowers
of many varieties and grass surrounded the twostory house. South of the house was a beautiful
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grove of trees through which a creek flowed . . ..
Sometimes we would skate on Utah Lake and
some of the Vineyard boys would skate all the way
across the lake. It was dangerous because of the
huge cracks that were sometimes several feet
across." She married Thomas Joel Bunnell and
raised their children in Vineyard. After his death,
she married James Earl Wall.
Shadrack and Lucinda Holdaway Family

Shadrack and Lucinda Haws Holdaway, early
pioneers of Utah Valley, homesteaded land in the
Vineyard area while enduring both trial and hardship. Shadrack had served in the Mormon
Battalion during the immigration west. Lucinda
bore fourteen children, six of whom died early in
life: George Bradford (four months), Timothy
(soon after birth), William Shadrack, Amos
David, John Madison, Mary Elizabeth, Levi
Stewart, Logan Gilbert, Cynthia Mahala (one
year), Nancy Emmaline (two years), Andrew
Nathan, Louisa Diantha (infant), Warren Haws,
and Amanda Lucinda.
Lucinda recorded in her personal history, ''At
the close of the war [with Mexico Shadrack] went
with part of the company to California. Here he
was discharged from service in the Army. He was
also among the first to find gold in California.
Soon after, he came to Salt Lake Valley, bringing
with him about $2,000 worth of gold nuggets."
The family ran a dairy farm in the valley and
sawmills up in Provo Canyon. Shadrack also married Lucinda's sister Eliza Haws who had previously been married to George Pickup. Those days
were busy for the family as they struggled in the
wild frontier community of Utah Valley. Lucinda
Holdaway recalled, "The following summer [after
Shadrack and Eliza's marriage], we had to move
into town because the Indians were getting so hostile, and it was not safe for the people to live in a
scattered condition. By winter, we had built a little
house almost on the same spot where we live now.
The following April, John Madison, our fifth
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child, was born. About the same time, we had
completed the machine shop, and the men were
working in it. I helped prepare the warp for the
looms, and did everything I could to keep the
machines running .... In March 1854, my sister,
who had given birth to two children, died, leaving
me her second child, Marion, only five days old. I
took him and nursed him along with my own
baby. My sister's first child, Eliza, had died when a
baby. With her baby, I then had four children
under four years of age to care for. My husband
went on putting up machinery and building
machine shops until the Provo Woolen Mills started. He then sold out and went onto a ranch about
seven miles out of town."
On his way to Salt Creek Canyon for a load of
coal, Shadrack stopped once to help a man whose
wagon was stuck. As he lifted the wheel, the horses
started, and he slipped. The wagon, containing
seventy bushels of wheat, rolled over him, breaking
his ribs and collar bone. Lucinda left the children
to nurse him until he could be brought home.
In their later years, Lucinda and Shadrack continued to work at their ranch and sawmill. Lucinda
also underwent an operation to remove a tumor
from her breast. At the time, this was a frightening
surgery, but through prayer and a priesthood blessing, she said she "never suffered any pain from that
day." Amanda, the youngest daughter, was widowed in 1899 and brought her daughter, Clothield
Young Newren, to live with her parents until their
deaths. Clothield remembered her grandfather as "a
devoted grandfather who always had time to listen
to me; he took care of my wants was my constant
companion. I can see now that the tact he used in
getting along with me was a combination of a sense
of fairness, an understanding of human nature, and
a proper evaluation of fundamentals. His brilliant
mind solved problems of human relations just as
accurately as it did problems of mathematics."
Two of Lucinda's sons, Andrew and Amos,
established families in the Vineyard area.
Andrew Nathan Holdaway line. Andrew
Nathan Holdaway lived in Vineyard briefly, then

Shadrack and Lucinda Haws Holdaway family. Front: Mary,
William, Lucinda, Shadrack, Amos David, and Amanda
Holdaway. Back: Warren, Andrew, Logan, Levi, Marion (Eliza's
son), and John Holdaway.

LeRoy and Patricia Brown Holdaway family. Front row: Laura
and Leicia Holdaway. Back row: Linda Brown, LeRoy, and Pat
Holdaway, 1965.

Lynn and Grace Gammon Holdaway family. Front: Stacey,
Alan, Dakota, Grace, Lynn, Aimee, and Brina. Back: Kellan,
Kreg, Cheryl, Brandi, Kirk, Steven, and Mason, 1998.
Jeff and Laura Holdaway Gillespie family. Front: Gunner, Jeff,
Laura, and Addie Gillespie. Back: Jeremy, Travis, Mallary, and
Jordan Gillespie, 2000.

Carol Holdaway Tollestrup, Milton
and Maud Holdaway (center), 1974

Sean and Besilyne Holdaway Fernandez family. Besilyne holding Tanner, Sean, Meckel!, Taylor, and Kellan Fernandez, 2000.

sold his farm to his nephew Elmer. He and his
wife, Lydia Ann, had eight children: Wallace Andrew, Wilford Isaac, Mary Murl (Johnson), Rhoda
Amanda, Cyrus Nathan, Charles Orin, Illa (died at
age one), and Cleo. Mary Murl Holdaway met
Alfred Johnson, a son of Bishop John Johnson, at
church. At one time John Johnson was the bishop
of both the Vineyard and Lake View wards,
though the family lived in Lake View. Murl later
married Alfred Johnson, and they established their
family in Vineyard. Alfred always had fine horses
and a buggy, which they would use to visit all their
relatives. They had five children: Harold, Dean,
Nathan, Leila, and Robert Earl (who died at age
two). Their son Dean remembers, "Vacation time
from school meant working on the farm, helping
with the thinning and hoeing of the sugar beets,
along with haying, threshing and harvesting....
There was pleasure mixed with work, for on the
first warm days of spring, we would get sticks,
forks, and any old kind of club and chase the carp
fish up and down the small streams." Murl died on
22 March 1923, following an operation for gallstones and appendicitis. She had been ill and in
pain for quite some time, but Alfred had a hard
time getting her to agree to see a doctor.
Amos David Holdaway line. Amos David
Holdaway married Lydia Thrower, a handcart
immigrant from England who walked the entire distance of the trail at age seven. Three of their sons
remained in Vineyard: Elmer, Walter, and Milton.
At various times, Amos David worked as a schoolteacher, operated the family sawmill, and worked in
a rock quarry in Colton. It was there that he was
fatally injured by a falling rock that crushed his leg.
Milton, only sixteen years old at the time, was sent
to the Colton railroad station on horseback to stop
the train so it could take Amos to Provo to see a
doctor. In spite of the doctor's best efforts, the leg
had to be amputated, and Amos died a few days
later. Elmer, the oldest, became the head of the family at twenty years of age.
The family sold their businesses in the canyon
to a partner, and Elmer began training horses for
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work at the railroads. A business associate once
commented that "if a team of horses were raised
and trained by Elmer Holdaway, they were good to
work, true to pull and never balky."
H. Elmer Holdaway line. Elmer met his
bride, Mary Ellen Ekins, at a Sunday School
dance across the street from her home. Naturally
a shy fellow, he gathered up the courage to walk
her home, thus beginning their courtship. Mary
Ellen wrote, "We spent two wonderful years
keeping company, then became engaged on New
Year's Eve in 1903." A couple of months after
their marriage, Mary Ellen and Elmer purchased
a secondhand buggy and painted it. Of the
buggy, Mary Ellen remembers, "We were as
happy over that purchase as I have been over a
new automobile since. We drove over to Provo
almost every Sunday for the first summer, and I
did look forward to Sunday."
Soon after his marriage, Elmer and his brothers Walter and Milton started a dairy farm in
Vineyard with help and advice from two prominent dairymen, Harry Gammon and John K.
Allen. They soon extended their business into a
stock company called the Union Dairy to which
local farmers could bring their milk to be cooled
and prepared for market. During the Depression
when milk prices fell below the production cost,
the Holdaway brothers helped organize the Salt
Lake Milk Producers' Association, to produce
milk at a lower price while maintaining quality.
(Many milk producers "bootlegged" their milk
outside the organization, often not pasteurizing it,
to lower the cost.)
Elmer was elected to the state legislature twice,
but he died suddenly in the middle of his second
term. He was very active in the legislature and was
so respected that his wife was offered his seat in
the house. She declined, however, too heartbroken
over her husband's death to accept the position.
Elmer and Mary Ellen had four children: Ada
Lucille, Elmer Harold, Alene, and Reed Amos.
Alene married Earl Jones, and Reed wed Margaret Taylor; both families moved from Vineyard.

Lucille served a mission in California, where
she met Ellis Orme, whom she would later marry.
They had five children: Leon, Edwin, Gilbert Ellis,
Bonnie Jean (died at five years), and Jeri.
Harold Holdaway line. Harold and his wife,
Norma, were called to serve a mission in Tonga
and took their first son Lynn with them. Norma
had two more children, Leo and Grant, while serving there. They eventually had seven more children: Mary Gwen, Carole, Patricia, Jay Elmer,
Deon, Jesse Michael, and Vicki. Harold and Ellis
Orme worked the dairy farm together for several
years before the farm became sole property of
Harold and Norma.
Harold's son Lynn married Grace Gammon,
who had attended Vineyard Elementary and
Lincoln High School with Lynn. Lynn worked
both at Geneva Steel and on the farmland he purchased from Harold Holdaway and Leland
Gammon. Lynn taught their three sons, Terry,
Steven, and Alan, how to drive trucks and tractors
at an early age. Grace was employed at Alpine
Credit Union as vice president for twenty years;
Lynn retired from Geneva after thirty years. Their
son Steven married Aimee Webb, and Alan married Cheryl Harris, but Terry died an early death
on 20 July 1993.
Leo eventually took over the farm. He married Edith Miller from Preston, Idaho, and they
had seven children: Kyle, Kevin, Bryan, Shawn,
Chad, Chris, and Julie. When Leo and Edith
divorced, she married Sam Winn: Leo sold part of
the Vineyard farm to the LDS church and moved
to Idaho.
Grant served a mission in the New England
States, where he met and baptized Barbara
Pearson, his eventual bride. They were married
exactly a year from her baptism. He served in the
US Marine Corps for three years and then moved
back to Vineyard. After his discharge, Grant finished his schooling in horticulture and education
and taught math and science in junior high for
twenty-five years. During this time, the couple
established a small business of bedding plants,

which eventually became the Vineyard Garden
Center. They had five children: Wendy, Danielle,
Jeffrey, John, and Susanne. Because of Barbara's
heart problems, caused by childhood rheumatic
fever, her last pregnancy was very difficult. Barbara
attributes her health and the survival of her baby
to a priesthood blessing.
Walter Holdaway line. Walter Holdaway was
a leader in the dairy industry in Utah, serving as
the director of the Utah State Milk Foundation,
and president of the Federated Milk Producers. He
attended BYU for three winter semesters, taking
the summers off to earn money for his tuition.
After three years of schooling, he met and married
Edna Knudsen. At the time of his marriage, Walter
was working as an Assistant Superintendent for the
Provo City Water Works Department. He and
Edna had four sons and one daughter: Clyde
Amos, Ross Thrower, Howard Walter, Robert
Eugene, and Lyle (Facer). Walter also served his
community as a bishop of the Vineyard Ward, a
counselor in the Sharon Stake presidency, the stake
president of the Orem Stake, and as a member of
the Utah County Planning and Zoning
Commission. Edna was also active in community
service and worked in all church organizations,
including the Primary presidency, Mutual leader,

Walter Holdaway family. First row: Evert, Marvin, Keith, Brent,
Russell, and David Holdaway. Second row: Ivan, Yvonne,
Edna, and Walter R. Holdaway. Third row: Richard, LeAnne,
Connie, Larry, Wendall, Colleen, Lois, Delphia, Karen (front),
Cumorah Holdaway holding Sherrie Kaye Holdaway, and
Bruce. Back row: Lena, Howard (holding Lara), Lyle, Ross,
Clyde, Robert, and Boyd Holdaway, 1961.
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Robert and Cumorah Gordon Holdaway family. Front:
Cumorah, Robert, and Karen Holdaway. Back: Brent, Sherrie
Kaye, Janae, and Keith Holdaway, 1 993 .

Keith and Joni VanRy Holdaway family. Front: Ben, Katie, Joni,
Thomas, and Bobbi. Middle: Jacob, Ryan, Keith, and Mike.
Back: Brooke and Jan.

Nathan and Janae Holdaway Riley family. Front: Mitchell,
Amanda, Janae Riley, Brianna (sitting), and Hunter Riley. Back:
Spencer and Nathan Riley, 1998.
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and a counselor and secretary in the Relief Society.
A long time resident, Edna watched the growth of
Vineyard from " a small hamlet to a prosperous
farming community."
Clyde and his wife Delphia Fransen worked in
the Soil Conservation Department in California
before returning to Vineyard to work for "Uncle
Milt" (see below), and they eventually bought
their own farm in Payson. Delphia struggled with
breast cancer for years before succumbing to the
disease. Clyde died shortly thereafter of diabetes,
but close friends relate that he also died of loneliness for his sweetheart.
Howard played football for BYU and served in
the military during World War II. His wife,
Luenna Hunt, died of kidney problems before she
had any children. After a time, he began courting
again and married Lena Hixson. The two of them
were killed in a car accident a few years after his
retirement from Geneva Steel.
Ross married his high school sweetheart, Erna
Rogers. He continued farming with his father at
first, then purchased Vern Gillman's farm in 1951
and Leonard Madsen's farm four years later. The
farm required lots of attention. Ross and Erna
had seven children (LeAnne, David, Wendell,
Ivan, Phillip, Yvonne, and Marvin), all of whom
worked alongside their parents to keep things
going smoothly. Ross eventually sold his farm to
Orem City to make room for a softball and soccer field. All the hard farmwork eventually took
its toll on Ross, and he suffered a heart attack in
1974. After recovering, he opted for a less strenuous job and began driving the school bus, which
he did for the next fifteen years.
Ross and Erna served a mission in the visitors'
center in the Mesa Arizona Temple and worked at
the Provo Temple when they returned. Ross and
Erna later purchased a home in Winter Haven and
spent the winters there. Just after Ross recovered
from another heart surgery, Erna died of a sudden
illness. Their one son, Ivan, died with Leroy
Holdaway in a farm accident. Ross later married
Melba Edwards Carter.

Robert Holdaway met Cumorah Gordon on
the first day of seventh grade. The two remained
good friends throughout their schooling and began
dating steadily in eleventh grade. Robert worked
his father's farm for many years before purchasing
it. Cumorah had many jobs on the farm, ranging
from bookkeeping to driving the tractors for hay
baling. She recalls, "That's something I could do
and do well. I've always known I was the best driver there was on the farm." They had six children:
Karen, Brent, Keith, Sherrie Kaye, and Janae.
Keith and his wife Joni have nine children:
Ryan, Michael, Jacob, Jan, Brooke, Benjamin,
Bobbi Lynn, Thomas, and Kaitlan. Keith worked
on his father's farm his entire life, and later bought
the farm and all the equipment. Though Keith's
father had retired, Cumorah reported, "Even now
he's the happiest when he's on a tractor."
Janae married Nathan Riley, who graduated
from BYU with a major in psychology and a
minor in business. Nathan worked for a while as
an orderly attendant at the Utah Valley Regional
Medical Center as an anesthesia technician. Also a
BYU graduate, Janae taught school for five years
and later taught her own children at home. In
December 1991, Nathan and Janae moved back to
Janae's parents' basement apartment to care for
their home while Robert and Cumorah were serving a two-year LDS mission. In 1996, Nathan and
Jane moved into the new home they built near the
original family home. They are currently raising
their five children, Spencer, Mitchell, Hunter,
Amanda, and Breanna.
Milton Holdaway line. Milton Holdaway was
a skilled dairy farmer. Not only did he win prizes
for several of his purebred Holstein cows, but he
kept such a technologically advanced ranch that
many people came to tour his farm. Milt was well
established when he fell in love for the first time.
The object of his affection was a BYU home economics teacher, Maud Tuckfield. Born and raised
in Salt Lake City, Maud graduated from Utah
State University in Logan in home economics. She
taught in the Granite School District for a while

with her best friend, Camilla Kimball, before
becoming a professor at BYU.
Milt and Maud married and built their dream
home in Vineyard, where they raised their son
LeRoy. When Milt suffered a heart attack in 1943,
his nephew Clyde returned to lease the farm and
share the workload. During World War II, Milt
built a home on his land for a Japanese family as
part of a government program. The Watanabe and
Holdaway families became close friends.
Milt and Maud's son LeRoy served a mission
in Western Canada, then came home and took
over the family farm. On his return, he met and
married Patricia Bunnell Brown, a beautiful
Vineyard native. They had six children: Laura
(Gillespie), Leicia, Brenda Qacobson), Besilyne
(Fernandez), Daniel, and Douglas. In October of
1974, Leroy was killed in a farm accident, leaving
Pat alone to raise six children and run the farm.
Pat later married Morris Clegg, and together they
managed the Clegg and Holdaway farms. Morris
and Pat added three more children to the clan:
Jonathon, Julianne, and Justin.
Other than Doug, all of Leroy and Pat's children remained in Vineyard to raise their own families. When Laura married Jeff Gillespie, he was
already a welcome addition to the family. Although
his family was from Edgemont, Jeff's and Laura's
grandmothers had served in the Sharon Stake
together and had become fast friends. When they
were married, Jeff and Laura moved to the Milton
Holdaway farm in Vineyard. These fifth-generation Vineyardites have six children: Jeremy, Travis,
Mallary, Jordan, Gunner, and Addison. The children find ample opportunity to expend their
youthful enthusiasm by hunting, fishing, and riding four-wheelers. They have spent countless hours
walking and running in the footsteps of their
great-great-Grandpa Holdaway. But the Gillespie
children know how to work too; they work the
land with their father and have learned to raise
their own cows.
Besilyne Holdaway met Sean Fernandez after
he returned from his mission. They were married
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in 1990. The Fernandez family built a new home
just north of Morris and Pat Clegg's, where they
are raising their four children, Kellan, Taylor,
Meckell, and Tanner. Sean began serving as a town
councilman in January 2000.
Douglas Holdaway also decided to remain in
Vineyard and now owns the Farmer's Garden in
South Orem. He lives in his parents' red-brick home
on Holdaway Road. Douglas enjoys basketball and
helps coach the ward team as often as time permits.

Holman Family
Artemus and Luella Billings Patten Holman
had a small farm in Vineyard located a quarter of a
mile from the east bank of Utah Lake, and 1 112 miles
south of Geneva Resort. They had seven children:
Ann, Eloise, Linford, Ruth, Josephine (infant),
Lillich, and Artemus Jr.
Artemus Sr. planted wheat and carrots and dug
a drain five or six feet deep and sixty rods long so
the crops would grow better. He also raised whitefaced cattle and some sheep. Art, as he was known,
worked very hard building up the farm. He died in
the flu epidemic of 1918, just eight days before his
son, Artemus Jr. was born. The family then had to
run the farm without him.
The children helped as much as they could,
and Luella sold butter to help with expenses. But
tragedy was not finished with their family yet.
Eloise died of pneumonia in 1922, and Linford
also died before reaching adulthood.
Ruth's daughter Colleen records, "They were
extremely poor in material things, but very rich in
love and spirituality." The children all attended
Vineyard schools, and Lillich and Ruth played basketball on their high school team. Artemus Jr.
served as a radio technician in World War-II and
survived being shot down in Burma, India. Like so
many other families, the Holmans sold their property to the steel plant and moved away, settling in
American Fork.
The Holman family loved living in Vineyard
with their wonderful view of Mt. Timpanogos,
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Artemus, Ann, and Luella Billings Patten Holman, ca. 1908

Artemus and Luella Holman home, ca. 1900s

their farm with its flowing wells, their lush fields,
and their friendly neighbors. But now their farm is
mostly covered with water from the steel plant's
cooling pond. Many are the times when Art would
drive by the place where the farm was to show his
wife and three daughters where he spent his childhood and had so many happy memories.

Jenkins Family
George and LaVera (Vera) Jenkins moved to
Vineyard later in life. They had four children:
George "Bill," Rhea, Dave, and Lois.
Lois married Glade Wilkinson also from
Vineyard.
George and Vera's oldest son, George "Bill"
Jenkins, married Verda Watkins, and had one
daughter, Joslyn "Jo."
Bill was wounded on the front lines in World
War II and allowed convalescent leave to visit his
wife and young daughter, Joslyn "Jo," in Orem.
During this time, they bought the old Charlie

George and Vera Jenkins, 1958

George "Bil l" and Verda Watkins Jenkins family. Front: Duke
and Jody Sorensen (grandchildren) . Middle: Bill and Verda
Jenkins. Back: Velma Albeita, Dennis, and Joselyn Jenkins
Sorensen, 1966.

George and Verda Jenkins' daughter, and foster daughters

Rawlings home on 800 North in Vineyard Ward.
Verda remained there until Bill was discharged in
1946. The young couple had been separated for
more than a year.
They finally settled together in Vineyard, where
Bill was called as bishop of the ward. Under his
supervision, the ward building was enlarged and
remodeled. Verda served in many capacities in the
ward: as the Primary president, as the Relief Society
president, in the MIA, and in the Provo Temple.
After a few years, the Jenkins built their next
home on 800 South, just east of the ward building. There Verda and Bill raised Jo and several
Indian foster children. Velma remained with them
the longest, for about ten years. Bill and Verda
now have four grandchildren and two great-grandchildren from Jo and four grandchildren from
their foster daughter, Velma Abeita Dixon.
The Jenkins described their time in Vineyard
as "good years-times of reunions, outings, banquets, quilting bees, bazaars, fund raisers, harvest
festivals, Gold and Green Balls, road shows,
three-act plays, welfare farms, beet harvests,
parade floats, Christmas socials, ball games, missionary testimonials, weddings, [and] funerals."
They will always remember their days in
Vineyard with fondness.

Johnson Family
George Hugh Johnson and his wife, Mary
Elizabeth Crandall Johnson, were the first of
the Johnson family to move to Vineyard. Their
home was on the north end of the Vineyard
Road (now Geneva Road) between the Rawlings
and the Williams.
George spent some of his time working as a
Pony Express rider and delivering mail for
Brigham Young from Salt Lake to Southern
Arizona and Mexico. On one occasion, during the
Indian uprisings (probably the Walker War),
George was returning with the mail in the middle
of the night, leading his horse because it was too
dark to see.
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Suddenly, someone reached out and took his
arm, calling out an Indian name that Chief
Santaquin, a dose friend of George, had given
him. George was told to stay where he was and not
move until daylight. All night he stood and held
the nose of the horse so it would make no noise.
At daylight he proceeded with caution down
the canyon. He advanced about two hundred yards
before he saw why he had been stopped. There
were signs of a huge Indian war party that had
been camped below him in the canyon. It is
unknown whether the man that stopped George
was Chief Santaquin himself or one of his warriors. But whoever had given George the warning
saved his life, for had George continued down the
canyon, he would have been killed.
Later, George owned a hotel and wagon freight
business in Eureka. After George died, his wife
remained in their Vineyard home, often walking
up the hill to visit her son, Lee, and his wife,
Cinderella. The two of them had returned to
Vineyard around 1937 with their two children, Ila
and R. L. "Bob." Eventually Mary lost her sight
and had to be led by someone to Lee's house, or
the family came to visit her.
When Lee returned to Vineyard he bought a
small farm he planned to fix up as his income
would allow. Water came from a hand-dug, sixtyfoot well. The water was drawn with a rope and a
bucket. The soil in Vineyard was sandy, but productive if irrigated. Lee and Cinderella planted
fruit trees, raspberries, red currants, dewberries,
strawberries, grapes, watermelon, and cantaloupes.
Lee pedaled this fruit to other towns, along with
food his neighbors raised on their farms.
Winters were cold, and the Johnson farmhouse
was heated with wood. There was no electricity,
and Cinderella used to laughingly say that she had
an electric iron, toaster, and waffle iron but no
electricity to use them. Kerosene lamps were used
for light, and clothes were washed by hand. When
electricity finally made its debut, Lee put an electric motor in Cinderella's washing machine and
they purchased their first radio, an RCA console.
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George Hugh and Mary Elizabeth Crandall Johnson, 1918

Ila, Cinderella, Bob, and Lee Johnson, 1924

Jay, Bob, Lee, Dean, and Ila Johnson, ca. 1920s

Summers were hot, and many days were spent
canning fruits and vegetables in the kitchen. There
was no window on the east side of the kitchen,
and since the breeze came from the east, Cinderella
kept asking Lee to put in a window on that side.
He kept telling her, "Maybe next weekend." One
particularly hot day, Lee came home to find that
Cinderella had put a "window" in herself, having
taken an ax to the spot where she wanted a window. Lee had no choice then but to put in a window for his enterprising wife.
During this time, Lee and Cinderella had two
more sons, Jay and Dean. The children all attended Vineyard Elementary and Lincoln High School.
Ila married Jim Lansing in 1935. Bob was in the
4-H Club, and Jay was involved in scouting and
the Vineyard band.
In 1939, Bob bought an old car for a steal of a
deal of $3.00. It didn't have a body, so he talked
George Wells into giving him the body off an old
car he had. The body was in good condition, with
a nice windshield. Bob was excited, and after carefully loading the body onto his dad's truck, he
drove it home. Unfortunately, the windshield fell
out about halfway home.
Bob graduated from high school in 1939 and
went into the army in 1942, where he served until
1946. Jay graduated in 1945 and went into the
Merchant Marines. Dean graduated in 1949. In
1950 he joined the army and served in Korea until
the ceasefire in 19 53.
The home that had seen this family through
about fifteen years of life's experiences burned
down in 1940. With a neighbor's help and the
help of Harry Orvin's team and fresno, a basement
was dug and a new home built, complete with
running water, electricity, and other modern conveniences. The Department of Motor Vehicles now
stands on the site.
Kent Family

Marlon and Sherilyn Kent moved to Vineyard
in January 1976 with four small children. They

Marlon and Sherilyn Kent family. Front: Suzie, Marty, and
Angie Kent. Middle: Marlon, Sherilyn, Alan, Rosemary,
Tammy, and Kimi Kent. Back: Emily, Trudy, Sandy, Tim, Ben,
and Richie Kent, ca. l 990s.

lived on and took care of the Taylor and Don Allen
farm the Church bought for welfare purposes.
Taking care of the farm was a summertime
job, so Marlon provided for his family by selling
insurance. Marlon was working for the Church
dairy on the former Leo Holdaway farm when an
antibiotic-resistant strain of salmonella infected
the herd. The herd was destroyed, thus putting
him out of a job.
Unemployed, Marlon decided it was time to
go back to school and get his degree. He attended
UVCC and graduated with his associate's degree in
the nursing program in December of 1991.
Marlon then worked as a nurse at the Utah State
Developmental Center, but the farm boy in him
always remained-at one point the password to his
computer was "cattle. ,,
During this time, Marlon and Sherilyn had
eleven more kids, making fifteen in total: Tim,
Becky, Richie, Davey, Kimi, Alan, Sandy, Emily,
Tammy, Trudy, Ben, Rosemary, Marty, Suzi, and
Angie. The last child was a bit of a surprise, and so
Marlon's license plate holder says, "14, oops! 15
kids call me dad!"
The death of son Davey in a car accident in
June of 1995 was one of the hardest trials the family had to go through. But the family continues to
grow as in-laws and grandchildren join the ranks.
Of the married children, Kimi and her family
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remained in Vineyard for several years, living
next door to her parents. Alan and his wife currently live in a basement apartment also located
in Vineyard.
The Kents have also been involved in local politics-going to meetings and serving as election
judges and delegates to county conventions. They
were active in the process of creating the town
Vineyard and supplied many children to serve on
the Vineyard Town Youth Council, including the
very first youth mayor.
Sherilyn Kent described their experience in
Vineyard with these touching words: "We have
always loved Vineyard, the people and the area.
We have received love and support with every
trouble and every blessing, and we hope we have
extended the same to others. It's a wonderful place
to live, full of history and heritage, and we hope to
stay here for years to come."
Hyrum and Ann Larsen Family

Hyrum and Ann Larsen moved to Vineyard
with their four children in the spring of 1913.
During the previous winter, Hyrum had purchased
a forty-acre farm on the corner of 400 North and
Vineyard (Geneva) Road. The moving process was
quite a production-they drove their eleven cows,
a team and wagon filled with their household
goods, and chickens and pigs all the way from
Spring City, Utah.
They moved into an old frame house on the
property, and Hyrum immediately began to construct a new brick home and improve the yard.
Hyrum worked in John W Taylor's brickyards
prior to his marriage in 1898 and became a skilled
brick mason. He constructed two brick homes in
Spring City, as well as the Spring City schoolhouse
and the Spring City church house.
On the Larsen farm, Hyrum planted grain,
alfalfa, sugar beets, garden crops, a peach orchard,
and an apple orchard. A successful farmer, he eventually acquired a narrow strip of land west of the
railroad tracks from Center Street to the
Burningham home on the south. In 1918, Hyrum
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leased the small store south of the Vineyard church
previously run by Axel Andreasen. In 1921 he constructed the Vineyard Mercantile Store and moved
into a new home attached to the store. Their son
Ariel moved into the old brick home with his new
wife, Vera Austin.
In 1930, Hyrum began construction on a new
house across the street where the Clegg Service
Station now stands. Soon after, Hyrum sold the
store and the attached house to Hugh and Lizabelle
Davis, who had been operating a country store in
Lorenzo, Idaho. In 1939, the store changed hands
again when Hugh Davis sold it to Dutton Miller.
Hyrum and Ann moved their family across the
street to their new home, and Hyrum purchased
the eighty-acre Fillerup farm. Their recently married son, Lowell, moved to this farm and remained
there until 1942, when the property was acquired
for the construction of the new steel mill. Hyrum
also bought a small store in Provo and turned
management of the store over to his other recently
married son, Authnell.
His enterprising son, Ariel, not only farmed
and operated the meat wagon, but also started a
hide and fur business, processing furs in a lean-to
attached to the house. Many Vineyard youths
trapped muskrats and sold their furs to him. Ariel
also acted as a broker and produce packer for
trucks coming from Kansas and Nebraska for
Vineyard produce and acted as a sales agent in
behalf of many Vineyard farmers.
Hyrum and Ann's only daughter, Lois, married Rex Davis in 1927. After living in Salt Lake
City for a time, they returned to Vineyard and
built a new home just south of the Vineyard
school. Rex also established the Davis Service
Station and Garage.
Don, the youngest son, graduated from
Lincoln High School and Brigham Young
University and completed graduate degrees at eastern institutions. He worked as head of BYU's
microbiology department for many years.
Following the death of Rex Davis, Lois and her
daughter Diane and son Kay constructed the

Heritage House Restaurant in their home. Lois
was the last Larsen living in Vineyard, where she
remained until just before her death in 1976.
Ariel Ellis Larsen was fourteen when he moved
to Vineyard with his parents, Hyrum and Ann
Larsen. He attended Vineyard school and later
went on to Pleasant Grove High. He worked with
his father on the family farm and was often
employed by his neighbors, especially the Maag
family, who lived across the road from the Larsens.
Ariel met Vera Austin of Lehi, Utah in 1920,
and the couple were married the next year. For
their first home they rented two rooms from
Joseph Stone, where they lived for a few months.
They then moved into the home Hyrum had built
in 1913 when he arrived in Vineyard. They lived
in this house for about twenty-three years until
they moved to Orem. The house was later bought
by Antoine Bunker and is still standing today.
After his marriage, Ariel worked hard farming, helping in his father's store, and operating a
meat wagon in Vineyard and Lake View. His later
business ventures included buying and selling furs
and produce.
Ariel and Vera had five children: Austin, Paul,
Dean, Gennie!, and Ruth. Ariel acquired a herd of
cows, and his boys learned to milk at an early age.
Many of the Vineyard children, finding the morning milk run exciting, would come join the Larsen
children in a ride to the milk station. There was no
running water in the Larsen home, and carrying
water from the milk house was a big chore, especially on wash day.
The children attended Vineyard Elementary
School (later renamed Union School), which was
only a half-mile south of their home. Vera and
Ariel strongly stressed that their children become
well educated.
The Church played a big part in the lives of
the Larsens. Vera taught in each of the Church
auxiliaries during her lifetime of service, and Ariel
served in many different positions as well.
Vineyard people always helped each other.
Ariel and Vera didn't have a car in the early 1930s,

Hyrum and Ann Larsen, 1924

Ariel and Vera Austin Larsen family. Front: Ariel, Gennie!,
Vera, and baby Ruth Larsen. Back: Dean, Austin, and Paul
Larsen, 1939.
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so several of their neighbors, especially Vern Williams, helped out by driving Ariel and Vera and
their daughter Gennie! (who had been crippled
since birth) to Salt Lake every three weeks to see
her doctor.
Ariel and Vera's three sons served in the military: Austin was a medic in Europe, Paul served on
a ship in the South Pacific during World War II,
and Dean served in Germany in the 1950s (he was
too young to serve in World War II).
In 1944 the family moved to Orem, where
they lived for twenty-five years.

Larsen and Gammon family. Front: Clarence, Elmer, and
Leland Gammon. Back: Annie Larsen, Joseph Larsen and Mrs.
Larsen, Harry and Olena Gammon with baby Bernice, Ben,
Niels, Sena, Hyrum, and Etta (Bride and Groom), Nora, and
Mary Larsen, ca. 1903.

Niels and Ane Larsen Family
After many hard trials and the loss of his first
wife, Ane, Niels Larsen moved to Vineyard with his
second wife, Sena Pederson, in 1890. The spring
after Ane died, Niels sent $75 to a good friend
Mads Jorgensen in Denmark, as Mads had written
that he had met a good sister whom he thought
would suit Niels for a wife. Sena came to Provo in
1889, and she and Niels were married two months
later. They both brought children with them into
their marriage. The children Niels brought from his
first marriage were Lauritz, Hans Peter, Kristine,
Olena, Mathilde (infant), Niels Jr. (5 years),
Benjamin, Joseph Hyrum, Anne, John, Hannah
Elinora, and Mary. Niels adopted Sena's son Jens
James Christian and her niece Jacobine Marie Kiel.
Selling his old place in Lake View for $2500, Niels
was able to purchase forty acres of land in Vineyard
with $1500 lefi: to build a house and fence.
Sailing the high seas surrounding Denmark
before he immigrated to Utah, Niels never gave up
his love for the sea. He became an honorary member of the Sea Scouts. Niels loved the story of
Ether and the building of the barges found in the
Book of Mormon. Many readers questioned the
hole in the bottom of the boat that Ether talks
about, so Niels set out to use the meager instructions given to Ether, along with his knowledge of
boats and sailing, to resolve this question. The
result was a model barge half as tall as Niels that
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Hyrum, Ben, Joe, and Jack Larsen, 1930

Nora Larsen Andersen, Mary Larsen, Annie Larsen, and Olena
Larsen Gammon, ca. 1930.

satisfied all the conditions given to Ether and that
answered all of Niels' questions. In 1912, Niels
loaned the barge to the Salt Lake Museum, where
it was displayed for a time.
Niels was not only an accomplished seaman, he
learned many of the skills required to survive when
landlocked. He was a good carpenter and could
splice rope and do some blacksmith work as well.
He built the "Little Blue School House" in
Vineyard which was used for both school and
church meeting purposes. Niels was known as a
kind, generous man. He spent much of his time and
money in helping others. Despite his thick Danish
accent, Niels was sought after as a speaker for many
church functions. Niels Larsen's great-granddaughter
Margaret Gammon Robins recorded the following
statement about him: "It was said that Niels was a
short, neat man. He enjoyed playing the violin and
played for dances in Lake View. He was always concerned about the welfare of others."
Niels was called to serve a mission in his native
Denmark. While preaching the gospel to many of
his family and friends, he simultaneously gathered
names and dates of his ancestors. Returning home,
he and Sena were able to complete the ordinance
work for nearly fifteen hundred family members
over a period of eight years. When Sena died in
May 1930, Niels moved to the Edgemont Ward
with his daughter Anna and her family. He died
there in November of 1933, leaving memories not
soon to be forgotten.
When Niels' first wife, Ane, died, Olena was
the oldest daughter, at age eighteen. She took
over running the household, having been well
prepared by her mother's teachings. When Niels
remarried, Olena began working at the home of
William Berry. Saving her meager earnings, she
was able to purchase a cupboard with glass windows and a sewing machine that she still used
over sixty-three years after she bought it. It was
during this time that she met her future husband,
Harry Gammon.
Anna never had any children of her own and
didn't marry until she was fifty. Her nieces and

nephews were very proud of their aunt; they loved
to be with her and listen to her stories and laughter. They remember her as being so neat they
could not "imagine her with even one hair out of
place." Anna earned the reputation of being one of
the "finest cooks and housekeepers in the community." Anna eventually married Pete Larsen and
was finally able to put these skills to use in her
very own home.
John met and married Nancy Stickelburger.
They eventually bought John's brother Ben's share
of the farm south of the Allen Farm (now owned
by J Rulon and Venice Gammon). They never had
any children. After Nancy passed away in 1935,
John married Armanell Johnson, bringing her two
children to the family. John died in 1940, and
Armanell, almost twenty years younger than John,
followed him in 1958.
Benjamin married Elizabeth Stewart and stayed
on the farm for a few years. He and Elizabeth then
moved away to Santaquin.
Hyrum married Henrietta McCloy, a school
teacher in Vineyard, in 1901. When Hyrum's
father, Niels, left on his mission to Denmark,
Hyrum and Henrietta moved to his thirty-acre
farm and took care of it and Sena until he returned.
Hyrum then moved his family to Murray.
Hannah Ellenora worked at the Lucien Hinckley
home to help the family earn money. She married
Victor Andersen at the young age of sixteen.

Lewis Family
William Davis Lewis was born 7 September
1858, just two years after the immigration of his
parents, William John and Jane Davis Lewis, to
Utah from their home in Wales. His parents, converts to the Mormon Church, were married just
ten days before leaving for America on 19 April
1856. Traveling with William's brothers and Jane's
parents and sister, they sailed on the Dan Curling,
then continued to Utah via handcart.
William Davis, the eldest of seven children,
learned early to work hard on the farm. The family
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lived in a new three-room adobe house at 92
North and 200 West in Provo. William was baptized when he was eight years old and always
remained strong in the Church. When William
was nineteen, his father was called on a mission to
Wales, so he took over the responsibility of caring
for the farm.
After fifteen months, his father returned, and
William Davis was free to do some of the typical
things young men his age did. It was during this
time that he began to call several times a week on a
young girl named Sarah Ann Harding.
Sarah was born on 25 February 1862 to
Samuel and Mary Jeannette Stowe Harding. Her
parents had been well off in England, but had followed the Saints to Utah and were living in a
humble home in Provo at the time of Sarah's birth.
Sarah, a bright young girl, taught Sunday School
when she was just fourteen years old. A year later,
she began working at Provo Woolen Mills and
remained there until she met William Davis Lewis.
William and Sarah courted for just a short time
before announcing their engagement. They were
married 15 December 1882 in the Salt Lake
Endowment House.
The newlyweds lived in Provo for the first few
months, then moved to Riverton, Utah, where
William rented a farm from his uncle. In 1886,
the couple purchased a log house and moved with
their little daughter Minnie Jane to Vineyard,
Utah. The modest log house, consisting of two
rooms, was built on the sand hill not far from the
county road and the state road. William tried to
obtain water near the house by drilling a well but
was unsuccessful. All the water used was carried
from a spring below the hill. William J. Lewis was
born 28 April 1885. To accommodate the growing
family, a new home was built below the hill and
west of the railroad tracks. While they were waiting for the home to be built, they lived in a little
rented home across the street.
One day while Sarah, William, and their
daughter Fern were out walking, the house caught
fire. Though they were able to save most of their
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Lewis Family

belongings, the house burned to the ground, forcing the family to move back into the log cabin
until a new home was finished. The new little
home, made of blue adobe, initially had only two
rooms, but was later expanded into a comfortable
home for the growing family. Porches were built
on both the north and south sides of the home.
Through diligent hard work, the farm was beginning to pay. The family worked hard and planned
well for the future. They accumulated quite a
number of milk cows and many good horses with
which to work the farm. Their chief income was
from the sale of milk and farm products. William
and Sarah raised four more children. Life was busy
on the 180-acre farm that William homesteaded,
but the Lewises were industrious people, and soon
the farm was well-established.
When the Vineyard Ward was organized on
24 December 1899, William was sustained as the
first bishop of the ward. Meetings were held in a
one-room school known as The Little Blue School
House. Sarah was also very active in the Church,
serving as a counselor in the Relief Society, and
was often called on as a nurse by the sick members
of the ward.
Because of his exceptional farming skills,
William was asked to work as field superintendent
for the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company. Sugar beet
farming had just started in Vineyard and Provo.
William's work was later transferred to Garland
and then Park City, Utah, where William was

elected county commissioner and served as chairman of the board for a four-year term. While in
Park City, the family lived in a seventeen-room
home and purchased their first car.
In 1916 during World War I, William was
called to serve a mission in England. This was a
great strain on Sarah, as complications from the
war made traveling very dangerous. He returned
safely that same year, however, and was soon followed by their son Sterling, who had been stationed in France.
In the spring of 1918, Sarah and William
moved to Toppinish, Washington. William continued to work for the Utah-Idaho Sugar Company as
the agriculture superintendent of the Yakima
Valley district. Besides his demanding work schedule, William was also made a branch president in
the Northwestern States Mission, and Sarah served
as the president of the branch Relief Society.
In March of 1922, all of William's heavy
responsibilities began to take their toll, and he
became very ill. They moved back to Provo, and
after almost six months in the LDS Hospital in
Salt Lake City, William died on 30 August 1922.
William's passing was a hard blow for Sarah,
affecting her health greatly. She lived in Provo for a
time until her health declined further, at which
point she moved to Salt Lake City to live with her
daughter Ethel. Sarah lived there until she died on
15 January 1940.

Lystrup Family
Charles Frederick Lystrup, born in
Copenhagen, Denmark in 1844, left Copenhagen
in 1868, sailed to the West Indies, and worked as a
bodyguard of the governor of the Indies for three
years. He paid for a release, then sailed to America,
finally arriving in Salt Lake City in 1874.
Charles first wife, Christine Soranson, died
shortly after they were married. Two years later he
married Marie Christensen. They had two children, but their baby girl died in infancy. They were
later divorced.

Marie, Charles, Ane Marie, and Fred Lystrup

Lystrup family. Franklin Anton, George William, Wilford
Daniel, and Charles Frederick Lystrup.

In 1886 Charles married Anna Marie Nielsen
and they had eight children together. They moved
their family to Vineyard around 1909, when Fred,
the oldest son, was eighteen. Charles worked hard
to care for his family, taking all sorts of jobs
around the valley. Anna Marie wrote of her children, "They have always been my joy and happiness, for we had to work hard for them." Three of
their children remained in Vineyard long enough
to raise some of their own children there.
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Charles's daughter-in-law remembers him as "a
large man and very proud, one of the kindest and
most considerate persons I have ever known. He
loved his family and his church, and religion was
his life." She also remembers his "heavy head of
beautiful gray hair." Charles passed this beautiful
hair on to his children. (Unfortunately, his sons
weren't able to keep it very long.)
When Charles passed away, he had just come
in from an afternoon of fixing fences. He sat
down, said, "It's getting dark," and was gone. He
died 22 October 1922. He was buried in
Pleasant Grove, where his wife joined him in
1940. Some of the family remained in Vineyard
after his death.
Many of the Lystrup family members worked
in the Bunnell orchards and packing shed.

Maag Family
John Conrad Maag and Anna Brechbul were
both born in Switzerland and later immigrated to
the United States, arriving in Utah before 1877.
The family lived first in Payson, then moved to
Lake View, finally settling in Vineyard. Fanny Terry
Patten remembers asking Anna how she made her
delicious bread. In her broken English, Anna
replied, "I knead him, I knead him, I knead him
till he squeaks, and then I knead him some more."
John and Anna's children were Conrad Jr.,
Marion, Caroline Robinson, John Joseph, Anna
Elizabeth Madsen, Charles Daniel, and Henry Alma.
Conrad Maag Jr. married (second marriage)
Annie Williamson from Lake View in the Salt
Lake Temple on 12 February 1901. They began
their married life in Vineyard, where they lived
until they moved to Orem in 1937. Anna was very
active in the Vineyard Ward, serving as a visiting
teacher, secretary, and president of the Relief
Society. She died in Orem in March of 1947 following a major operation.
Charles Daniel Maag managed the family's
Vineyard farm with his brother Henry. Both had
dairies with about twenty head of cows, which
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Charlie Maag family. Front: Thora, Charlie, and Aretta Maag.
Back: Fenn, Boyd, Nord, and Garth Maag, 1950.

they milked by hand. Each dairy would produce
three or four ten-gallon cans, to be picked up by
the milkman. Charles and Henry also raised sugar
beets, hay, grain, corn, and onions.
Charles married Arena Talmage Patten Maag.
Their children were Thora, Charles Fenn, Boyd
Kay, Nord Patten, and William Garth.
Henry married Laura Forbes and had six
children: Ted, Harold, Norma, Eugene, Byron,
and Clifford.

Madsen Family
Peter Madsen came to America from Denmark
and crossed the plains, finally settling on the shores
of Utah Lake around 1855. The Peter Madsen
family quickly established themselves as prominent
members of the community, always willing and
ready to serve their neighbors. The Madsens were
strong members of the Church and kind, generous, hardworking people.
During the 1850s, crickets devoured most of
the area's crops, leaving many in the valley on the
edge of starvation. Peter Madsen, a Dane accustomed to fishing, used his knit seine net to catch
fish on the Provo River. Here, he and other men
who had volunteered to help, worked many long
hours to provide not only those from Vineyard,
but also those coming from Sevier in the south
and Salt Lake City in the north with enough food
to last them through the winter. This selfless service continued for as many years as the crickets

remained a problem. From this experience, Peter
developed a deep love and respect for the fish that
provided for so many.
The Indians also came to the river for fish the
men caught. Peter had made a favorable impression on the Indians with his shrewd trading skills.
One day the Indians stole all the drying trout from
the fishermen, but they made sure to leave Peter
Madsen's alone.
Peter Madsen served for fifteen years as the
first bishop of the Lake View Ward (which was
later split, the north part of Lake View becoming
the Vineyard Ward). Meetings were held in his
home on the bank of the river until a ward meeting house was built.
In 1870 Peter was called on a mission to Denmark. Although he was grateful for the opportunity
to serve, it was hard for him to leave his family. It
was a happy reunion when he returned to his family
the following year and found them all well.
Peter Madsen had five wives: Maryann Jensen,
Johannah Kristine Anderson, Karen Knudsen (also
known as Caroline Jensen), Wilhemina Jorgensen,
and Lena Johnson.
John Madsen line. John Madsen, one of Peter
and Maryann's sons, lived out his life farming and
homesteading in Vineyard. He married Hannah
Katherine Jorgensen, and together they had ten
children. Peter and Hannah were always busy trying to farm, raise their family, and be active members of the Church. This couple and their children
were some of the original members of the
Vineyard Ward when it was organized in 1899.
Peter and Maryann left their farm to their son
John to operate, but eventually the farm passed
into the hands of John's son, Leonard Madsen.
As owner of the Madsen family's farm,
Leonard and his wife, Alverta Alger, worked hard
to raise their crops of alfalfa, sugar beets, and various vegetables. The main efforts on the farm
focused on their dairy business.
The couple had four children: Richard (Dick),
Beth, Kay, and Kathleen. The family's life was centered in service in the Vineyard Ward.

When World War II reared its ugly head,
Vineyard became the home of the Geneva Steel
plant. Vineyard became a focus of noisy, industrial
activity around the clock. In 1944, Dick enlisted
in the Army for wartime service.
Leonard has long been remembered as the
most jolly of Old Saint Nicks, having served the
full needs of Orem, Provo, Vineyard, and many
other localities. He always made a grand entrance,
whether on a sleigh or in a helicopter. He was
almost the real thing!
The farm became a burden to Leonard and
Alverta when Leonard was diagnosed as having an
enlarged heart and could not work the farm anymore. They decided to sell part of the farm, some
acres to Robert Holdaway and some to Ross
Holdaway. After Leonard died in 1969, Alverta
sold the house and remaining property to Ross
Holdaway.
Karen Knudsen Madsen line. Karen Knudsen
came to America from Denmark and crossed the
plains with her four sisters. Mads Jorgensen, a
member of their company, married Karen's sister,
Anne, and Karen stayed with them upon reaching
Utah. They settled in Lake View, living in some
cabins that Peter Madsen had built. Karen and
Peter Madsen were soon married.
Mary Ann, a daughter of Peter and Karen
Knudsen Madsen, married Soren Christian
Sorensen, an immigrant from Denmark. Soren's
family had lived with the Peter Madsen family
during their first few years in Utah. Soren, his
father, Hans, and his brother, Otto, worked for
Peter Madsen during this time. Hans Sorensen was
soon able to homestead his own land, but Soren
and Otto continued working for Peter Madsen for
a few more years. It was while Soren was working
for Peter that he fell in love with Mary Ann, one
of the Madsen daughters. They were married 16
March 1882.
Soren and Mary Ann purchased their own land
and worked hard to prosper on their little farm.
They were blessed with eight children, five boys
and three girls: Hans Christian (died at age two),
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Ethel, Andrew, and Josephine Madsen, ca. 1900s

Mary Ann and Peter Madsen, 1 860s

Peter and Caroline Jensen Madsen family, ca. early 1900s

John and Hannah Madsen family

Annie Jorgensen Madsen and Andrew Madsen, ca. 1890s

Christian Sorensen, ca. early 1900s

Peter Elias, Mary Carolina, Ella Nora Johanna, Rosetta Priscilla (died at age ten), Grover Valentine,
Earl Jennings, and Clarence Alfred. Soren and Mary
Ann were able to provide for their family and were
always ready to help others who might be in need.
The family was active in the Vineyard Ward.
In 1900 when the Typhoid Fever was reaching
epidemic proportions, the Soren and Mary Ann
Sorensen family was hit hard. One of their sons
came down with the fever and was left crippled.
Their daughter Ella also came down with it, and
because of gangrene infection, both her legs had to
be amputated just below the knee. They placed the
legs in a little box and Soren buried them in the
cemetery. Two weeks later, gangrene set in again,
and Ella's legs had to have another operation. This
time the doctors took her legs off above the knee.
Ella's sister Mary wrote, "It was hard for father to
bury the legs this time. He felt as though he were
burying his child a piece at a time. But with faith
and prayer she recovered." A few weeks after Ella's
operation, another daughter took fever and died.
These were very hard times for the family.
Soren's father was killed in a wagon accident in
1908. Grover, a son of Soren and Mary Ann, was
drafted during World War I and was sent to
Germany, where he was killed in action in the
Argonne Forest. Through all of these tragedies,
Soren, Mary Ann, and their family clung to their
belief that God's will be done and whatever He did
was for the best. Mary Ann died in Vineyard in
1936, and Soren in 1941.
Mary Carolina Sorensen married August
Schroder, in 1906. They raised a family of nine
children. Two of these children lived in Vineyard
after reaching adulthood: LeRoy and Jenna Vee.
LeRoy Schroder served in World War II. He and
his wife Katie had two children in the years that
they lived in Vineyard. Jenna Vee Sorensen Pintar
and her family also lived in Vineyard for a time.
Mary Carolina enjoyed knitting, doing fancy
needlework, and working on genealogy. August
passed away in 1959, and Mary followed eight
years later in 1967.

John Joseph Madsen Sr. line. John Joseph
Madsen Sr., the son of Peter and Lena Johnson
Madsen, married Susan Elmina Scott, and together
they built a beautiful home at 969 South Geneva
Road in Vineyard. John Joseph dug one of the first
flowing wells in the area. He let his well flow and
form a pond on his property. He was a farmer and
a game commissioner. Susan was a homemaker
and a midwife. John J. and Susan had six children
(two of them died in infancy) and raised them in
Vineyard. He died in 1949, and Susan in 1954.
Susan Elmina ("Ella'') Madsen Hebertson, a
daughter ofJohn J. and Susan Madsen, loved her
growing up years in Vineyard. She married Thorit
Hebertson in 1921. Their first home was at
Geneva Resort on the shores of Utah Lake. They
moved to Lake View for a few years then purchased a home from Ella's brother John J. for
$1000 and moved back to the Vineyard Ward.
John Joseph Madsen Jr. (J.J.) eldest son of
John J. and Susan Madsen, married Drucilla May
Aston, and they lived in Vineyard their entire married life, raising a family of six children: Donna,
Joseph, Susie, Wilson, Woodrow, and Carol. J.J.
and Drucilla purchased the home and farm of
Niels Larsen. J .J. was a farmer, game warden, and a
guard at Geneva Steel. On the farm, he and his
family raised various crops, including potatoes,
which were given to the ward for annual dinners
and to needy families. Drucilla made beautiful
quilts, embroidered pillowcases, and tablecloths.
Some of J.J.'s favorite activities were to trap
muskrats or hunt and fish.
Joseph Bert Madsen, son of J.J. and Drucilla,
was born in Vineyard and had a happy life growing up on the farm. He was a hard worker on the
farm and in school. He loved to read, especially
books about history. He also liked good music and
excelled in sports. Dancing was one of Bert's
favorite pastimes. At a dance in Orem he met
Rosalee Memmott, and they were married in
1938. They had seven children: Patricia, Connie,
Daniel, Robert, Michael, Lee, and John J. They
bought the Niels Larsen farm from Bert's parents
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Peter and Lena Johnson Madsen family, ca. 1890s

Four generations . Lola Schroder, Caroline Jensen (child),
Mary Ann Madsen, May Schroder (back).

August and Mary Carolina Sorensen Schroder family. Front:
Lola Grace, August, Mary Carolina, and Marvin Jay Schroder.
Middle: Jenna Vee, Rosella May, and Nellie Maxine Schroder.
Back: LeRoy Marshall and Marion Earl Schroder.

J. J. and Susan Scott Madsen Sr. family. Front: J. J. Sr., Willis,
and Susan Madsen . Back: Leland, Ella Madsen Hebertson,
Druzella Madsen Stout, and J. J. Madsen Jr., ca. 1936.

J. J. Jr. and Drucilla Aston Madsen family. Front: Susie,
Carol, and Donna Madsen. Back: Bert, Drucilla, J. J. Jr., and
Wilson Madsen.
Peter and Wilhelmina Jorgensen Madsen family, ca. 1890s

and lived there until Geneva Steel came three years
later. Bert then bought the old Madsen home at
969 Geneva Road, where Rosalee also had a beauty
shop. The family's years on the old Madsen property were happy ones.
Bert and Rosalee's oldest daughter, Patricia,
married Mark Cluff and stayed in Vineyard, raising five children. Their oldest son, Kyle, recently
moved to Vineyard with his wife, Amy, and their
four children.
The Madsen clan knew how to have fun. Some
members of the family were musicians or callers at
dances. Almost everyone took part in the dances,
which were biweekly. They also played games, such
as kick the can, jump the rope, or run sheep run
with the whole neighborhood. People got together
for candy pulls or plays put on by the ward.
Included in all of this fun were the pranks played
by John Joseph "J. J." Madsen Jr. and the Clegg
boys. They loved to tease their neighbors, Brother
Blake and Brother Stewart, because of their
English and Scottish accents. The Madsen and
Clegg families were very close, often having many
parties in the Clegg's spacious home.
The family worked hard together and developed strong ties to each other and to the land. The
love of fish passed down from Peter; J. J. became
the state fish and game warden, a title he carried
for thirty-five years.
J. J.'s sister Elmina (or "Ella") Madsen
Hebertson remembered fondly the times the
family spent together: "Every night was family
home evening after a fashion, because everybody
was home." Ella loved to write and sing. She
could remember and sing a song for just about
any occas10n.
Her memories are full of the many tense ball
games between Lake View and Vineyard, describing them as "hot affairs and well attended," adding
that Vineyard usually won. When asked about her
childhood in Vineyard, she remarked, "It was a
simple happiness, but we were happy."
The years during the two world wars were
rough on the Madsens. With many of the men

Bert and Rosalee Madsen, ca. 1 940s

Pat and Connie Madsen, ca. 1940s

gone, the women had to fend for themselves.
Without enough men in the ward, many of the
programs of the Church were altered. The girls
chorus took the place of many dances or social
occasions that required male partners.
The suffering was only increased by economic
hardships and health tolls on the community.
Inflation got out of hand when a hundred pounds of
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sugar came at a price of twenty-five dollars. During
the flu epidemic of 1918, Ella's mother, Susie, nursed
many of the sick back to health and kept a "soup
kettle going night and day" to feed them.

Miller Family
The Miller family lived for a relatively short
time in Vineyard, but filled the vital role as town
grocers for the five years they lived there. In 1938,
Carlos Dutton "Dutt" Miller moved with his wife
Vera Banks to Vineyard, where they owned the
Vineyard Mercantile Store. As a rural grocer, he
not only ran the only store, but made regular runs
into the outlying areas to deliver food and wares to
farms and ranches. In 1944 as Geneva Steel rose in
the background of their "idyllic" rural home, the
Millers made the difficult decision to move to
Pleasant View, made more difficult because their
children were in school and Dutt was serving in
the bishopric in Vineyard. It had become their
home in only a few years.
Their children, Carlos Bruce, LaWana, Mary
Jean, and Alene, still remember Vineyard with
fondness as their childhood home. Bruce said, "It
was a neat experience to grow up in a farming
community. Everybody had things to do, we
worked hard, and when we got a chance to play,
we played hard too. Of course we had the store
and we all worked there, but the kids on the farm
really had a lot of work to do. I remember my
good friend Willie Wells, who I used to spend a lot
of time with, would have to get up in the morning
and milk two or three cows apiece, him and his
older brother Leland." He recalled spending summers playing and working with his friends in the
fields. "I remember thinning beets, the old proverbial rows of beets that you couldn't see the end of
until you got halfway through. We used to get a
dime a row for thinning beets, so if we could make
fifty cents a day we felt like we had really accomplished a lot."
His sister, Mary Jane, was younger when they
moved to Vineyard. She helped her father, as did
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her siblings, with his grocery route through the
country. "Vineyard Mercantile was the only store
around for many miles, and because of the war, gas
rationing, sugar rationing, etc., it became an
important part of our life. Dutt Miller started the
meat route, visiting all the farms, selling groceries
out of the van. My job, as was the job of others of
the family, was to set up the penny candy box and
to sell it to keep the children busy while my father
was selling to the farmers' wives. It was a social
event as well as an economic need at that time."
She noted the reasons for their move away
from Vineyard: "Because Geneva Steel impacted so
much on our lifestyle and my mom's health, Dad
decided it was time to leave this idyllic situation
that had become less idyllic in our eyes and purchased a fruit farm in Pleasant View."

Miner Family
Melvin Orson and Mary Y. Miner moved
their family to Vineyard in 1911, bringing five
children with them: Lela, Loie, Jessie, Melvin,
and Dean. Buying twenty acres from Frank
Miner, Melvin's brother, the family set out to
begin a new life in Vineyard.
Their property was on both sides of what is
now Sleepy Ridge Drive in Vineyard. At that time
there was only a dirt road going west to the property. The day the Miners moved out to their new
home it had rained, and the mud was hub deep.
The house was rundown and cold. It didn't take
long before the house was remodeled and made
comfortable for the family.
In May of 1921 Melvin was killed instantly
while driving in his truck across the railroad tracks.
His vision had been obscured by the trees, and the
resulting accident was a terrible heartbreak for
Mary and the Miner children. Mary was left a
widow and had to raise her children alone. Jessie,
Melvin, Lela, and Loie all grew up and went to
college to become school teachers. Dean stayed
home with his mother and finished high school,
worked on a dairy farm, and eventually added
about forty acres to the property.

Dean Sr. and Blanche Richins Miner family. Front: Blanche,
Dean Sr., and Nile Miner. Back: Delores, Jylene, Ned, and Dean
Miner Jr., ca. 1985.

Dean married Blanche Richins and assumed
the job of helping her raise her three children,
Jylene, George, and Delores. They also had three
children of their own: Dean Jr., Nile, and Ned.
The family continued to live on the farm until
October 1954, when Dean and Blanche built a
new home on 1176 South Geneva Road on property they bought from James Blake. The Dean
Miner family established themselves in their new
home and have lived there ever since.
Elmer and LeVon Morrill Family

Elmer LeVon and Mildred Allred Morrill
moved to Vineyard from Tridell, Uintah County,
Utah, 15 September 1944. Their children, Fern,
Don, Nora, Mary, Elma, and Ella, moved with
them, and three more, Kay, Reva, and Lyn were
born in Vineyard. For a few months, while building a home, the Morrills rented a home near what
is now 600 South and 1200 West in Orem. Their
new home was located near what is now the
Trafalga Family Fun Center.
The new house was built on ten acres of land
where the Morrills farmed and started a family
business. The family raised mainly chickens but
also a few cattle and pigs, selling eggs to make
money. Later they began to sell poultry dressed
for purchase to local restaurants and grocers
around Orem. These buyers, though not many,

included Twin Pines Cafe, Parks Cafe, and Bill
and Iva's Cafe.
LeVon worked at Geneva Steel for many years
to supplement the farm's income, eventually
becoming millwright supervisor on large buildings,
a position that took him to many areas of the
lntermountain West. His travel often left Mildred
and the older children in charge of the farm.
When the family first moved to Vineyard,
Fern, the eldest, was in seventh grade. Don and
Nora were the only other children old enough to
be in school right away, since kindergarten wasn't
held yet. The children were initially frightened and
shy, because this was the "city."
School was more than just books and hard
work for the children; it also included some fun.
All the children at Union School learned to
square dance because Mr. Beck, the principal, was
well known for his square dance instruction and
calling. Of all their teachers, the children particularly loved one of the substitute teachers, Oriel
Clegg, who told wonderful stories at the school's
special occasions.
The Morrills were active in the Church, and
LeVon served on the stake high council for about
ten years. The couple enjoyed the friendships and
temple trips they made with the high councilors
and their wives-especially the company of
Raymond and Rikka Harding, with whom they
traveled to many of the Church's historical sites
through the years.

LeVon and Mildred Allred Morrill family. Front: Lyn, Fern,
Mildred, LeVon, and Elma Morrill. Back: Nora, Ella, Don, Kay,
Mary, and Reva Morrill, 1965.
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Later, LeVon served on the finance committee
for the new Vineyard chapel. Don remembers how
many hours he, his father, and many others spent
working on the building: "It took a long time of
fund-raising, physical labor, and cooperation of the
ward members, but what a bond was felt by those
participating in this effort." The children were
involved in their ward youth programs, often achieving individual awards and 100% attendance awards.
The children spent their time working and
playing together and with their neighbors. The
girls fondly remember summer camps in Provo
Canyon, where they would listen to scary stories
cold by Janet Clegg or coaching themselves in
softball-one year taking the championship in
the Orem Stake and the Sharon Stake. To celebrate their big win, the girls had an overnight
wiener roast party in the pasture of DonnaVee
and Valene Holdaway.
Don and Nora remember spending nights
"tending" the turkeys for their next-door neighbor
and uncle, Alton Morrill. Fern often played the
piano for the numerous talented people in
Vineyard. All the children remember the wiener
roasts, sleigh rides, Gold and Green Balls, ward
plays and road shows, Christmas parties, basketball
and softball teams, and games, such as kick the can.
Walking was the usual mode of transportation
for the children. Most families had only one car,
and the children often walked to church or to
friends' houses. Saturdays were often spent walking
to see the matinee movie.
In 1973, LeVon and Mildred moved to Sc.
George. Daughter Nora described the family's
experience in these words: "Our parents and we
older children have always felt chat our years in
Vineyard were some of the very most memorable
of our lives. Life was hard, but we learned to make
our own good kind of fun."

Alton and Alta Morrill Family
Alton and Alta Morrill moved to Vineyard
from the Uintah Basin in 1945. Alton was LeVon's
brother. Alcon and Alta purchased the Jim An-
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Alton and Alta Morrill family. Front: Alta and Alton Morrill.
Back: Sharon, Gary, and R Lou Morrill, ca. 1990s.

dreasen farm, situated on Center Street and about
1300 West. That same year, Alton purchased one
thousand turkey poults. This was actually the
beginning of Morrill Turkey Ranch. (See the chapter on Industry.) They have three children: R Lou,
Sharon, and Gary Morrill.

Murdoch Family
Joseph A. and Martha Ellen Murdoch moved
to a farm in Vineyard about 1922. There they
raised cows, pigs, chickens, horses, and crops. Of
their twelve children, only Murray, Harold, Vida,
Gladys, Elroy, Bert, Phyllis, and Joan moved with
them. Their daughter Dona was already married,
living in Heber and the three other children, Lecia,
Orpha May, and Martha Blanch, had passed away.
The children attended local schools, some going
on to BYU.
Their home was busy with so many children,
but always open to friends for visits and practices.
Martha was a good cook and housekeeper and
spent most of her time in the home. The children
were taught right from wrong and learned the
standards of the LDS Church. Joseph A. became
very active in the community. He worked for the
Wasatch Wave (publishers) as a typesetter. He was
called on a short-term mission for the Church to
Salt Lake City as a Temple Square guide from
1904 to 1905. He also studied music at the Evan

Stephens School of Music. He attended the University of Deseret and Brigham Young Academy, as
well as the Wasatch Stake Academy in Heber. Mr.
Murdoch became a music teacher in Heber Valley,
traveling from school to school by horse and
buggy. Many students were taught music by note
for the first time. He started a successful stake
choir in 1900 and led the old Second Ward choir.
He played the baritone horn in the Heber brass
band. From 1906 to 1916, Joseph A. was the
Heber City recorder. He was an excellent penman,
and took much pride in his writing. His kind personality made for him a host of friends. He and his
good wife visited the homes of the sick, lending a
helping hand and leaving a blessing of comfort and
cheer (How Beautiful Upon the Mountains, 446-47) .
Joseph served in the bishopric with Bishop
Andersen in the old white church building and
was later called as a stake missionary to the Sharon
Stake. He also loved music and taught it to both
his family and anyone else willing to learn. Both
Joseph and Martha died within two months of
each other in 1943.
As their children grew up and married, they
began to leave Vineyard. Many stayed for a time,
but only Harold remained in Vineyard for the rest
of his life. He and his wife, Clara Morse, bought a
farm and built a house, where they and their four
kids, Evan, Neil, Linda, and George, would have
many fun times .
Harold worked hard at Geneva Steel to take
care of his family. Eventually Clara was taken ill
and had to be hospitalized. They divorced and
Harold married Betty Farquaharson Openshaw,
who had been hired to care for the children after
Clara was moved to a convalescent center in
Payson. Harold and Betty stayed in Vineyard until
Harold's death in 1975. Betty then sold the house
and moved to Orem. Clara was released from the
Provo State Mental Hospital in 1995 and went to
live with a sister in Heber.
Of Harold's brothers and sisters, Elroy left
on a mission from Vineyard Ward and returned
to attend BYU. He began teaching at Vineyard

Murdoch family. Front: Dona, Elroy, Joseph, Martha, Bert, and
Lecia. Back: Harold, Gl adys, Murray, and Vida, ca . 1912.

Murdoch family and home, ca. 1938

Elroy and Jennie Walker Murdoch family. Front: Reece, Layne,
and Lee Murdoch . Back: Robert, Lecia, Elroy, Jennie, and
Richard, 1955.
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School, where he met and fell in love with Jennie
Walker. They married and lived in a family home
in Vineyard for a few years before moving to Orem
and teaching in Pleasant Grove.
Bert worked on the farm in Vineyard from
time to time and later became an electrician.
Phyllis and Joan both moved away from Vineyard
as graduation and marriage approached. The
Murdoch family has continued to grow in numbers, some staying in Utah County, but none
remaining in Vineyard.
Muzzell Family

Hyrum John and Charlotte Eliza Hooper
Muzzell moved to Utah County in 1895, one year
after the birth of their youngest son, Gerald. Their
other two sons, John and William remained in Salt
Lake City to continue their schooling.
In Vineyard, the Muzzell family established
themselves on some acreage on the north side of
the town on the old Geneva Resort road. John, a
mechanic, had a garage in Lindon. He later
worked for the Pleasant Grove Canning Company.
William joined his parents in Vineyard after he
completed his schooling. He took care of his
mother for many years and never married.
Gerald had a milk route in Lindon for a few
years, then joined his father at the Pleasant Grove
Cannery. He also spent many years working at
Geneva Steel. Gerald married Sarah Ellen Martin.
The couple had five children: Ruth, Charlotte Fern,
Mae Louise, Gerald Martin, and Colleen. For a
while the family attended church in Lindon, but
since the children were all attending school in
Vineyard and their friends were there, before long
the whole family were attending the Vineyard Ward.
They loved their wonderful friends in Vineyard.
When young Gerald Martin Muzzell was nineteen, he joined the air force and entered into the
Korean conflict. He died in 1960.
The Gerald and Sarah Muzzell family remained
in Vineyard until 1954, when the Geneva Steel
Plant purchased their property to build the pipe
mill. The family then moved to Orem.
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Nordstrom Family

John Mateales Nordstrom and his wife, Carolina Charlotta Hallbom, moved to Vineyard about
1890. Of their six children-Maria Carolina, John
Gabriel, Minnie, Matilda, Edith, and Clara
Evelyn-only Evelyn was born in Vineyard.
John worked long, hard hours to provide the
necessities of life for his family, but was never able
to enjoy any of life's luxuries. John was by trade a
cobbler, making shoes for his neighbors and harnesses for work horses to make ends meet.
Being a shoemaker in Vineyard was tough
work, since most of the families could not afford
shoes for their children. And to make things more
difficult, John had a hard time obtaining the
leather even to shoe his own children.
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John Mateales and Carolina Charlotta Hallbom Nordstrom

Carolina Nordstrom had a calling to help interpret for the Saints coming into the Salt Lake Valley,
so she would often go into town and take her children with her. One day, she had gone in to interpret and had John Gabriel with her. After a time, as
she was getting ready to return home, she realized
that her son John was no longer by her side. She
walked the streets of Salt Lake, looking everywhere
to find her only son. Late in the afternoon, tired
and wondering where to look next, Grandma saw a
gentleman coming down the street with a young
boy on his shoulder. As she got closer, she could see
Brigham Young was the gentleman, and her son,
John Gabriel, was seated on the prophet's shoulder.
Caroline immediately berated John for leaving her
side and wanted to know where he had been all
day. Brigham Young apologized profusely, telling
Caroline, 'Tm so sorry; he's been with me all day. I
just thought he was one of mine!" This story is a
favorite in the Nordstrom family.
After many years of struggle, John decided to
move his family to Park City, where he would try
his luck as a miner. After a failed investment that
resulted in lost savings, John decided to move back
to Vineyard and buy a small farm. The whole family pitched in and worked hard to make the farm a
success. The girls also cleaned the homes of wealthier families to supplement the family's income.
Farming was hard on John; he remained at
heart a shoemaker. This resulted in trading the
farm for a little country store in Pleasant Grove,
where he was able to build a small shoe shop and
provide a little better for his family. John's example
to his family left them with an appreciation for
hard work and honesty in all their dealings.

William and Mary Rawlings Family
William George Rawlings, the brother of John
Rawlings (both of whom immigrated to America
from England), married Mary Elizabeth Hooley in
1877. They purchased land in Manila, Utah, where
they lived until 1889, when they decided to homestead 160 acres in the north end of Vineyard.

William and Mary spent the remainder of their life
in Vineyard, farming and raising their fourteen
children. William died in 1918 during the influenza epidemic. Mary Elizabeth lived the rest of her
life in Vineyard dying in 1931. (During the 1970s,
Mary's old home was used in the movie Takedown.)
William and Mary had fourteen children:
William Thomas (died at seventeen), George
Henry, Harriet Amelia, Alonzo James, Charles
Alma, Joseph Benjamin, Seth Clarence, Albert
Stanley, Solomon Lewis, Elias June (died as an
infant), Arthur Reuben, Martha Bertha (died at
five), Royal John, and Jesse Vance. Of these,
four remained in Vineyard: Charles, Seth,
Arthur, and Royal.
Charles Alma Rawlings married Jenny May
Johnson in 1904. They built their first home in
Eureka, Utah, where Charles worked in the underground silver mines for several years. Before long,
they both longed to be back on the farm. They
moved back to Vineyard and built a home on land
they purchased from William Rawlings and lived
there for the rest of their lives. Charles and Jenny
raised a family of six daughters and two sons:
Verena, Alma, Erma, Fern, Elva, G. William "Bill,"
Eva, and Fay.
Bill decided to stay in Vineyard. He married
Anna Pino in 1946 after serving in World War II
for thirty-two months. They built a home on
ground given them by Bill's father. Bill worked for
US Steel at Geneva for thirty-eight years, becoming general foreman over the electric department.
Bill and Anna were both active in the LDS
Church. Bill served as the Explorer advisor, and
Anna served in the Primary for several years.
Bill and Anna were blessed with four children
while living in Vineyard. In 1954 the family
moved to a new home in Orem, where they had
three more children. Their children are Rondo,
Annette, Chuck, Rebecca, Rex, Edward, and Jana.
Seth Clarence Rawlings line. Seth Clarence
Rawlings (son of William and Mary Elizabeth)
married Mabel Jones of Provo in 1914. The young
couple shared a love of dancing and frequently
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Charles and Jenny May Johnson Rawlings family. Front: Fay,
Charles, and Jenny Rawlings . Back: Bill, Eva, Elva, Verena,
Alma, Erma, and Fern Rawlings, 1932.

William and Mary Elizabeth Hooley Rawlings family, 1905

G.W. (Bill) and Anna Pino Rawlings family. Front: Rondo, Rex,
Edward, and Charles (Chuck) Rawlings. Back: Jana, Anna, Bill,
Annette, and Rebecca Rawlings, 1985.
Rawlings home

Charles and Jenny May Johnson Rawlings, 1904

Rawlings family. Max Clarence,
Roy S., Mildred, and Seth Rawlings

went to the dances together during their years of
courtship. After their marriage, they moved into a
two-room house on a farm in Vineyard. Their children were Max Clarence, Roy S., and Mildred.
During the Depression there was very little money
and less work, so Seth packed all the fruit he could
get into his old car and hauled it to the reservation
to exchange it for chickens, flour, and anything the
Indians had to trade. His vegetable garden was a
thing of great pride to him. He was a hard worker.
Mabel had a love of beauty, and she was
known for her beautiful flower gardens. Mabel had
a fall that resulted in her becoming an invalid, but
she never once complained about her condition.
Friends and neighbors said that if you were feeling
depressed, all you had to do was to visit Mabel and
you were guaranteed to leave feeling cheerful and
thankful. About 1950, Mabel and Seth moved
from their home in Vineyard to a little home nearer to Mildred, their daughter.

John and Tryphena Rawlings Family
John Rawlings and his brother William George
Rawlings emigrated from England with their sister
and her family, arriving in New York in 1868.
When they arrived, John was thirty-two years of
age and William twenty-two. The two brothers
worked for the railroad until it was completed,
then they both settled in Pleasant Grove, Utah.
John and William were baptized into the LDS
Church shortly after moving to Pleasant Grove.
John met Tryphena Allen, a schoolteacher from
England, on one of his trips to Salt Lake City to
sell his vegetables. John and Tryphena married in
1873, moved into a one-room rock house, and
soon had four children: Elizabeth (infant), John
Thomas, Fanny, and Solomon (6 years). The family moved to a forty-acre farm in Vineyard just
below the Provo Bench, near the area where the
Geneva Steel Plant presently stands.
John and his family were kept very busy taking
care of their farm. Because Tryphena was so ill
after the death of her fourth child, the two surviv-

ing children, Fanny and John Thomas, had to take
on great responsibility in caring for their home and
farm. Fanny did the housework and helped in the
fields. She and John Thomas herded cows for their
neighbors and picked fruit to earn money. John
and his son dug ditches and helped build the roads
in the Vineyard area. All of the family worked hard
to plant fruit trees and other crops.
Tryphena died in 1896. John married Martina
Christensen two years later, but was later divorced.
He died in 1904 and was buried beside his wife
and two of his children.
A special memory of Fanny and John Thomas
Rawlings was attending the dedication of the Salt
Lake Temple on 6 April 1893. For days preparations had been made for this special trip. They set
out in a wagon early in the morning with Lars
Jensen and his family. John Thomas was fifteen
and Fanny was sixteen at the time. Though they
were young, both John and Fanny recognized the
importance of the event and testified that they
were filled with new hope and faith in God.
Fanny Harriet Louise Rawlings married Evin
James Price in 1898, and from this union came
eight children. Evin was a school teacher for
Draper School District for several years before he
bought a farm in Duchesne County and moved his
family there.
John Thomas Rawlings enjoyed dancing, and
it was at the Kartchner's Hall that he met Gertrude
Amelia Peay. He fell in love with her, and the couple were married in 1902. They had nine children:
Etta (I year), John Arnold, George Thomas,
Wesley Phillip, Harold Arvil, Parley Daniel, Lorrin
Myrl, Paul Eugene, and Eldon E. Rawlings.
Gertrude was an excellent homemaker and was
able to improvise a delicious meal at a moment's
notice. She was a loving wife and mother who
cared for her family selflessly. Her sons remember
that during their growing up years, they loved to
tease their mother. She was small and they were all
big husky teenagers. She had a way of cracking
them with her finger and making a big "hickie" on
their arms whenever they got out of line.
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John and Cleo Barlow Rawlings family. Front: Theron LaRell,
Carol Lynn, and Bryce Cloy. Middle: Arnold Dwayne, Cleo,
and John Arnold Rawlings. Back: Donald B. Rawlings, 1948.

Rawlings family. Front: Russell "L" Shumway, Keith Gurney,
Len Alma Rawlings, Nicole Rawlings, Autumn Shumway,
Brian Gurney, Scott Sorensen, Christopher Shumway, Jared
Haynie, and Greg "D" Shumway. Second row: Holly
Rawlings, Michelle Sorensen, Josh Shumway, Larry Rawlings,
Marilyn Gurney, Erin Gurney, David Gurney, Wesley
Rawlings, Bernice Rawlings, Marlyce Rawlings, Lloyd Farrell
Rawlings, Shannon Sorensen, Reed Rawlings, Jeremy Haynie,
Susan Gurney. Third row: Lisa Gurney, Kristin Gurney,
LaDawn Rawlings, V. Wayne Gurney, Carole Shumway, Ashley
Shumway, Mary Lou Rawlings, Janet Rawlings, Laurie
Sorensen, Linda Rawlings, Connie Haynie, Courtney Haynie,
Janice Rawlings, Darcey Rawlings, and Jason Rawlings. Back
row: Rochelle Rawlings, Timothy Rawlings, Chad Rawlings,
Dennis Shumway, Corey "L'' Rawlings, Mark Rawlings, Terry
Sorensen, Glen Haynie, Robin Rawlings, and Shawna
Rawlings, 1984.

John and Cleo Rawlings family. Front: Carol R. Masterson and
Cleo Rawlings. Back: Bryce, Donald, LaRell, and Dwayne
Rawlings, 1975.

Paul and Bessie Smith Rawlings family. Front: Jeanette, Bessie,
and Paul Rawlings. Back: Gilbert, Cindy, Ralph, Anita, and
Gene Rawlings, ca. 1980s.

Wesley and Bernice Colton Rawlings family. Front: Wesley
and Bernice Rawlings. Back: Reed, Marilyn, Lloyd Farrell,
Monte (inset), and Larry Rawlings, 1963.

John Thomas was a farmer and a dairyman
most of his life, although there were times when he
needed to leave home to find extra work.
John Arnold Rawlings line. John and
Gertrude's oldest son, John Arnold, nicknamed
"Brig" by his brothers, lived with the Shumways
to help milk the cows for part of the eight years
he attended Vineyard Elementary. Brig met and
married Cleo Barlow in 1932. They made their
first home in Provo and moved back to the family
farm in 1940, where they lived with their parents
until 1945. Brig always wanted to be selfemployed but had a hard time farming on the
sand hill. However, sand grows good fruit, and he
peddled that fruit door-to-door in many Utah
towns, as well as in Wyoming, Nevada, Colorado,
Idaho, and California. Brig had a way with
people and was a good salesman. Many times, he
left fruit for people who couldn't pay for it, trusting them to send the money later; they seldom let
him down. He also worked at Geneva Steel as an
operating engineer on construction sites. Brig and
Cleo always extended their home to people who
were down on their luck, as well as those from
out of town who needed a place to stay for a
time. Brig died of cancer in 1971 in his home.
Brig and Cleo's children are: Donald (married
Jeanette Chamberlain), Dwayne (married
Paulette Smuin), Theron LaRell, Bryce C.,
and Carol L. Masterson.
Wesley Phillip Rawlings line. Wesley Phillip
Rawlings, third son of John Thomas and Gertrude
Peay Rawlings, lived in Vineyard for most of his
lifetime. He recorded the following memories
about growing up on the farm: ''As I grew older I
hauled many loads of sugar beets from Uncle
George's farm. I would haul two loads one day and
three the next. While I was hauling the loads of
beets, Dad and my brothers would be topping and
loading. It was a hard, tedious job. We had to stay
out of school both in the spring and fall to get the
planting and harvesting done .... I received my
elementary education at the Vineyard school. I
went to Lincoln High School for three years. This

was the beginning of the depression so I had to
quit school and go to work."
Wesley married Bernice Colton in 1933.
During the depression, he and Bernice spent most
of their time living with either his parents on the
farm or with Bernice's parents in Provo. They had
five children: Larry, Monte, Lloyd "Farrell," Reed,
and Marilyn. Their second son, Monte, died at age
fifteen from acute Leukemia. On 20 July 1944,
Wesley bought the old Hansen farm, just north of
his father's farm. He recorded, "With the help of
Bernice and our two oldest sons, Larry and Monte,
we planted twenty-five thousand tomato plants. It
was too late to plant any other crop. However, we
did plant a garden with some corn .... Larry was
nine years old and Monte eight years and both of
them worked like men. Larry milked our six cows
most of the time while I was working shift work
and Monte did the feeding and other chores. It
wasn't long before Farrell and Reed were out helping with the chores and the planting and harvesting of the fruit. As we think back over the years,
we know the farm has been a lot of work but we
have decided it was an excellent place to raise our
family." He and his wife were involved in church
work and were very interested in family history.
Though he traveled and worked in other places,
Wesley always returned to Vineyard; at the time he
wrote his personal history (1978), he had been a
member of the Vineyard Ward for sixty-six years.
Three of their sons built houses close to their parents: Larry Colton married LaDawn Perry and has
four children; Lloyd Farrell married Linda Jolley
and have five children; Reed Colton married Janice
Thompson and have five children.
Paul Eugene Rawlings line. Paul Eugene
Rawlings, another son of John Thomas and
Gertrude, also remembers attending the old
Vineyard school, to which he walked or rode a
horse. The horses were kept on the school grounds
during school. His senior year at Lincoln High
School he met Bessie Smith at a dance. He married her the following year. Paul and Bessie had six
children-three boys and three girls. The early
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years of Paul and Bessie's marriage were during the
Depression, so work was scarce and Paul took
whatever jobs he could get. His main desire for a
vocation was body and fender repair work.
Throughout his life he has worked at Geneva
Steel, as an ironworker on construction jobs and
(in fulfillment of his desires) at several different
repair shops. He eventually established the
Rawlings Auto company (incorporated in 1977).
Bessie worked hard at home and did the secretarial
work for the auto business. Their children are
Gene, Ralph, Anita, Gilbert, Jeanette, and Cindy.
The family is a close one, and they have enjoyed
many good times on picnics, family outings, and
holiday dinners.
Gene married Kathryn Wallace and continued
to work part-time at the auto shop with his father.
Anita married John Street and moved to Lehi.
The couple had two children: Teresa and Paul,
called "JP." Later Anita divorced and married
David Kirkwood. They had two children: David
and Stephanie. JP came to stay with his Grandma
Bessie Rawlings when he was a senior in high
school, and stayed with her for a couple of years.
In the 1980s Anita moved near her mother.
Eldon Edmond Rawlings, the ninth son of John
Thomas and Gertrude, had a happy childhood.
With seven brothers, he soon learned the skills of
wrestling. Even at a very young age he worked hard
on the farm chopping wood, and feeding chickens,
pigs, horses, and cows. After finishing school, Eldon
found construction jobs that kept him busy. He
joined the navy in 1941 and was assigned to the
USS Smalley, a huge destroyer. His training placed
him in the boiler room of this large ship. After the
bombing of Pearl Harbor, his ship was sent to help
clean up the disaster. For the next two years he was
at sea in the South Pacific. After a brief leave of time
spent with his family, Eldon went back to sea for
eighteen months. He was one of thousands of
sailors at this time that were shell shocked. For the
next fifteen to twenty years he was in one hospital
after another for treatment. He died of a heart
attack in 1971 at his home in Orem.
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Shumway Family
The Shumways moved to Vineyard from Kanab
in about 1906. Samuel Bird Shumway crossed the
plains with Brigham Young, as his father was a bodyguard to the prophet in those days. While settling
the Kanab area, he met and married Sarah Ann
Potter. Samuel and Sarah had six children before
moving to Vineyard. His eldest son remembered
Samuel as "an honest, hard-working man, with a
sense of humor and a good team of horses." A carpenter by trade, he helped build many of the earlier
homes in Vineyard, as well as Geneva Road. Samuel
and Sarah eventually added two more children to
their clan, taking the total to eight: Henrietta Pearl
(Andersen), Samuel Douglas, Beatrice, Bradford,
William "Bill," Artimishie "Mishie" Qohnson),
Melvin, and Tamar Afton (Burningham).
Bill married Irene Aston and had four children:
Jack, Dean, Elaine (Clark), And Wanda (Bishard).
Bill worked as a machinist for the railroad and
owned a fruit orchard.
Bradford had two sons, Arla and Verl, and a
daughter, Reva. Arla had two daughters, Jan and
Jill, and two sons, Gary and Dale. Verl had four
children, Verlyn, Grant, Dennis, and Karen.
When Samuel and Sarah died, Afton and her
husband, Francis, purchased the property; their
five daughters were born in that same house
(LaWana, Leah, Alene, Frances, and Joyce). The
home did not have an indoor bathroom until after
Francis's death. Instead, they used outhouses, decorated with leftover wallpaper from the main house.
Every Halloween, the outhouse would either be
tipped over or moved a half a block away. The
children also remember bathing in a #2 wash tub
in the house. But not all the old-fashioned ways
were unpleasant: Afton recalls times in her
courtship with Francis when they would ride
together in a horse and buggy along the cow trail
all the way to Pleasant Grove for supplies.
Afton's daughter Alene describes her mother as
"a hard worker" who worked many jobs, including
cooking for a rest home and for school lunch,

Shumway family. Front: Sarah A. Potter Shumway, Artimishie,
Samuel B., and William (Bill) Shumway. Back: Bradford,
Beatrice, Douglas, and Pearl Shumway, ca . 1906.

Verl A. and Vergie G. Shumway

Melvin and Tamar Shumway, ca . 1910

Afton Burningham family. Joyce, Afton (sitting), Fran, Leah,
and Alene Burningham. Back: Paul, Deloss, and Jack, 1990s.

Bradford and Vi late A. Shumway, 1965

working in a grocery, store, and hoeing beets.
Afton also loved to ride horses. One time, she fell
off her favorite horse, "Sis," and broke her collarbone. Undaunted, however, she continued to ride.
Alene pays tribute to her mother, saying, "She is a
sweet mom and we love her."

Sorenson Family
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Sorenson were married in
Orem on 14 November 1929. They had ten children-eight sons and two daughters. Mr. Sorenson
worked in the lathe and plastering business for
forty-nine years with all eight of his sons. The
Sorensons were both very involved in the community. Mr. Sorenson helped organize the first Cub
Scouts in Orem and was a fireman. Mrs. Sorenson
served as secretary for the DUP Camp Orem for
fifteen years and as the treasurer of the Utah State
Fire Ladies Auxiliary for twenty years.

Spalding Family
Thomas Utting Spalding and Bentemina
(Minnie Swenson) Spalding were the first
Spaldings to live in Vineyard, moving there in
1905. Thomas was born 21 September 1866, and
Bentemina 4 December 1868. Their children were
Thomas Frederick, Lucile (who died as a child), Gerald
Raymond, Harold Francis, Edmund, Constance
Minnie "Dolly," and David Victor Spalding.

Thomas Spalding, ca. 1900s
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Spalding family, ca. 1900s

Minnie came to the United States with her
parents when she was three years old. She married
Thomas 30 November 1892, in Salt Lake City,
and their marriage was later solemnized in the Salt
Lake Temple. She was a homemaker and a practical nurse. Needlework and quilting were her hobbies. She spent a lot of time caring for her children
by herself. Thomas Utting worked in the mines in
Dividend, Stockton and Eureka. He worked nights
and in the day spent time catching butterflies,
moths, and beetles. He also spent a lot of time
camping on Mount Timpanogos collecting insects.
He was known throughout the country as a popular entomologist.
The children grew up in Vineyard and lived
there until they were married. However, Thomas,
Harold, and Edmund came back to Vineyard, and
Harold and Edmund lived there until their deaths.
David also returned for a short time.
Thomas married Edith Christensen Amtoft.
Their children were Donna, Beth, Fred, and
Thomas. Harold married Joelle Elizabeth Overly,
and they had one daughter, Dawn, who married
Galin Edwards. David Victor Spalding married

Maude Elizabeth Morley; their children were
Robert, Boyd, Faye, Joan, Pat, Linda, and Jimmy.
Edmund married Grace Hazel Williamson. Their
children were Idyll Grace (Thayn), Constance
(Stewart), and William Edmund Spalding.
Grace Hazel Williamson Spalding was born in
Lake View on 31 March 1905. Her husband,
Edmund, raised hundreds of thousands of turkeys
in this area for his living. Both Grace and Ed
worked at the Utah Poultry for many years. Grace
lived with her daughter Connie in the Vineyard
area until her death.
Stewart Family

Grace H. W. Spalding

Edmund Spalding

Lewis Stewart was born in Aberdeen, Scotland
on 7 January 1860, to Lewis and Mary Morris
Stewart. Lewis attended school until he was thirteen
and began work as a pupil teacher. In November
1874, he began an apprenticeship as a mechanical
engineer on the Great North of Scotland Railroad.
During his apprenticeship, he accepted the gospel
and was also married at this time.
The year after he completed his apprenticeship,
Lewis came to Salt Lake City, arriving in June
1880. The following year, his wife and two children joined him in Salt Lake City. Over the next
fifteen years, Lewis held a number of different
jobs, including mechanical engineer, attendant in a
mental hospital, owner of a grocery store, and
school teacher. He had eleven children. The ones
who stayed in Vineyard to raise their children
were Agnes Rennie, who married Stephen S.
Bunnell, and Charles M. Stewart, who married
Mary E. Bartholomew.
In 1896, Lewis moved to Vineyard, but continued working in the surrounding towns as a
schoolteacher. He later went back to work for
the railroad for several years. In the meantime,
Lewis started an orchard in Vineyard in hopes
that he would not have to leave home so much
for work. In 1916, he sold his farm to Charles
and Mary Stewart.
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Charles Stewart home, ca . 1915

Lewis and Agnes Rennie Stewart, ca. 1900

Stewart family. Mary and baby Lester, Charles holding Laura,
Alma, John, Morris, and Mitchell Stewart, 1920.

Morris, John, and Michael Stewart, 1920

Charles Stewart farm, 1920

Evan and Valene Holdaway Stewart, ca . 1 990s

When Charles Morris and Mary Elizabeth
Bartholomew Stewart moved to Vineyard, they
bought nine acres of ground from Axel Andreasen.
Although they started a foundation for a house,
they never completed it. Instead, Lewis Stewart
convinced them to buy his farm, which they purchased in 1916, along with eighteen more acres
across the road.
Mary Stewart, trained as a practical nurse,
cared for many people in the ward, as well as
assisting Dr. Lloyd Cullimore deliver babies. She
also worked as a social worker for Utah County
Social Services.
The Stewarts had eight children: Morris, who
married Edna Wright and had ten children; John
Lewis, who died as an infant; Mitchell Stewart,
who married Helen Rushton and had six children;
Alma, who married Leah Deane Smith and had
seven children; Laura Stewart Reichsteig; Lester
0., who married Melba Marron and had four children; Edith, who married Jim Thacker; and Lois
Stewart Maggio.
Alma and Leah's first son, Evan, married his
high school sweetheart, Valene Holdaway, who
had grown up on a farm close to the Stewart family. They raised their six children in the Vineyard
community. Their children are Vicky, Shyrlene,
Janice, Sheri, Mark, and Michael.
Paul (the second son of Alma and Leah) married Connie Spalding and the couple raised their
three children in the Vineyard community: Selene,
Brett, and Danny.
The Stewarts lived in the old Lewis Stewart
home until 1927, when Charles Stewart and Charley
Scott built a new home on the Stewart property.
Stone

Family

Joseph Oliver Stone was born in Salem, Utah
on 7 November 1876 to Joseph Adams and
Phoebe Belinda Taylor Stone. He attended the district school there until he was fourteen; thereafter
he became independent and entered the mining
camps of Mammoth and Eureka to sell produce

from his father's farm. At age twenty-one, he married Emma Christina Larsen, his childhood sweetheart, the daughter of Nils and Bengta Larsen.
Joseph took his young bride to Vineyard, where he
established himself as a dairy farmer. Joseph helped
organize the Union Dairy and was eventually vice
president and then president of the organization.
In 1903, Joseph and Emma moved to
Blackfoot Idaho, where he became interested in
real estate work. Returning to Vineyard in 1907,
Mr. Stone purchased the George M. Smoot farm.
The centrally located farm was the scene of many
active civic meetings and projects instituted by Mr.
Stone, such as paving the highway that runs
through Vineyard. He leased this farm to his three
sons, Arvil, Clouide, and Harry, and moved to
Provo prior to the advent of the steel plant.
Mr. Stone's genius for organizing and developing divided his interest from the farm and often
took him to Salt Lake City. During these years, he
served as the first president of the Farm Bureau
and as a member of the state legislature.
Dairying, however, never lost its charm, and
Joseph continued to pursue interests in this occupation. He helped organize the Salt Lake milk producers into a corporation and became a director and
executive committeeman for three years. He was also
president of the West Union Canal Company and
the director of the Provo River Canals Commission.
Joseph also spent a great deal of his time in
church callings, serving for several years as
Vineyard's third bishop. During his term he directed the building of the recreational hall that served
generations as Vineyard's basketball gym, dance
hall, wedding reception center, drama stage, and
general activity center.
In 1914, he went to England on a mission.
Before leaving, he purchased a home in Provo so
his family could live closer to a good school. In
England, he became secretary, and later president,
of the Sheffield Conference.
Joseph was also instrumental in securing the
Union School, the grounds, and the equipment; he
later served as a trustee to that institution.
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Joseph Oliver and Emma Larsen Stone

Arvil and Ruth Goodrich Stone family. Front: Ruth, Kay, Arvil,
and Myrle Stone. Back: Don, Reed, Dal, and Arvil Stone,
ca. 1952 .

Clouide M., Robert, Marjean, and Della Russon Stone
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Emma, a good wife and mother, lived a life full
of service to her family and neighbors. She also
served in many church callings. Granddaughter
Gloria Stone Kirkham remembers how the ladies
worked so hard on the farm doing regular chores,
straining the cream, and sanding and polishing the
eggs to send to the market. She said, "No one ever
bought anything from a grocery store; everything
was grown in the family's own garden and canned."
Joseph and his wife Emma broadened their
education by traveling, making two tours of the
Eastern States. They liked to spend winters in
California. Joseph was also an avid hunter and
fisherman, but he developed his intellectual skills
as well and had poems published nationally.
Arvil Oliver Stone, the eldest son of Joseph
and Emma, lived in Vineyard for most of his life.
When Arvil was a young man, his father offered
him $1000 to stay on the farm, and Arvil accepted. He married Ruth Goodrich in 1919, and the
young couple moved into the Stone home on the
farm. Joseph and Emma Stone moved to Salt Lake
City at this time, leaving their younger two sons,
Clouide and Harry, in the care of Arvil and Ruth.
This arrangement lasted for less than a year. Joseph
then sold the farm to Michael Lloyd Jr., but the
sale didn't work out, and Joseph and Emma were
soon back on the farm. Harry moved north, and
Arvil and Ruth bought their own farm, but later
returned and lived on the Stone family farm.
Clouide married Della Russon and moved to a
farm located south of the original farm. They
adopted a son, Dee, who was killed around the age
of ten in a deer hunting accident in Scipio, Utah.
Several years later, they adopted two more children, Robert and Marjean. The family moved to
Orem a couple of years after the arrival of the
Geneva Steel plant.
Harry married Anna Christiansen and settled
on a plat of land to the north. They had two children, Gloria and Eugene. A hard time for the family came in 1937 when Harry died at age thirtytwo. Eugene was only four and does not remember
his father. Gloria says her parents always worked

Dee Stone

well together and could have continued a happy
life together. Eugene and Gloria both felt cheated
that their father died so young. Arvil leased Harry's
farm from Anna, who moved to Provo with her
children. The family struggled during these years.
While Arvil and Ruth lived in Vineyard, they
were both active in church service. Arvil also spent
time in many civic capacities, serving for years as
the Republican Party chairman, chairman of the
Safety Committee, and director of the Vineyard
Dairy Association. He moved his family to Lehi in
1942 when US Steel bought the Stone farm .
Arvil and Ruth were the parents of six children: Arvil G., Reed, Dal, Elva Myrle, Donald,
and Lewis. All five boys entered the field of education for their careers, and daughter Myrle became
a registered nurse.

Thacker family
Dave and Alice Wagstaff Thacker purchased
their Vineyard home and property from Arvil
Stone in February of 1938 when the government
purchased their home and property in Charleston,
Utah as part of the Deer Creek Dam project. The
Thackers grew tomatoes, onions, grain, melons,
potatoes, berries, and flowers on their farm. The

home had three bedrooms, a dining/living room,
kitchen, bath, basement, and storage.
The Thackers brought seven of their twelve
children with them to Vineyard: Heber, Luella,
Mae, Floyd, Carma, Lowell, and Lyle. They lived
close to the grade school, the church, and creamery,
but a bus transported the children to high school.
Their son Heber loved the dairy and farming,
and always produced successful tomato and onion
crops. Luella attended BYU, commuting in a local
car pool. Mae and Floyd rode the bus to Lincoln
High School in Orem. Carma and Lowell attended school in Vineyard, when Earl Beck was the
principal. Lyle started summer kindergarten at
Sharon School in Orem, and first grade in
Vineyard that fall.
The Vineyard Ward, presided over by Bishop
Thorit Hebertson, was very friendly to the new
family. In 1938, he called Alice as the Relief Society
president. While serving in this calling, she made
some wonderful friends, including Ruth Stone, Ella
Hebertson, Druzella Madsen, Della Stone, and
Velda Bunker. In late 1939, the new ward chapel
was paid for and dedicated by President Heber J.
Grant. The Relief Society prepared a dinner for the
prophet Saturday evening. Just before being seated,
President Grant congratulated Alice on the lovely
meal, but asked if he could have just "a bowl of
bread and milk." Alice rushed to the kitchen to fulfill the prophet's request.
The youth in the ward always planned fun
activities in which everyone joined. They played
ball on the field south of the school yard and held
many dances in the recreation hall. The popular
dances of the time included the Lambeth Walk
(from a 1938 movie), and the Hokie Pokie. The
Smuin Brothers from Lehi brought roller skating
to Vineyard.
Mae graduated from Lincoln High School in
1939, then went to look for work in Provo with
her best friend, Reva Shumway. After applying at
all the Center Street stores with no success, they
went to the A&W Drive-in on First South and
University. Mae was hired, and moved with Luella
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child, Connie, before Heber was drafted into the
army. He served at Camp Roberts, California in
the field artillery. Heber became ill with multiple
sclerosis and spent most of the rest of his life in
military hospitals. He and his wife later divorced.
Luella applied to teach school in Wasatch County
and received a contract to teach in Wallsburg.
Dave was the only Thacker not content in
Vineyard. A cattle rancher, he found the farm
fields in Vineyard too soft to winter cattle on, so
he had to rent fields in Lake View. Floyd hauled
many loads of hay and onion tops to add to the
winter forage. In the spring, they had to trail the
cattle up through Provo Canyon to Strawberry for
the summer range. Dave also had a hard time
communicating with the other farmers because he
was deaf He finally found a farm in Wallsburg
where he could raise his cattle and be happy. As a
hobby, Dave trained ox teams to pull covered wagons in pioneer parades.
The Thackers moved to Wallsburg in the
spring of 1941 and remained there till they moved
to back to Charleston in 1945. Mae recalls, "It was
hard to leave our friends. The family were mostly
reluctant to leave Vineyard, especially Alice."

Dave and Alice Thacker, 1960

Luella Thacker

Carma Thacker

Mae Thacker

Lowell Thacker

Floyd Thacker

Lyle Thacker

to an apartment across from BYU in Provo. Mae
paid their rent so Luella could finish college. While
living there, Mae met and married William A.
Wright. They had four children: Owen, Bill, Karl,
and Mollie. Heber married Vineyard native Elva
Rawlings on 10 October 1941. They had one
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Thomas Family
Dr. Vaughn L. Thomas and his wife, Connie
Larson Thomas, have raised a family of four in
many different places over the past thirty years,
including Wales, Utah; California, and Wyoming.
Dr. Thomas began his work for the Church
Educational System in 1975, and his work as an
educator and administrator soon brought him and
his family to the town ofVineyard, Utah. In 1981,
Dr. Thomas was made the director of the Orem
Institute of Religion at Utah Valley Community
College. Before this assignment, he had served as
the principal of the Orem senior seminary for four
years and as the Mountain View High School seminary principal for one year. Dr. Thomas has also
been a member of the Mormon Tabernacle Choir
and served in many leadership positions in the

Church. He served as bishop of the Vineyard Ward
during their stay here.
Connie Larson Thomas grew up in Moroni,
Utah, and married Vaughn on 10 November 1949
in the Manti Temple. Because of her parents'
divorce when she was only nine years old and the
resulting responsibilities she took on in helping
with the housework and the care of her siblings,
Connie describes herself as having a "very short
childhood." Her life of service began at a young
age, and Connie has continued serving her family
and neighbors throughout her life. She served for a
time as the Vineyard Ward Relief Society president, beginning her term in January of 1988.
Bishop Thomas and his wife, Connie, built a
new home on the Joseph Clegg property and were
prominent, contributing citizens when they lived
here. Following his retirement, Vaughn and Connie
moved to Highland, and later accepted a call to
serve as full-time missionaries for the Church.

Varley Family
William Varley Jr. and his wife, Harriet Parkin
Varley, moved to Vineyard on 17 September 1893.
The young couple, who had been married since
1886, bought forty acres and lived with their small
family together in one room while they were having their house built. William and Harriet worked
to clear the land so they could plant crops, and
soon the family moved into the new house on
their farm. William and Harriet soon became
beloved members of the community. The couple
brought four children with them, Eliza Irene,
Florence, Sarah Ellen, and Ethelene. Four more
were born during the family's years in Vineyard:
Zipporah, Vanza, Lowell Pratt, and Beulah.
In February 1903, William was called to serve
a mission in the Northwestern States, leaving
Harriet and their six small daughters to care for
the dairy farm. In July of 1904, William was
released from his mission because of ill health and
called as counselor in the bishopric of the Vineyard
Ward. He served as counselor for eleven years and

then as bishop for the next six years. William
served faithfully in all his callings of leadership in
the Church. Before he served as a missionary, he
had served for many years as the superintendent of
the Sunday School. William was also known for
his success as an agriculturist. It was said of him,
"Where one blade of grass grew before, he made
two blades grow."
Harriet Varley's life was also filled with service
to her family, the community, and the Church.
Her daughter, Vanza Ash, said of her, "During the
seventeen years father served as counselor and
bishop, mother was always at his side, during sickness and death, sorrow and joy, whenever he was
called to serve." She held many positions in the
Vineyard Ward, including counselor in the
Primary and the Relief Society.
Twenty-six years after William and Harriet
moved their family to Vineyard, William died suddenly of heart failure. He was serving as bishop at
the time of his death. He had been in seemingly
good health, so his sudden death came as a great
shock to his wide circle of friends and relatives. On
his death, this tribute was paid to him in the newspaper: "He was a man of sterling quality, esteemed
as a citizen and a faithful church worker."
Harriet was left behind to care for their children and the farm. A dear friend, Walter Holdaway,
said of Harriet, "She became both father and mother to this family.... She was rather young at that
time, but she shouldered the responsibility and did
it well. She carried on with a smile, pleasantly kidding and joking, ... always a smile, cheerful and
happy." After William's death in 1919, Harriet kept
and managed the farm until the Geneva Steel plant
bought it in 1942. She then moved to Orem,
where she lived until her death in 1950.
Eliza Irene Varley (Wright), William and
Harriet Varley's eldest daughter, was born in
Bountiful in 1888. Irene was a little girl when she
moved with her family to Vineyard in 1893. Irene
has happy memories of growing up in Vineyard.
One of her experiences is related thus: "Indians
went by one day dragging an old woman squaw on
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William and Harriet Parkin Varley family. Front: William Varley Jr.,
Lowell, Harriet, and Beulah Varley. Middle: Vanza Varley. Back:
Zipporah, Irene, Sarah, Ethel, and Florence Varley, ca. 1900s.

Varley family and home, ca. 1900s

a litter. She was very ill, and when we asked them
what was wrong, they told us they were taking her
home to the happy hunting ground."
Irene was married in 1907 to William Alfred
Wright. The couple had two daughters and Irene
was expecting their third baby when William died
in 1911 of a lingering illness. Irene moved back
home to live with her parents in Vineyard. She
married her brother-in-law, Harper Benjamin
Wright, and two years later moved to Idaho. In
1921, Benjamin and Irene decided to move back
to Utah. They lived with Irene's parents while her
brother Lowell went on a mission for the Church,
then bought their own land in American Fork
and lived there for many years. Irene served in
church callings in the Primary, the Mutual, and
the Relief Society. She also spent many years as
organist. Irene had three more children from her
second marriage.
Irene's daughter, Wilma Ann Wright (Rees),
fondly remembered the years that her family lived
in Vineyard on her Grandma Varley's farm. While
she was there, she attended the Vineyard and
Lincoln High Schools. She and her sister Zella
worked in the fruit orchards at the mouth of Provo
Canyon during the summer to earn money for
school clothes. She and Zella had many happy
hours dating together to dances and shows during
these years in Vineyard.
William and Harriet Varley and their descendants have played significant roles in the history
and the growth of Vineyard.
Walker Family

Zella Wright
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Lawrence Walker and Dahlia Radmall were
married in 1909 and made their first home in
Lindon, Utah. Lawrence was a teacher and later the
principal at the Lindon Elementary School. Shortly
after their marriage, Lawrence's father passed away,
and Lawrence took over the family farm.
The Walkers' first tie with the Vineyard area
came when Lawrence's sister, Jennie, began teaching at Vineyard Elementary school. During this

time, Jennie met and married Elroy Murdoch, son
of Joseph and Martha Murdoch. When Elroy's parents died, Jennie and Elroy moved into their
Vineyard home. The Murdochs introduced the
Walkers to some of the people in the area.
In 1945, Lawrence's health was declining, and
the doctor advised him to move away from the
hard work of the farm. The Walkers began looking
for a house in Pleasant Grove, but due to the
shortages caused by World War II, new houses had
not been built for some time, and they were
unable to find anything suitable for their needs.
After discussing the problem with the Murdochs,
the Walkers moved into the Vineyard home while
the Murdochs moved to a house near Elroy's work
in Orem.
At the time of the move, five of the Walker
children were married, and two sons, Robert and
Garth, were serving in the military. Their daughter
Lorayn lived at home while her husband of two
years, Aaron Stoddard, finished his service in the
military. Utahna, the youngest, remained at home
with her parents. She rode Rex Blake's school bus
to Lincoln High School every morning. Her closest friends at the time, Janet Clegg, Jean Clegg,
and Barbara Harding, all attended BYU. These
three girls were all good singers, and Utahna often
accompanied them on the piano.
Early in the summer of 1947, Lawrence and
Dahlia moved to a house in Pleasant Grove.
Although living in Pleasant Grove, Utahna commuted every day and graduated from Lincoln High
School. Prior to Aaron's return, Lorayn worked in
Washington and California, using the skills she
gained at LDS Business College. After his service in
the army, Lorayn and Aaron decided to remain in
the Vineyard home until building their own home
next door, where they raised their own children.
In 1990, Utahna Walker Ballard returned to
Vineyard to live in the Stoddard home while
Lorayn and Aaron served a mission in Canada. She
was warmly welcomed back into the ward, and
many people still referred to her as "Sister Walker."
While she lived there, her son Lawrence reported

Lawrence and Dahlia Radmall Walker family. Front: Jennie,
Grace, Lawrence, Dahlia, and Lorayn. Back: Leon, Robert,
Utahna Ballard, Grant, and Garth Walker, 1945.

Aaron and Lorayn Walker Stoddard family. Front: Kenneth,
Gerald, Aaron, Lorayn, and Sheryl. Back: Randall, Kathleen,
Saundra, and Ronald Stoddard, 1963.

his mission in the Vineyard Ward, and her daughter Julie held her wedding reception in the same
chapel. Though she had only lived there for two
years before, Utahna decided to remain in
Vineyard among the people she loved.
J Rulon Gammon recorded the following
remarks about Utahna: "Utahna has an enormous
sense of humor, a trait that has helped her through
many hard trials in her life. When she returned to
Vineyard, she was asked to introduce herself to the
ward. She stood and said she was Raquel Welch.
She knew we'd remember her, but probably not
her name. Also, in a Relief Society meeting the
ladies were being taught to make roses out of icing
and how to place them on a cake. A pair of scissors
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was needed to perform this function. Utahna had
scissors in her purse and offered them. After the
roses were lifted and placed on a lovely cake, she
stated, 'I probably shouldn't tell you, but these
scissors are what I use to trim my toe nails!"'
Wells Family

Thomas Wells, born in 1858, lived in Salt Lake
City. His parents were immigrants from Chetfield,
England. Thomas was nine years old when he witnessed the arrival of the railroad in Salt Lake. Emily
Frances Cooley Wells came from a polygamous
family that was forced into exile in Old Mexico in
1912 during the revolution of Proferil Diaz. Emily
and Thomas married and in 1901 moved to Emery
County, where the family worked in the coal
mines. Thomas himself worked in many different
trades, including blacksmith, railroad, mining,
farming, and mail delivery. He homesteaded in
Castle Valley. In 1930, they moved their family
again, this time to Vineyard. After their hard life as
homesteaders in Emery County, Emily was especially pleased to have electricity in her house-a
commodity previously unknown to her. Emily was
a skilled housekeeper, seamstress, and excellent
cook. She could always make do with what she
had, and she always made the best of it.
They never knew the convenience of modern
plumbing and didn't have electricity in their home
until they moved to Vineyard.
Thomas and Emily had a large family. One of
their daughters, Louella Olson, and her husband
Alma also moved from Emery County to live in
Vineyard. In addition to their own children,
Thomas and Emily also raised their grandson,
Delbert Mills, from birth.
A few years after their arrival in Vineyard,
Emily suffered a stroke that left her partially paralyzed. Despite her disabilities, she lived until the
age of ninety-two, outliving her husband, who
passed away after they had been married for sixtyseven years. His grandson, William Thomas Wells,
recalls when his grandfather Thomas Wells was in
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Emily Cooley Wells and Thomas Wells, ca. 1935

George and Malicent Wells, ca. 1960

the old Vineyard ward meetings. "He was always
the first one to stand up and bear his testimony.
His was a very strong testimony."
George Franklin Wells was born on 22 March
1890, the oldest child of Thomas Wells and Emily
Frances Cooley Wells. George graduated from seventh grade, thus ending his formal education. At
age thirteen, he began working in the coal mines
and continued there until receiving his mission call
to the Great Britain Mission. While on his mission, he watched the building and launching of the
Titanic from his boarding room near the docks in
Belfast, Ireland.
Two years later, he returned and traveled to
Salt Lake City for general conference with his
friend Vern Powell. After the conference, they
stopped to visit Vern's friend, Edith Madsen, in
Vineyard. During the visit, George was introduced
to Malicent Clegg. Courtships developed between
both couples, and they later had a double wedding
in the Salt Lake Temple on 15 December 1915.
The Wells set up housekeeping in Sunnyside,
Emery County. By 1918 they had enough money
to leave the homestead and return to Utah Valley,
which Malicent considered "the only spot on
earth!" They moved to Lake View for a time.
In 1925 the Wells purchased the Snyder Farm,
east of the Vineyard school, where they raised their
family and lived for the next twenty-seven years.
They had six children: Merlene, Lewis, Leland,
William, and Wilda. Malicent and George worked
side by side on their forty-acre farm, often beginning at 5:30 A.M. and not finishing until 10:30
P.M. In 1946, when the last payment was paid, the
Federal Land Bank at Berkeley, California sent
them a letter of commendation for successfully
making the payments on the farm during this very
difficult period of time.
Despite the demanding work on the farm,
George and Malicent found time for other hobbies
and interests. Both were great sports enthusiasts;
they bought their first television so they could
watch the baseball World Series and BYU ballgames. George's love for farming continued even

after his retirement: he maintained a quarter-acre
garden at age eighty-five. Malicent, a prolific
writer, enjoyed writing family histories, reunion
booklets, letters, and articles for the local newspaper. She began compiling the missionary board for
the Vineyard Ward when she was correspondent
for Orem Geneva Times (originally The Voice of
Sharon), and maintained it until her death. She
was musically talented and often sang duets with
her cousin Elizabeth (Lizabell) Murdoch Davis.
Elizabeth was the wife of Hugh Davis, who was
the owner of the Vineyard Store for many years.
Malicent suffered from health problems in her
later years and was cared for by George and her
granddaughters. She died on 21 February 1982.
George died almost two years later, on 27
September 1984.

Wilkinson Family
The Moses and Mary Ellen Wilkinson family
came to the Vineyard area in 1901. There were
seven children in the family: Rose, Alma, John,
Joseph, Charles, May, and Samuel. Alma was married when he came to Vineyard, and he and his
wife, Jennie, built a brick house on 600 South and
1200 West. Alma and Jennie Wilkinson had ten
children: Jay, Dick, Harry, Tom, Elmo, Lawrence,
Marie, Zelda, Russell, and Roy. Alma farmed there
until his death in 19 3 5.
Jay Wilkinson, born in Salt Lake City on 9
February 1898, was three years old when his family moved to Vineyard. Starting when he was about
fifteen years old, he worked at jobs away from
Vineyard on several occasions. He attended school
in Vineyard and lived with his parents until he was
married in 1919.
Florence Gadd Wilkinson was born in Nephi,
Utah, on 18 September 1902 and lived there until
her family moved to Provo four years later. Her
mother was very ill and passed away in 1908, leaving a family of eight children. Florence's father
continued to farm in Nephi, where he stayed
weeks at a time, leaving the younger children in
the care of his oldest daughter.
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Jay and Florence married on 17 December
1919 and made their first home in Provo. For several years, Jay worked at various jobs, including the
Ironton plant, mining in Park City, and farminghis favorite. They had ten children: Clyde, Keith,
Wayne, Beth, Rulon, Garth, Jay C. Jr., Glade,
LaVar, and Russell.
In 1936 Jay and his family moved to Vineyard,
where he farmed and took other jobs to provide
for his large family. Describing the conditions of
his early life in Vineyard, Clyde Wilkinson said,
"When I was six or seven, we moved out to
Vineyard and had to do a lot of weeding and farmwork. Dad had a five-acre piece with blueberries,
strawberries, and raspberries. If there is anything I
hate worse than picking that kind of fruit, I don't
know what it is. My granddad had a lot of cherry
trees, and we used to pick the cherries. When we
lived in the red brick house, we used to have to
carry our drinking water from a pump below the
hill, which is a quarter of a mile. It was a field
drain. Everybody from right around there used the
same drain. For washing clothes during the summer time, we used the water from the ditch for
irrigating the farms, which was about one hundred
yards from the house. We'd have to pack water
from that up to the house for Mother to heat up
to wash the clothes. In the wintertime, if there was
snow, she melted snow. It was kind of a rough
time there for a long while."
By 1941, the three older Wilkinson boys were
out on their own, and in November 1941, Jay and
Florence took the seven younger children to Seattle
to find work. Soon after arriving in Seattle, however,
World War II broke out. The family returned to
Vineyard on 21 March 1942, and Jay began working on the construction of the Geneva Steel plant.
The three oldest boys, Clyde, Keith, and Wayne,
went into the service during the war. Eventually, Jay
C. Jr., LaVar, and Russell also served in the military.
At one point in the mid- to late 1950s, Jay and
six of his sons worked at Geneva at the same time
and were featured on the front cover of US Steel
Magazine. Eventually, all his sons worked at Geneva.
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Jay and Florence were good, hard-working
people, honest and fair in all their dealings.
Florence was always a devoted visiting teacher, and
Jay was always willing to home teach. Jay, along
with some of the boys, helped build the present
Vineyard Ward chapel, and he worked on the
Scera Theater when it was built by the community.
In the early 1950s, Jay and Florence became
more active in the LDS Church, faithfully accepting callings and attending their meetings. In 1953,
their son Glade was married, and the parents' marriage was solemnized in the Manti Temple.
When Jay and Florence's children married and
began having grandchildren, it was always a great
treat for the small children to visit their grandparents, who were always ready with treats. Florence
was a wonderful cook and could whip up a fantastic meal on the spur of the moment.
Jay was a devout hunter, excellent marksman,
and avid fisherman. He passed his passion onto his
sons, teaching them how to fish and hunt. They
enjoyed camping, fishing, and hunting near
Hobble Creek or Diamond Fork. Jay also enjoyed
more refined entertainment and often went dancing with Florence.
Jay and Florence moved from Vineyard to a
mobile home near the Provo River on West Center
Street in Provo in the early to mid-1970s. About
this time, the family started having monthly gettogethers. Jay and Florence and each of the children
would host a potluck dinner each month. The family have remained close-knit and continued this tradition; they hold a family reunion and a Christmas
party every year, which everyone attends.
After the completion of the Provo Temple, Jay
and Florence attended regularly. They loved going
to the temple.
Blessed with good health, they remained very
active until their deaths. Florence passed away
peacefully at their home in Provo on 22 July
1983. Jay passed away a year later after a short illness. Even though Jay was close to his large family, he missed his devoted wife dearly. His children
believe that when he became ill, he decided he

could not go on without his sweetheart and lost
the will to live.
At the time of Jay's death, he had ten children,
forty-one grandchildren, over one hundred greatgrandchildren, and one great-great-grandchild.

Williams Family
Thomas Henry Williams came to Utah with
his parents and family in 1868, leaving Liverpool
in a company of 722 Latter-day Saints. He came
to Vineyard in 1886 with his brother Sam, to
work twenty acres of land their father had purchased. After a year, Sam went home to West
Jordan, Utah. Thomas stayed and later met and
married Martha Annis Holland Hooley, a young
widow from Lindon. They had nine children in
Vineyard: Clara Bell, Viola Mae (died as an
infant), Pearl Gem, Cora Nell, Francis "Frank"
Henry, Vern LeRoy, Martha Johanna "Joie,"
Harold Glenn, and Rulon T.
Five of the children, Clara, Cora, Frank,
Glenn, and Vern, established families in Vineyard.
Clara married John Hooper Muzzell, and they
lived in Vineyard until displaced by the steel plant.
Cora married Joseph Smith Gillies of Vineyard, and they also remained until Geneva came.
Frank married Martha Ellen Ashton of Pleasant Grove. Frank farmed his father's property for
many years until it was sold to make room for
Geneva Steel. Their children were Berneice (Hansen),
Marjie (Tucker) , Dwaine Francis, and Max K.
Glenn married Illa Laursen, and their family
also worked a farm in the area near the family
home. They had four children: Shirley Jean
[Jensen], Illa June [Durrant], Boyde Glenn, and
Jack Arlin.
Vern married Lyle Elizabeth Robertson of
Spanish Fork. The farm where they raised their
family was eventually bought by the steel mill.
There five children are: Arva, Dorothy, Darrell
(died as an infant), Kenneth L., and Vern
LeRoy Jr. (always called "Roy" while he lived
in Vineyard).

Vern and Lyle Elizabeth Robertson Williams family. Front: Vern
LeRoy Jr., Lyle Elizabeth, and Vern LeRoy Williams Sr. Back:
Dorothy, Kenneth, and Arva Williams, 1940.

Dorothy, Vern and Elizabeth's second daughter,
married H. Earl Farnworth, an officer in the US
Maritime Service. She lived in Vineyard for several
years while Earl served at sea. After World War II
ended, Earl returned to Vineyard. In the years that
followed, both of their daughters, Karen Ann and
Marsha, were born. Dorothy and Earl both served
in numerous positions in the Vineyard Ward. Earl
was called to be the ward clerk when George W
Jenkins became bishop, and he served in this calling until 1960 when he and Dorothy sold their
home and moved to Orem.
Kenneth recorded this memory of growing up in
Vineyard: "I remember the many times the "guys"
jacked up the cars and elevated one of the wheels
after Monday night priesthood meeting. The one
wheel would turn, but the car wouldn't move. We
were an active bunch of 'rabble rousers."' As Kenneth
grew up, he developed a great love for Vineyard. He
recorded, "Vineyard was such a pleasant and peaceful
community. It was a nice place to live among people
who were industrious and thoughtful of others."
LeRoy married Anita Jean Phillips, and they
made their first home in Vineyard. Four of their six
children were born while they lived in Vineyard:
Barbara Jean (Evans), Debra (Mendenhall), Thomas
LeRoy, and Carl Vern. Their last two daughters,
Susan and Jennifer Ann, were born after LeRoy and
Anita moved to Orem.
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Of the eight children of Thomas and Martha
Williams, the five who survived to adulthood in
Vineyard-Clara, Cora, Frank, Vern, and Glennsold their land to Geneva Steel and moved from
the ward. Thus the Williams family was perhaps
impacted more than any other by the coming of
industry to this lovely rural neighborhood. Despite
this fact, many happy, beautiful memories still
reside in their hearts for the good times they
shared in Vineyard.

Winn Family
Edith Miller was born in Preston, Idaho on 19
April 1935. She moved to Salt Lake City with her
family when she was fifteen. After high school,
while working for Federated Milk Producers, Edith
met and married Leo Holdaway, the son of
Harold and Norma Holdaway. Leo trucked milk
for Federated and was also a dairyman in
Vineyard, where he had been born and raised.
Leo and Edith had six boys and girl: Kyle,
Kevin, Bryan, Shawn, Chad, Chris, and Julie. Leo
and Edith divorced in 1976 and sold their farm in
Vineyard to the Church. Leo then moved to
Monteview, Idaho.
Edith married Sam Winn, a farmer from
Nephi, Utah. He was born 17 July 1929. Having
raised sheep and cattle all his life and spent countless hours riding horses, Sam has a great love for
rodeos. He rode in rodeos for over thirty years and
never received any serious injuries. Later in his life,
though, when Sam was helping a neighbor gather

Sam and Edith Winn home, 1999
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Sam and Edith Miller Holdaway Winn and family, 1998

cattle down by the lake, he had an accident that
almost took his foot off.
Sam and Edith are active members in the
Vineyard Ward. They live across the street and
just north of the Vineyard town hall. Edith
wrote some of her feelings about their home:
"Sam and I love living in Vineyard amid the
green fields, friendly neighbors and in the shadow of Mount Timpanogos."
Sam and Edith have two foster Navajo daughters, Augusta and Juanita. Including the children
of these two foster daughters and their own children's children, Sam and Edith have thirty wonderful grandchildren.

Young Family
Lawrence Young and his, wife Thelma Rudy,
moved to Vineyard in 1936 with their four children: Evelyn (Kenneth Brereton), Lois (Delbert
Mills), Edwin (deceased), and Janis (George
Kelly). They drove into the valley with everything
they owned piled high on a truck. Evelyn, Lois,
and Edwin were able to ride on top of the load,
but Janis was only four, and her mother felt she
was too young. Another son, Phil (Kathleen
Weight), was born six years after the family's
arrival in the valley.
The Young family had come from Gusher,
Utah, seeking a place where they could farm on

fertile land with plenty of water. Thelma Young
said that she moved to the valley so her daughters
wouldn't marry Indians or some other foreigners.
Lawrence Young moved his family into an old
wooden house. The family were happy to have electric lights and a well near the house. In Gusher they
hadn't had a well, so they had melted ice in the winter and carried water from the canal in the summer.
The family lived in their house in Vineyard until
the steel plant dislocated them. They then moved to
400 North and about 1200 West.
Lawrence and Thelma held several different
positions in the Vineyard Ward. Some of the greatest blessings of the family's move to Vineyard were
their newfound friends. Harold Holdaway was one
of their most cherished life-long friends.
Janis Young Kelly has fond memories of moving to Vineyard and growing up in the beautiful
farming community. "My family moved to
Vineyard when I was four years old. The most
vivid memory upon arriving was the sight of Mt.
Timpanogos. She stood so grand, so near, and
mysterious that the first thing I wanted to do was
climb her (little did I know)." Janis and all her
brothers and sisters were excited about the trains
they could see from the pump house. "We used to
run down to the pump house and count the cars
whenever we'd hear the whistle blow."
Janis also recorded a life-threatening event
that took place when she was about seven years
old: "I was sitting at the dinner table with my
family when a neighbor boy drove down our lane
in his newly purchased Ford. He tooted his horn,
and of course my brother immediately ran outside and down the lane. I had to follow. Edwin
jumped onto the running board while the car
was still moving. I followed him, but I grabbed
the door handle, and it opened, throwing me
underneath the back wheel. Not knowing I was
there, Harvey, the neighbor boy, kept trying to
drive over that lump in the road. Puzzled, my

Lawrence and Thelma Young family. Front: L.H ., Phil, and
Thelma Young. Back: Janis, Evelyn, Lois, and Edwin Young,
ca . 1960s.

Delbert and Lois Young Mills family. Front: Delbert and Lois
Mills. Back: Tom, Debbie, Jim, and Pat Mills.

brother looked down and saw me underneath the
wheel. They pulled me out from under the car,
carried me to the house, and laid me on the
lawn. It just so happened that our home teacher,
Kirby Allen, was driving up the lane. He and my
father gave me a blessing. I slept for several
hours, and when I awoke, I was only sore around
my chest."
The Lawrence Young family's time in Vineyard
was a happy, busy time for them, full of hard work
and many blessings.
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APPENDIX: DESCENDANCY CHARTS OF VINEYARD FAMILIES
This is a genealogical history of the families who came to live in the Vineyard community. The purpose
of this genealogy is to show the date original family members settled in Vineyard, the children who continued their stay in the community, and the relationship between family members marrying into other Vineyard
families. The genealogy of each family ends with children who were born in Vineyard but moved away.
Children who passed away at an unknown age under the age of twenty are designated by the word child in
parantheses; children who passed away at a known age under the age of twenty are designated by the word
age in parantheses followed by the age at death. Families dislocated by the coming of Geneva have <DG>
placed next to their name. Family members who served in the military have been indicated by the branch of
service or war in which they served. People whose names are placed in italics indicate they were not born in
Vineyard but may have moved to Vineyard with their parents or moved away prior to their parents' coming.
The criteria for selecting families to place on the genealogy sheet include the following: the original thirty land owners, those who lived here for twenty-five years or more, and/or those who made a significant contribution to the Vineyard community.
We have tried to make these charts as accurate as possible in order to provide a brief overview of the families listed. We apologize for any misspelled or missing names.

0ESCENDANCY CHARTS KEY

Names appearing in bold

the person remained in Vineyard after marriage (although
some may have moved a few years later)

Names appearing in italics

the person was not born in Vineyard, but moved there, or the
person was born into the family after the parents moved
from Vineyard

(Navy), (WW-II), ...

the person served in the listed military branch or fought in
the listed war
dislocated by the Geneva Steel Plant

(1)

first husband or wife

(2)

second husband or wife

(child)

the child passed away under the age of twenty

(age 13)

the child passed away at the listed age
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John Taylor Allen

(chUd)

William Kirby Allen &
Rhoda Harding Allen

Tom Allen
Mary Allen Brinkerhoff
Edna Allen Robinson
Lydia Allen Hilton
Priscilla Allen Jensen

Kenneth Allen
Neola Allen
Eva Allen Gray Halladay
Warren
Jesse Allen 1ww-1n
Marv Allen Downs
Shirley Allen iww-111
June Allen Nelson
LaRae Allen McMillan
Ronald Allen (A,my Ntl. Gua,d)
Carol Allen Gallinger

Wilford Allen &
John K. Allen &
Lydia Taylor Allen

Juanita Allen

Mark Gillman

1907

Kevin Gillman &
Lisa Gillman Gillman
Nadine Allen Gillman

& LaDell Gillman

Joseph Taylor Allen <DG>

Don Allen &

& Helen Hamilton Allen

Carol Stubbs Allen

Jim Gillman
Sharon Gillman Budi;e
Gina Gillman Carling
Colleen Allen Welch
Charleen Allen Ford
Richard Allen

Duane Allen

Roy Allen
Leo Allen
Elwood Allen

Hal ).Allen &
Connie Swenson Allen

Jon Allen
Angie Allen Beutler
Cassie Allen Chappell
Annie Allen Eddy
Sunny Allen Johnson
Justin Allen
Jennie Allen
Katie Allen

Jacob Gillman
Lance Gillman
Ladd Gillman
Shelby Gillman

Sorine Kristine Andersen
lens X Andersen
Agnes Marie Katherine
Andersen Jensen

Peder Christian Andersen
& Mariane Tamine
Michaelsen Andersen

Thomas Peter Johan Andersen

& Mary Etta Bunnell Andersen

Kenneth Andersen

(WW-Ill

Annie Mabel Andersen
Bunker & Antoine Bunker

1897

(see Bunker line)

Iris Verina Andersen Nuttall
Victor Michael Andersen &
Hannah Ellenora "Nora"
Larsen Andersen

Howard M. Andersen &
Phyllis Turner Andersen

Trevor Andersen
Ruth Andersen Scott
Nora Sue Andersen

Bernard Odell Andersen (WW-II)
& LuCinda Young Andersen

Tracy Young Andersen
Joyce Andersen Freestone
Elynn Andersen (chlldi
Brent Young Andersen lch;Jd)

Lena Andersen (age 201
Lester V. Andersen
Norma Andersen Lewis
Barbara Andersen Jackson

Andrea Kirsten
Andreasen Madsen &
Peter Christian Madsen
Axel F.Andreasen <DG> &
Anna Lena Fransen Andreasen
Jens C. Andreasen & (11 Maria
Frederiksen Andreasen
121 Anna Johanna Christiansen
Jeppersen Andreasen

1892

Christian Peter Andreasen
Louise Kerstine Andreasen
Anna Kristine K. Andreasen
Louise V. Kristine
Andreasen (age 4)
Jens Christian Andreasen
& Julia Warwood Andreasen

Carl Wi 11 iam Andreasen

(age 17)

Alma Maria Frederikka
"Rikka" Andreasen Harding
& Raymond Harding
(see Harding line)

Emma Andreasen (age 1l

Juel L. Andreasen 1ww-111 <DG>
& Florence Dalton Andreasen

Carl Andreasen
Leona Andreasen Grant

Don "Mckay" Andreasen
Cal Juel Andreasen

Rufus Babcock &
Lena Stanford Babcock
ca. 1900s

Chris Barbakos <DG>
& Minnie Barbakos
ca. 1914

Dan Bilbao &
Olva Marie Bilbao
ca. 1920s

Chris Barbakos & Colleen
Barbakos
Donna Barbakos Points

jack Bilbao (age 1)
Ellis Daniel Bilbao
Ramon Douglas Bilbao
Roy Gene Bilbao

David Blake
Jane Blake
Will Blake
Annie Blake
Joe Blake
Isaac Blake
Sarah Blake

William Blake &
Mary Lake Blake
1899

Linda Barbakos Williams

Samuel Blake &
111 Annie Bevan Blake
121 Stella Criddle Blake

Thelma Blake Cropper

Rex Blake &
111 Zella Harding Blake
121 Ruth Wright Christensen
Blake

Norma Blake
Richard Blake
Karl Blake
Susan Blake
Dale Blake
Carol Blake

George Blake &
111 Kathryn Sumsion Blake

Carla Blake
Roland Blake
Loraine Blake
Henry Blake

Grant Blake

Max Blake &
Areta H. Sumsion Blake
Mary Blake Rowley

James Theophilus Blake &
Emma Bunnell Blake

Ben Blake
Ruth Blake
Horace Blake

Joseph T. Blake &
Grace Ellis Blake
Stephen Blake !child)
Ruth Blake Blair
William Blake (child!
Richard Blake ichi ldl

Maxine Blake Alger
David Blake
Steven Blake
Keith Blake
Marilyn Blake Hess
laura Blake Pemberton
James E. Blake
Janice E. Blake Hale
John T. Blake
Lynda Blake Oviatt Young
Bonnie Blake Harrison
Robert J. Blake

Thomas Clehon Boulton &
Mary Annie Privett Boulton

Aaron Martin Boulton

Martin Cook Boulton &
Mary Alice Clark Boulton
1877

Thomas Raymond Boulton
& Edith Ada Barrett Boulton

Hannah Deborah
Boulton Ellingsworth
Benjamin George Boulton
Sarah Alice Boulton Barrett
Ann Louisa Boulton Johnson

Sarah Esmarelda
Bou Iton Gottfredson
Mary Alta Boulton Robins

Veada Boulton Whitely &
Theron Whitely <OG>
(see Whitely line)

Bernice Boulton Whitely
Cecil Boulton
Clark Harold Boulton
<DG>(WW-11)

Sherman A. Boulton
Shyrlon B. Boulton

Amber Lionel Boulter & Pearl
Edeleen Carlson Boulter
(lived on Geneva Resort property)

Lois E. Boulter Marro!! &
Weldon Marrott
(see Williams line)

1900s

Archie Larry Brady (age 21
Jeanie Brady Anderson
Karen Brady Zitzman

Archie Brady &
Norma Edwards Brady
1962

LeAnn Brady Preece
& Dan Preece

Pat Brady
Taylor Brady
Boyd Brady
Lori Ann Brady Pallase

Todd Preece
Scott Preece

Other Children

Maurine Boulton Nelson
La Rue Bou Iton Rogers
James Martin Boulton
Thomas Reed Boulton
Muri (Merle) Boulton
Haycock
Inez Boulton White
Donna jean Whiteley Anderson
Dora June Whiteley Harper
Carma Lee Whiteley Smith
Shyrlan L. Whiteley
LaRae Whiteley
Alta Mae Whiteley Johnson
Ronald B. Whiteley

LeGrande E. Bunker

Floretta Cleone
Bunker Larsen
George Ellwood Bunker
(died in WW-I)

&

(1)

Thelma Whitney Bunker

Ivan Andersen Bunker
George Bunker (child!

Antoine LeGrande Bunker &
c1J Annie Mabel
Andersen Bunker

Steven Bunker Mecham
Douglas L. Mecham

Miriam Bunker Stilson &
11> Garn L. Mecham
(2) Orson Ray Stilson

Andrew Larsen Bunker
Ralph Antoine Bunker

George Smith Bunker &
Isabelle McArthur Bunker

Kim Ray Bunker

&

(21

Anna Larsen Bunker

1919

& Linda Walker Bunker

Clint Orin Bunker
Linda Bunker Draper

Velyle Bunker Taylor

Paul Carson Bunker & Lola
Marie Hodgkinson Bunker

Edward Carlyle Bunker
& Velda Rachel Carson Bunker

Verna Bernice Bunker
Hudson
Smith Bertell Bunker

Randv LeGrande Bunker
Lvnn Whitnev Bunker
Laureen Bunker Peterson
Bart David Bunker
Bradley W. Bunker
Amy Bunker Peterson

Lance Garn Mecham
& Teresa Street Downard

Shauna Mecham Hatch

& Frank Scott Hatch

Shannon Bunker
Mason Antoine Bunker
Stephen Bunker
Austin Bunker
Tyson Bunker

Dirk Hodgkinson Bunker
Gail Bunker Ware
Shareen Bunker Holt
Monica Bunker Campbell
Darin H . Bunker
Donavon H. Bunker
David H. Bunker

Carla Bunker Adams
Maria Bunker Lloyd
Kenyon Carson Bunker
& Joy Sturman Bunker

Edward Carson Bunker
Elise Bunker James

Shane Bunker
Michelle Bunker Hopkinson
Casey Bunker Stoker
Brandon Bunker
Devin Bunker

Scott 8. Hatch
Chelsea Lynn Hatch
Aubrie Ann Hatch

Elizabeth Bunnell

ich;ldi

Mary Etta Bunnell Andersen

& Thomas Peter Andersen
(see Andersen line)

Stephen Samuel Bunnell
& Agnes Stewart Bunnell
Stephen lthamar Bunnell Jr.
<0G> & Mary Elizabeth
Gammon Bunnell

Stephen lthamar Bunnell Sr.
& Percia Cornelia Grover
Bunnell

1883

Frank Bunnell (WW-Iii
Glen Bunnell 1ww-111

Pat Brown Holdaway Clegg

Bessie Bunnell
& Max Brown

(see Holdaway/Clegg line)

Zella Bunnell Shoell
Mary E. Bunnell

James Bunnell (Navy) &
111 Dorothy Phillips
121 Melba Stephens
(JI Norma D. Jensen

Stephen L. Bunnell (M;1;1a,y)
& Donna Stubbs Bunnell

David C. Bunnell lch;ldi
Thomas W. Bunnell
Samuel E. Bunnell
Percia E. Bunnell (ch;!di
Charles A. Bunnell ich;ldi
Leslie L. Bunnell
Fredrick E. Bunnell
Parley P. Bunnell
Caroline M. Bunnell
Williams
Wilford A. Bunnell
Vernee L. Bunnell

Don Jay Bunnell

Thomas Joel Bunnell &
Zelda Holdaway Bunnell

Emma Bunnell Blake &
James Theophilus Blake

/chHdi

Joel Dean Bunnell (age 161
Grace Bunnell Wilkinson
Jesse Emery Bunnell
Neal Eugene Bunnell 1ww-111
Mary Eva Bunnell Taylor
Margie Lothield
Bunnell Burningham
Helen Bunnell Weeks
Dell LeRoy Bunnell

(see Blake line)

Hulda Bunnell Orvin
& Harry Orvin

Ann Cable

(lived where Bunker

Feed Mill was later established)

Ted Clegg & Velma Davis Clegg
1942

Carolyn Gayle Clegg
Jacobsen
Sandra Lee Clegg Wallace
Earl T. Clegg

Max Brown (age 9 mos.)
John Michael Sill

Erma Orvin Olsen
Virginia Orvin Fausett
Vera Orvin Holm
Elmer H. Orvin Jr.
Hazel Orvin
Harry S. Orvin Jr.
Lloyd Orvin
Renee Orvin

Don Jay Brown
& Barbara Dunster Brown

Linda Mary Brown

Kenneth James Bunnell Jr.
Susan Bunnell Carter

Glee Bunnell Brown
Dwight Bunnell
Jerry Bunnell
Patty Bunnell
Janice Bunnell Becker

David Brown
Carol Jean Brown
Robert Brown
Matthew Brown
Scott Brown

Ti !lie Clegg (ch;ld)

Anna Isabella "Anabel"
Clegg Holdaway & Albert
Holdaway (see Holdaway line)
Jacobine "Bina" Clegg

Janette "Nettie"Clegg Dalley
& Clem Dalley
William Francis Clegg
John Wallace Clegg

Malicent Clegg Wells
& George Wells

Floyd Clegg

Darrel Clegg (Ko,ean wa,1
& Beth Wardell Clegg

Kim Olsen

Darren Clegg
Elaina Clegg
Jane Ann Clegg
Dayna Clegg
Dayna Clegg
Dallin Clegg

Udell Clegg
Luana Clegg Fresh
Norma Clegg Jensen
Anabel Clegg Savage

(see Wells line)

Lewis Clegg &
(11 Reva Jane Stewart Clegg
(21 Lena Young Pearson Clegg

Robert Pearson
Richard Pearson
Phyllis Pearson McDonald
Lucille Pearson Eastman

Janet Clegg Sundbloom

William Jonathan Clegg &
Jacobina Osborne
Murdoch Clegg
1899

Jean Clegg Webster
& Nelson Webster

Vaughn Clegg &
Joyce Bowden Clegg

Joy 0. Clegg (WW-II
& Oriel Griffin Clegg
Morris Clegg & Pat Brown
Holdaway Clegg
(see Holdaway line for other children)

Bill Clegg &
Carol Milczarek Clegg

Elinora "Nora" Clegg
& Roland Harding
(see Harding line)

Henry Murray Clegg (child)
Brigham Otis Clegg (child>
Verona Clegg Winters

Joseph Heber Clegg
& Ruth Scorup Clegg
Thomas Edwin Clegg (child)

Emily Clegg Lysager
& Howard Lysager
Jolene Clegg
LeAnn Clegg
Arla Clegg
Halvor Clegg
Dalee Clegg
Wildon Clegg

Lauralee Sundbloom
(raised by grandparents)

Jenee/ Webster
Bill Webster
Janet Webster
JoAnn Webster
Judy Webster
Jellene Webster

Kerry Clegg
Karl Clegg
Kyle Clegg
Ken Clegg
Korene Clegg
Karen Clegg

Jon Clegg
JulieAnn Clegg
Justin Clegg
Steven Clegg
Kevin Clegg
Kimberly Clegg
Randy Clegg
Sandy Clegg
Bryan Clegg
Lincoln Lysager
Jefferson Lysager
Tyler Lysager
Holly Lysager
Heidi Lysager

Larry Cragun
Henry Cragun &
c1> Alta Cragun
c2> Bea Cragun

Charles Craig
postmaster)

(killed in Military accident, 1980)

Lorraine Cragun
Lydia Cragun

(fast v;neya,d

& Mrs. Craig

David Craig

1891

Edwin Dye
1898

Randy Farnworth

& Xanthe Farnworth
1991

Noal Ferre &
Caddie Pace Ferre
1925

Josh Farnworth
JD Farnworth

Clarence Ferre

Norma Jean Ferre Hill
Nolan Dell Ferre

(National Guard, 1937--40)

(Air Force, 1960-64)

& Norma Fullmer Ferre <DG>

Shirl D. Ferre (A ;, Focce, 1963-67)
Paul Ferre (Navy, 1967-731
Jon Howard Ferre

Barbara Ferre Park
Lucy Ferre Wilcox
Ruth Ferre Mace
Dora Ferre Ashby
Keith Albert Ferre
Laurence Eugene Ferre
Hazel Ferre Bowman
Carol Ferre Seybold
Valeen Ferre Giles
Marie Joan Ferre Baum
Helen Ferre Perry

Caroline Fillerup Kimball
Amelia Fillerup Hutchings
Andrew Peter Jr.
Andrew Fillerup Sr. <DG> &
Caroline Rasmussen Fillerup

&

1879

Charles R. Fi Ilerup
Erastus Fillerup
Zenus Fillerup
Albert Fillerup
Sephus Fillerup
Rosina Fillerup Park

Robert Fillerup <DG>

(1)

Emma Anderson Fillerup

Wesley "Bud" Fillerup
Delphia Fillerup

(WW-II)

Elmer H. Gammon (ch;ld)
Fern Gammon (ch;ld)
Clarence "Neal" Gammon

Margaret Gammon Robins

& Leah Harper Gammon

& Harold Robins

(divo,ced)

Grace Gammon Holdaway &
Lynn Holdaway (see Holdaway line)

Leland John Gammon

(WW•I)

& Lola Willett Gammon

Harold Le"Roy" Gammon &
Harry Gammon &
Olena Larsen Gammon

Edna Reynolds Gammon

<DG>

1894

I Rulon Gammon & Venice

Christensen Gammon

Geneve Andreasen Gammon
Harry Elmer Gammon (child)
Olena Bernice Gammon (child!

& Elizabeth Wilding Robins
Elaine Robins Owen
David Robins
& Debbie Chou Robins

Fern Olena
Gammon Nielsen
Harold Reynolds Gammon
Norma Jean
Gammon Huggard
Dortha Nell
Gammon McStay
Etana May Gammon Larsen
RoEna Gammon
Ina Helen Gammon Tucker
Linda Edna Gammon Peck
Mary Jane
Gammon Wimmer

Ray Gammon &

Welby Gammon &

Glen Robins

Wayne Gammon (WW-II)
Russell Gammon <WW•II)
Gayle Gammon
Ruth Gammon
Richard Gammon
Naomi Gammon

Ray Eugene Gammon
Harry Keala Gammon
Marie Gammon Ashton
Pauline Sumsion Gammon

Evelyn Robins Thomsen

Myrna Gammon Gilbert
Anetta Gammon Hiatt
Ralene Gammon Brough
Robert Gammon
Diane Gammon Christensen

& Larry Christensen

Sheralyn Gammon Hess
Janeal Gammon Nuttall
Jeffery Gammon
Daniel Gammon
Lorena Gammon England
Dennis Gammon
Diana Gammon Wilson
Eric Gammon

Heather Robins
William Robins
Richard Robins
Laurel Robins
Todd Robins
Joseph Robins

Hyrum Smith Gillies Jr.

James Gillies

Hyrum Smith Gillies Sr.
& Jessie Archibald Gillies

John Gillies &
Margaret Fimister Gillies
1881

Joseph Smith Gillies
Elizabeth Gillies Miller
William Gillies
John Stewart Gillies
Susan Gillies
George Gillies
David Herod Gillies
Jane Ann Gillies

Margaret Mitchell Gillies
& Joseph Wilkinson
David Abraham Gillies
Jesse Archibald Gillies

Joseph Smith Gillies <DG> &
Cora Nell Williams Gillies

Howard Joseph Gillies

Winston H. Gillies

Cora Helen Gillies Auld
Thelda Jessie Gillies
Wright Vichrilli
Don T. Gillies (WW-Ill

Margaret Gillies Wilkinson
& Joseph Wilkinson

Jay Marion Gillies

<DG>

& Carrie Gillies

Ethel Handley

Charles Handley &
Christena A. Winter
1896

Nellie Handley &
Frank Holdaway
(see Holdaway line)

Charles Handley Jr.
me<kl

&

(1)

1ww-1

Ruth Overfelt

Ralph Handley 1ww.11
& Maud Cartwright Handley

Matthew Hansen
& Hulda Hansen

Bard Hansen
Mark Hansen
Dean Hansen
Catherine Hansen Bunker
Rulon Hansen

Ralph D. Handley Jr.
Eva Jean Handley Herbert

(ww-111

& 111 Donna Richins Gillies

Marion Gillies
Phil GIiiies
Earl Gillies
Gayle GIiiies
Burke Gillies

Darrell W. Gillies
Lynn Joseph Gillies
Margene Gillies

\.

Jesse A. Harding (child)
Mary Emma Harding
Thurgood
Bertha Harding !child!
Sarah Ann Harding Davis
Lewis & 121 William Lewis
(see Lewis line)

Zella Harding & Rex Blake

Phebe Harding Jensen
Elva Grace Harding Evan

(see Blake line)

Raymond Harding &
Rikka Andreasen Harding
Violet Harding Zabriskie
& John Peter Zabriskie
(see Zabriskie line)

Daisy Harding Daniels
Roland Harding & Elinora
"Nora" Clegg Harding
Jesse Harding &
Mary Emma Scott Harding
1904 & 1910

Rhoda Harding Allen

& Kirby Allen

Wilbur Harding
Leo Harding
Cleo Harding
& Ornal Roper

Leah Harding Rowley
Verna V. Harding Loveless
Mary Lou Harding
Hawkins Larsen
Eldon Harding 1ww-111

Gail Roper (Desert Storm) &
Linda Roylance Roper

Paul Roper
Darrell Roper

(child!

Kim Roper &
Linda Roper

Nila Roper Fordham

Alvin Harding &
Marjorie Stubbs Harding

Linda Harding
Charlene Harding

Dale Harding &

James Dale Harding
Stephanie Harding
Dee J. Harding
Susan Harding
Julie Harding
Rondo Harding
Robbie Harding

(see Allen line)

111 Joyce Farnworth Harding

121 Silvia Rubin

de Celis Harding

Wesley Harding &

Alice Phillips Harding

Owen Scott Harding &
Leora Holdaway Harding

Boyd Wesley Harding
Barbara June
Harding Packard
Beth Harding Tidwell
Nadine Harding Peterson
Evan Phillips Harding
Alice Marie Harding Edwards
David Roe Harding
Robert Harding (Navy) &
Cindy Thomson Harding
Cherie Anabel Harding
Anderson

Shally Harding
Sherine Harding
Dale D. Harding

Lacy Roper
Corbin Roper
Lane Roper
Alyse Roper
Greg Roper
Brett Roper

Keith Hebertson (WW-Ill &

Leonard Hebertson
Amy Carlotta Hebertson
Wallace Hebertson
Thorit nT.C." Hebertson <DG>
111 Rasmus Christian

Hebertson & Carlotta
(Charlotta) Peck
Hebertson Hansen

ca. 1880s

(21

Hans Peter Hansen

Verge Heaps &
Eva Littlefield Heaps

1932

Dorothy Foltz Hebertson
Wayne Hebertson iww-111
Leon Hebertson
Richard Hebertson

& Susan "Ella"
Madsen Hebertson

Orville Hebertson (WW-111
Stella Hebertson
Heber Hebertson
Edna Hebertson
Ida Hebertson
Ada Hebertson
Alma H. Hansen &
Berneice Williams Hansen

Blom Heaps
Joseph Kent Heaps
James Millard Heaps /child!
Richard V. Heaps
Eva Ann Heaps
Robert Lane Heaps

JoAnn Hebertson Thomas

& John Thomas
Val. M. Hebertson
David M. Hebertson

Rebecca Suzanne Hebertson
Keith Michael Hebertson
Jane Ellen Hebertson
Eric Hebertson
Marsha Hebertson

Julianne Thomas
Janelle Thomas
Karl Warren Thomas
Usa Alexandra Thomas
Stephen Ricks Thomas

Ada Lucille Holdaway Orme
& Ellis Orme

George Bradford Holdaway

Terry Holdaway
Steven Holdaway
Alan Holdaway &

Chery l Harris Holdaway

Lynn Holdaway &
Grace Gammon Holdaway

(child)

Timothy Holdaway

Leon Orme
Edwin Orme
Gilbert E. Orme
Bonnie Jean Orme (age 5)
Jeri Orme Stevens

(chHdi

Leo Holdaway & (11 Edith
Miller Holdaway Winn

William Shadrack Holdaway
Elmer Thomas Holdaway
& Mary Ellen Ekins

E. Harold Holdaway &
111 Norma Sumsion Holdaway

Alene Holdaway Jones

Amos David Holdaway &

Lydia Thrower Holdaway
Reed Amos Holdaway

John Madison Holdaway
Shadrack Holdaway & 111
Lucinda Haws Holdaway

Milton Holdaway
& Maud Tuckerfield

child Holdaway
LeRoy Holdaway &
Pat Brown Holdaway Clegg
(see Clegg line for other children)

1850s

Grant Holdaway (Military) &

Barbara Pearson Holdaway
Mary Gwen Holdaway
Carole Holdaway
Patricia Holdaway
.
Deon Holdaway
Michael Holdaway
Vicki Holdaway

Wendy Holdaway

-

Laura Holdaway Gillespie
& Jeff Gillespie
Leida Holdaway
Doug Holdaway

Brenda Holdaway Jacobson
Besilyne Holdaway Fernandez
& Sean Fernandez

Mary Elizabeth Holdaway
Conrad

Danny Holdaway

Leland Eugene Holdaway

Clyde Holdaway &

Delphia Holdaway

Kyle Holdaway
Kevin Holdaway
Bryan Holdaway
Shawn Holdaway
Chad Holdaway
Chris Holdaway
Julie Holdaway

Boyd Holdaway
Richard Holdaway
Bruce Holdaway
Colleen Holdaway

Danielle Holdaway

Jeffrey Holdaway
Jonathan Holdaway
Susanne Holdaway Nielson
Jeremy Gillespie
Travis Gillespie
Mallary Gillespie
Jordan Gillespie
Gunner Gillespie
Addison Gillespie
Kellan Anthony Fernandez
Sean Taylor Fernandez
Meckelle Lauren Fernandez
Tanner LeRoy Fernandez

Levi Stewart Holdaway

Walter Holdaway
& Edna Holdaway

Lyle Holdaway Facer
Howard Holdaway 1ww-111
Ross Holdaway &
(11 Erna Rogers Holdaway
121 Melba Edwards
Carter Holdaway

Logan Gilbert Holdaway

Cynthia Mahala l•Re 11
Nancy Emmaline Holdaway

LeAnne Holdaway Virchow
David Holdaway
Wendell Holdaway
Ivan Holdaway &

MaryAnne Holdaway
Phillip Holdaway
Yvonne Holdaway

Robert Holdaway &

Ryan Holdaway

& JoEllen Holdaway

Michael Holdaway
Jacob Holdaway
Jan Holdaway
Brooke Holdaway
Benjamin Holdaway
Bobbi Lynn Holdaway
Thomas Holdaway
Kaitlan Holdaway

Mary Muri Holdaway &
Alfred Johnson (see Johnson line)

Louisa Diantha Holdaway

Rhoda Amanda Holdaway
Cyrus Nathan Holdaway
Orrin Charles Holdaway
Wallace Andrew Holdaway
Illa Holdaway (age 11
Cleo Holdaway

(child)

Warren Haws Holdaway
Amanda Lucinda Holdaway

Karen Holdaway Stewart

Cumorah Gordon Holdaway
Brent Holdaway

Andrew N. Holdaway & Lydia

Ann Holdaway

Douglas Holdaway
Curtis Holdaway
J.R. Holdaway
Danielle Holdaway
Michelle Holdaway

Marvin Holdaway

(age 21

Wilford Isaac Holdaway

Merilee Holdaway

Keith Holdaway
& Joni VanRy Holdaway

Sherrie Kaye Holdaway
Janae Holdaway Riley
& Nathan Riley

Spencer Riley
Mitchell Riley
Hunter Riley
Amanda Riley
Breanna Riley

Brandt Holdaway
Kreg Holdaway
Kellen Holdaway
Stacey Holdway
Dakota Holdaway

Earl Holdaway &
111 Nora Morrill Holdaway

Gladys H. Black

(21 Margaret Holdaway

Jerry Holdaway
J.M. Holdaway ich; ldJ
Nyle Holdaway (age 191
Susan Holdaway
Michael H. Holdaway

Clara Eva Holdaway Chase

Glade Holdaway &

Glen Holdaway &
Sue Anderson Holdaway

111 Linnea Elizalde Holdaway

7 children

121 Margaret McKinley Holdaway
131 Hermona Gull Holdaway

Daren Holdaway

Francis "Frank" Holdaway &
Nellie Handley Holdaway

Daphne Holdaway Snarr
& Kenny Snarr

Jack Holdaway &
Kathie Olson Holdaway

Alora Holdaway Morgan

Daniel Holdaway
Matthew Holdaway
Charles Holdaway

Eliza Holdaway ich;ldi

lch;ldi

Francis "Ray" Holdaway
121

Eliza Haws Pickup Holdaway

Norman Holdaway

1v;e1 Nam)

& Connie Phillips Holdaway

Shaun Holdaway
Jeff Holdaway

& Sylvia Conder Holdaway

Marion Haws Holdaway &

Nellie Fay Holdaway Vail
Don W. Holdaway iww-111
Claud Holdaway
Wanda Elaine Holdaway
Lovall

Prudence Eliza Peay Holdaway

Albert Arthur Holdaway &
Anabel Clegg Holdaway

Leora Holdaway Harding &
Owen Harding (see Harding line)

Ellis "Dick" Holdaway
& Clista Beck Holdaway

Janette Holdaway Winch &
(11 Alan Haycock
121 Sam Winch

Jennifer Rae Haycock
Jeremy Alan Haycock
Jason Fred Haycock

Chantell Winch

LaRae Booth
Wayne Holdaway
Lorna Holdaway Johnson

Kay Holdaway &

Kris Holdaway

111 Elaine Holdaway

Kreg Holdaway
Brian Holdaway
Tina Holdaway
Kassaundra Holdaway

121 Linda Kay Holdaway

Sherman E. Holdaway
Ellis Paul Holdaway
Marilyn Holdaway Leetham

(raised by grandparents)

Nan Holdaway
Ned Holdaway
Lida Holdaway Chase
Florence Holdaway Carter

DonnaVee H. Pipkin &
Jim Pipkin

Alvis LaVar Holdaway &
Vira Mae Bennett Holdaway

Valene H. Stewart &
Evan Stewart

Zelda Holdaway Bunnell &
111Thomas Joel Bunnell

(see Stewart line)

Bonnie Holdaway Briggs

(see Bunnell line)

Randall Holdaway &
Ida Marie Wagstaff Holdaway
Inez Holdaway Hicks Bretz

Rita Holdaway Williams
Klin Holdaway
Dennis Holdaway

Blaine Holdaway
Anabel Holdaway Masterson

Jennie Holdaway Fox &
George James Fox

Marian Fox (age 31
BertW. Fox
Harold L. Fox 1ww-111

Kay Pipkin Mulligan
LaNae Pipkin Flygare
Jill Pipkin Nielsen
Cindy Pipkin Lopez

Haley Snarr

Artemus E. Holman <DG> &
Luella Billings Patten Holman

1908

Ann Holman Fackrell
Eloise Holman (age 131
Linford Holman
Josephine Holman (chBd)
Ruth Holman Hallsey
Lillith Holman Myers Morton
Artemus "Art" Holman Jr.
<DG> (\r\lW-11)

& Lorraine Robinson Holman

George "Bill" Jenkins 1ww-11i
& Verda Jenkins
George Taylor Jenkins &
LaVera Elizabeth Jenkins

1944

Joslyn "Jo" Jenkins Sorenson

Rhea Jenkins Anderson
Dave Jenkins
Lois Jenkins Wilkinson
& (ll Glade Wilkinson
(see Wilkinson line)

Kenneth Johnson &
Fawn Johnson

1960s

George Hugh Johnson &
Mary Elizabeth Crandall
Johnson

Robin Johnson
Rita Johnson Carillo
Laura Johnson Kjarlsson

Lee Johnson &
Cinderella Lewis Johnson

ca. 1890s

John Johnson & Mrs. Johnson

Mads Knudsen &
Anne Knudsen Jorgensen

1850s

Jennie Johnson
Ila Johnson
R.L. "Bob" Johnson

Jay Johnson

Dean Johnson

Alfred Johnson & 11) Mary
Muri Holdaway Johnson

(WW-II)

(Merchant Marines)
(Korea)

Harold Johnson
Dean Johnson
Nathan Johnson
Leila Johnson
Robert Earl Johnson

(age 2)

nm Kent
Becky Kent
Richie Kent
Davey Kent
Kimi Kent Wilkinson

& Brian Wilkinson
Marlon Kent & Sherilyn Kent

1976

Randy Kent
Savannah Wilkinson
Jeremiah Wilkinson

Alan Kent
Sandy Kent Jensen
Emily Kent
Tammy Kent
Trudy Kent
Ben Kent
Rosemary Kent
Marty Kent
Suzi Kent
Angie Kent

Ariel Larsen &

Vera Austin Larsen

Austin Larsen 1ww-1n
Paul Larsen (WW-II)
Dean Larsen

(German Occupation)

Gennie! Larsen Dixon
Ruth Larsen Eschler
Diane Davis Stratford Sill &
Hyrum Larsen

& Ann Larsen
1913

Lois Larsen Davis

& Rex Davis

1n Mr. Stratford
121 Mike Sill

Kay Davis

Lowell Larsen <DG>

& Thelma Larsen

Authnell Larsen
Don Larsen

(Korean War)

Kent Larsen
Leon Larsen
Larry Larsen
Lyle Larsen

Melody Stratford

Lourits Larsen
Hans Peter Larsen
Kirstin Larsen

Olena Larsen Gammon
& Harry Gammon
{see Gammon line)

Mathilde Larsen (3
Niels Larsen lage SJ
Joseph Larsen

months)

Benjamin Larsen &
Elizabeth Stewart Larsen

Niels Larsen &
Ane Mathiasen Larsen

Quis Larsen (WW-IIJ
Virgi I Larsen
Ina Larsen
Ru Ion Larsen
Beth Larsen
Cleoma Larsen
June Larsen

111

1875

Hyrum Larsen &
Henrietta McCloy Larsen

Gordon Larsen
Elmo Larsen
Thelma Larsen

Anne Larsen Larsen
John "Jack" Larsen &
111 Nancy Stickelburger Larsen

121 Armanell Johnson Larsen

Mary Larsen

Hannah Elinora "Nora"
Larsen & Victor Michael
Andersen

121 Sine (Sena) Pederson Larsen

(see Andersen line)

Jens James Christian"Chris"
Larsen (adopted by Niels)
Jacobine Marie Kiel Linck
(adopted by Niels)

William Davis lewis &
Sarah Ann Harding Lewis
1884

William). Lewis
Fern Lewis
Minnie Lewis
Edna Lewis
Ezma Lewis
Sterling Samuel Lewis
Ethel Lewis

Gale Larsen 1ww-111 &
Barbara Stubbs Larsen
Dean Larsen

Anna Marie Lystrup
Brooks Mann

Joseph Fredrick Lystrup
& Vida Walker Lystrup

Charles Frederick Lystrup &
111 Christine Soranson Lystrup
12J Anna Marie Neilsen Lystrup
ca. 1909

111 Sidse

Marie (Christensen)
Jensen Lystrup

Ellanor C. Lystrup
Ravenscroft

Vera Lystrup
Grace Lystrup
Glen Lystrup
Duain Lystrup
Moretta Lystrup
LaVar Lystrup
Leon Lystrup

Esther Emily Lystrup
Bertha Louise Lystrup Gray
George William Lystrup
Franklin Anton Lystrup
Wilford Daniel Lystrup
Marie Lystrup (ch;ldi
Charles Frederick Lystrup Jr.

Conrad Maag Jr. &
111 Emma Johnson Maag
121

John "Conrad" Maag &
Anna Brechbuhl Maag
1899

Wesley Maag

Annie Williamson Maag

Marion Maag
Caroline Maag Robinson
John Joseph Maag
Anna Elizebeth Maag Madsen
Charles Daniel Maag &
Aretta Talmage Patten Maag

Thora Maag Bliven
Charles Fenn Maag
Boyd Kay Maag
Nord Patten Maag
William Garth Maag

Ted Maag

<DC>

Harold Maag
Henry Alma Maag &
Laura Lavern Forbes Maag

&Velma Maag
Norma Maag Armitstead
Eugene Maag
Byron Maag
Clifford Maag

(raised by Uncle Kay Madsen
and Aunt Maureen Madsen)

Peter Madsen (Dan ish War)
111 Maryann Jensen Madsen

1855

Mads Peter Madsen
Anna Marie Madsen (age 4J
Hans Olaf Madsen (age 2J

John Peter Madsen
Curtis Adolphus Madsen
Ernest Mads Madsen
Edith Hannah Madsen
Powell

John Madsen &

Leonard Madsen &

Hannah Katherine
Jorgensen Madsen

Alvetta Alger Madsen

Peter Madsen Jr. &
Bertha Knudsen Madsen

(age 2)

Andrew Madsen &
121 Johannah

Kristine Anderson

111 Ellison Archibould Madsen
121 Annie Jorgensen Madsen

Margarette Ann Madsen
Harold Mclene Madsen
Onetah Mabel Madsen
Weight
Alta Eva Madsen Webb
Sylvia Madsen Perry

Richard "Dick" Madsen (Milita,yl

Beth Madsen Zohner

Kay Madsen &
Maureen Williams Madsen

Craig Madsen
Richard Kay Madsen
Pamela Madsen Irving
Laura Madsen Reimschiissel
Dick Madsen
Valdie Madsen Phelon
Matthew Madsen
Christine Madsen Papworth
Timothy Robert Madsen
Karolyn Madsen Ostler
Janice Vee Madsen Hulse
Todd Carter
Jeff Chai
Danny Chai

Kathleen Madsen Chai &
12J Henry Chai

Tessie Madsen (child!
Ellison Madsen lchildi
Ethel Annie Madsen
Josephine Madsen
Andrew Mads Madsen

Other Children

Peter Elias Sorensen

August Christian Schroder (child!
Lola Grace Schroder Larrabee
Marvin Jay Schroder
Rosella May Schroder Bethers

Mary Carolina Sorensen
Schroder & August Schroder

& Katie Schroder

Hans Christi an Sorensen
(age 2)

James Madsen

Maryann Madsen Sorensen
& Soren Christian Sorensen
(JJ

Karen Knudsen Madsen

(Caroline Jensen)

Caroline Madsen Park
Ephraim Madsen
Bodi I Margaret Madsen (age 2J
Sarah Elizabeth Madsen
Dorothy Madsen Tullgren
Charles Alfred Madsen
Eliza Madsen Startin

Ella Nora Johanna Sorensen
Phillips
Rosetta Prisci Ila Sorensen
(age 10)

Grover Valentine Sorensen
(WW-I)

Earl Jennings Sorensen
Clarence Alfred Sorensen

LeRoy Marshall Schroder

(WW-IIJ

Mary Ann Schroder (age 11
Marion Earl Schroder 1ww-111
Nellie Maxine Schroder
Holliday

Jenna Vee Schroder Pintar
& Mr. Pintar

Rosemary Schroder
Margie Schroder

14! Wilhelmina

Jorgensen

Madsen

Nels Christian Madsen
Rasmena Madsen Bowen
Johanna Madsen Carpenter
Brigham Madsen
George A. Madsen
Emma Madsen (ch;ldl
David H. Madsen
Mary Josephine Madsen
Bean
Albert E. Madsen
Annie Julina Madsen
Ferguson
Clarence E. Madsen

Becky Cluff
Donna Madsen Gillman
David Madsen

Julia Madsen Bunnell &
Samuel E. Bunnell
Julia Madsen Bunnell

John Joseph Madsen Sr. &
Susan E. Scott Madsen
15)

Lena Johnson Madsen

Ellen Bergita Madsen
Hyrum Madsen

J.J. Madsen Jr.

Joseph Bert Madsen &

&
Drucilla May Aston Madsen
<DG>

Leland Scott Madsen IMH;ta,yl

Susan Elmina "Ella" Madsen
& Thorit "T.C." Hebertson

Rosalee Memmott Madsen
Susie Madsen Wells
Wilson Madsen (WW-Ill
Woodrow Madsen (ch ;ld)
Carol Madsen Hardy

(WW- II) (see Hebertson line)

Druzella Madsen Stout

Marie Madsen &
Rufus Babcock lsee Babcock 1;ne)

& Hosea Afton Stout

Alma Theodore Madsen
Parley W. Madsen
Inger Madsen Harding
Edwin Anton Madsen

George Willis Madsen

(Geneva Resort)

McDonald
1870

(Original 30 Families)

Carlos Dutton "Dutt" Miller
& Vera Banks Miller
1938

Melvin Orson Miner
& Mary Miner
1911

Bruce Miller
Mary Jean Miller Johnson
LaWana Miller Dittmore
Alene Miller Pearson

Lela Miner
Loie Miner
Jessie Miner Colvin
Melvin Miner

Dean Miner &
Blanche Richins Miner

Jylene Miner
George Richins Miner
Delores Miner

Dean Miner Jr.
& Vivian Miner
Nile Miner &
Beverly Miner
Ned Miner

Carol Miner
Emily Miner
Dean Miner
Elin Miner

Patricia Madsen Cluff

Kyle Cluff &

& Mark Cluff

Amy Cluff

Connie Madsen Muhlstein
Daniel J. Madsen
Robert Alan Madsen
Michael Bert Madsen
Lee Hal Madsen
John Joseph Madsen

David Cluff
Judy Cluff
Gerald Cluff

April Cluff
Kris Cluff
Jessica Cluff
Mitchell Cluff

Fern Morrill & Jay C.

Wilkinson

Elmer leVon Morrill &
Mildred Allred Morrill
1944

Alton Morrill &
Alta Morrill
1942

(see Wilki nson line)

Don L. Morrill
Nora Morrill
Holdaway Creer
Mary Morri 11
Elma Morrill Shipp
Ella Morrill Wilson
Kay Morrill
Reva Morrill Kolts
Lyn Morrill
R Lou Morrill Haderlie
& Fred Haderlie

1ch;ldJ

Sharon Morrill Gammette
Gary L. Morrill &
LaNae Stringham Morrill

Lecia Murdoch (age 1a1
Dona Murdoch Montgomery
Murray Murdoch 1ww-11
Orpha May Murdoch (ch;ldJ
Martha Blanch Murdoch
(child)

Joseph A. Murdoch &
Martha Fortie Murdoch
1920

Todd Haderlie
Scott Hader! ie
Kirk Haderlie
Brett Haderlie
Sean Haderlie

Harold Joseph Murdoch &
Ill Clara Morse Murdoch
121 Betty Farquaharson
Openshaw Murdoch

Ryan L. Morrill
Audrey Morrill
Stephanie Morrill
Baden L.Morrill

Evan Murdoch &
11 1 Barbara Taylor Murdoch

Neil Murdoch
Linda Murdoch Hicken
George Murdoch
Noreen Openshaw

Vida Murdoch Fillmore
Mary Gladys Murdoch
Turner
Elroy Murdoch <DC> &
Jennie Walker Murdoch

Bert Murdoch
Phyllis Murdoch Van
Wagoner
Joan Murdoch Maxwell

Hyrum John Muzzell &
Charlotte Eliza Hooper
ca. 1900s

John Mateales Nordstrom &
Carolina Charlotta
"Charlotte" Hallbom
Nordstrom ca. 1892

John H. Muzzell &
Clara Bell Williams
William H. Muzzell
Gerald Muzzell <DC>
& Sarah Ellen Martin Muzzell

John G. Nordstrom &
Mary Jane Blake Nordstrom

Ruth Muzzell
Charlotte Fern Muzzell
Mae Louise Muzzell
Gerald Martin Muzzell
Colleen Muzzell

Alma Olsen &
Louella Wells Olsen
1932

Arthur Pheysey &
Dawn Chambers Pheysey

Lavone Olsen
Dean Olsen 1ww111
Merrill Olsen (WW-Ill
Neldon Olsen
James Olsen

Peter Cole Pheysey
Erin Pheysey
Erica Pheysey

Donald B. Rawlings & Jeanette
Chamberlain Rawlings

Donnette Rawlings Williams
Jerilyn Rawlings Porcaro
Ryan Rawlings

Arnold Dwayne Rawlings &
Paulette Smuin Rawlings

Kim Dwayne Rawlings
Kirt J. Rawlings
Jody Boyd Rawlings
Juston Jon Rawlings
Paula Rawlings

Etta L. Rawlings Cunningham

John Arnold Rawlings
& Cleo Barlow Rawlings

Theron LaRell Rawlings
Bryce C. Rawlings
Carol L. Rawlings Masterson
George Thomas Rawlings

Larry Colton Rawlings
& LaDawn Perry Rawlings
Monte Colton
Rawlings (teenager)

Elizabeth Rawlings

John Rawlings Sr. &
Tryphena Allen Rawlings

1886

Lloyd Farrell Rawlings
& Linda Jolley Rawlings

Mark Rawlings
Tim Rawlings
Robin Rawlings
Brooke Rawlings
Holly Rawlings

Reed Colton Rawlings &
Janice Thompson Rawlings

Kelly Rawlings
Kristine Rawlings
Lee Rawlings
Gary Rawlings
Heidi Rawlings

!child)

John Thomas Rawlings &
Gertrude Amelia Peay Rawlings

Wesley Phillip Rawlings
& Bernice Colton Rawlings

Fanny Rawlings
& Evin James Price
Solomon Rawlings

(age 6)

Harold Arvil Rawlings

Parley Daniel Rawlings
Marilyn Rawlings
Lorrin Myrl Rawlings

Carol Rawlings
Connie Rawlings
Cory Rawlings
Darcy Rawlings

Gene Rawlings &
Kathryn Wallace Rawlings
Ralph Rawlings

Paul Eugene Rawlings
& Bessie Smith Rawlings
Eldon E. Rawlings !WW-Ill

Anita Rawlings &
11l)ohn Street
12) David Kirkwood
Gilbert Lloyd IMilita,yl
Jeanette Rawlings Bellows
Cindy Rawlings Bishop

Theresa Street
Paul Street
David Kirkwood
Stephanie Kirkwood

William Thomas Rawlings
(age 17)

George Henry Rawlings
Harriet Amelia Rawlings
Alonzo James Rawlings
Charles Alma Rawlings &
Jenny May Johnson Rawlings

William George Rawlings
& Mary Elizabeth Hooley
Rawlings

1889

Joseph Benjamin Rawlings

Seth Clarence &
Mabel Jones Rawlings

Albert Stanley Rawlings
(age 21)

Solomon Lewis Rawlings
Elias June Rawlings (chlldi
Arthur Reuben Rawlings <DG>
Martha Bertha Rawlings
(age 5)

Royal John Rawlings <DG>
Jesse Vance Rawlings

Lorenzo Rogers &
Annabelle Rogers

1937

Flake Rogers 1ww-111
111 Erna Rogers Holdaway
& Ross Holdaway
(see Holdaway line)

Lee Rogers 1ww-111

Eliot Sabey <DC>

& Effie Scott Sabey

Verena Rawlings
Alma Rawlings
Erma Rawlings
Fern Rawlings
Elva Rawlings
G. William "Bill" Rawlings
& Anna Pino Rawlings

(WW-II)

Eva Rawlings
Fay Rawlings
Max Clarence Rawlings 1ww-111
Roy S. Rawlings (WW-Ill
Mildred Rawlings

Rondo Rawlings (V;etnaml
Annette Rawlings
Chuck Rawlings
Rebecca Rawlings
Rex Rawlings
Edward Rawlings
Jana Rawlings

Marvin Andrew Andersen
Henrietta Pearl
Shumway Andersen & Andrew
Christian Andersen

Samuel Douglas Shumway
Beatrice Shumway Draper

Lamar Elgie Andersen
Merlin Andersen
Alene Andersen

Omer Andersen
Other Children
Ario Shumway &
Jane Lee Shumway

Jan Shumway
Jill Shumway
&Jim Mills

Gary Shumway
Dale Shumway
Samuel Bird Shumway &
Sarah Ann Potter Shumway

Bradford Shumway &
Vi late Aston Shumway

Reva Shumway Young
Verlyn Shumway
& Alana Shumway

1906
Verl Shumway &
Vergie Gillman Shumway

William "Bill" Shumway &
Irene Aston Shumway

Artimishie "Mishie" Shumway
Johnson
Melvin Shumway
Tamar Afton Shumway
Burningham &
Francis Elmer Burningham

jack Shumway (WW-Ill
Dean Shumway
Mary Elaine Shumway Clark
Wanda Jean
Shumway Bishard
Lawana Burningham Burgess
Leah Burningham Measom
Alene Burningham Peay
Frances Afton
Burningham Wilson
Joyce Burningham

Grant Shumway
Dennis Shumway
& Carol Rawlings

Karen Shumway

Mike Pyne
Leonard Isaacson
Mimi Isaacson

Joel Benjamin Faulkner

William Slater
(sold his land to Roland Harding)

Reed Smoot
George Smoot &
Mary Ann Larsen Smoot

1899

A.O. Smoot&
Mrs. Smoot

Steven Smoot

Hans Sorenson
John Sorenson &
Mrs. Sorenson

Nora Sorenson Goode

& John Goode
Isaac Sorenson

Drencle Sorenson 1ww-111
Earl Sorenson (WW-111
Harold Sorenson 1ww-111
Luci Ile Goode Farrell
Dorothy Goode Pulsipher
Myron Sorenson

(WW-111

Thomas Frederick Spalding
& Mrs. Spalding

Thomas Utting Spalding &
Bentemina Swenson Spalding
1905

Beth Spalding

(WW-II nu,se)

Lucile Spalding ichildi
Gerald Raymond
Harold Francis Spalding

Idyll Grace Spalding Thayn

Edmund Spalding &
Grace Williamson Spalding

Constance Spalding Stewart
& 111 Paul Stewart

Constance "Dolly"
Spalding Warner
David Victor Spalding

William Edmund Spalding

{see Stewart line)

Lynn Starley

(lived with Maag family)

Morris Stewart &
Edna Wright Stewart

John Lewis Stewart

Elizabeth Milne Stewart
Mary Morris Stewart (age 1I
Lewis Jr. Stewart

(child!

Mitchell Stewart &
Helen Rushton Stewart

Agnes Rennie Stewart
& Stephen S. Bunnell
Charles M. Stewart &
Mary E. Bartholomew Stewart
Mitchell R. Stewart (age 181
James R. Stewart (age 11
Cumorah Stewart Eldrige
Kate Stewart Scoggin
Jane Finch Stewart
Wilma Stewart Thompson

Lewis Stewart
Ann Stewart
Jean Stewart
Floyd Stewart
Glenna Stewart
Linda Stewart

Evan Stewart &
Valene Holdaway Stewart

(see Bunnell line)

Lewis Stewart &
Agnes M. Rennie Stewart
1890

Elsie Stewart
Ludene Stewart
Larry Stewart
Charles Stewart
John Stewart
Jimmie Stewart
Ralph Stewart
Joel Stewart
Dale Stewart
Don Lee Stewart

Paul Stewart &
Connie Spalding Stewart

11)

Alma Stewart &
Leah Deane Smith Stewart

Laura Stewart Reichsteig

Lester 0. Stewart &
Melba Marrott Stewart
Edith Stewart Thacker
& Jim Thacker

Lois Stewart Maggio

Nedra Stewart
Kent Stewart
Julie Stewart (child)
Keith Stewart
Kathy Stewart

Joan Stewart Tsalaky
Ronald Stewart
Nyle Stewart
Infant Stewart

Vicky Stewart Parker
Shyrlene Stewart Brooks
Janice Stewart Prete
Sheri Stewart Gappmeyer
Mark Evan Stewart
Michael Evan Stewart
Selene Stewart
Brett Stewart
Danny Stewart

Joseph Oliver Stone &
Emma Christina Larsen Stone

1907

Arvil Oliver Stone <DG>
& Ruth Goodrich Stone

Arvil G. Stone
Reed Stone (WW-Ill (Ai, Fmcel
Dal Stone
Elva Myrle Stone Cox
Donald Stone (Viet Nam)
Lewis Kay Stone

Clouide Morris Stone
& Del la Russon Stone

LeRoy Dee Stone (age BJ
Marjean Stone Petersen
Robert Stone

Harry Stone &
Anna Christiansen Stone

William "Bill" Roderick
Teschner & Sherry L. Bates
Teschner

1985

Jim Thacker tww-111
& Edith Stewart Thacker
Lester Thacker
Morris Thacker

Josiah John
Steven William
Christy Lynn
Michelle Mary Ann

Gloria Stone Kirkham
Eugene Stone

LaPreal Thacker Stocker
Ida Thacker Carter
Lela Thacker Morgan
Lois Thacker Bonner
Dave Thacker

& Alice Wagstaff Thacker

Heber Thacker 1v,w.111
& Elva Rawlins Thacker

Connie Thacker Taylor

1938
VauNess Thacker Stott
Luella Thacker Hellewell
Mae Thacker Wright
Floyd Thacker IWW-111
Carma Thacker Crook
Lowe II Thacker
Lyle Thacker (Nat;onal Gua,d)

Vaughn Thomas

& Connie Thomas

1984

David Thomas
Michael Thomas
Marilyn Thomas Barry
Kathryn Thomas Mace

Earl Toone <DG>
& Idyll Toone

Zella WrightThornton
Eliza Irene Varley &
111 Alfred William Wright

121 Harper Ben Wright

William Varley Jr.

& Harriet Parkin Varley

1893

Florence Varley Duke
Sarah Ellen Varley Hooley
Ethelene Foulds Varley
Robinson
Zipporah Varley Prestwich
Vanza Grace Varley Ash
Lowell Pratt Varley <DG>
& Anita Varley

Beulah Varley Gillman

Victor Vikland
(worked for Walter Holdaway) <DG>

Wilma Ann Wright Rees
(Reese) & Mr. Reese
William Wright
Leland Dean Wright
Dorothy May Wright
Oveda Lyle Wright

Colleen Varley
Maxima Varley
Carma Varley

Lyle Reese
Eldon J. Reese
Blair Reese

Leon Walker

Jennie Walker Murdoch
& Elroy Murdoch
Lawrence Walker &
Dahlia Radmall Walker
1945

(see Murcock line)

Lorayn Walker &
Aaron Stoddard

(WW-Ill

Robert Eugene Walker (WW-HJ
Garth L. Walker !WW-Ill
Utahna Walker Ballard

Merlene Wells Bailey
Lewis Wells (WW-Ill

George F. Wells &
Malicent Clegg Wells
1922

Leland Wells &
Lorraine Wei Is
William Wells (WW-Ill
Wilda Wells Larsen

Saundra Stoddard
Kathleen Stoddard
Ronald Stoddard
Randal I Stoddard
Kenneth Stoddard
Gerald Stoddard
Sheryl Stoddard

Edith Wells Oliver
George Wells
Sharon Wells Anderson
Lynette Wells Gurr
Lauralee Pugmire

Clyde Wilkinson (WW-Ill
Keith Wilkinson (WW-Ill
Wayne Wilkinson (WW-Ill
Beth Wilkinson
Rulon Wilkinson

Rose Wilkinson

Alma Wilkinson &
Jennie Wilkinson

Moses Wilkinson &
Mary Ellen Wilkinson
1898

John Wilkinson

Joseph Wilkinson &
Margaret Gillies Wilkinson
Charles Wilkinson
May Wilkinson
Samuel Wilkinson

Jay C. Wilkinson &

Garth Wilkinson &

Florence Gadd Wilkinson

Rhea Lowry Wilkinson

Dick Wilkinson
Harry Wi Iki nson
Tom Wilkinson (WW-HJ
Elmo Wilkinson
Lawrence Wilkinson
Marie Wilkinson
Zelda Wilkinson
Russell Wilkinson
Roy Wilkinson

Jay C. Wilkinson Jr. (Ko,ean wa,J
& Fern Morrill Wilkinson
Glade Wilkinson &
Lois Jenkins Wilkinson

(11

laVar Wilkinson

!Kmean wa,I

Russell Wilkinson

(Ko,ean wa,)

Tony Wilkinson
Larry Wilkinson
Joyce Wilkinson
Lynette Wilkinson Goodrich
Randy Wilkinson
Craig Wilkinson
Brent Wilkinson
Paul Wilkinson
Roger Wilkinson

Clara Bell Williams Muzzell
& John Hooper Muzzell
<DC>

Viola Mae Williams

(child)

Pearl Gem Williams Bunnell
& Ross Kimball Bunnell

Berneice Williams Hansen

Cora Nell Williams Gillies
& Joseph Smith Gillies

& Alma Hansen

(see Gillies line)

(see Hebertson line)

Francis "Frank" Henry
Williams <OG>
& Martha Ellen Ashton
Williams

Marjie Williams Tucker
Dwaine Francis
Williams IWW•lll
Max K. Williams
Arva Williams Eggleston

Dorothy Williams &
H. Earl Farnworth

Vern LeRoy Williams

(WW-Ill

<DG>

Darrell Williams

& Lyle Elizabeth
Robertson Williams

lchildl

Kenneth Williams &
Jewel Frampton Williams

Thomas Henry Williams
& Martha Annis
Holland Williams
1886

Vern LeRoy "Roy"
Williams (Korean War)
& Anita Jean Phillips Williams

Melba Joie Marrott Stewart
& Lester 0. Stewart
(see Stewart line)

Verna Marrott
Thomas W. Marrott

Martha Johanna "Joie"
Williams Marrott &

Weldon W. Marrott

Joseph Ascil Marrott

& Lois Edeleen

Boulter Marrott
Vera Marrott
Joseph Ascil Marrott Jr.
JoAnn Marrott (age 2)
Ronda Marrott

Harold Glenn Williams &
Illa Jensen Williams
Rulon T. Williams
Elsie Millar Williams

Karen Ann Farnworth Noel
Marsha Farnworth Webster

<DG>

Shirley Jean Williams Jensen
Illa June Williams Durrant
Boyd Glenn Williams
Jack Arlin Williams

Barbara Jean Williams Evans
Debbie Williams Mendenhall
Thomas LeRoy Williams
Carl Vern Williams
Susan Williams Bailey
Jennifer Williams Peay

Drew Edwards
Annie Williamson Maag
Henry Williamson &
Rachael Draper Williamson
121 Ella Watkins Williamson
1934
111

John Dee WIiiiamson Jr.

Jack Williamson

IWW•lll

& Gloria Williamson
George Watkins

Diane Williamson Edwards &
11i Drew Edwards

Brent Williamson (child!

& Kristy Edwards
Zachary Edwards
Mike Edwards
Sara Edwards
Courtney Edwards

Sam Winn &
Edith Miller Holdaway Winn
1977

(see Holdaway line)

Thomas Wride
1900s

Evelyn Young
Edwin Young

Lois Young Mills
& Delbert Mills

Lawrence Young &
Thelma Young
1936
Jan Young Kelly &
George Kelly

Pat Mills
Tom Mills
Jim Mills
Debbie Mills

Crista Kelly
Mike Kelly
Susan Kelly

Paul Kelly &
Candace Kelly

Phil Young
Karen Kelly

George Zabriskie
& Mrs. Zabriskie

John Zabriskie &
Violet Harding Zabriskie

11 l

Grant Zabriskie &

Mildred Zabriskie

Rodney Zabriskie
Marilyn Zabriskie Nielson
Karen Zabriskie Edwards
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